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Preface

This volume contains the papers presented at the ICALP Workshop “MATCH-UP: Matching
Under Preferences”, held at the University of Reykjav́ık on July 6, 2008.

Matching problems with preferences occur in widespread applications such as the assignment
of school-leavers to universities, junior doctors to hospitals, students to campus housing,
children to schools, kidney transplant patients to donors and so on. The common thread is
that individuals have preference lists over the possible outcomes and the task is to find a
matching of the participants that is in some sense optimal with respect to these preferences.

The remit of this workshop was to explore matching problems with preferences, with an
emphasis on the algorithms and complexity perspective, but a key objective was also to
bring together the computer science and economics communities who have tended to follow
different paths when studying these problems previously. The timing of the workshop reflects
the growing interest in such problems among researchers in these communities that has led
to a wealth of publications in the past few years.

The opening talk at the workshop was to have been given by one of the key pioneers in the
field, Professor David Gale, of the University of California, Berkeley. Tragically, David Gale
died suddenly on 7 March 2008, while preparations for the workshop were under way. We
are honoured to dedicate the workshop to his memory.

In addition to David Gale, Professor Kurt Mehlhorn, Max Planck Institute für Informatik,
Professor Al Roth, Harvard University, and Professor Marilda Sotomayor, Universidade de
São Paolo, all kindly agreed to give an invited talk at the workshop. Marilda Sotomayor
agreed to open the workshop by paying tribute to the life and work of David Gale, in
particular describing his contribution to the theory of matching problems.

Our call for papers generated much interest, and we were pleased with both the quality
and quantity of submitted papers. These originated in roughly equal measure from the
computing science and economics communities. The tight time constraints imposed by a
one-day workshop made the selection process difficult, and forced us to reject a number
of good papers that, in other circumstances, we would have been happy to accept. The
final choice of 15 contributed papers appearing in these proceedings represents, we feel, an
excellent snapshot of the current state of the art regarding research in the area of matching
problems with preferences.

We would like to conclude by thanking the invited speakers and the authors of all submitted
papers for helping to make this workshop a success.

Magnús M. Halldórsson
Rob Irving

Kazuo Iwama
David Manlove
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My Encounters with David Gale 
 

Marilda Sotomayor, Universidade de São Paolo 
 
Abstract  
�

In this talk I will tell what I know about David Gale and what I learned from him as a friend 

and a mathematician. 

 

Extracts from a letter from Marilda Sotomayor to Bernhard von Stengel on David 
Gale's work, dated March 12 2008:  

Over the last fifty years David Gale played a leading role in developing some of the themes 

of fundamental importance to economic theory. An example is matching theory which he 

introduced to me in 1983. We wrote several papers together. From this time on I used to send 

to him my manuscripts, before submitting them. He always used to read them and to make 

comments and suggestions. The Gale's Feast I organized at Stony Brook was a way to thank 

him for everything I received from him. I also edited a special issue in honor to him for the 

International Journal of Game Theory, which was published these days. I think David did not 

see the publication, but I gave to him during the dinner of the Gale's Feast, as a symbolic gift, 

a compilation of the copies of all 17 papers. You can find a paper of mine there too: The 

Stability Of The Equilibrium Outcomes In The Admission Games Induced By Stable 

Matching Rules. This special issue is on David's work but most of them are on matching. 

Probably we will also have a book published by Springer.  

There is some thing that I am sure you can tell in your appreciation on Gale's work. Once, in 

1975, when David finished a talk about the stable marriage problem, some physician, who 

had attended the talk, approached him and told him that the Gale-Shapley algorithm was very 

similar to the one that was being used by the National Resident Matching Program in Illinois. 

Then, he wrote a letter to the NRMP asking them about that. They answered David and from 

the description of the algorithm used by the NRMP he could see that it was mathematically 

equivalent to the Gale-Shapley algorithm, but in the reverse: instead of producing the optimal 

stable matching for the students it produced the optimal stable matching for the hospitals. 

This fact was spread orally. When I arrived in Berkeley, February of 1983, there were papers 

on the walls of the Department of Mathematics congratulating David for having been elected 

for the National Academy of Sciences. In these papers it was written that David Gale had 

discovered an algorithm which was being used to make the allocation of the interns and 

hospitals in the United States. At this time, there was a colloquium in the Department of 

Mathematics and David gave a talk about the stable marriage problem. I attended such a talk. 

Then he talked about the mathematical equivalence of the two algorithms and made clear that 

the Gale-Shapley algorithm was independently discovered 11 years after the discovery of the 

NRMP.  

These facts were reported in the second paper David wrote about the stable marriage problem, 

in 1983, co-authored with me: Some remarks on the stable matching problem, Discrete 

Applied Mathematics. This paper was only published in 1985 and was very important for the 
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developing of the theory of the discrete matchings. In my opinion this was, after the first one 

by Gale and Shapley, the most important paper that was written on this subject. It presents a 

concise theory whose results and arguments used in the proofs have been used by the authors 

until nowadays. The existent theory only considered special cases of the marriage model (the 

same number of men and women and/or complete preference lists of acceptable partners). 

Our paper presents the general marriage model where the lists of acceptable partners do not 

need to be complete and we may have any number of agents in each side of the model. Then 

the paper generalizes all existent results, presents new proofs with different arguments, and 

also new results. Almost all results have two proofs: one by making use of the algorithm and 

another one without the algorithm, by only using the theory that is constructed in the paper. A 

new and very short proof of the non-manipulability theorem by Dubins and Freedman allows 

to teach this result in only one class. The original proof had 20 pages. This theorem opened 

space for investigation on the strategic aspects of the Gale-Shapley algorithm. This was done 

in the following paper by us, also written in 1983 and published in 1985: Ms. Machiavelli and 

the stable matching problem, American Math. Monthly.  

His first work on continuous matching models was with Gabrielle Demange: The strategy 

structure of two-sided matching markets, Econometrica, 1985. This is a very precious paper 

because it allowed to us to use the similarities and differences between several results for the 

marriage model and for the continuous model to understand better the structure of the 

matching models.  

Another important work on the continuous matching models was written with me and 

Demange: Multi-item auctions, Journal of Political Economy. It is about two dynamic auction 

mechanisms to produce the minimum competitive equilibrium price for the case where 

buyers have quasi-linear utilities and only wish one object and each seller owns one object.  

An important thing to be written about David Gale is that all his works reflect his 

extraordinary creativity, his ability to combine precision and rigour with an elegant style of 

exposition and to provide simpler alternatives to complicated proofs. An example is the paper 

of Shapley and Scarf (1974), where he presented a short and simple proof of the non-

emptiness of the core of the Housing market, as an alternative to the more complicated proof 

of the authors. His proof is done by means of the well-known "Top trading cycles algorithm" 

which has been applied to allocation problems of students to schools and of kidneys to 

patients. Another example is the suggestion to John Nash to demonstrate the existence of 

Nash equilibria using the Kakutani Fixed Point Theorem to simplify his proof.   
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Assigning Papers to Reviewers

Kurt Mehlhorn
Max Planck Institut für Informatik

Abstract

CS conferences typically have a program committee (PC) that selects the papers for
the conference from among the submitted papers. The work of the PC is supported by a
conference support system, e.g., EasyChair. It is the task of the program chair to assign
the papers to the members of the PC. In order to achieve an effective assignment, the PC
members classify the papers according to interest. The EasyChair conference system knows
four levels: strongly interested, weakly interested, not interested, conflict of interest. Given
the classification of the papers by the PC members, the chair seeks a good assignment. What
are the right objectives? Here are some: balancing the load of the PC members, making the
task of the PC members worthwhile by assigning their high interest papers, guaranteeing
each paper a sufficient number of reviews, guaranteeing each paper a sufficient total level of
interest, and so on. I will discuss several versions of the problem; I will pose more questions
than I give answers.
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Kidney Exchange: Design and Evolution of a Computer-assisted Matching 
Mechanism 

 
Al Roth, Harvard University 

 

Abstract 

 

I will give an overview of the recent development of regional kidney exchanges in the United 

States, which help patients with incompatible (or poorly matched) donors arrange kidney 

transplants from other patients' donors. Advances in matching theory interacted with changes in 

surgical practice as these kidney exchanges evolved. Legislation in 2007 removed barriers to a 

national kidney exchange, which raises new market design and computational issues, some of 

which are still open questions. 
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Unravelling in Two-Sided Matching Markets

and Similarity of Preferences

Hanna Ha�laburda
∗

Abstract

This paper investigates the causes and welfare
consequences of unravelling in two-sided matching
markets. It shows that similarity of preferences is
an important factor driving unravelling. In partic-
ular, it shows that under the ex-post stable mech-
anism (the mechanism that the literature focuses
on), unravelling is more likely to occur when par-
ticipants have more similar preferences. It also
shows that any Pareto-optimal mechanism must
prevent unravelling, and that the ex-post stable
mechanism is Pareto-optimal if and only if it pre-
vents unravelling.

1 Introduction

The hiring process calls for collecting information
in order to choose the best individual from among
the candidates. In certain markets, however, firms
hire workers long before all the pertinent informa-
tion is available. For instance, in the market for
hospital interns before 1945, appointments have
been made even as early as two years before stu-
dents’ graduation and the actual start of the job
(Roth, 1984, 2003). This phenomenon of contract-
ing long before the job begins and before rele-
vant information is available, is called unravelling.
Those early matches often turn out to be ineffi-
cient when the job starts.

Unravelling has been recognized as a serious
problem in numerous markets.1 Measures de-
signed to preclude this phenomenon have not al-
ways been successful. Unravelling prevails in cer-
tain markets because some employers see a bet-
ter chance to hire their most-preferred candidates
when they contract early than when they wait.

∗Harvard Business School, hhalaburda@hbs.edu.
1For an extensive list, see Roth and Xing (1994).

Meanwhile, other markets for entry-level profes-
sionals appear never to have experienced unrav-
elling, including markets for new professors in fi-
nance, economics and biology. Studying what fac-
tors lead to unravelling in some markets but not in
others can help design better measures to prevent
unravelling.

Much of the existing research focuses on sta-
bility as the key to understanding unravelling. A
matching is ex-post stable if every agent prefers
his match to being unmatched, and if there is no
blocking pair, that is, a worker and a firm that
both strictly prefer each other to their assigned
partners. Roth (1991) and Kagel and Roth (2000)
argue that ex-post stable matching implemented
upon arrival of pertinent information should pre-
clude early contracting. This argument is known
as the “stability hypothesis.” An ex-post stable
matching can be produced in a market through
a clearinghouse.2 However, some clearinghouses
with an ex-post stable algorithm have failed to
stop unravelling.3 Roth and Xing (1994) also of-
fer theoretical examples of unravelling even when
ex-post stable matching is expected upon the ar-
rival of pertinent information. There is no consen-
sus, however, on whether these examples are single
anomalies, or if instead there is some systematic
reason for the stability hypothesis to fail.4

2In a clearinghouse, firms and workers submit their pref-
erences, and a matching among all participants is produced
by an algorithm.

3Examples include the U.S. gastroenterology market,
whose clearinghouse was abandoned in 1996 (Niederle and
Roth, 2003), and the Canadian market for new lawyers
(Roth and Xing, 1994).

4The stability hypothesis is not the only expla-
nation of unravelling in the literature. In Dami-
ano, Li and Suen (2005), early contracting is the result of
costly search. Li and Rosen (1998), Li and Suen (2000)
and Suen (2000) point to workers’ risk aversion as the main
cause of the phenomenon. Although risk aversion plays an
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This paper shows that the similarity of prefer-

ences is an important factor contributing to un-

ravelling. The more similar are firms’ preferences,

the more unravelling will occur in the market, even

with an ex-post stable clearinghouse in operation.

This paper also shows that unravelling leads to a

loss in welfare, and a mechanism must preclude

unravelling to be Pareto-optimal. In some mar-

kets it means that an ex-post stable mechanism is

Pareto-dominated by an ex-post unstable mecha-

nism.

This paper examines a two-sided matching mar-

ket populated by firms and workers. The agents

on each side are heterogenous and they have pref-

erences over agents on the other side of the mar-

ket. Their aim is to match with the best possi-

ble agent on the other side. Workers’ preferences

over firms are identical: all workers agree on which

firm is the best firm, the next-to-best or the worst

firm. Firms, however, may have different prefer-

ences over the workers. The similarity of firms’

preferences over workers is a comparative statics

parameter. There are two periods. Firms and

workers can contract in either period, but firms

only learn their preferences in the second period.

The firms and workers who contract in the first

period exit the market. The agents who remain

in the second period participate in a mechanism

that produces a matching between them. In this

model, contracting during the first period, before

firms have learned their preferences, constitutes

unravelling.

The first part of the paper investigates unrav-

elling when the mechanism in the second period

produces the ex-post stable matching. In the en-

vironment considered here there always exists a

unique ex-post stable matching.

It is shown that the nature of equilibria depends

crucially on the level of similarity: unravelling oc-

curs only in markets where firms’ preferences are

sufficiently similar. With very similar preferences,

many firms are likely to prefer the same workers.

Amid such competition, worse firms may have a

better chance to hire their top candidates if they

important role and may be an additional cause of early con-

tracting, it is not a necessary condition for the phenomenon.

The model in this paper assumes risk-neutrality in order

to distinguish incentives to unravel driven by similarity of

preferences from those attributable to risk aversion.

contract before rankings are known.

The second part of the paper studies the prob-

lem of mechanism design in markets where un-

ravelling is possible. Before the game starts, a

mechanism is chosen for the second period. The

mechanism is announced at the outset of the game,

so that firms and workers are aware of it during

the first period. The goal is to provide a Pareto-

optimal outcome from the ex-ante perspective of

the beginning of period 1.

It turns out that any Pareto-optimal mechanism

must preclude unravelling. The first part of the

paper shows that the ex-post stable mechanism

may unravel. When this is the case, this mecha-

nism cannot be Pareto-optimal. There exists an-

other — ex-post unstable — mechanism for such a

market that does not unravel and Pareto-improves

upon the ex-post stable mechanism. In every mar-

ket there exists a mechanism producing a Pareto-

optimal outcome. In some markets, however, all

Pareto-optimal mechanisms are ex-post unstable.

Section 2 of this paper presents the model. Sec-

tion 3 investigates unravelling under an ex-post

stable mechanism. Section 4 analyzes the prob-

lem of mechanism design in markets where unrav-

elling is possible. Section 5 offers some concluding

observations.

2 The Model

To investigate unravelling, I construct a two-stage

game between two types of agents: firms and

workers. Firms and workers can contract during

the first stage. If they do, they leave the mar-

ket. In the second stage, the remaining agents are

matched by a mechanism. The game, described in

this section, is represented in Figure 1.

The market is populated by F firms, f ∈
{1, . . . , F}, and W workers, w ∈ {1, . . . , W}. Let

F ⊆ {1, . . . , F} denote an arbitrary subset of

firms. Similarly, let W ⊆ {1, . . . , W} denote an

arbitrary subset of workers. There are more work-

ers than firms, W > F . Each firm has exactly one

position to fill, and each worker can take at most

one job.

Workers have identical preferences over firms:

all workers consider firm F the most desirable,

firm F − 1 — the second-best, and so on. The

6



t=1 t=2

(F, W,u,v, ρ,M) and
workers’ preferences
commonly known

each firm’s ranking is
realized

matching mechanism M is
applied to agents remaining

in the market

firms simultaneously
make (or not) early

offers

workers who received an
offer accept or reject it

matched firms and
workers leave the

market

Figure 1: Timeline of the game

utility for a worker from being matched to firm f

is uf , and the utility from being unmatched is 0.
Workers prefer being hired by the worst firm to not
being hired at all, i.e., 0 < u1 < u2 < . . . < uF .
Let u ≡ [u1, u2, . . . , uF ].

Firms may have different preferences over work-
ers. Firm f ’s preferences are described by its
ranking, denoted by Rf = (rf

1 , r
f
2 , . . . , r

f
W ) —

an ordered list of length W , where r
f
1 represents

the lowest-ranked worker, and r
f
W represents the

highest-ranked worker in firm f ’s ranking. Let
R = [R1, . . . , RF ] be the vector of all firms’ rank-
ings. For a subset of firms F, let RF be the cor-
responding vector of the rankings of the firms in
F.

The value to firm f of being matched to worker
r
f
k is vk.

5 It is better to hire the worst worker than
to keep a vacancy, i.e., 0 < v1 < v2 < . . . < vW .
Let v ≡ [v1, v2, . . . , vW ]. The matching value vec-
tors, u and v, are publicly known. There are no
transfers between firms and workers.

Definition 1. A matching between F and W is a
function µF,W : F → W∪{∅} that uniquely assigns
workers to firms. That is, for any two firms f and
f ′ in F such that f �= f ′

either µF,W(f) �= µF,W(f ′)

or µF,W(f) = µF,W(f ′) = ∅

Expression µF,W(f) = ∅ means that in match-
ing µF,W, firm f is not matched with any worker.

5The assumption that every firm has the same value of
being matched with k-th worker on its list is needed for
clarity of exposition. The general results remain true for
differing matching values.

When µF,W(f) = w ∈ W, then firm f is matched
with worker w.

Much of the literature emphasizes the impor-
tance of ex-post stability in matching. The notion
of ex-post stability6 was introduced by Gale and
Shapley (1962). A matching is called ex-post un-

stable if it results in a firm and a worker who would
prefer to be matched to each other than to remain
in their current matches. A matching is called ex-

post stable if it is not ex-post unstable.
Which matching is ex-post stable depends on

firms’ preferences, RF. A well established result in
the literature7 states that in a market where work-
ers’ preferences are identical, for any given firms’
preference profile there exists a unique ex-post sta-
ble matching between F and W.8 This matching
can be characterized in the following way: The
best firm — the firm most desired by workers —
in F is matched with its highest-ranked worker in
W. Then, the next-best firm is matched with its
highest-ranked worker from among the remaining
workers, and so on. Every firm in F is matched
to its highest-ranked worker remaining in the pool
after all the better firms in F have been matched.

A matching is defined between a subset of firms
and a subset of workers. A special case is match-

ing outcome, which refers to a matching between
all firms, {1, . . . , F}, and all workers, {1, . . . , W},
realized at the end of the two-stage game. The
ex-post stable outcome — denoted by oS — is
the ex-post stable matching between all workers,
{1, . . . , W}, and all firms, {1, . . . , F}, in the mar-

ket: oS ≡ µ
{1,...,W},{1,...,F}
S . I drop R from the no-

tation, keeping in mind that ex-post stable match-
ing depends on rankings.

When a matching is produced by a matching
mechanism, M, also called a clearinghouse, it
is based on the rankings reported by firms. A
matching mechanism is incentive compatible if no
firm benefits from misreporting its preferences. A
mechanism is called ex-post stable — and denoted

6Gale and Shapley (1962) call this property “stability.”
Here it is called “ex-post stability” to emphasize the fact
that a matching satisfying this property may nevertheless
unravel, and thus in a sense may be “ex-ante” unstable
though it is “ex-post” stable.

7E.g., Gusfield and Irving (1989) or Roth and Sotomayor
(1990).

8With arbitrary workers’ preferences, ex-post stable
matching does not need to be unique.
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MS — if it applies ex-post stable matching to
the reported rankings. In this model the ex-post
stable mechanism is incentive compatible. There-
fore, the ex-post stable mechanism operating over
F and W will produce ex-post stable matching be-
tween F and W.

There are two periods in the model: t = 1, 2.
Workers’ preferences are commonly known in both
periods. Firms learn their own preferences, in the
form of rankings, only at the beginning of period 2.
Each firm’s ranking is its private information.

With W workers there are W ! possible rank-
ings. Denote as R the set of all possible rank-
ings over workers. The rankings for all F firms,
(R1, . . . ,RF ), are drawn from a joint distribu-
tion G over R

F . The model focuses on distri-
butions where the marginal distributions of indi-
vidual rankings are always uniform, allowing for
different levels of similarity between the rankings.
Two special cases of such distributions are identi-
cal preferences and independent preferences.

Let G1 be the joint distribution where all firms’
rankings are identical and the marginal distribu-
tion of any individual ranking is uniform on R.
That is, every ranking in R is drawn with equal
probability of 1

W !
and all firms will have the same

ranking.

Let G0 be the joint distribution such that any
firm’s ranking is drawn from the uniform distribu-
tion independently of other firms’ rankings.

Between the identical and the independent
rankings, there is a continuum of cases of inter-
mediate similarity, Gρ.

Definition 2. For ρ ∈ [0, 1],

Gρ = ρG1 + (1 − ρ)G0

The parameter ρ is a measure of preference sim-
ilarity9 and will be a comparative statics parame-
ter in the analysis below. Preferences are said to
be more similar under Gρ′ than under Gρ when
ρ′ > ρ. Since ρ completely characterizes Gρ, the
two are used interchangeably.

9Similarity of preferences, as measured by ρ is similar to

the concept of correlation. However, correlation for rank-

ings is not well defined. Since preferences are expressed

as rankings, rankings and preferences are used interchange-

ably.

Figure 1 illustrates how the game unfolds. Mar-
ket characteristics (F, W,u,v, ρ,M) and workers’
preferences are commonly known at any time. At
the beginning of period 1, firms simultaneously
decide whether or not to make an early offer, and
if so, to which worker. Each firm can make at
most one offer. After the early offers are released,
each worker observes the offers he has received, if
any. He does not see offers made to other work-
ers. Every worker presented with an offer accepts
or rejects it. He may accept at most one offer. If
an offer is accepted, the matched firm and worker
leave the market. Firms whose offers were rejected
or who did not make an offer in period 1, remain in
the market for period 2. In period 2, firms’ rank-
ings are realized and a matching mechanism M
operates on the agents remaining in the market.
Section 3 assumes the ex-post stable mechanism in
period 2. Section 4 considers other mechanisms.
There is no discounting between the periods and
making offers is costless.

This paper considers only incentive compatible
mechanisms, where firms truthfully report their
rankings in period 2. In period 1, every firm
decides whether or not to make an offer and if
so, to which worker. The analysis focuses on se-
quential equilibria in pure strategies. The strat-
egy of any firm f is σf ∈ {1, . . . , W} ∪ {∅}. Let
Ωw ⊂ {1, . . . , F} be the set of firms that have
made an early offer to worker w. A strategy of
worker w, σw(Ωw) ∈ Ωw ∪ {∅}, is the offer that
he accepts. Strategy σw(Ωw) = ∅ means that the
worker rejects all offers.

Every firm’s payoff depends on many variables:
market characteristics (F, W,u,v, ρ,M), firms’ re-
alized rankings R, and the strategies played by all
agents in the market. For clarity, most of this
notation is suppressed and only the variables es-
sential to the current analysis are retained.

A definition of sequential equilibrium applied to
this model is a profile of strategies and a system
of beliefs such that

(1) strategies are sequentially rational given the
beliefs, i.e.

(f) every firm f ∈ {1, . . . , F} chooses σ∗

f

that maximizes its expected payoff, i.e.

Eπf

(

σ∗

f

)

≥ Eπf

(

σf

)

∀σf ∈ {1, . . . , W} ∪ {∅}
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(w) each worker w ∈ {1, . . . , W} chooses his
strategy, conditionally on the set of re-
ceived offers, σ∗

w(Ωw), such as to maxi-
mize his expected utility, i.e.

EUw

(

σ∗

w |Ωw

)

≥ EUw

(

σw |Ωw

)

∀σw ∈ {Ωw}∪{∅}

(2) beliefs are consistent with the strategies
played.

Offers made and accepted in period 1 constitute
unravelling.

3 Unravelling under Ex-Post

Stable Mechanism

Given that the literature focuses on ex-post stable
mechanisms, this section investigates unravelling
under the ex-post stable matching mechanism.

The ex-post stable mechanism, MS , is not
only incentive compatible, but in all equilibria it
also produces ex-post stable matching among the
agents remaining in period 2. Unless unravelling
occurs in period 1, it produces the ex-post stable
outcome, oS .

The ex-post stable outcome has two properties
that are of particular interest here. One is that
lower-ranked firms receive lower expected payoffs
in the ex-post stable matching, and the other is
that firms’ expected payoffs decrease as prefer-
ences become more similar.

Because of the first property, worse firms are
more likely to prefer early contracting under MS

than better firms. To unravel, firms need to be
good enough to be accepted in period 1 and bad
enough to want to contract early. And because of
the second property, more firms prefer to contract
early as preference similarity increases.

Let Eπf (oS |ρ) denote firm f ’s expected payoff
in the ex-post stable outcome in a given market.
Then the following lemma summarizes the prop-
erties of oS .

Lemma 1 (properties of oS). .

(1) In any market (F, W,u,v, ρ,MS), for any f > 1,
Eπf−1(oS | ρ) < Eπf (oS | ρ).

(2) Holding other market parameters constant, for

any f < F ,

ρ < ρ′ =⇒ Eπf (oS | ρ) > Eπf (oS | ρ′)

Proof. See the Appendix, page 11.

3.1 Equilibria without Unravelling

An equilibrium has no unravelling when either no
firm makes an early offer, or all early offers are re-
jected. This subsection explores conditions under
which such an equilibrium exists, i.e., conditions
under which there is no profitable deviation from
oS .

Consider a worker who receives an offer from
firm f in period 1, when in equilibrium all firms
are expected to wait for period 2. If the worker
accepts the offer, he receives utility uf . If he re-
jects the offer, all firms and all workers participate
in the period 2 matching mechanism. Because the
workers are a priori identical, a worker’s expected
utility from rejecting f ’s offer is 1

W

∑F
i=1 ui. He

accepts the offer when

uf >
1

W

F
∑

i=1

ui

Let L0
(W,u) denote the lowest ranked firm whose

offer will be accepted in period 1. All firms worse
than L0 will be rejected in period 1. Firm L0 and
all firms better than L0 will be accepted. Call
{

L0
(W,u) , . . . , F

}

the acceptance set.

The incentives for firms to contract in period 1
depend on the joint distribution of rankings, Gρ.
Recall that Eπf (oS |ρ) denotes firm f ’s expected
payoff from the ex-post stable outcome under Gρ.

Since all workers are ex ante the same, an offer
made to any worker in period 1 — if it is accepted
— yields

π0 ≡
1

W

W
∑

k=1

vk

Firm f prefers early contracting to ex-post stable
outcome when π0 > Eπf (oS |ρ).

Firm F never has incentives to make an offer
in period 1, since in the ex-post stable outcome
it always hires its most-preferred worker. Other
firms may have something to gain from an early
offer, depending on ρ and v.

Example 1. Consider firm F−1. This firm gets
its most-preferred worker unless that worker is
firm F ’s most-preferred worker as well. Its ex-
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pected payoff from the ex-post stable matching is

EπF−1(oS | ρ) =

= (1 − ρ)

(

1 −
1

W

)

vW +

(

ρ + (1 − ρ)
1

W

)

vW−1

In a market with 2 firms and 3 workers where v =
[1, 2, 6], Eπ1(oS | ρ) = 14

3 (1 − ρ) + 2ρ and π0 = 3.
Thus, firm 1 would prefer early contracting to the

ex-post stable outcome when ρ > 5
8 . �

The lower ranked the firm, the lower its ex-
pected payoff in the ex-post stable outcome
(Lemma 1(1)). Thus, if firm f prefers early
contracting to the ex-post stable outcome, then
all firms worse than f do too. The set of
all firms that prefer early contracting under Gρ

and v — called the offer set — is an inter-

val
{

1, . . . , H0
(ρ,v)

}

, where H0
(ρ,v) is the highest-

ranked firm that prefers early contracting.
A profitable deviation from oS is possible only

when there exists a firm that belongs to both the
acceptance set and the offer set. This happens
when the two sets have nonempty intersection, i.e.
L0

(W,u) ≤ H0
(ρ,v).

The H0, and thus the offer set, depend on the
similarity of preferences, ρ. The remainder of this
section shows that under independent preferences,
G0, the offer set is empty: no firm wants to con-
tract in period 1. Under identical preferences, G1,
by contrast, there may be firms willing to contract
early, depending on v. For intermediate cases,
H0

(ρ,v) increases with ρ.
For independent preferences, G0, no firm prefers

early contracting to the ex-post stable outcome.
Thus the offer set is empty. Therefore, in any
market with independent preferences, there is an
equilibrium without unravelling.

Lemma 2. For any F , v and W > F , if the prefer-

ences are independent, G0, then H0
(G0,v) < 1. I.e.,

∀F,v, W s.t. W > F π0 < Eπf (oS |G0) ∀ f

Proof. See the Appendix, page 11.

Under identical preferences, Eπf (oS |G1) =
vW−F+f . Thus, condition π0 > Eπf (oS |ρ) re-
duces to:

1

W

W
∑

k=1

vk > vW−F+f

This inequality may be satisfied for some firms and
some values of v.

Example 2 shows a market characterized by
identical preferences of firms, where there exists
a profitable deviation.

Example 2. Consider a market with 3 firms and

4 workers and with matching values vectors v =
[1, 2, 3, 4] and u = [4, 5, 6], and with identical

firms’ preferences, G1.

The ex-post stable outcome is

oS(f3) = r3
4 =⇒ π3(oS) = 4

oS(f2) = r2
3 =⇒ π2(oS) = 3

oS(f1) = r1
2 =⇒ π1(oS) = 2

An early offer yields expected payoff of 2.5. Thus,

firm 2 has no incentive to make an early offer, but

firm 1 prefers to contract in period 1. That is,

H0
(G1,v) = 1.

A worker’s expected utility from period 2 match-

ing is 1
W

∑F
f=1 uf = 15

4 < 4 = u1. This means

that firm 1’s offer in period 1 will be accepted by

any worker. Thus, L0
(4,u) = 1 and the acceptance

set is {1, 2, 3}. Since the acceptance and the offer

sets overlap at H0
(G1,v) = L0

(4,u) = 1, there exists a

profitable deviation from oS in this market. �

However, a profitable deviation from oS may
not exist even when firms’ preferences are identi-
cal. For example, if the matching utilities in Ex-
ample 2 were u′ = [2, 3, 4], then firm 1 would be
rejected by any worker in period 1. So there would
be no profitable deviation.

Thus, under identical preferences a profitable
deviation from oS may but need not exist. That
is, there are markets characterized by G1, in which
there exists an equilibrium without unravelling,
but there also are markets with G1 in which any
equilibrium must exhibit unravelling.

Now, consider intermediate similarity of firms’
preferences. By Lemma 1(2), the expected value
of oS for firms decreases as similarity of prefer-
ences increases. As a consequence, holding other
parameters of the market constant, more firms
prefer early contracting as similarity of preferences
increases. Workers’ incentives to accept an offer
in period 1 do not depend on similarity of prefer-
ences.
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For any market parameters (F, W,v,u), there
exists a threshold ρ∗∗ such that a profitable devi-
ation from oS exists for any similarity higher than
the threshold but not for similarity lower than the
threshold.

Lemma 3. For any market parameters

(F, W,v,u), there exists ρ∗∗ ∈ (0, 1] s.t.

for all ρ ≤ ρ∗∗, there exists an equilibrium

without unravelling, and

for all ρ > ρ∗∗, there is no equilibrium without

unravelling.

Proof. See the Appendix, page 11.

For G0 there are no market parameters
(F, W,v,u) for which a profitable deviation from
oS exists. This follows from the fact that under
G0, the offer set is always empty. But as simi-
larity of preferences, ρ, increases, firms’ expected
payoffs from ex-post stable outcome decrease and
unravelling becomes more profitable.

3.2 Equilibria with Unravelling

Firms and workers that contract early exit the
market before period 2. The remaining agents
participate in the ex-post stable matching mecha-
nism. In equilibrium, worker w who receives offers
Ωw in period 1 either accepts the best offer in Ωw

or rejects all of them, depending on which of the
two options maximizes his expected utility.

For any given equilibrium, define equilibrium

unravelling set as the set of firms that contract
early in this equilibrium, and denote this set by
U. The remaining firms, {1, . . . , F}�U, partici-
pate in MS in period 2 with workers still remain-
ing in the market. If the equilibrium unravelling
set is empty, such an equilibrium does not involve
unravelling.

It is a property of any equilibrium that the
unravelling set is an interval, that is, U has no
“holes.” For the given equilibrium unravelling set
U
∗, let firm H∗ be the highest-ranked firm in U

∗,
and firm L∗ — the lowest-ranked in U

∗. The fact
that U

∗ is an interval means that all firms worse
than H∗ but better than L∗ belong to U

∗ as well.
This result is formally stated in Lemma 4(1) be-
low.

Thus, any nonempty U
∗ can be characterized

by the best firm (H∗) and the worst firm (L∗)
that contract early in such equilibrium: U

∗ ≡
{L∗, . . . , H∗}, for L∗ ≤ H∗.

1 F
firms

L∗ H∗

U
∗

Figure 2: The structure of an equilibrium

In every market there is at least one equilibrium.
This result is formally stated in Lemma 4(2) be-
low. Moreover, in a typical market there is more
than one equilibrium.

Example 3. Consider a market with 5 firms

and 6 workers where u = [2, 5, 6, 9, 10], v =
[2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 17] and firms’ preferences are identi-

cal, G1. In this market there are two possible un-

ravelling sets in pure strategy equilibria: U
∗ = {3}

and U
′ = {2, 3, 4}. �

In Example 3 both equilibrium unravelling sets
were nonempty. But this does not need to be the
case. There are markets with multiple equilibria
where some equilibria exhibit unravelling and oth-
ers do not.

However, equilibrium unravelling sets cannot be
arbitrary. For any two equilibrium unravelling sets
in a given market, one needs to be fully included
in the other. In particular, two equilibrium unrav-
elling sets for the same market cannot “overlap.”
Lemma 4(3) states this result formally.

1 F
firms

U
∗

U
′f

(a) An impossible configuration of multiple equilibrium
unravelling sets

1 F
firms

L∗ H∗

U
∗

L′ H ′U
′

(b) A possible configuration of multiple equilibrium un-
ravelling sets

Figure 3: Multiple equilibria with unravelling

The following lemma summarizes properties of
equilibria in an arbitrary market with the ex-post
stable matching mechanism, (F, W,u,v, ρ,MS).
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Lemma 4. Given a market (F, W,u,v, ρ,MS):

(1) (convexity of unravelling set) In any

equilibrium, the equilibrium unravelling set,

U, is an interval.

(2) (existence of equilibrium) There exists an

equilibrium in pure strategies.

(3) (multiple equilibria) If there are two equi-

librium unravelling sets, U
∗ and U

′ where

U
∗ �= U

′, then either U
∗ ⊂ U

′ or U
′ ⊂

U
∗. Moreover, if both unravelling sets are

nonempty, U
∗ = {L∗, . . . , H∗} and U

′ =
{L′, . . . , H ′} then

L′ < L∗ ⇐⇒ H∗ < H ′

Proof. Available upon request.

The last property of multiple equilibria leads
to conclusions about how increasing similarity
of preferences drives changes in equilibrium out-
comes.

Comparative statics on ρ

Equilibrium unravelling — as measured by the size
of U — weakly increases with the similarity of pref-
erences.

In any market characterized by independent
preferences, all equilibria result in no-unravelling.
Lemma 3 implies that as ρ increases, equilibria
with U = ∅ exist for a smaller range of market
parameters (F, W,u,v).

By the property of multiple equilibrium unrav-
elling sets (Lemma 4(3)), every equilibrium un-
ravelling set in a given market (if there is more
than one) has a different number of firms con-
tracting early. Thus, for any market, all equilibria
can be ordered by the size of U. The maximum

equilibrium (UMAX) and the minimum equilibrium
(UMIN ) can be distinguished. The former is the
class of equilibria with maximum unravelling, i.e.,
the largest U, and the latter is the class of equilib-
ria with minimum unravelling, i.e., the smallest U.
It may happen in a market that U

MAX ≡ U
MIN ,

that is, that all equilibria in this market result
in the same unravelling set. For instance, in any
market with G0, U

MAX ≡ U
MIN = ∅.

As similarity of preferences increases, both min-
imum and maximum equilibrium unravelling sets
increase. The maximum equilibrium unravelling
set increases from empty to non-empty at some ρ∗.
Thus, for ρ > ρ∗ an equilibrium with unravelling
appears in the market. Moreover, when similarity
of preferences increases, the minimum equilibrium
unravelling set may also increase from empty to
non-empty — at some ρ∗∗ ≥ ρ∗. When this occurs,
“no unravelling” is no longer an equilibrium in
markets with preference similarity ρ > ρ∗∗. This
relationship between equilibrium unravelling sets
in a market and the level of preference similarity
is illustrated by Figure 4.

Let U(ρ) be an equilibrium unravelling set in a
market with similarity of preferences ρ.

ρ

size of U

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

size of U
MAX

size of U
MIN

ρ
∗

ρ
∗∗

Figure 4: The relationship of U
MIN , U

MAX and ρ

in a typical market

Proposition 1. Under MS, for any market pa-

rameters F, W,u,v, there exist ρ∗ and ρ∗∗ such

that 0 < ρ∗ ≤ ρ∗∗ ≤ 1 and

ρ ∈ [0, ρ∗] =⇒ U
MAX(ρ) = ∅

ρ ∈ (ρ∗, ρ∗∗] =⇒ U
MIN (ρ) = ∅ & U

MAX(ρ) �= ∅

ρ ∈ (ρ∗∗, 1] =⇒ U
MIN (ρ) �= ∅

Proof. See the Appendix, page 11.

In some markets characterized by high similar-
ity of preferences, all equilibria under the ex-post
stable mechanism involve early contracting. In
those markets only an ex-post unstable matching
mechanism can prevent unravelling. Section 4 fo-
cuses on the welfare consequences of unravelling
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and on characterizing Pareto-optimal mechanisms
for markets where unravelling is possible.

4 Mechanism Design

This section turns to the problem of mechanism
design in markets where unravelling may occur.
It shows that unravelling is Pareto-inefficient, for
a broad class of mechanisms called anonymous

mechanisms. For example, the ex-post stable
mechanism is anonymous, as are all mechanisms
ever used in real markets.

This section shows that the ex-post stable
matching mechanism is Pareto-optimal if and only
if it does not induce unravelling. Moreover, in ev-
ery market there always exists a mechanism that
produces a Pareto-optimal outcome. In the mar-
kets where the ex-post stable clearinghouse un-
ravels, there exists an ex-post unstable mechanism
that will stop unravelling and improve the welfare
of the market participants.

An outcome, o, is a function from the profile
of rankings to randomization over matchings be-
tween all firms and all workers.

The previous section considered a special case
of an outcome function — the ex-post stable out-
come, oS . This section also examines other out-
comes and mechanisms.

Firm f ’s payoff from an outcome depends on the
realized rankings, R, and is denoted by πf (o|R).
The ex-ante expected payoff of an outcome is the
expectation over all possible ranking realizations.
Let Eπf (o) be firm f ’s expected payoff from out-
come o, then

Eπf (o) =
∑

R∈RF

πf (o|R) · Prob(R|ρ)

Similarly, worker w’s expected utility of outcome
o is

EUw(o) =
∑

R∈RF

Uw(o|R) · Prob(R|ρ)

An outcome o
′ strictly Pareto-dominates (ex-

ante) outcome o
′′ when

(

∀ f Eπf (o′) ≥ Eπf (o′′) and ∀w EUw(o′) ≥ EUw(o′′)
)

and
(

∃ f Eπf (o′) > Eπf (o′′) or ∃w EUw(o′) > EUw(o′′)
)

A matching outcome o is Pareto-optimal in
a given market when there does not exist an
outcome in that market that strictly Pareto-
dominates o.

The social planner designs a mechanism to
achieve the best outcome in the Pareto sense (ex-
ante). For an incentive compatible mechanism in
period 2, an equilibrium under M is described by
the first-period strategies of agents. Let σ denote
a vector of period 1 strategies for all agents. A
mechanism may possibly implement many equi-
libria. For example, it was demonstrated that
the game with the ex-post stable mechanism usu-
ally has multiple equilibria. Let Σ

M be the set
of all possible equilibria under mechanism M. A
mechanism-equilibrium pair (M, σ), where σ ∈
Σ

M, determines a unique outcome o(M,σ).

A mechanism-equilibrium pair (M, σ) is un-

constrained Pareto-optimal when it produces a
Pareto-optimal outcome. However, a social plan-
ner is constrained to inducing outcomes by means
of a mechanism. A mechanism-equilibrium pair
(M, σ) is constrained Pareto-optimal when there
is no other mechanism-equilibrium pair (M′, σ′)
such that its outcome o(M′,σ′) strictly Pareto-
dominates o(M,σ).

Define a mechanism to be anonymous if it as-
signs workers to firms based only on firms’ rank-
ings, not on workers’ identities. For example,
the ex-post stable mechanism, MS , is anonymous.
Define a vector of strategies, σ, as anonymous if
any firm that contracts with a worker in period 1
selects a worker at random, ignoring his identity.10

A mechanism-equilibrium pair (M, σ) is anony-
mous when M and σ are anonymous.

Notice that under an anonymous mechanism-
equilibrium pair, every worker has the same ex-
ante expected utility at the beginning of the first
period.

It is said that a mechanism-equilibrium pair
(M, σ) exhibits unravelling when there is a pos-
itive probability that an early offer is both made
and accepted under the vector of strategies σ.

The following proposition presents the main re-
sult of this section: when an anonymous (M, σ)
exhibits unravelling, it cannot be constrained

10It is assumed, however, that no two firms that want to

contract in period 1 make offer to the same worker.
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Pareto-optimal.

Proposition 2. For any anonymous mechanism-

equilibrium pair (M,σ) that exhibits unravelling,

there exists an anonymous mechanism-equilibrium

pair (M′,σ′) such that it does not exhibit unrav-

elling and that outcome o(M′,σ′) strictly Pareto-

dominates outcome o(M,σ).

Proof. Consider an anonymous (M,σ) such that M
produces in equilibrium σ a non-empty unravelling set
U

M �= ∅. Now consider the following mechanism M′:

(1) To all firms in U
M, M′ tentatively assigns a ran-

dom worker from the set of all workers. This mim-
ics the unravelling outcome for those firms. Notice
that with probability 1

W
, a firm is assigned to its

least-preferred worker.

(2) All other firms are matched according to M.
These firms get the same expected payoff as under
(M,σ). For these firms it is the final match.

(3) (the “least-preferred workers correction”) For all
firms in U

M that were matched to their least-
preferred workers, M′ replaces these workers with
workers still remaining in the pool. This is fea-
sible because, after all firms are matched, there
is at least one worker still in the pool. For
firm f tentatively matched with its least-preferred
worker, any of the remaining workers is preferable
to the tentative match. This way, all firms ten-
tatively matched with their least-preferred work-
ers can improve their payoff. When there are
no more firms in U

M that are matched to their
least-preferred worker, the algorithm stops and
the matching is finalized.

Notice that M′ is an incentive compatible mechanism,
as no firm can gain by misreporting its preferences.

There is an equilibrium without unravelling under
M′. This is the case because all firms in U

M prefer
to wait for M′ rather than to unravel given that other
firms wait for period 2. Since firms outside U

M did
not unravel when some other firms were contracting
early, they do not unravel when all other firms wait for
period 2 under M′. Therefore, no unravelling occurs.
Denote the equilibrium without unravelling by σ

′.

Notice that since (M,σ) is anonymous, (M′,σ′)

is anonymous as well. And since every firm that is

matched to a worker under (M,σ) is also matched un-

der (M′,σ′), the expected payoff to every worker does

not change. Every firm in U
M has a strictly higher

expected payoff in o(M′,σ′) than in o(M,σ). All the

other firms have exactly the same expected payoff in

both outcomes. Therefore, o(M′,σ′) Pareto-dominates

o(M,σ).

Proposition 2 establishes that no-unravelling
is a necessary condition for constrained Pareto-
optimality of an anonymous (M,σ). In par-
ticular, when the ex-post stable mechanism —
which is anonymous — unravels, it cannot be con-
strained Pareto-optimal. For the ex-post stable
mechanism, any (MS ,σ) that does not exhibit
unravelling is unconstrained Pareto-optimal.

Proposition 3 guarantees that in any mar-
ket there exists an unconstrained Pareto-optimal
mechanism-equilibrium pair, i.e., one that pro-
duces a Pareto-optimal outcome.

Proposition 3. For any market, there exists a

mechanism M and an equilibrium σ ∈ ΣM such

that (M,σ) is unconstrained Pareto-optimal.

Proof. Consider a mechanism M that first randomly
assigns all participating firms a number between 1 and
F . Then the mechanism works in the same way as the
ex-post stable mechanism but the order in which firms
are matched with workers is based on the randomly
assigned numbers, not on their position in the market.

Notice that this mechanism is anonymous. It is also
incentive compatible, as is the ex-post stable mecha-
nism. Moreover, there exists an equilibrium without
unravelling. If all agents participate in the mechanism,
then all firms have higher expected payoffs from the
mechanism than from unravelling. Thus, no firm wants
to unravel when no other firm unravels. Denote the no-
unravelling equilibrium as σ.

Now, notice that (M,σ) produces a Pareto-optimal

outcome. The sum of workers’ expected utilities and

the sum of firms’ expected payoffs are the same un-

der (M,σ) as they are under oS . Since oS is Pareto-

optimal, so must o(M,σ) be: in both outcomes it is im-

possible to increase the expected payoff for one agent

without decreasing it for some other agent on the same

side of the market.

5 Conclusions

This study investigates the causes and welfare
consequences of unravelling in two-sided matching
markets. It considers a two-period model in which
firms receive pertinent information about workers
and specify preferences over them at the beginning
of the second period. It is assumed that firms and
workers can make and accept offers during the first
period if they wish to, and that a clearinghouse
mechanism is used in the second period to assign
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workers to the remaining firms. Unravelling is said
to occur when offers are both made and accepted
in the first period. Notice that firms that choose to
contract early do so in the absence of information
on which workers are most-preferred.

Section 3 explores the issue of unravelling when
the ex-post stable mechanism operates in the sec-
ond period. Ex-post stable matching is the clear-
inghouse mechanism that most of the existing lit-
erature focuses on. Section 3 shows that unrav-
elling becomes more likely as firms’ preferences
over workers grow more similar. This is the case
because when firms’ preferences are very simi-
lar, lower-ranked firms can be matched with their
most-preferred worker only by contracting with
them early. Despite insufficient information in the
first period, it may be worthwhile for such firms
to bear the risk and contract early.

Section 4 investigates the issue of Pareto-
optimality of matching mechanisms. The main
result demonstrates that a necessary condition for
an anonymous mechanism to be Pareto-optimal
is that it does not induce unravelling. Any
anonymous mechanism that induces unravelling is
Pareto-inefficient. In particular, the ex-post sta-
ble matching mechanism is Pareto-optimal if and
only if it does not unravel.

Another result of Section 4 demonstrates that
in every market there exists a mechanism that
produces a Pareto-optimal outcome. In markets
where the ex-post stable clearinghouse unravels,
it is an ex-post unstable mechanism that achieves
Pareto-optimality.

These findings are particularly noteworthy
given the importance that the literature assigns
to stability. In some circumstances, an ex-post
unstable mechanism that precludes unravelling is
actually preferable from a policy standpoint.

Appendix

Proof of Lemma 1 (page 5)

First, note that the probability that firm f is matched
with its kth worker in the ex-post stable outcome under
independent preferences is:

P (W, f, k) ≡
(F − f)!

(F − W − f + k)!

(k − 1)!

W !
(W − F + f)

This formula is derived by applying combinatorics.11

(1) Proof. The probability that firm f − 1 gets its
worker k > W − F + f is

(1 − ρ) · P (W, f − 1, k) =

= (1−ρ)·P (W, f, k)·
F − f + 1

F − W − f + 1 + k

W − F + f − 1

W − F + f

Since F , f and W are fixed, the ratio in the for-
mula decreases with increasing k. The inequality
in expected payoffs of firms f and f − 1 follows
from first order stochastic dominance.

(2) Proof. Follows directly from Eπf (oS |ρ) = ρ ·
Eπf (oS |G1) + (1 − ρ)Eπf (oS |G0), and

Eπf (oS |G0) =

W∑

k=W−F+f

vk · P (W, f, k) >

> vW−F+f

W∑

k=W−F+f

·P (W, f, k) = vW−F+f = Eπf (oS |G1)

This completes the proof.

Proof of Lemma 2 (page 6)

Proof. Consider the worst firm, firm 1.

Prob(oS(f = 1) = r1

k|G0, W ) ≡ P (W, 1, k)

for k = (W − F + 1), . . . , W

and 0 for k < W − F + 1.
By induction, it can be shown that P (W, 1, k) >

P (W, 1, k′) for k > k′. Therefore, distribution
P (W, 1, k) first order stochastically dominates distri-
bution P0(W, 1, k) = 1

W
for any k, which is the distri-

bution for early matches. Thus, Eπ1(oS |G0) > π0 in
any market with G0.

By Lemma 1(1) for any firm better than firm 1,
the payoff from the ex-post stable outcome is higher.
Therefore, all firms prefer to wait for oS rather than
to unravel.

Proof of Lemma 3 (page 7)

Proof. Follows from Lemma 1(2), Lemma 2 and mono-
tonicity of H0 in ρ.

Proof of Proposition 1 (page 8)

Proof. First, notice that in any market with G0,
(F, W,u,v, G0), the only equilibrium outcome is U

∗ =
∅. This follows from Lemma 2.

For ρ > 0, the proof follows from the fact that
U

MIN ⊆ U
MAX and monotonicity of H0(ρ,v) and

11Derivation of this formula is available on the author’s
website.
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Eπf (µF,W
S |ρ) in ρ. The part for ρ∗∗ follows from

Lemma 3. For ρ∗, notice that for any market pa-
rameters (F, W,u,v) under identical preferences, G1,
it must be that either U

MAX = ∅, or U
MAX �= ∅. In the

former case, ρ∗ = 1 satisfies the Proposition.
In the latter case, let U

MAX = {LMAX , HMAX}.
From an equilibrium condition it must be that

EπHMAX (MS |UMAX
�{HMAX}, G1) < π

0

By monotonicity of Eπf in ρ, for ρ < 1

EπHMAX (MS |UMAX
�{HMAX}, ρ) >

> EπHMAX (MS |UMAX
�{HMAX}, G1)

And we also know that

EπHMAX (MS |UMAX
�{HMAX}, G0) > π

0

Thus, there must exist a threshold value ρ′ such that

EπHMAX (MS |UMAX
�{HMAX}, ρ)

{

< π0 if ρ > ρ′

≥ π0 if ρ ≤ ρ′

i.e. for similarity of preferences lower than ρ′, HMAX

does not belong to U
MAX .

Similarly, there exists a threshold ρ′′ such that firm
HMAX−1 does not belong to U

MAX for ρ ≤ ρ′′. And so
on. Thus, there must be a threshold value ρ∗ such that
there is no firm that belongs to U

MAX under ρ ≤ ρ∗, but
U

MAX is nonempty for similarity of preferences higher
than ρ∗.

Values of ρ∗ and ρ∗∗ may be the same or different.
But by definitions of U

MIN and U
MAX it is not possible

that ρ∗ > ρ∗∗.
Thus, Proposition 1 holds.
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Abstract. This paper deals with a strategic issue in the stable marriage
model with complete preference lists (i.e., a preference list of an agent is
a permutation of all the members of the opposite sex). Given complete
preference lists of n men over n women, and a marriage µ, we consider the
problem for finding preference lists of n women over n men such that the
men-proposing deferred acceptance algorithm (Gale-Shapley algorithm)
adopted to the lists produces µ. We show a simple necessary and sufficient
condition for the existence of a set of preference lists of women over men.
Our condition directly gives an O(n2) time algorithm for finding a set of
preference lists, if it exists.

1 Introduction

In 1962, Gale and Shapley [1] proposed a simple model, called stable marriage

model, of two-sided matching market. Given two sets of agents, men and women,
both of size n, Gale and Shapley discussed a model in which each agent had
preferences over agents of the opposite sex. A marriage is a one-to-one mapping
between the two sexes such that a man m is mapped to a woman w, if and only
if, w is mapped to m. A marriage is called stable, if no man and woman who are
not mapped to each other would both prefer to be. Gale and Shapley proposed
an algorithm, called deferred acceptance algorithm (Gale-Shapley algorithm),
which always finds a stable marriage.

The deferred acceptance algorithm is employed in a number of labor market
clearinghouses and college admission systems. A notable variation of the al-
gorithm, called men-proposing deferred acceptance algorithm, works by having
men make proposals to women and produces men-optimal marriage, which every
man likes at least as well as any other stable marriage. Since most applications
of the deferred acceptance algorithm involve the participation of independent
agents, it is natural to ask whether agents can benefit by being dishonest about
their preference lists. It is well-known that stating true preferences is a domi-
nant strategy for the men in men-proposing deferred acceptance algorithm. In
settings that allow incomplete preference lists, women on the other hand have
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incentives to submit false preferences. By contrary, little is known in the case of
stable marriage model with complete preference lists.

This paper deals with a strategic issue in the stable marriage model with
complete preference lists (i.e., a preference list of an agent is a permutation
of all the members of the opposite sex). Given complete preference lists of n

men over n women, and a marriage µ, we consider the problem for finding
complete preference lists of n women over n men such that the men-proposing
deferred acceptance algorithm adopted to the lists produces µ. We show a simple
necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a set of complete preference
lists of women over men. Our condition directly gives an O(n2) time algorithm
for finding a set of preference lists, if it exists.

In the next section, we establish some terminology and definitions and give
some background. Section 3 gives our main results.

2 Notations and Definitions

We denote two sets of agents by M and W, called men and women, both of size n.
Each agent in M∪W has a preference list which is a totally ordered list of all the
members of the opposite sex. Here we note that this paper considers the case with
‘complete’ preference lists, i.e., a preference list of an agent is a permutation of
members of the opposite sex. A marriage is a mapping µ : (M ∪W ) → (M ∪W )
satisfying that (1) ∀m ∈ M,µ(m) ∈ W , (2) ∀w ∈ W,µ(w) ∈ M , and (3) w =
µ(m) if and only if m = µ(w). For any agent i ∈ M ∪ W , µ(i) is called the
mate of i in marriage µ. A pair (m,w) ∈ M × W is called a blocking pair for a
marriage µ, if m prefers w to µ(m) and w prefers m to µ(w). A marriage with
no blocking pair is called a stable marriage.

Gale and Shapley [1] showed that a stable marriage always exists, and a sim-
ple algorithm called the deferred acceptance algorithm can find a stable marriage.
Here we briefly describe a variant of the their algorithm in which men propose
to women (these roles can naturally be reversed). In the following algorithm, we
introduced an iteration number which will be used in a later section.

Men-Proposing Deferred Acceptance Algorithm

Step 0: Set the iteration number r := 1 and unmarried men U := M .
Initially, every woman has no current mate.

Step 1: If U = ∅, then output the current mate of every woman and stop.
Step 2: Choose a man m ∈ U. Let w ∈ W be m’s most preferred woman who

hasn’t yet rejected m.
Step 3: (Create a proposal from man m to woman w.)

If woman w has no mate, then update U := U \{m} and set m be the current
mate of w.
Else if w prefers m to her current mate m′, then w rejects m′, update U :=
U \ {m} ∪ {m′} and set m be the current mate of w.
Else, w rejects m.

Step 4: Update r := r + 1 and go to Step 1.
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It is known that the order of proposals (choice of m ∈ U in Step 2) does not affect
the output of the algorithm [1]. Conway showed that the set of stable marriages
can be partially ordered as a lattice with the pair of extremal elements, called
men-optimal and women-optimal marriages (see [9] for example). In fact, men-
proposing deferred acceptance algorithm produces men-optimal marriage.

The issues of strategic manipulation in the stable marriage are discussed in
many papers (see books [4, 6] and the references therein, for example). Roth [5]
showed that when the men-proposing algorithm is used, none of the men ben-
efits by submitting a false preference list, regardless of how the other agents
report their preference. Dubins and Freedman [10] proved that no coalition of
men could collectively manipulate in such a way as to strictly improve all of
their mates in comparison to men-optimal marriage. In settings that allow in-
complete preference lists, women on the other hand have incentives to cheat in
men-proposing algorithm. Gale and Sotomayor [2] showed that a woman has an
incentive to falsify their preferences as long as she has at least two distinct stable
mates. In fact, the women can force the women-optimal marriage µ by rejecting
all the men except mates in µ (see [3]).

A feature of this paper is that the agents are required to submit complete
preference list. Comparing to the above results, little is known in the case of
stable marriage model with complete preference lists. Gusfield and Irving ([4],
page 65) point to the absence of any general results in this setting. Tadenuma and
Toda [8] considered an implementation question. Teo, Sethuraman, and Tan [7]
deals with the situation that there exists a specified woman w who is the only
deceitful agent, and that she knows the reported preferences of all the other
agents. They proposed a polynomial time algorithm for constructing woman w’s
optimal cheating strategy. They also discussed the Singapore school-admissions
problem, where stable marriage model with complete preference lists is a suitable
representation of the problem.

3 Main Results

In this paper, we consider the following problem.

Problem P(Lm, µ):

Input: Set of preference lists Lm of men M over women W and a marriage µ.
Question: If there exists a set of preference lists Lw of women W over men
M such that the men-proposing deferred acceptance algorithm adopted to the
lists in Lm and Lw produces the marriage µ, then output Lw. If not, say ‘none
exists.’

We give a simple necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of
women’s lists. Let G(Lm, µ) be a directed bipartite graph with a pair of vertex
sets M , W and a set of directed edges A defined by

A = {(w, µ(w)) ∈ W × M | w ∈ W}

∪

{

(m,w) ∈ M × W

∣

∣

∣

∣

w = µ(m) or
m prefers w to µ(m)

}

.
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Here we note that for any pair of mates {i, µ(i)} in µ, there are parallel directed
edges with opposite directions between corresponding vertices in G(Lm, µ).

A directed graph is said to be strongly connected if, for all pair of vertices i

and j, there exists a directed path from i to j. A strong component of a directed
graph is a strongly connected subgraph which is maximal. In this paper, we
denote a strong component by a set of vertices in the corresponding strongly
connected subgraph. If a strong component V ′ has no incoming edge, i.e., every
edge connecting vertices i ∈ V ′ and j �∈ V ′ is incident from i to j, we say that
V ′ is a minimal strong component.

Theorem 1. Let Lm be a given set of preference lists of men M over women

W, and µ a given marriage. There exists a set of preference lists Lw of women

over men, such that the men-proposing deferred acceptance algorithm adopted to

the lists in Lm and Lw produces the marriage µ, if and only if, every minimal

strong component of G(Lm, µ) consists of exactly one pair of vertices.

Before proving the above theorem, we describe some properties of strong
components in G(Lm, µ). Since every pair of vertices {i, µ(i)} induces a strongly
connected subgraph of G(Lm, µ), vertices i and µ(i) are contained in a common
strong component of G(Lm, µ) for any agent i ∈ M ∪ W. Thus, for any strong
component V ′ in G(Lm, µ), there exists a subset of men M ′ ⊆ M satisfying that
V ′ = ∪m∈M ′{m,µ(m)}. Clearly, the equality |V ′ ∩ M | = |V ′ ∩ W | holds. Every
vertex w ∈ W has a unique outgoing edge (w, µ(w)) and every vertex m ∈ M has
a unique incoming edge (µ(m), m). These properties yield that a pair of vertices
m ∈ M and µ(m) ∈ W forms a minimal strong component, if and only if, vertex
µ(m) has a unique incoming edge (m,µ(m)). Lastly, we note that the strong
component decomposition of G(Lm, µ) is essentially equivalent to the Dulmage-
Mendelsohn decomposition of corresponding underlying undirected graph [11].

Proof. First, consider the case that there exists a minimal strong component V ′

of G(Lm, µ) including more than two vertices. From the assumption, there exists
a subset of men M ′ ⊆ M satisfying that |M ′| ≥ 2 and V ′ = ∪m∈M ′{m,µ(m)}.

Let Lw be an arbitrary set of preference lists of W over M . We apply the men-
proposing deferred acceptance algorithm to lists in Lm and Lw and assume on
the contrary that the marriage µ is obtained. For any m ∈ M , r(m) denotes the
iteration number when man m ∈ M proposed to µ(m). Let m∗ be a man in M ′

who proposed to his mate in µ lastly, i.e., m∗ satisfies r(m∗) = maxm∈M ′ r(m).
We denote r(m∗) by r∗ for simplicity.

At the beginning of r∗th iteration, man m∗ is unmarried and every man
m ∈ M ′ \ {m∗} is the current mate of women µ(m). Now we show that women
µ(m∗) also has a current mate at the beginning of r∗th iteration. We denote
µ(m∗) by w∗.

Since {m∗, w∗} is not a strong component, vertex w∗ has an incoming edge
(m′, w∗) different from the edge (m∗, w∗). The minimality of V ′ yields that the
vertex m′ is contained in M ′ \{m∗}. From the definition of the graph, m′ prefers
w∗ to its mate µ(m′) and thus w∗ has rejected m′ in an iteration earlier than
r∗. In the deferred acceptance algorithm, if a women rejects a man, she holds a
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current mate in the rest of iterations. Thus women w∗ has a current mate at the
beginning of r∗th iteration.

From the above, all the women in V ′ have current mates, denoted by M ′′, at
the beginning of r∗th iteration. Since m∗ is unmarried at the beginning of r∗th
iteration, M ′′ ⊆ M ′ \ {m∗}. Thus, we have that

|V ′ ∩ W | = |M ′′| ≤ |M ′ \ {m∗}| < |M ′|

= |V ′ ∩ M | = |V ′ ∩ W |.

Contradiction.

Next, we show the inverse implication. Let us consider the case that every
minimal strong component of G(Lm, µ) consists of exactly one pair of vertices.
First, we modify the directed graph as follows. We introduce an artificial vertex
s and add directed edge (s, w) for each (woman) vertex w ∈ W satisfying that
w is contained in a minimal strong component. For any vertex i ∈ M ∪ W ,
there exists a directed path from s to i. Thus there exists a directed outgoing
spanning tree, denoted by T , with root vertex s in the modified graph. (We fix
a directed outgoing spanning tree T in the rest of this proof.) For each vertex
i ∈ M ∪ W , we denote the parent vertex of i in T by prt(i). Here we note that
for any man (vertex) m ∈ M , his parent vertex prt(m) is equivalent to his mate
µ(m). The parent vertex of a woman (vertex) is either the artificial vertex s or
a man (vertex).

Now we construct preference lists Lw of women as follows. For any woman w

contained in a minimal strong component, we employ a preference list (a total
order of men M) such that the most preferred man is µ(w). If a woman w is not
contained in any minimal strong component, we adopt a preference list (a total
order of men M) of w such that woman w’s first choice is µ(w) and her second
choice is prt(w) in T .

We apply the men-proposing deferred acceptance algorithm to lists in Lm

and Lw. Since each woman w most prefers man µ(w) in the list Lw, w never
rejects man µ(w) in the algorithm. Thus, if man m proposed to woman w in the
algorithm, then w = µ(m) or m prefers w to µ(m), and consequently, the graph
G(Lm, µ) includes the directed edge (m,w).

Let µ′ be a marriage obtained by the men-proposing deferred acceptance
algorithm adopted to lists in Lm and Lw. In the rest of this proof, we show
that µ = µ′ by induction on heights of vertices defined below. For any vertex
i ∈ M ∪ W , h(i) denotes the height of i in T , i.e., h(i) is equal to the length of
a unique path from s to i in T . We define that h(s) = 0.

(1) Let i ∈ M ∪ W be an agent with h(i) = 1. Clearly from the definition of
the modified graph, i is a woman contained in a minimal strong component and
has exactly two incoming edges {(s, i), (µ(i), i)} in the modified graph. Since
man µ′(i) proposed to i in the algorithm, there is a directed edge (µ′(i), i) in
G(Lm, µ). From the above, we have that µ(i) = µ′(i).

(2) Assume that for any vertex j ∈ M ∪ W , h(j) = h′ yields µ(j) = µ′(j). Let
i ∈ M ∪ W be a vertex whose height is h′ + 1, i.e., h(i) = h′ + 1.
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(2-1) If h′ + 1 is an even number, i corresponds to a man, denoted by m ∈

M . Since the vertex m has a unique incoming edge (µ(m),m), µ(m) is the
parent vertex of m, whose height is h′. The assumption of induction yields that
µ′(µ(m)) = µ(µ(m)) = m. From the definition of marriage, µ′(µ(m)) = m

implies that µ(m) = µ′(m).

(2-2) If h′ + 1 is an odd number, i corresponds to a woman w ∈ W . We denote
w’s parent vertex prt(w) by m′ ∈ M , for simplicity. From the assumption of
induction, µ′(m′) = µ(m′) and thus man m′ proposed to woman µ(m′) in the
algorithm. Since the graph includes the directed edge (m′, w), man m′ prefers
w to µ(m′). Consequently, man m′ proposed to woman w and w rejected m′ in
the algorithm. In the preference list Lw, man m′ is w’s second choice. Since w

rejected m′, w’s mate obtained in the algorithm is her first choice µ(w). Thus,
we obtained a desired result that w’s mate obtained in the algorithm, denoted
by µ′(w), is equivalent to µ(w). �

The above theorem directly implies that we can solve the problem P(Lm, µ)
by constructing the strong component decomposition of the directed graph G(Lm, µ),
which requires O(n2) time [12].
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Abstract. Housing market is a special type of exchange economy where each agent
is endowed with one unit of an indivisible good (house) and wants to end up again
with one unit, possibly the best one according to his preferences. If the endow-
ments of all agents are pairwise different, an equilibrium as well as a core allocation
always exist. However, for markets in which some agents’ houses are equivalent, the
existence problem for the economic equilibrium is NP-complete. In this paper we
show that the hardness result is not valid if the preferences of all agents are strict,
but it remains true in markets with trichotomous preferences. Further, we extend
some known results about housing markets to the case with duplicate houses using
graph-theoretical methods.
Keywords: Housing market, Core, Pareto optimality, Economic equilibrium, Al-
gorithm, NP-completeness
AMS classification: 91A12, 91A06, 68Q25

1 Introduction

The study of markets with indivisible goods started by the seminal paper of Shapley
and Scarf [14] where a housing market was defined. In a housing market there is a finite
set of agents, each one owns one unit of a unique indivisible good (house) and wants
to exchange it for another, more preferred one; the preference relation of an agent is a
linearly ordered list (possibly with ties) of a subset of goods. In such a market, the set of
economic equilibria and the core is always nonempty, which was proved constructively
by the Top Trading Cycles (TTC for short) algorithm due to Gale (see [14]).
Roth and Postlewaite [13] made a careful distinction between housing markets where

preferences of agents contain ties and those where ties are not allowed. Their findings
can be summarized as follows: The core is always nonempty, it always contains the set

∗This work was supported by the VEGA grants 1/3001/06, 1/3128/06 (Cechlárová) and by OTKA
K69027 grant and the MTA-ELTE Egerváry Research Group (Fleiner).
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of equilibrium allocations, but may be strictly larger than the latter. The strong core
may be empty, but if the agents’ preferences do not contain ties, then strong core is
nonempty and is equal to the unique equilibrium allocation. Later Quint and Wako [12]
provided a polynomial algorithm for deciding the nonemptyness of the strong core and
Wako [15] showed that each strong core allocation is an equilibrium allocation.
All the above results use the assumption that each agent’s house is unique. If the

houses of several agents are equivalent, the situation may change. Fekete, Skutella and
Woeginger [5] proved that it is NP-complete to decide whether a housing market with
duplicate houses admits an economic equilibrium. Duplicate houses mean that in the
preference lists of agents some ’compulsory’ ties appear (naturally, equivalent houses
must be tied) and there is less freedom in assigning prices to houses (equivalent houses
must have equal price). However, in the market constructed in the NP-completeness
reduction in [5], some additional ties were used. If nonequivalent houses cannot be
tied, would the hardness result still be valid? This question is motivated by other
allocation markets where the dividing line between efficiently solvable and hard cases is
the presence or absence of ties. Let us mention the stable roommates problem, where if
ties are not present, a polynomial algorithm to decide the existence of a stable matching
exists; in case with ties the existence problem is NP-complete (see [7]). A similar
situation occurs also for a modification of the classical housing market, where agents
have preferences also over the lengths of trading cycles [4]. In such markets, the notion of
economic equilibrium is not applicable, but the TTC algorithm in these settings always
finds a (strong) core allocation, if ties are not allowed. However, in the presence of ties
it is NP-complete to decide whether the core as well as the strong core are nonempty
[3]. Another example is the stable marriage problem. There, a stable matching always
exists and in the case without ties all stable matchings have the same cardinality. On
the other hand, in the case with ties, stable matchings may have different cardinality
and the problem of finding a maximum cardinality stable matching is NP-hard [9].
The aim of the present paper is to study some algorithmic problems for housing

markets. In Section 3 we derive some properties that are common in all housing markets,
in particular we review algorithms for computing core and (strongly) Pareto optimal
allocations, show how to test the nonemptyness of the strong core and prove that each
strong core allocation is an equilibrium allocation. Our approach, unlike the previously
published results, does not assume the uniqueness of agents’ endowments and provides
a unifying method using the language of graph theory.
In Sections 4 and 5 we deal with economic equilibrium in housing markets. We

show that in the case of strict preferences the hardness result for markets with duplicate
houses [5] is not valid and we propose a simple polynomial time algorithm for deciding
the existence of an economic equilibrium. The other end of the spectrum is the case
with trichotomous preferences (i.e. all agents consider all acceptable houses equivalent,
strictly preferred to their own house). We show that here the existence problem for the
economic equilibrium remains NP-complete.

2 Description of the model

LetA be a set of n agents,H a set ofm house types. The endowment function ω : A→ H

assigns to each agent the type of house he originally owns. (Notice that in the classical
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model of Shapley and Scarf [14], m = n and ω is a bijection.) Further, each agent a ∈ A

wishes to have in his possession just one house and it is supposed that his preferences
are given as a linear ordering P (a) on a set H(a) ⊆ H, the set of acceptable house
types. We assume that ω(a) ∈ H(a) and this is the least preferred house in H(a) for
each a ∈ A. The notation i �a j means that agent a prefers house type i to house
type j. If i �a j and simultaneously j �a i, we say that house types i and j are tied in
a’s preference list and write i ∼a j; if i �a j and not j �a i, we write i ≻a j and say
that agent a strictly prefers house type i to house type j. The n-tuple of preferences
(P (a), a ∈ A) will be denoted by P and called the preference profile.
The housing market is a quadrupleM = (A,H, ω,P).
If S ⊆ A, let ω(S) = {ω(a); a ∈ S} ⊆ H be the set of house types owned by

agents in S. Conversely, for T ⊆ H we set AS(T ) = {a ∈ S;ω(a) ∈ T} to be the
set of agents in S who own a house whose type is in T . If A′ ⊆ A, we say that
M′ =M\A′ = (A\A′, ω(A\A′), ω′,P ′) is a submarket ofM if ω′ and P ′ are restrictions
of ω and P to A\A′ and ω(A\A′), respectively.
We say thatM is a housing market with strict preferences if there are no ties in P.

On the other hand, M is a housing market with trichotomous preferences if for each
agent a ∈ A, all the house types h ∈ H ′(a) = H(a)\{ω(a)} are tied. In other words, in
a housing market with trichotomous preferences each agent a ∈ A partitions the set H

into three classes: H ′(a) are the house types that are better than his own house type,
the second class contains just ω(a) and the third one those house types that are worse
than ω(a). For each agent a ∈ A we denote by fS(a) the set of the most preferred
(�a-maximal) house types from ω(S) and FS(a) = AS(fS(a)) is the set of owners of
these houses.
Notice that when preferences of agents are strict then |fS(a)| = 1 for each a ∈ A

and S ⊆ A; for trichotomous preferences we have fA(a) = H ′(a).
We say that a function x : S → H is an allocation on S if there exists a bijection

π on S such that x(a) = ω(π(a)) for each a ∈ S. In the whole paper, we assume that
allocations are individually rational, i.e. x(a) ∈ H(a) for each a ∈ A. Notice that
for each allocation x on S, the set S can be partitioned into directed cycles (trading
cycles) of the form K = (a0, a1, . . . , aℓ) in such a way that x(ai) = ω(ai+1) for each
i = 0, 1, . . . , ℓ (here and elsewhere, indices for agents on cycles are taken modulo ℓ).
Therefore we shall often represent an allocation as a collection of trading cycles. We
say that agent a is trading in x if x(a) 	= ω(a).
A coalition S ⊆ A blocks an allocation x on A if there exists an allocation y on S

such that
y(a) ≻a x(a) for each agent a ∈ S,

that is, agents of S can reallocate their houses in such a way that everybody in S is
strictly better off than in x. A coalition S ⊆ A weakly blocks an allocation x on A if
there exists an allocation y on S fulfilling the condition

y(a) �a x(a) for each a ∈ S and y(a) ≻a x(a) for at least one a ∈ S,

that is, in a reallocation nobody from S is worse off and at least one agent in S gains.
An allocation x on A is in the core of marketM if it admits no blocking coalition and
it is in the strong core of M if no coalition weakly blocks it. An allocation x on A is
Pareto optimal for marketM if A does not block x, and x is strongly Pareto optimal if
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A does not weakly block x. A pair (x, p), where x is an allocation on A and p : H → R

is a price function, is an economic equilibrium for market M if for each agent a ∈ A,
x(a) ∈ fS(a) for the set S of agents whose house is affordable to a, i.e.

S = {a′ ∈ A; p(ω(a′)) ≤ p(ω(a))}.

We shall say that allocation x is an equilibrium allocation if there exists a price function
p such that the pair (x, p) is an economic equilibrium.
The following simple property of equilibrium allocations will often be used.

Lemma 1 If (x, p) is an economic equilibrium for market M then p(x(a)) = p(ω(a))
for each a ∈ A.

Proof. Let K = (a0, a1, . . . , aℓ) be any trading cycle of x. According to the definition
of equilibrium, p(ω(ai)) ≥ p(ω(ai+1)) for each i = 0, 1, . . . , ℓ, which implies the assertion
of the Lemma.

In what follows, we shall denote by Q(M), C(M), SC(M), PO(M) and SPO(M)
the set of all equilibrium, core, strong core, Pareto optimal and strongly Pareto optimal
allocations for marketM. The definitions imply that for each housing market

SC(M) ⊆ C(M) ⊆ PO(M) and SC(M) ⊆ SPO(M) ⊆ PO(M),

and all the inclusions in the above chain can be strict. Further, in the case without
duplicate houses, Wako [15] proved SC(M) ⊆ Q(M).

Example 1 Let us consider the housing marketM given by Figure 1.

a a1 a2 a3 a4 a5

ω(a) h1 h2 h3 h4 h5

P (a) h2 ≻ h3 ≻ h1 h1 ∼ h4 ≻ h2 h4 ≻ h2 ≻ h3 h3 ∼ h5 ≻ h4 h2 ≻ h1 ≻ h5

Figure 1: Endowments and preferences of agents

In this example, either x(a1) = h2 or x(a1) 	= h2 for allocation x. In the former case
the cycle (a2, a4, a5) is weakly blocking as agent a5 strictly improves and agents a2, a4
are not worse off than in x (they have their most preferred house types on this cycle).
In the latter case the set {a1, a2} is weakly blocking, as a1 improves and a2 is not worse
off. Hence SC(M) = ∅.
Further, C(M) contains six allocations

x1 = (a1, a2)(a3, a4)(a5), x2 = (a2, a4, a5)(a1)(a3), x3 = (a1, a3, a4, a5, a2)

x4 = (a1, a3, a2, a4, a5), x5 = (a1)(a2, a4, a3)(a5), x6 = (a1, a2, a4, a5)(a3).

Core allocation x3 is strongly Pareto optimal, as the only agent who could strictly
improve is a1 by getting h2, but since a5 is not allowed to become worse off than in x3,
he must also be assigned his most preffered house h2, and so there is no weakly blocking
allocation on A for x3.
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Allocation x7 = (a1, a3, a2)(a4)(a5) is Pareto optimal (notice e.g. that agent a2
cannot strictly improve) but not in the core, as the set {a3, a4} is blocking.
Finally, allocations x1 and x2 form economic equilibria with price vectors p1 and p2,

where p1(a1) = p1(a2) = p1(a3) = p1(a4) = 1, p1(a5) = 0 and p2(a1) = p2(a3) = 0 and
p2(a2) = p2(a4) = p2(a5) = 1.

In the following sections we shall often use digraphs, so let us recall the terminology
used; for further details we recommend e.g. [11]. A digraph is a pair G = (V,E), where
V is a set of vertices, E is the set of arcs, i.e. ordered pairs of vertices. We allow parallel
arcs as well as loops, i.e. arcs of the form (i, i) for some i ∈ V . If V ′ ⊆ V , a subdigraph
of G induced by V ′ is a digraph G(V ′) = (V ′, E′) where E′ = {(i, j) ∈ E; i, j ∈ V ′}.
A walk in G is a sequence of vertices (i0, i1, . . . , ik) such that (ij , ij+1) ∈ E for each

j = 0, 1, . . . , k − 1. We say that vertex j is a successor of a vertex i in G, if G contains
a walk from i to j. A vertex j is a direct successor of a vertex i in G, if (i, j) ∈ E. A
vertex i ∈ V is a sink in G, if it has no successors in G. (Let us remark, that some
authors, e.g. [14, 12] use the term top vertex in the same meaning.)
A walk (i0, i1, . . . , ik) is said to be closed, if i0 = ik; if moreover all the vertices

i1, . . . , ik are pairwise distinct, it is a cycle. A collection K of vertex-disjoint cycles
is a cycle cover of a digraph G if each vertex of G is contained in some K ∈ K. A
polynomial-time algorithm to decide whether a digraph has a cycle cover is well-known.
The folklore approach described e.g. in [2] first constructs a bipartite (undirected) graph
Γ by duplicating each vertex of G and making the pair {i, j′} an edge if and only if
(i, j) ∈ E, where j′ is the copy of vertex j ∈ V . It is straightforward to see that G has
a cycle cover if and only if Γ has a perfect matching.
A digraph G with vertex set V is strongly connected, if for each pair i, j of distinct

vertices of V there is a walk from i to j as well as a walk from j to i in G. A strongly
connected component (SCC for short) of a digraph G is a maximal strongly connected
subdigraph of G. We shall call a SCC trivial, if it contains just one vertex and no
arcs. (So if a vertex with a loop is a SCC, then it is nontrivial.) The condensation
G∗ = (V ∗, E∗) of a directed graph G is obtained by merging the vertices of each SCC
of G (and perhaps deleting eventual parallel arcs). For i ∈ V we shall denote by i∗ the
vertex of G∗ corresponding to the SCC of G containing i. As G∗ is acyclic, the vertices
of G∗ are partially ordered, i∗ ≫ j∗ if and only if i∗ is a successor of j∗ in G∗ and this
order can easily by extended to a linear ordering, sometimes called a topological order.
A SCC is sink, if its corresponding vertex in the condensation is a sink. An algorithm
to construct a condensation of a digraph and its topological order, linear in the number
of its arcs, is described e.g. in [11].
A condensation of a digraph can be used also for the following task. Sometimes we

shall have to decide whether in a digraph G = (V,E) a cycle cover exists, that contains
at least one arc from the prescribed set F ⊆ E; such a cycle cover will be said to be
hitting F . Using the approach described above, we compute a perfect matching in the
bipartite graph Γ. If some of the arcs from F corresponds to a matched edge, the answer
for the hitting cycle cover problem is yes. Otherwise we can continue in the following
way: direct all the matched edges from the first color class to the second one and all the
unmatched edges from the second color class to the first one. For the obtained digraph
construct its condensation Γ∗. Now its is obvious that each matched edge that connects
two different SCCs of Γ∗ is matched in each perfect matching (i.e. is used in each cycle
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cover of G), each unmatched edge that connects two different SCCs is matched in no
perfect matching (i.e. is used in no cycle cover of G), and all the edges within some SCC
are in some, but not in all perfect matchings. Hence the answer for the hitting cycle
cover problem is no if and only if all arcs from F are unmatched and connect different
components of Γ∗.
A strongly connected digraph G is said to be Eulerian, if it contains a closed walk

containing all arcs of G exactly once. This is equivalent with the property that for each
vertex i in G the number of arcs that enter i is equal to the number of arcs that leave
i – this can also be decided linearly in the number of arcs of G [11].

3 Common properties of housing markets

If M is any housing market, for finding a core (and hence also a Pareto optimal)
allocation the famous TTC algorithm [14] can be used. TTC starts with the whole set
of agents A. An arbitrary agent a0 ∈ A is chosen and he proposes to one (arbitrary)
agent in FA(a0), say agent a1. Then a1 proposes to one of the agents in FA(a1), say
agent a2, etc. After a finite number of proposals, a cycle K arises, which will be the
first trading cycle. Agents corresponding to K are deleted from the market and the
whole procedure is repeated for the submarket M\K until all agents are assigned to
some trading cycle.

Theorem 1 [14] The core of each housing market is nonempty.

An O(L) implementation of the TTC algorithm, where L =
∑

a∈A
|H(a)| is the total

length of preference lists, is described in [1] for the no-ties, no-duplicate-houses case.
Obviously, this implementation can be used in any market, if at the beginning the ties
are broken arbitrarily, respecting the house types.
When TTC is applied to a housing market without duplicate houses and ties, its

outcome is unique. This need not be the case when either duplicate houses or ties
are present. Moreover, in the classical model each equilibrium allocation is an output
of some realization of the TTC algorithm irrespective of ties, but it may happen that
some core allocations cannot be obtained in this way. In Example 1, this applies e.g.
to allocation x5: as soon as agent a3 receives the proposal from a4, he proposes back
to a4. Let us remark here, that a complete description of the structure of the core of a
housing market is not known.
The strong core of a housing market may be empty [13] and an O(n3) algorithm for

testing its nonemptyness was proposed in [12]. Here we give a simpler algorithm for
this task. Let GF (M) = (A,E) be a digraph defined by (i, j) ∈ E if j ∈ FA(i). That
is, in GF (M) each vertex (agent) i sends an arc to each agent who owns a house that
i likes the best.

Lemma 2 Let M = (A,H, ω,P) be any housing market and let D be a sink SCC in
GF (M). Then SC(M) 	= ∅ if and only if D admits a cycle cover and SC(M′) 	= ∅ for
the submarketM′ =M\V (D).

Proof. Let x ∈ SC(M). Suppose, for a contradiction, that D is a sink SCC in GF

that does not have a cycle cover. Then there exists a ∈ V (D) such that x(a) /∈ fA(a),
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but as a ∈ V (D), there exists a cycle K in D containing a. Assigning to each agent on
K the endowment of his direct successor on K, it is easy to see that the vertices of K
form a weakly blocking set for x. So D must have a cycle cover and x(a) ∈ ω(V (D))
for each agent a ∈ V (D). Hence the restriction of x to agents of A\V (D) is a strong
core allocation forM′.
Conversely, let x′ ∈ SC(M′) and let D have a cycle cover K. It is easy to see that x′

augmented by the trading cycles defined by the cycles of K gives a strong core allocation
forM.
Based on Lemma 2, it is sufficient to find any sink SCC D of the graph GF (M) and

to test whether it admits a cycle cover. If the answer is negative, SC(M) = ∅, otherwise
the same procedure is invoked with the submarket M\V (D). This is summarized in
the following assertion.

Theorem 2 In any housing market M, the nonemptyness of the strong core can be
decided in O(L

√
n) time.

Proof. Computing the condensation requires O(L) operations. In updating the digraph
GF (M) to get GF (M′) and its condensation after a sink SCC D was deleted, it suffices
to scan just the arcs that enter V (D). Hence no arc will be used more than once in
these computations, so in updating digraphs and their condensations no more than O(L)
operations will be used. Deciding the existence of a cycle cover in a component with
ni ≤ n vertices and Li ≤ L arcs, using the approach described in [2] needs O(Li

√
ni)

operations, if the bipartite matching algorithm of [8] and [10] is used. Overall, this gives
O(L

√
n) time complexity.

Next we extend Theorem 2 from [15] to housing markets with duplicate houses.

Theorem 3 In any housing marketM, SC(M) ⊆ Q(M).

Proof. Let x ∈ SC(M) be arbitrary. We will show that for a suitably defined price
function p, the pair (x, p) is an economic equilibrium ofM.
Let us take the digraph G(H,x) = (H,E∼

x ∪ E≻

x ) where

(hk, hℓ) ∈ E∼

x if there exist i, j such that ω(i) = hk, ω(j) = hℓ and hℓ ∼i x(i)

(hk, hℓ) ∈ E≻

x if there exist i, j such that ω(i) = hk, ω(j) = hℓ and hℓ ≻i x(i).

Arcs from E∼

x will be called weak arcs, those from E≻

x are strong arcs. As x is a strong
core allocation, any cycle K in G(H,x) consists exclusively of weak arcs, otherwise the
agents corresponding to the arcs of K would form a weakly blocking set for x. Let
us now take the condensation G∗ = (V ∗, E∗) of G(H,x). Strong arcs (now defined
accordingly) connect different vertices of G∗, so taking any topological order ≫ of V ∗,
the prices of house types can be defined by

p(hi) > p(hj) if and only if h∗

i ≫ h∗

j .

It is easy to see that for the pair (x, p) we have:

(i) p(ω(i)) = p(x(i)) for each agent, as any trading cycle of x is within a SCC of
G(H,x), so each agent i can afford house x(i);
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(ii) if agent i prefers a house type ω(j) to x(i), then p(ω(j)) > p(ω(i)), hence no agent
i can afford a house that he prefers to x(i)

and so (x, p) is an economic equilibrium forM.

Pareto optimality for housing markets is studied in [1]. A polynomial algorithm for
finding a strongly Pareto optimal matching and some results concerning the structure
of strongly Pareto optimal matchings are described, however, all is done under the
assumption of strict preferences. If ties and/or duplicate houses are present, one can
use a different approach. Let x be any allocation in M. Let us take the digraph
G≻(A, x) = (A,E≻

x ) where (i, j) ∈ E≻
x if ω(j) ≻i x(i) (this digraph is similar to the one

used in the proof of Theorem 3, but now its vertices are agents, not house types). x is
not Pareto optimal if and only if G≻

x admits a cycle cover. On the other hand, x is not
strongly Pareto optimal if and only of in the digraph G�(A, x) = (A,E∼

x ∪ E≻
x ) with

(i, j) ∈ E∼
x if ω(j) ∼i x(i) a cycle cover exists hitting E≻

x . (We described an approach
for checking this in Section 2.) If no hitting cycle cover exists, x is strongly Pareto
optimal. Otherwise x can be upgraded to x′ along a hitting cycle cover. It is easy to see
that G�(A, x′) is a proper subgraph of G�(A, x), so if we take a hitting cycle cover that
gives some agent his best possible improvement, this agent will not improve any more.
So we have at most n upgrades. This gives an O(n3/2L) algorithm (at most n times
computing a maximum cardinality matching and condensation in a bipartite graph with
2n vertices and no more than L edges) and we believe that further improvements can
be achieved by a careful implementation and the choice of a suitable starting allocation
x. Summarizing:

Theorem 4 In any housing market M, Pareto optimal as well as strongly Pareto op-
timal allocations exist and both can be found in polynomial time.

4 Housing markets with strict preferences

LetM be a housing market with strict preferences. We define a digraph GH = (H,E),
called the house-type digraph, with arcs corresponding to agents in such a way that
e(a) = (hi, hj) ∈ E if ω(a) = hi and hj ∈ fA(a). Notice that since preferences are strict,
the correspondence between agents and arcs is one-to-one.

Lemma 3 Let M be a market with strict preferences where an economic equilibrium
with price function p exists and let D be a sink SCC in GH . Then

(i) p(hi) = p(hj) for each hi, hj ∈ V (D);

(ii) D is Eulerian and

(iii) if (hi, hj) ∈ E for some hi /∈ V (D), hj ∈ V (D), then p(hi) < p(hj).

Proof. Let the economic equilibrium inM be (x, p).
(i) Suppose that V (D) is partitioned into two nonempty disjoint sets V 1 and V 2 in

such a way that p(hi) > p(hj) for each hi ∈ V 1 and each hj ∈ V 2. As D is strongly
connected, there exists an agent a such that e(a) = (hi, hj) for some hi ∈ V 1, hj ∈ V 2.
Then, since hj is the only most preferred house type for a in A and agent a can afford
it, we have x(a) = hj – a contradiction with Lemma 1. Therefore the prices of all the
house types in V (D) are equal.
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(ii) It follows from (i) and the definition of D that all the agents correspondig to
arcs of D trade only among themselves, i.e. the arc set of D can be partitioned into
several arc-disjoint directed cycles (possibly loops) and so D is Eulerian.
(iii) If e(a) = (hi, hj) ∈ E for hi /∈ V (D), hj ∈ V (D) and p(hi) ≥ p(hj), then agent

a can afford house type hj and since this is his only most preferred house type inM,
he must be in x on a trading cycle containing house types from V (D), but this is a
contradiction with the proof of (ii).

Notice that if a sink SCC of the house-type digraph consists of a single vertex, then
it contains a loop, so it is trivially Eulerian.

Lemma 4 LetM = (A,H, ω,P) be a market with strict preferences and let D be a sink
SCC in GH . Then an economic equilibrium exists in M if and only if D is Eulerian
and in the reduced marketM′ =M\E(D) an economic equilibrium exists.

Proof. Let (x, p) be an equilibrium for M. Lemma 3 implies that x(a) ∈ V (D) for
each agent a ∈ E(D), that D is Eulerian and no agent a with ω(a) /∈ V (D) can afford
a house type in V (D). Then the restriction of (x, p) toM′ is an economic equilibrium
forM′.
Conversely, let (x′, p′) ∈ Q(M′). Then we construct an economic equilibrium (x, p)

for M in the following way. For each a ∈ A\E(D) set x(a) = x′(a), for each h ∈
H\V (D) let p(h) = p′(h). Now take an arbitrary constant ξ > max{p(h);h ∈ H\V (D)}
and set p(h) = ξ for all h ∈ V (D). Clearly, houses in V (D) are now outside the budget
set for all agents in A\E(D), so these agents still have their most preferred affordable
houses in (x, p). Each agent a ∈ E(D) corresponds to an arc e(a) = (hi, hj), so we set
x(a) = hj for this agent. As D is Eulerian, the supply equals the demand for the houses
in D, thus (x, p) is an economic equilibrium forM.

Now Lemmas 3 and 4 directly imply the following simple algorithm. For a given
market M, create the house-type digraph GH and take any sink SCC D in GH . If
D is not Eulerian,M does not admit any economic equilibrium. If D is Eulerian, the
agents and house types corresponding toD are deleted fromM and the whole procedure
continues for the obtained submarket. As the number of arcs in the house-type digraph
is n and in each reduction at least one house-type is deleted, we get the bound O(mn),
which could again be improved by a careful implementation. Summarizing:

Theorem 5 If the preferences of all agents in a housing marketM are strict, then the

existence of an economic equilibrium forM can be decided in O(mn) time.

Notice that if a market admits an economic equilibrium, then the equilibrium allo-
cation is unique, although it may be supported by several different price functions and
not even the linear order of the prices is uniquelly determined.
Now we turn our attention to the strong core. We derived in Section 3 a condition

that enables to decide the nonemptyness of the strong core for any housing market in
polynomial time, but here we give an alternative characterization for markets with strict
preferences using the house-type digraph.

Lemma 5 Let M be a market with strict preferences and D a sink SCC in the con-
densation of GH .
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(i) If SC(M) 	= ∅, then D is Eulerian.

(ii) SC(M) 	= ∅ if and only if SC(M\E(D)) 	= ∅ and D is Eulerian.

Proof. (i) Let us suppose that for a strong core allocation x an agent a ∈ E(D) exists
such that x(a) /∈ V (D). This means that a did not receive in x his most preferred house.
Further, since D is nontrivial, there exists a cycle K in D, containing arc e(a). Let us
assign to each agent b associated with an arc e(b) ∈ K the house type corresponding
to the endvertex of e(b). It is easy to see that E(K) is a weakly blocking coalition – a
contradiction with x being a strong core allocation. Now we use the same argument as
in the proof of Lemma 3 (ii).
(ii) If x ∈ SC(M) then clearly its restriction belongs to SC(M\E(D)) as any

weakly blocking set in M\E(D) is weakly blocking in M too. Conversely, if x′ ∈
SC(M\E(D)), we extend allocation x′ to an allocation x ofM in such a way that an
agent a corresponding to the arc e(a) = (hi, hj) ∈ E(D) will get x(a) = hj , for other
agents x(a) = x′(a). Suppose now that x is weakly blocked by a set Z with allocation
y. Then neither Z ⊆ E\E(D) nor Z ⊆ E(D) is possible (the former because x′ is a
strong core allocation for the submarket, the latter because no agent from E(D) can
strictly improve), but then necessarily Z contains an agent a, for whom ω(a) ∈ V (D)
and y(a) /∈ V (D), hence a is worse off in allocation y, a contradiction.

Now it is easy to see that the following assertion holds also for markets with duplicate
houses:

Corollary 1 A housing market with strict preferences admits a strong core allocation
if and only if it admits an economic equilibrium.

5 Trichotomous markets

First we derive a simple condition for the nonemptyness of the strong core for any
housing markets with trichotomous preferences. Let GT (M) = (A,ET ) where (i, j) ∈
ET if ω(j) ≻i ω(i), i.e. if ω(j) ∈ H ′(i). An allocation x inM corresponds to a collection
of vertex-disjoint trading cycles and some single vertices in GT (M). It is easy to see
that allocation x admits no weakly blocking set, if each agent contained in a cycle in
GT (M) is trading in x. This implies

Theorem 6 In a housing marketM with trichotomous preferences, SC(M) 	= ∅ if and
only if each nontrivial SCC of GT (M) admits a cycle cover.

In a sharp contrast with the above result is the following assertion.

Theorem 7 In a housing market with trichotomous preferences it is NP-complete to
decide whether an economic equilibrium exists.

Proof. In the polynomial reduction we shall use the problem one-in-three-sat, see [6,
Problem LOG4]. Here a Boolean formula B in conjunctive normal form with variables
v1, v2, . . . , vn and clauses C1, C2, . . . , Cm is given. Each clause contains exactly three
literals, no variable is negated in B and the question is whether there exists a truth
assignment f such that there is exactly one true literal in each clause.
Let us construct a market M(B) for each formula B. The set of agents contains

one agent ci for each clause Ci and for each variable vj there are agents φ1j , φ
2

j , . . . φ
nj

j
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where nj is the number of occurences of variable vj in B. The set of houses is
{C1, . . . , Cm, v1, . . . , vn} (although the same symbols are used for the elements of the
formula as well as for the houses in the market, no confusion should arise) and the
endowments are defined by

ω(ci) = Ci for each i,

ω(φk
j ) = vj for each j, k.

Further, H ′(ci) = {vj1 , vj2 , vj3} where vj1 , vj2 , vj3 are the literals present in Ci and
H ′(φk

j ) is equal to the set of all houses Ci such that variable vj occurs in clause Ci.
Now suppose that the truth assignment f with the required properties exists. We

shall define the pair (x, p) in the following way:

p(Ci) = 1 for each i

p(vj) =

{

1 if f(vj) = true and
0 otherwise.

Further, for each clause agent we set x(ci) = vj if the only true literal in Ci is variable
vj and

x(φk
j ) =

{

Ci if φk
j corresponds to a true literal in clause Ci and

vj otherwise.

It is easy to see that (x, p) is an economic equilibrium forM(B).
Conversely, let (x, p) be an economic equilibrium for M(B). First let us realize

that any trading cycle in x contains alternately players ci and φk
j , so if all the φ-

agents endowed with the same house vj are trading, then they use up all the houses Ci

corresponding to clauses containing variable vj . This implies that if some agent ci is
not trading, then there exists also some agent φk

j with variable vj contained in clause
Ci who also is not trading. This is however impossible, since if p(Ci) ≥ p(vj) then x

does not assign to agent ci the best house he can afford; and if p(Ci) < p(vj) then agent
φk

j is not assigned the best house in his budget set – both is in a contradiction with the

definition of an economic equilibrium. Further, if any of the agents φk
j , k = 1, 2, . . . , nj

is trading, then so are all of them. For a contradiction suppose that e.g. x(φ1j ) = Ci

and x(φ2j ) = vj . Then p(Ci) = p(vj) and agent φ2j can afford house Ci, but is assigned

a worse house – again a contradiction. So we set vj to be true if all the agents φk
j ,

k = 1, 2, . . . , nj are trading in x and set vj to be false if none of them is trading. This
will be a consistent truth assignment in which each clause contains exactly one true
literal.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we studied housing markets with duplicate houses. We extended several
results known for the classical case and narrowed down the border line between easy and
hard cases in the housing markets with duplicate houses: the existence of an economic
equilibrium can be decided in polynomial time if the preferences of all agents are strict
(in contrast with [5]), but it remains NP-complete if all the acceptable house-types are
tied in the preference list of each agent. Because of this intractability result, we propose
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Definition 1 A pair (x, p) is an α-defficient equilibrium for housing market M with

trichotomous preferences, if x is an allocation on A, p : H → R
+ is a price function

and

|{a ∈ A;Ba(p) ∩ H ′(a) 	= ∅ & x(a) = ω(a)}| ≤ α.

Defficiency of a housing market with trichotomous preferences is the minimum such α

for which an α-defficient equilibrium exists.

For a further research the following problem might be interesting:

problem 1 Given a housing marketM with trichotomus preferences, compute its def-

ficiency.

Although we know that the core of each housing market is nonempty, still little is
known about its structure. As the number of agents that receive in a core allocation
their first choice house (let us say that such an agent is happy in the allocation) may
be different in different core allocations, one may consider the following problem:

problem 2 For a given housing market M find a core allocation that maximizes the

number of happy agents.

Notice that a core allocation making all the agents happy exists if and only if the
digraph whose vertex set is the agents set and (i, j) ∈ E if ω(j) ∈ fA(i) admits a cycle
cover. If this is not the case, nothing is known for problem 2. Similarly, one may wish
to maximize the number of trading and/or happy agents in Pareto optimal or strongly
Pareto optimal permutation.
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Better and simpler approximation algorithms

for the stable marriage problem

Zoltán Király∗

June 10, 2008

Abstract

We first consider the problem of finding a maximum stable matching if incomplete lists and
ties are both allowed, but ties only for one gender. For this problem we give a simple, linear time
3/2-approximation algorithm, improving on the best known approximation factor 5/3 of Irving
and Manlove [5]. Next, we show how this extends to the Hospitals/Residents problem with the
same ratio if the residents have strict orders. We also give a simple linear time algorithm for the
general problem with approximation factor 5/3, improving the best known 15/8-approximation
algorithm of Iwama, Miyazaki and Yamauchi [7]. For the cases considered in this paper it is
NP-hard to approximate with a factor of less than 21/19 by the result of Halldórsson et al. [3].

Our algorithms do not only give better approximation ratios than the cited ones, but are
much simpler and run significantly faster. Also we may drop a restriction used in [5] and the
analysis is substantially more moderate.

Keywords: stable matching, Hospitals/Residents problem, approximation al-
gorithms

1 Introduction

An instance of the stable marriage problem consists of a set U of N men, a set V of N women, and
a preference list for each person, that is a weak linear order (ties are allowed) on some members of
the opposite gender. A pair (m ∈ U, w ∈ V ) is called acceptable if m is on the list of w and w is
on the list of m. We model acceptable pairs with a bipartite graph G = (U, V, E), (where E is the
set of acceptable pairs; we may assume that if w is not on the list of m then m is also missing from
the list of w). A matching in this graph consists of mutually disjoint acceptable pairs. A matching
M is stable if there is no blocking pair, where an acceptable pair is blocking, if they strictly prefer
each other to their current partners (the exact definition is given below). It is well-known that a
stable matching always exists and can be found in linear time. An interesting problem, motivated by
applications, is to find a stable matching of maximum size. This problem is known to be NP-hard for
even very restricted cases [6, 8]. Moreover, it is APX-hard [2] and cannot be approximated within
a factor of 21/19 − δ, even if ties occur only in the preference lists of one gender, furthermore if
every list is either totally ordered or consists of a single tied pair [3]. As the applications of this
problem are important, researchers started to develop good approximation algorithms in the last
decade. We say that an algorithm is approximating with factor r if it gives a stable matching M
with size |M | ≥ (1/r) · |Mopt| where Mopt is a stable matching of maximum size. It is easy to give a
2-approximating algorithm, as any stable matching is maximal. The first non-trivial approximation

∗Department of Computer Science and Communication Networks Laboratory, Eötvös University, Pázmány Péter
sétány 1/C Budapest, Hungary H-1117. Research is supported by EGRES group (MTA-ELTE), OTKA grants
NK 67867, K 60802 and T 046234, and by Hungarian National Office for Research and Technology programme
NKFP072-TUDORKA7. E-mail: kiraly@cs.elte.hu
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algorithm was given by Halldórsson et al. [3] and was recently improved by Iwama, Miyazaki and
Yamauchi [7] to a 15/8-approximation. This was later improved for the special case, where ties are
allowed for only one gender and only at the ends of the lists, by Irving and Manlove [5]. (We must
emphasize that the second restriction is not needed for our results.) They gave a 5/3-approximating
algorithm for this special case. Their algorithm also applies for the Hospitals/Residents problem
(see later) if residents have strictly ordered lists. If, moreover, ties are of size 2, Halldórsson et al.
[3] gave an 8/5-approximation and in [4] they described a randomized algorithm for this special case
with expected factor of 10/7. The paper of Irving and Manlove [5] also gives a detailed list of known
and possible applications that motivate investigating approximation algorithms.

We store the lists as priorities. For an acceptable pair (m,w) let pri(m,w) be an integer from 1
up to N representing the priority of w for m. We say that m ∈ U strictly prefers w ∈ V to w′ ∈ V
if pri(m,w) > pri(m, w′). Ties are represented by the same number, e.g., if m equally prefers w1, w2

and w3 then pri(m,w1) = pri(m,w2) = pri(m,w3). Of course, pri(m,w) is not related to pri(w, m).
We represent these priorities by writing pri(m, w) and pri(w, m) close to the corresponding end of
edge mw.

Let M be a matching. If m is matched in M , or in other words m is not single, we denote m’s
partner by M(m). Similarly we use M(w) for the partner of woman w. A pair (m,w) is blocking, if
mw ∈ E \ M (they are an acceptable pair and they are not matched) and

• m is either single or pri(m,w) > pri(m,M(m)), and

• w is either single or pri(w, m) > pri(w,M(w)).

The famous algorithm of Gale and Shapley [1] for finding a stable matching is the following.
Initially every man is active and makes any strict order of acceptable women according to the
priorities (higher priority comes before lower).

Each active man m proposes to the next woman w on his strict list if w exists, otherwise (if he
has processed the whole list) m inactivates himself. If the proposal was (temporarily) accepted then
m inactivates himself, otherwise, if m was rejected, m keeps on proposing to the next woman from
his list.

Each woman w who got some proposals keeps the best man as a partner and rejects all other men.
More precisely, the first man m who proposed to w will be her first partner (M(w) := m). Later if
w gets a new proposal from another man m′, she rejects m′ if pri(w,m′) ≤ pri(w,M(w)); otherwise
w rejects M(w), then M(w) is re-activated, and finally w keeps M(w) := m′ as a new partner. The
algorithm finishes if every man is inactive (either has a partner or has searched over his strict list).
This algorithm runs in O(|E|) time if G is given by edge-lists and sorting is done by bucket sort (we
may suppose that every person has a non-empty list).

Theorem 1 (Gale-Shapley) Algorithm GS defined above always ends in a stable matching M .

Proof: Let mw ∈ E \ M . If m never made a proposal to w then in the end he has a partner w′

who precedes w on m’s strict list, consequently pri(m,w′) ≥ pri(m,w). Otherwise, w rejected m at
some point, when w had a partner m′ not worse than m. Observe that after w received a proposal,
she will always have a partner. Moreover, when w changes partner, she always chooses a (strictly)
better one. Thus in the end pri(w, M(w)) ≥ pri(w,m′) ≥ pri(w,m), so mw is not blocking. �

In what follows, we will use not only the statement of this theorem (as most of the previous results
do), but the Algorithm GS itself with some modifications/extensions.

In the Hospitals/Residents problem the roles of women are played by hospitals and the roles of
men are played by residents. Moreover, each hospital w has a positive integer capacity c(w) (the
number of free positions). Instead of matchings we consider assignments, that is a subgraph F of
G, such that all residents have degree one in F , and each hospital w has degree at most c(w). For
a resident m who is assigned, F (m) denotes the corresponding hospital. For a hospital w, F (w)
denotes the set of residents assigned to it. We say that w is full, if |F (w)| = c(w) and otherwise
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under-subscribed. Here a pair (m, w) is blocking, if mw ∈ E \ F (they are an acceptable pair and
they are not assigned to each other) and

• m is either single or pri(m, w) > pri(m, F (m)), and

• w is either under-subscribed or pri(w, m) > pri(w, m′) for at least one resident m′ ∈ F (w).

An assignment is stable if there is no blocking pair. It is easy to modify Algorithm GS to give a
stable assignment for the Hospitals/Residents problem. Each hospital w manages to keep a set of
buckets indexed by integers up to N , containing each assigned resident m in the bucket indexed by
pri(w, m); and w also stores the number of assigned residents and a pointer to the first non-empty
bucket. If hospital w gets a new proposal from resident m then it accepts him if w is under-subscribed
or if pri(w, m) > pri(w, m′) for the worst assigned resident m′. Apart from this, the algorithm is
the same. It clearly gives a stable assignment, and it is easy to see that also runs in O(|E|) time
(rejections can be decided in constant time as well as updating the data when accepting). We call this
modified GS algorithm HRGS. As before, we are interested in giving a maximum size assignment,
i.e., a stable assignment F with maximum number of edges (that is a maximum number of assigned
residents).

In the next section we consider the special case of the maximum stable marriage problem, where
each man’s list is strictly ordered. We allow arbitrary number of arbitrarily long ties for each
woman. We give a simple algorithm running in time O(|E|). First we run Algorithm GS, then we
give extra scores to single men, that raise their priorities. These men are re-activated and start
making proposals from the beginning of their lists. A simple proof shows that this slightly modified
algorithm gives a 3/2-approximation to the maximum stable marriage problem.

In Section 3 we show that this algorithm applies to the Hospitals/Residents problem as well,
3/2-approximating the maximum assignment in time O(|E|).

Section 4 contains a slightly more complicated algorithm for the general case. First we run the
algorithm of Section 2, then change the roles of men and women. In the second phase women
get extra scores and make proposals to men. This algorithm still runs in linear-time, and gives a
5/3-approximation. Finally we propose some open problems.

2 Men have strictly ordered lists

In this section we suppose that the lists of men are strictly ordered. We are going to define extra
scores, π(m) for every man with the following properties. Initially π(m) = 0 and at any time
0 ≤ π(m) < 1 for each man. We also define adjusted priorities: pri′(m, w) := pri(m, w) and
pri′(w, m) := pri(w, m) + π(m) for each acceptable pair (m, w). It is straightforward to see that if
M is stable with respect to pri′ then it is also stable with respect to pri.

We define a modification of Algorithm GS, that is called rmGS (reduced men-proposal GS), as
follows. This algorithm starts with a stable matching, given extra scores and a set of active men.
Run the original GS algorithm (active men make proposals; at the beginning of the algorithm they
start from the beginning of their strict lists), where women use pri′ to decide rejections. Stop when
every man is inactive.

If some men with zero extra score remained single, we increase the score of those men to ε and
re-activate them. In the next round they start making proposals from the beginning of their strict
list. At any time let SM denote the set of single men, and Π0 := {m ∈ U : π(m) = 0}. We fix
ε = 1/2.

Our approximation algorithm is as follows:

Algorithm gsa1

run GS
FOR m ∈ U π(m) := 0
WHILE SM ∩ Π0 �= ∅
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FOR m ∈ SM ∩ Π0

π(m) := ε
re-activate m

run rmGS

This simple algorithm runs in O(|E|) time, as there are at most 2|E| proposals altogether. It is
easy to see that Algorithm GSA1 gives a stable matching M with respect to the adjusted priority,
hence M is stable for the original problem as well.

Let Mopt denote any maximum size stable matching (stable for the original priorities).

Theorem 2 If men have strictly ordered preference lists, M is the output of Algorithm GSA1 and

Mopt is a maximum size stable matching then

|Mopt| ≤
3

2
· |M |.

Mopt :

m’
π(     ) = εm’

π(   ) = 0m
5

M:

m w

3

8

6

w’

priorities (example)3, 5, 6, 8: 

Figure 1: A path of length three in M ∪ Mopt

Proof: We use an idea of Iwama, Miyazaki and Yamauchi [7]. Take the union of M and Mopt. We
consider common edges as a two-cycle. Each component of M ∪ Mopt is either an alternating cycle
(of even length) or an alternating path. It is enough to prove that in each component there are at
most 3/2 times as many Mopt-edges as M -edges. This is clearly true for each component except for
alternating paths of length three with the M -edge mw in the middle (see Figure 1).

We claim that such a component cannot exist. Suppose that M(m) = w, Mopt(m) = w′ �= w,
Mopt(w) = m′ �= m and that m′ and w′ are single in M . Observe first that w′ never got a proposal
during Algorithm GSA1. Consequently π(m) = 0 at the end, as otherwise he would have proposed
to each acceptable woman. We may also conclude that pri(m, w) > pri(m, w′) because there are no
ties in the men’s lists. When the algorithm finishes, π(m′) = ε, and m′ proposed to every acceptable
woman with this extra score, but w rejected him. This means that pri′(w, m) ≥ pri′(w, m′) =
pri(w, m′) + ε consequently pri(w, m) > pri(w, m′). However, in this case edge mw blocks Mopt, a
contradiction. �

We have an example (see Figure 2) showing that for our algorithm this bound is tight (a possi-
ble order of proposals and extra score increases is the following: mw, m′w, m′w′′, m′′w′′, π(m′′) =
ε, m′′w′′).

Note: for open questions please see the section “Open Problems”.

3 Hospitals/Residents with strictly ordered residents’ lists

We consider the Hospitals/Residents problem with the restriction that residents have strict orders on
acceptable hospitals. Note, that for real-life applications of this scheme, this assumption is realistic.
Here, as appropriate, residents get extra scores. The adjusted priorities are defined as in Section 2.

For a reader familiar with this topic it is straightforward that after “cloning” of hospitals the
previous algorithm runs with the same approximation ratio. However, we describe an algorithm for
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M:
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1

Figure 2: An example where GSA1 gives |M | = (2/3) · |Mopt|

this problem in some detail for not only to newcomers, but for three more reasons: (i) the cloning
is not well defined in the literature, (ii) we give a linear time algorithm, and (iii) for showing an
example and a theorem at the end of this section.

We modify GSA1 by replacing GS by HRGS and define rmHRGS as a modification of HRGS
analogously to the derivation of rmGS from GS. Here SM denotes the set of unassigned residents
and again Π0 := {m ∈ U : π(m) = 0}.

Algorithm hrgsa1

run HRGS
FOR m ∈ U π(m) := 0
WHILE SM ∩ Π0 �= ∅

FOR m ∈ SM ∩ Π0

π(m) := ε
re-activate m

run rmHRGS

Algorithm HRGSA1 also runs in time O(|E|) (hospitals need to have 2N buckets), and gives a
stable assignment F .

Theorem 3 If residents have strictly ordered preference lists, F is the output of Algorithm HRGSA1

and Fopt is any maximum size stable assignment then

|Fopt| ≤
3

2
· |F |.

Proof: We suppose that positions at hospital w are numbered by 1 . . . c(w). For the proof we
make an auxiliary bipartite graph G′ = (U, V ′, E′) and new preference lists as follows. The set U of
residents remains unchanged. The set V ′ consists of the positions, i.e., V ′ = {wi : w ∈ V, 1 ≤ i ≤
c(w)}. An edge connects resident m and position wi if (m, w) was an acceptable pair (if hospital
w was acceptable to m then all positions at w are acceptable to m). Each position wi inherits the
preference list of hospital w. For resident m we have to make a new (and also strict) preference list.
Take the original list, and replace each w by w1 < w2 < . . . < wc(w) (thus if w1 was preferred by m
to w2 then all positions of w1 will be preferred to all positions of w2). If F is an assignment in G
then it defines a matching M in G′ by distributing edges of F incident to a hospital w to distinct
positions w1, w2, . . . , wdF (w). And, conversely, any matching M of G′ defines an assignment in G.
The crucial observation is that if assignment F is stable in G then the associated matching M is
stable in G′, and if matching M is stable in G then the associated assignment F is stable in G.
Moreover, if we imagine running Algorithm GSA1 on G′, the resulting matching M corresponds to
the assignment F given by Algorithm HRGSA1. Using these observations Theorem 2 implies this
theorem. �
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Figure 3: A building block of the example where HRGSA1 gives|F | = (2/3) · |Fopt|

We note that the example on Figure 2 can be easily modified to show that this algorithm cannot
achieve better approximation ratio than 3/2, not even if all hospitals have large capacities and if
each hospital has an absolutely unordered list (i.e., pri(w, m) = 1 for every resident m).

We make c copies of the example shown in Figure 3, one for each i = 1 . . . c. Then glue together
the c copies of wi, the c copies of w′

i
and the c copies of w′′

i
. Assign capacity c to each hospital (w,

w′ and w′′). The following is a possible run of Algorithm HRGSA1 yielding an assignment F with
|F | = 2c, while |Fopt| = 3c. First every resident m′′

i
proposes to hospital w′′. Next, every resident

mi proposes to hospital w; now hospitals w and w′′ are full. Then every resident m′

i
proposes first

to w′′ and then to w, but they are always rejected. So every resident m′

i
gets an extra score. They

proposes again to hospital w′′ and they succeed. Now every resident m′′

i
gets an extra score, and

proposes again to w′′ but they are rejected.
However, with a different type of restriction we are able to prove a stronger theorem. For a

hospital w let τ(w) denote the length of the longest tie for w, and let λ := maxw∈V τ(w)/(2c(w)).

Theorem 4 Algorithm HRGSA1 gives approximation ratio not worse than

3

2
−

1

6
·
1 − λ

1 + λ

Proof: The proof is very technical, so we only sketch the idea of it. Every component of M ∪Mopt

(in G′) that is a 5-path has a middle hospital-position wi such that hospital w is full. Each such
hospital has at most τ(w)/2 positions in such a bad component and c(w) − τ(w)/2 ≥ 1−λ

2λ
τ(w)

other positions lying in a good component (where the ratio of F -edges against the Fopt-edges is
at least 3/4). In the “worst case” this component is a 7-path that can contain at most 3 such
hospital-positions. �

4 General stable marriage

Now we consider the general maximum stable marriage problem. First we run the algorithm of
Section 2, then change the roles of men and women. In the second phase women get extra scores
and make proposals to men.

Accordingly, we also use extra scores π(w) for women: initially π(w) = 0 and at any time 0 ≤
π(w) < 1 for each woman w. We also re-define adjusted priorities: pri′(m, w) := pri(m, w) + π(w)
and pri′(w, m) := pri(w, m) + π(m) for each acceptable pair (m, w). It is straightforward to see that
if M is stable with respect to pri′ then it is also stable with respect to pri.

In the first phase we run Algorithm GSA1, women do not get extra scores in this phase. Next, in
the second phase we change the roles of men and women, in this phase we increase extra scores of
women only. At the beginning of the second phase each woman makes any strict order of acceptable
men according to the adjusted priorities (higher priority comes before lower).

We define Algorithm rwGS (reduced woman-proposal GS) similarly to Algorithm rmGS. The
algorithm starts with a stable matching, given extra scores and a set of active women. Run the
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original GS algorithm with interchanged roles: active women make proposals, and men use pri′ to
decide rejections. But here we have a major difference. If a woman w with π(w) = 0 is rejected by
her actual partner at any time during the process then she gets π(w) := ε/2 extra scores, activates
herself, and starts making proposals from the beginning of her strict list. Stop when every woman is
inactive.

If some women with less than ε extra score remained single, we increase the score of those women
to ε and re-activate them. In the next round they start making proposals from the beginning of their
strict list. At any time let SW denote the set of single women and Π := {w ∈ V : π(w) ≤ ε/2}. We
also use ε = 1/2.

Our approximation algorithm is as follows.

Algorithm gsa2

Phase 1

run GSA1
Phase 2

FOR w ∈ V π(w) := 0
WHILE SW ∩ Π �= ∅

FOR w ∈ SW ∩ Π
π(w) := ε
re-activate w

run rwGS

First we claim that the algorithm runs in time O(|E|). To see this we must consider two things.
In Phase 2, every woman processes her strict list at most twice, so there are at most 2|E| proposals
in the second phase. The strict lists of women can be calculated in O(|E|) time altogether using
bucket sort with 2N buckets.

Next we claim that the matching M given by the algorithm is stable with respect to pri′ con-
sequently is stable with respect to pri. It is not hard to see this fact, we leave the standard and
technical proof to the full version.

Theorem 5 If M is the output of Algorithm GSA2 and Mopt is any maximum size stable matching

then

|Mopt| ≤
5

3
· |M |.

Proof: First we need a technical lemma. Let M ′ denote the matching given at the end of Phase 1.
Consider components of M ∪ Mopt as before.

Lemma 6 Suppose M ∪ Mopt has a component that is an alternating path of length three, with the

M -edge mw in the middle. Then w′ = Mopt(m) is matched in M ′.

m’

opt :

π(     ) = εw’

π(   ) < εw

π(     ) = ε

M

M:

m w

3

5 8

6

w’ m’

π(   ) = 0m

Figure 4: A path of length three in M ∪ Mopt
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Proof: Let m′ = Mopt(w) (see Figure 4) and suppose w′ was single at the end of Phase 1 (i.e., w′

is single in M ′). As this is a component of M ∪ Mopt, clearly both m′ and w′ are single in M , and
moreover, as matched men never become single in Phase 2, m′ is also single in M ′.

First we observe that as w′ is single in M ′, m did not propose to her during Phase 1, so π(m) = 0
(as π(m) could only be positive after m searched over his strict list). However m′ remained single,
so π(m′) = ε at the end of the algorithm.

In Phase 2 w did not propose to m′ (m′ remained single, thus he did not receive any proposals),
so π(w) ≤ ε/2. Next we use M(w) = m, and we consider two cases. If M ′(w) = m then in Phase 1,
when w rejected m′ the last time, she had pri′(w, m) ≥ pri′(w, m′) = pri(w, m′) + ε, so that in this
case pri(w, m) > pri(w, m′). Otherwise, if M ′(w) �= m then in Phase 2 w started to make proposals
from the beginning of her strict list (that was made with respect to pri′ after Phase 1), but she did
not propose to m′, so pri′(w, m) ≥ pri′(w, m′) also implying pri(w, m) > pri(w, m′).

At the beginning of Phase 2, π(w′) was set to ε, and w′ remained single. This means that
w′ proposed to m and m rejected her. Consequently pri′(m, w) ≥ pri′(m, w′), thus pri(m, w) >
pri(m, w′). These arguments show that mw is blocking for Mopt, a contradiction. �

We continue the proof of the theorem. Let SM denote the set of single men at the end of the
algorithm, and ŜM ⊆ SM denote the set of those single men who are matched in Mopt. First note,

that men in ŜM were also single after Phase 1, since in Phase 2 men’s positions do not decline.
Observe that for each man m ∈ ŜM , woman Mopt(m) exists and is matched in both M ′ and M (at
the end of any Phase at least one person in any acceptable pair is matched). We further partition

ŜM as follows. Let SM1 consist of each man m ∈ ŜM , for whom man M(Mopt(m)) is matched in

Mopt; and SM2 := ŜM \SM1. Let SM1
1 := {m ∈ SM1 : Mopt(M(Mopt(m))) is matched in M} and

SM2
1 := SM1 \SM1

1 . By Lemma 6, for every man m in SM2
1 woman Mopt(M(Mopt(m))) is matched

in M ′ (i.e., at the end of Phase 1). The next lemma plays a crucial role in the proof of the theorem.

Lemma 7

|SM1| ≤
2

3
· |M |

Proof:

Case 1 |SM1
1 | ≥ |SM1|/2.

We form clubs, every club is led by a man in SM1 and has one or two other men who are matched
in M . For every man m ∈ SM1 the second member of his club is M(Mopt(m)). For each man
m ∈ SM1

1 , his club contains a third member: M(Mopt(M(Mopt(m)))). We claim that these clubs
are pairwise disjoint.

We formed one club for each man in SM1 so it is enough to prove that any man m′ who is matched
in M belongs to at most one club. If M(m′) is single in Mopt then m′ is not a member of any club. If
m = Mopt(M(m′)) ∈ SM , then either m ∈ SM1 and m′ belongs to m’s club or otherwise m′ has no
club at all. Otherwise m′ belongs to the club of m∗ = Mopt(M(Mopt(M(m′)))) as a third member,
if m∗ exists and m∗ ∈ SM1

1 ; and m′ has no club otherwise.
Let MM denote the set men who are matched in M . We have

|M | = |MM | ≥ |SM1| + |SM1
1 | ≥

3

2
· |SM1|.

Case 2 |SM2
1 | > |SM1|/2.

In this case we form different clubs, here the non-leader members will be men matched in M ′. For
every man m ∈ SM1 the second member of his club is M ′(Mopt(m)). For each man m ∈ SM2

1 , his
club contains a third member: M ′(Mopt(M(Mopt(m)))). We claim that these clubs are also pairwise
disjoint.

If M ′(m′) is single in Mopt then m′ is not a member of any club. If m = Mopt(M
′(m′)) ∈ SM ,

then either m ∈ SM1 and m′ belongs to m’s club or otherwise m′ has no club at all. Otherwise
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m′ belongs to the club of m∗ = Mopt(M(Mopt(M
′(m′)))) as a third member, if m∗ exists and

m∗ ∈ SM2
1 ; and m′ has no club otherwise.

Let MM ′ denote the set of men who are matched in M ′. As men matched after Phase 1 remain
matched till the end, we have

|M | = |MM | ≥ |MM
′| ≥ |SM1| + |SM

2
1 | ≥

3

2
· |SM1|. �

We are ready to finish the proof of the theorem. Let MMopt denote the set of men who are
matched in Mopt. We claim that |MM ∩ MMopt| ≤ |MM | − |SM2|. This is true because |SM2| is
the number of components of M ∪ Mopt isomorphic to a path with two edges and with a woman in
the middle, and for each such path the M -matched man is single in Mopt.

|Mopt| = |MMopt| = |MM ∩ MMopt| + |SM ∩ MMopt| ≤

≤ (|MM | − |SM2|) + (|SM1| + |SM2|) ≤ |M | +
2

3
· |M | =

5

3
· |M |. �

5 Open Problems

Open Problem 1 Is it possible to improve the performance of GSA1 if we use smaller ε, increase
extra scores more than once, and give extra scores to not only single men, but also to partners of
each woman who is a neighbor of a single man?

Open Problem 2 Is it possible to improve the performance of GSA1 if we use the method of Irving
and Manlove [5] after GSA1?

Open Problem 3 Is it possible to improve the performance of GSA2 if we use smaller ε, increase
extra scores more than once, alternately for men and women? And if giving extra scores to not only
persons remained single?

Open Problem 4 Is it possible to improve the performance of GSA2 if we use the method of
Halldórsson et al. [3], or the method of Iwama, Miyazaki and Yamauchi [7] after GSA2?
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Abstract. In this paper we consider the problem of computing an “optimal” popular matching. We
assume that our input instance G = (A∪P , E1 ∪̇ · · · ∪̇Er) admits a popular matching and we are asked
to return not any popular matching but an optimal popular matching, where the definition of optimality
is given as a part of the problem statement; for instance, the optimality criterion could be fairness, in
which case the problem is to return a fair popular matching, which is a maximum cardinality popular
matching that matches as few applicants to their rank r posts as possible, subject to this constraint,
matches as few applicants to their rank r − 1 posts as possible, and so on. We show an O(N 2 + m)
algorithm for the problem of computing an optimal popular matching, assuming that the preference
lists are strict, where m is the number of edges and N is the number of applicants in G.

1 Introduction

In this paper we consider the problem of computing an optimal popular matching in a bipartite
graph G = (A∪P, E) with one-sided preference lists. Optimality is described succinctly as a part of
the problem statement, for instance, rank-maximality, or fairness, or min-cost (where each (a, p) ∈ E
has a cost c(a, p) associated with it) can be considered as optimality. More generally, we assume a
partial order ≤P on matchings that obeys the following natural properties:

(a) if M1,M2 are two matchings that contain an edge e and M1 ≤P M2, then M1 \{e} ≤P M2 \{e},

(b) if M1 ≤P M2 and neither M1 nor M2 contains edge e and M1∪{e} and M2∪{e} are matchings,
then M1 ∪ {e} ≤P M2 ∪ {e}.

In this paper we consider the problem of computing a popular matching in G that is an optimal
element (maximal/minimal as the case may be) with respect to ≤P among all popular matchings
in G. We first describe below the popular matching problem.

The popular matching problem. An instance of the popular matching problem is a bipartite
graph G = (A ∪ P, E) and a partition E = E1 ∪̇ E2 · · · ∪̇ Er of the edge set. The vertices of A are
called applicants and the vertices of P are called posts. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ r, the elements of Ei are
called the edges of rank i. If (a, p) ∈ Ei and (a, p′) ∈ Ej with i < j, we say that a prefers p to p′.
This ordering of posts adjacent to a is called a’s preference list. For any applicant a and any rank
i, where 1 ≤ i ≤ r, we assume that there is at most one post p such that (a, p) ∈ Ei, that is, we
assume that preference lists are strictly ordered.

A matching M of G is a set of edges such that no two edges share an endpoint. We denote by
M(a) the post to which applicant a is matched in M . We say that an applicant a prefers matching
M ′ to M if (i) a is matched in M ′ and unmatched in M , or (ii) a is matched in both M ′ and M ,
and a prefers M ′(a) to M(a). M ′ is more popular than M , denoted by M ′ ≻ M , if the number of
applicants that prefer M ′ to M exceeds the number of applicants that prefer M to M ′. A matching
M is popular if and only if there is no matching M ′ that is more popular than M .
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The popular matching problem is to determine if a given instance admits a popular matching,
and to find such a matching, if one exists. The popular matching problem was considered in [1]
and efficient algorithms were given to determine if G admits a popular matching and to compute
a maximum cardinality popular matching. Note that popular matchings may have different sizes,
and a largest such matching may be smaller than a maximum-cardinality matching.

1.1 Problem Definition

In this paper we assume that the input instance G admits a popular matching and here we are not
content returning any popular matching or any maximum cardinality popular matching. Our goal
is to compute an optimal popular matching, where the definition of optimality is given succinctly
as a part of the problem definition. For instance, the problem description could state fairness, or
rank-maximality, or min-cost of matched edges as optimality, which means that, among all popular
matchings in G, we have to return that popular matching which is the most optimal with respect
to fairness, or rank-maximality, or has the least cost, as the case may be. We define the terms fair
and rank-maximal below.

The fair matching problem. The fair matching problem in a bipartite graph G = (A∪P, E1 ∪̇

E2 · · · ∪̇ Er) asks for a matching M that satisfies the properties below:

(i) M is a maximum-cardinality matching in G, and

(ii) among all maximum cardinality matchings in G, M matches the least number of applicants
to their rank r posts, subject to this constraint, matches the least number of applicants to their
rank r − 1 posts, subject to this constraint, matches the least number of applicants to their rank
r − 2 posts, and so on.

Currently, there are no combinatorial algorithms known for computing a fair matching. In this
paper we consider the fair popular matching problem. A fair popular matching M is defined as
follows:

(i) M is a maximum cardinality popular matching in G, and

(ii) among all maximum cardinality popular matchings in G, M matches the least number of
applicants to their rank r posts, subject to this constraint, matches the least number of applicants
to their rank r−1 posts, subject to this constraint, matches the least number of applicants to their
rank r − 2 posts, and so on.

Rank-maximal matchings. A rank-maximal matching M in a bipartite graph G = (A ∪ P, E1 ∪̇

· · · ∪̇ Er) is a matching that matches the maximum number of applicants to their rank one posts,
subject to this constraint, matches the maximum number of applicants to their rank two posts, and
so on. There are efficient combinatorial algorithms known for computing a rank-maximal matching
[5]. However, there are no efficient combinatorial algorithms known for computing a maximum

cardinality matching that is the most rank-maximal among all maximum cardinality matchings.
Here we consider the problem of computing a popular matching that is the most rank-maximal
among all popular matchings.

Min-cost popular matchings. Another natural definition of optimality is the following: we assume
that each edge (a, p) has a non-negative cost c(a, p) associated with it. G = (A ∪ P, E1 ∪̇ · · · ∪̇ Er)
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admits a popular matching and we want to compute that popular matching M in G such that∑
a∈A

c(a,M(a)) is the minimum among all popular matchings.

The problem of computing a fair popular matching/rank-maximal popular matching/min-cost
popular matching can be solved by assigning suitable costs to the edges of an appropriate bipartite
graph H derived from G = (A ∪ P, E1 ∪̇ · · · ∪̇ Er) and computing a min-cost or max-cost perfect
matching in H. It is easy to see that the order ≤P on matchings defined with respect to fairness,
rank-maximality, or min-cost satisfies properties (a) and (b) defined at the beginning of this section.

Here we present a simple combinatorial algorithm that runs in O(N 2 +m) time for the problem
of computing an optimal popular matching in G, where m is the number of edges and N is the
number of applicants in G. We assume that given two matchings M1 and M2, we can determine if
M1 ≤P M2 or M2 ≤P M1 in O(N) time, which is a reasonable assumption (and is indeed the case
for fairness, rank-maximality, or min-cost).

1.2 Related Results

The notion of popular matchings was originally introduced by Gardenfors [3] in the context of the
stable marriage problem with two-sided preference lists. It is well known that every stable marriage
instance admits a weakly stable matching (one for which there is no pair who strictly prefer each
other to their partners in the matching). In fact, there can be an exponential number of weakly
stable matchings, and so Gardenfors considered the problem of finding one with additional desirable
properties, such as popularity. Gardenfors showed that when preference lists are strictly ordered,
every stable matching is popular. He also showed that when preference lists contain ties, there may
be no popular matching.

Abraham et al. in [1] presented an O(m+n) algorithm (for the case of strictly ordered preference
lists) to determine if the input instance G on m edges and n vertices admits a popular matching
and compute one, if it exists. For the case when the preference lists need not be strictly ordered,
they showed an O(m

√
n) algorithm. Manlove and Sng [7] generalized the algorithms of [1] to the

case where each post has an associated capacity, indicating the number of applicants that it can
accommodate. (They described this in the equivalent context of the house allocation problem.)
They gave an O(

√
Cn1 + m) time algorithm for the strictly ordered preference lists case, and an

O((
√

C + n1)m) time algorithm for the case with ties in preference lists, where n1 is the number
of applicants, and C is the total capacity of all of the posts. In [8] Mestre designed an efficient
algorithm for the weighted popular matching problem, where each applicant is assigned a priority
or weight, and the definition of popularity takes into account the priorities of the applicants.
Mestre’s algorithm for the case of strictly ordered preference lists has O(n+m) complexity and for
the case with ties in preference lists, the complexity is O(min(k

√
n, n)m), where k is the number

of distinct weights assigned to applicants. Assuming that the input instance G admits a popular
matching, Abraham and Kavitha [2] considered the problem of computing a shortest-length voting

path1 given a starting matching M0 in G. They gave an O(m+ n) algorithm for this problem when
the preference lists are strictly ordered and an O(m

√
n) algorithm for the case of ties in preference

lists.
In the case of two-sided preference lists where the two sides of the bipartite graph are considered

men and women, a stable matching is considered the ideal answer to what is a desirable matching.

1 A voting path of length k is a sequence of matchings 〈M0, M1, . . . , Mk〉 such that Mk is popular and Mk ≻
Mk−1 · · · ≻ M0
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However there is a wide spectrum of stable matchings ranging from men-optimal stable matchings
to women-optimal stable matchings. Irving, Leather, and Gusfield [6] considered the problem of
computing a stable matching that is optimal under some more equitable criterion of optimality. In
fact, much work has been done in the two-sided preference lists setting on finding stable match-
ings that satisfy additional criteria (see [4] for an overview). In the same vein, assuming that the
input instance G admits a popular matching, here we ask for an optimal popular matching where
optimality is defined as a part of the problem statement.

2 Preliminaries

In this section we review the algorithmic characterisation for computing a popular matching from
[1]. Since our problem is restricted to the case where preference lists do not have ties, we will
present the characterisation from [1] of popular matchings for strictly ordered preference lists. For
convenience, a dummy post ℓ(a) is added at the end of a’s preference list, for each applicant a, and
the edge (a, ℓ(a)) is assigned rank r + 1. Thus henceforth, the edge set E = E1 ∪̇ · · · ∪̇Er+1 and any
unmatched applicant a will be assumed to be matched to ℓ(a).

For each applicant a, define a first choice post for a, denoted by f(a), and a second choice post
for a, denoted by s(a), as follows. The post f(a), is one that occurs at the top of a’s preference
list, that is, it is a’s most preferred post. The post s(a) is the most preferred post on a’s list that is
not f(a′) for any applicant a′. Note that by above the definition, f -posts are disjoint from s-posts.
For each applicant a, f(a) is guaranteed to exist if its preference list is non-empty. Note that the
dummy post ℓ(a) added at the end of a’s preference list ensures that s(a) always exists for each
applicant a.

The following lemma from [1] characterises a popular matching.

Lemma 1. A matching M is popular if and only if
(1) every f -post is matched in M ,
(2) for each applicant a, M(a) ∈ {f(a), s(a)}.

Let G′ denote the graph in which each applicant a has exactly two edges, (a, f(a)) and (a, s(a))
incident to it. From Lemma 1, it is immediate that the input instance G admits a popular matching
if and only if the graph G′ defined above admits an A-perfect matching. Thus the problem of
determining if G admits a popular matching is now easy to solve. Algorithm 2.1 contains the main
idea and [1] presents an efficient implementation of this idea that runs in O(m + n) time (where m

and n are the number of edges and vertices in G).

Algorithm 2.1 A simple framework from [1] to compute a popular matching in G

for each a ∈ A do

– determine the posts f(a) and s(a)
end for

Construct the graph G′ on vertex set A ∪ P and edge set ∪a∈A{(a, f(a)), (a, s(a))}.
if G′ admits an A-perfect matching then

return an A-perfect matching M in G′ that matches all f -posts.
else

return “G admits no popular matching”
end if
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3 Our Algorithm

In this section we describe our algorithm to compute an optimal popular matching in G with respect
to the optimality criterion specified as a part of the input. We know that any popular matching
can match an applicant either to its f -post or to its s-post. Since our problem is to compute a
matching that is necessarily popular, we can delete all posts p from G where p is not an f -post or
an s-post. Thus G becomes the graph (A∪P, E ′) where E′ consists of edges (a, f(a)) and (a, s(a))
for each a ∈ A.

An optimal popular matching, by virtue of being a popular matching, has to match every f -
post. So if a is an applicant such that it is the only applicant that considers f(a) as its top post,
we know that such an applicant a has to be matched to f(a) by any popular matching. So we
include all such pairs (a, f(a)) in our matching that we will return and delete such vertices a, f(a)
from G. So from now on we can assume that every applicant in G has degree exactly 2. Further we
know that G admits an A-perfect matching since any popular matching is an A-perfect matching
in (A ∪ P, E′).

Let N be the number of applicants in G. We will order the applicants a1, . . . , aN in an arbitrary
manner. We will work with the graphs Hk, for 1 ≤ k ≤ N , where Hk is the graph on vertex
set {a1, . . . , ak} ∪ {f(a1), . . . , f(ak), s(a1), . . . , s(ak)} and edges ∪k

j=1
{(aj , f(aj)), (aj , s(aj))}. Any

popular matching in the graph G restricted to applicants {a1, . . . , ak} is a matching of size k in Hk

that matches all the posts f(a1), . . . , f(ak). We present a simple iterative strategy for computing
an optimal popular matching in G: for each 1 ≤ k ≤ N , we will compute a matching Mk that
satisfies the following 2 properties.

(1) Mk is a matching of size k in Hk that matches all the posts f(a1), . . . , f(ak).

(2) among all the matchings that satisfy (1), Mk is optimal with respect to ≤P .

We will compute such an Mk iteratively. Say we have already computed the desired matching
Mk−1; in the current step, we add to the graph Hk−1 the applicant ak and the posts f(ak), s(ak)
(if they do not yet belong to Hk−1) and the edges (ak, f(ak)) and (ak, s(ak)) to form the graph Hk.
We will show that Mk can be computed by augmenting Mk−1 appropriately.

Mk has size k in Hk, thus it has to match each of the applicants a1, . . . , ak. Due to the fact
that we augment Mk−1 in Hk, each of a1, . . . , ak−1 remains matched (to either their f -post or
s-post). Also since Mk needs to match ak, either (ak, f(ak)) or (ak, s(ak)) has to belong to Mk. Our
algorithm tries both the options:

(1) it tries to find augmenting paths pk and qk with respect to Mk−1 in Hk in order to match ak to
f(ak) and to s(ak), respectively. It is easy to show that at least one of pk, qk has to exist.

(2) If pk does not exist, then Mk = Mk−1 ⊕ qk and if qk does not exist, then Mk = Mk−1 ⊕ pk. If
both pk and qk exist, then the more optimal of Mk−1 ⊕ pk and Mk−1 ⊕ qk is chosen as Mk.

We present our algorithm as Algorithm 3.1 and show that this simple method suffices.
Theorem 1 proves the correctness of our algorithm.

Theorem 1. The matching MN returned by our algorithm is a popular matching that is optimal

with respect to ≤P .

It is easy to see that the matching MN returned by our algorithm is popular. Note that, for
each i, Mi is a maximum cardinality matching in Hi. Thus MN is a maximum cardinality matching
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Algorithm 3.1 Our algorithm to compute an optimal popular matching
for each a ∈ A do

– determine the posts f(a) and s(a).
end for

– Set any order among the applicants so that the applicants can be labelled a1, a2, . . . , aN .
– Let H1 be the graph on vertex set {a1} ∪ {f(a1), s(a1)} and edge set {(a1, f(a1)), (a1, s(a1))}); let M1 be the
matching {(a1, f(a1))}.
– Initialize i = 2.
while i ≤ N do

Update Hi−1 to Hi by adding the applicant ai and posts f(ai), s(ai) (if they do not already exist) to the vertex
set and the edges (ai, f(ai)) and (ai, s(ai)) to the edge set.
if f(ai) is newly added then

Mi = Mi−1 ∪ {(ai, f(ai))}.
else

find an augmenting path pi with respect to Mi−1 in Hi−1 that begins with the edge (ai, f(ai))
find an augmenting path qi with respect to Mi−1 in Hi−1 that begins with the edge (ai, s(ai))
if pi (similarly, qi) does not exist then

Mi = Mi ⊕ qi (resp., Mi ⊕ pi).
else if both pi and qi exist then

Mi = the more optimal of Mi ⊕ pi and Mi ⊕ qi.
end if

end if

i = i + 1.
end while

– Return MN .

in HN ; we know that HN = (A ∪ P, E′) admits an A-perfect matching since the input instance
admits a popular matching. Thus MN is an A-perfect matching. Also, by construction, we never
let an f -post remain unmatched. Thus, MN is an A-perfect matching in (A ∪P, E ′) that matches
all f -posts. Thus MN is a popular matching in the input instance.

We now need to show that among all popular matchings, MN is optimal with respect to ≤P .
We will prove this by induction: we will show that for each i, Mi is a matching of size i in Hi that
matches all posts f(a1), . . . , f(ai) and amongst all such matchings, Mi is optimal.2

We will now show that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ N , Mi is optimal in Hi subject to the constraint that
Mi has to match all of a1, . . . , ai and f(a1), . . . , f(ai). The base case i = 1 is trivial. By induction
hypothesis, we assume that Mk−1 is optimal in Hk−1 subject to the constraint that it has to match
all of a1, . . . , ak−1 and f(a1), . . . , f(ak−1). Using this hypothesis, we will show that Mk is optimal
in Hk subject to the constraint that it has to match all of a1, . . . , ak and f(a1), . . . , f(ak).

We consider two cases: (i) f(ak) is not present in Hk−1 and (ii) f(ak) is present in Hk−1.
Lemma 3 deals with the first case and Lemmas 4 and 5 deal with the second case.

Lemma 2. Let Mk−1 be an optimal matching in Hk−1 subject to the constraint that the vertices

a1, . . . , ak−1 and f(a1), . . . , f(ak−1) have to be matched. If f(ak) is not present in Hk−1, then

Mk = Mk−1 ∪ {(ak, f(ak))} is optimal in Hk subject to the constraint that all of a1, . . . , ak and

f(a1), . . . , f(ak) have to be matched.

2 Note that we can compare two matchings M, M ′ of Hi with respect to ≤P by extending each of M, M ′ to
{a1, . . . , aN} by considering {ai+1, . . . , aN} as unmatched and we can compare the extended matchings with
respect to ≤P .
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Proof. It is immediate from the definitions of Mk−1 and Mk that Mk matches all of a1, . . . , ak and
f(a1), . . . , f(ak). What remains to prove that Mk is a most optimal such matching.

Suppose not, let Ok be a more optimal such matching in Hk. We know that f(ak) is not an f -post
for any applicant in {a1, . . . , ak−1} (by virtue of the fact that f(ak) is not present in Hk−1). Since
Ok has to satisfy the constraint that all f -posts in Hk are matched, it follows that Ok(ak) = f(ak).
Thus Ok and Mk agree on the edge e = (ak, f(ak)).

Now consider the matching Ok − {e}. This is a matching in Hk−1 that matches all the vertices
a1, . . . , ak−1 and f(a1), . . . , f(ak−1) since Ok matches all of a1, . . . , ak and f(a1), . . . , f(ak). We
know that Mk−1 is a most optimal such matching in Hk−1, implying that (let us assume that
optimality is given by maximality with respect to ≤P ):

Ok − {e} ≤P Mk−1

Adding the edge e to both the matchings above, we have Ok ≤P Mk−1 ∪ {e} = Mk, contradicting
our assumption that Ok is more optimal than Mk. ⊓⊔

We now deal with the case when f(ak) is present in Hk−1. In this case, we try to find augmenting
paths pk and qk in Hk. Note that at least one of pk, qk has to exist since Hk admits a matching of
size k (any A-perfect matching of (A∪P, E ′) restricted to a1, . . . , ak is a matching of size k in Hk)
- thus there has to exist an augmenting path with respect to the (k − 1)-sized matching Mk−1 in
Hk. Say, pk exists and qk does not exist. Then we show the following.

Lemma 3. Mk−1 ⊕ pk is an optimal matching in Hk subject to the constraint that it has to match

all of a1, . . . , ak and f(a1), . . . , f(ak).

Proof. It is easy to see that Mk = Mk−1 ⊕ pk matches all of a1, . . . , ak and f(a1), . . . , f(ak). We
need to show that Mk is a most optimal such matching.

Suppose not and let Ok be a more optimal such matching in Hk. The fact that qk does not
exist implies that any matching that matches all of a1, . . . , ak in Hk has to match ak to f(ak). This
forces Ok to match the applicant that was matched by Mk−1 to f(ak) to be matched to its s-post.
In fact, every edge in pk that is present in Mk has to be present in Ok. Thus Ok and Mk contain
the same subset of edges of pk. Call these edges e1, . . . , et (refer to Figure 1).

Now consider the matching Ok ⊕ pk. This is a matching in Hk−1 that contains the same edges
as Ok outside pk and the edges of pk present in this matching are pk − {e1, . . . , et} (the bold edges
of Figure 1) - all these bold edges are present in Mk−1. Since Ok and Mk−1 match all the vertices
a1, . . . , ak−1 and f(a1), . . . , f(ak−1), it follows that Ok⊕pk matches all the vertices a1, . . . , ak−1 and
f(a1), . . . , f(ak−1). Thus Ok ⊕ pk is a matching in Hk−1 that matches all the vertices a1, . . . , ak−1

and f(a1), . . . , f(ak−1). Since Mk−1 is an optimal such matching, we have

Mk−1 ≥P Ok ⊕ pk.

Now deleting the edges pk − {e1, . . . , et} from both the matchings Mk−1 and Ok ⊕ pk, and adding
the edges e1, . . . , et to both these matchings, we get Mk−1 ⊕ pk ≥P Ok. In other words, Mk ≥P Ok,
contradicting Ok to be more optimal than Mk. ⊓⊔

The case when qk exists and pk does not exist is absolutely similar to above lemma. The only
case that we are left with is the case when both pk and qk exist. In this case our algorithm computes
both Mk−1 ⊕ pk and Mk−1 ⊕ qk and chooses the more optimal of the two matchings to be Mk. We
now have to show that Mk is what we desire.
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e1

e2

et

ak

f(ak)

Fig. 1. The path pk: the bold edges are present in Mk−1 and the dashed edges are in Mk and in Ok.

Lemma 4. Mk, the more optimal of Mk−1 ⊕ pk and Mk−1 ⊕ qk, is a most optimal matching in Hk

that matches all of a1, . . . , ak and f(a1), . . . , f(ak).

Proof. It is obvious that Mk matches all of a1, . . . , ak and f(a1), . . . , f(ak). Suppose Mk is not an
optimal such matching, let Ok be a more optimal such matching in Hk. The matching Ok has to
match ak to either f(ak) or to s(ak). We will show the following:

Claim 1. If Ok(ak) = f(ak), then Ok ≤P Mk−1 ⊕ pk.

Claim 2. If Ok(ak) = s(ak), then Ok ≤P Mk−1 ⊕ qk.

We know that either Ok(ak) = f(ak) or Ok(ak) = s(ak), which implies by Claims 1 and 2 that
either Ok ≤P Mk−1 ⊕ pk or Ok ≤P Mk−1 ⊕ qk. Thus Mk, which is the more optimal of Mk−1 ⊕ pk

and Mk−1 ⊕ qk is at least as optimal as Ok, contracting our assumption that Ok is more optimal
than Mk.

Hence, what we need to show are Claims 1 and 2.

Proof of Claim 1. If Ok(ak) = f(ak), then as we argued in the proof of Lemma 4, it follows that
Mk−1⊕pk and Ok contain the same subset of edges of pk. Now consider Ok ⊕pk: this is a matching
in Hk−1 that matches all of a1, . . . , ak−1 and f(a1), . . . , f(ak−1). Since Mk−1 is an optimal matching
in Hk−1 that matches all of a1, . . . , ak−1 and f(a1), . . . , f(ak−1), it follows that Ok ⊕ pk ≤P Mk−1,
or equivalently, Ok ≤P Mk−1 ⊕ pk. This finishes the proof of Claim 1.

Proof of Claim 2. This proof is absolutely similar to the proof of Claim 1. If Ok(ak) = s(ak), then
as we argued in the proof of Lemma 4, it follows that Mk−1⊕ qk and Ok contain the same subset of
edges of qk. Now consider Ok ⊕ qk: this is a matching in Hk−1 that matches all of a1, . . . , ak−1 and
f(a1), . . . , f(ak−1). Since Mk−1 is an optimal matching in Hk−1 that matches all of a1, . . . , ak−1

and f(a1), . . . , f(ak−1), it follows that Ok ⊕ qk ≤P Mk−1, or equivalently, Ok ≤P Mk−1 ⊕ qk. This
finishes the proof of Claim 2. ⊓⊔
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This completes the proof of Theorem 1. We will now analyse the running time of Algorithm 3.1.
The f and s-posts of all applicants can be computed in O(m + N) time. The main while loop of
Algorithm 3.1 runs for N iterations and each iteration takes O(N) time to construct the augmenting
paths pi, qi and to compare Mi−1⊕ pi and Mi−1⊕ qi. Thus our algorithm runs in O(N 2 + m) time.

4 Discussion

In this paper we gave an O(N 2 + m) algorithm for computing an optimal popular matching for
instances with strict preference lists. This raises the question of extending our algorithm for the
case when ties are allowed in the preference lists. Note that our assumption of strict preferences
was critical in proving the correctness of our algorithm. When preference lists are allowed to have
ties, an applicant can have more than one post as its f -post and similarly, it can have more than
one post as its s-post.

Recall that our iterative algorithm, in case of strict preference lists, updates the current optimal
matching Mk−1 along one of the two augmenting paths pk or qk to get an optimal popular matching
Mk. The fact that every applicant has degree exactly 2 in Hk ensures that we need to consider only
two augmenting paths at each step of our algorithm. Further, if an optimal matching Ok matches
applicant ak to f(ak), then Ok is forced to agree with Mk for all applicants that appear on the
augmenting path pk. This reduces the problem of comparing Ok and Mk to comparing Ok⊕ pk and
Mk ⊕ pk and we use our induction hypothesis here to show that Ok ⊕ pk cannot be more optimal
than Mk−1 = Mk ⊕ pk.

The difficulty in case of ties, is precisely in the part of extending Mk−1 to Mk. We leave it as
an open question to extend our combinatorial algorithm to the case of ties in preference lists.
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>0�<ì-&(ÚÛÖ�×d8I;��n���\údüIò�â)údü �+B ��údù)òDð ò � òeú�� � â)ãÇò�ã � ú��Kü�ãSòZð£õrãSù � ò� �Ü � â)ã`ò!ã � ú��Kâ�údò�û#ð � ódö òK�XÜvó^ù#õ<ãtó��iâ
þ§ãtþ�ý>ãSü � òUû)ü�ã��\ãSü�ãSù���ã¬ö£ð ò �q� â#ó � údüDõdãSü�ò�ódö£ö�þ§ãtþ�ý>ãSü�ò8ú�� � â)ã
ú � â)ãSüUû�ó^ü � ÷��Seö ò�ú��dãtó�� â`â�údò�û#ð � ódö V â#ó^ò±ö úbôµãSü
ó^ù#õ � û�ûPãSü§ý>ú � ù#õdò±ú���! � ú � ó��UÝ ó^ù#õoÞ�>Hò � � â � â#ó � ÝxßàÞ B �>ü!ãSò�û>ã�� � ð �dãtö ÷��� ã3ò�ú�þ§ã � ð£þ§ãSò�òDóh÷ � â#ó �N� â)ã
! � ú � óIú�� V ð òx� Ý<á�Þ·��Rfrúdü�òDð£þ§û#ö£ð6�Sð � ÷��#ô�ã`ò�ú�þ§ã � ð£þ§ãSò�ô
üDð � ã � â)ã�ù#ódþ§ã3ú��#â)údò�û�ð � ódö>ô�ð � â3! � ú � óeý>ú � ù�õrò �
ò � � âNó^ò V � Ý<á�Þ·��

S¢êIæ�å$# %�ì-&)íIð ò3ó`þ�ó^û)û#ð ù(�7�oü�ú�þ(ü�ãSòZð£õrãSù � ò � úÇâ)údò�û#ð � ódö ò§ò�ú � â#ó �P� â)ã�ù � þ
ý>ãSü�ú��Yü�ãSòDð£õrãSù � ò3ó^ò�òDð �dù)ãtõ
� ú¬ãtó�� â«â)údò�û#ð � ódö V � Ý<á�Þ·�Kð ò�ý>ã � ôµãSãSù�Ý«ó^ù#õ*ÞM�â)ã �@ã > W(B ý>ã � â)ã±â)údò�û#ð � ódö � ú¬ô
â�ð6�iâ�ü!ãSòDð£õrãSù ��W ð ò§ó^ò�òDð �dù)ãtõ
� ù#õdãSü ã >hð6��ð � ã��Yð ò � ò B �ºó^ù#õ ã > V B ý>ã � â)ã3ò�ã � ú���ü�ãSòDð£õrãSù � òÇó^ò!òDð �dù)ãtõ � ú<â)údò�û�ð � ódö V 7frúdüÀóFþ3ó � � â#ð ù(�
ã ó^ù#õvólâ)údò�û�ð � ódö V � Ýäá�Þ0����ð6��� ã > V B �¬¥eÞ1>hð ù��Sö � õ)ð ù(� � â�ã��Só^ò�ã � â#ó � Ý�¥�Þ�¥A� ã > V B � B ��ôµã¬òDó�÷ � â#ó � V ð ò
å L;èHè � ù#õrãSü ã �Yó^ù#õFð6�Z� ã > V B ��æçÞM�;ôµã»òDó�÷ � â�ó � V ð ò�L£&(=tébë5Ú�ä·L;çDä0#DëAìHç!é·= � ù#õdãSü ã y� ã�� � ü � â)ãSü�û#ó^ü � ð � ð údù
� ù#õdãSü./iò � ý)òm��üDð ý>ãtõÀâ)údò�û�ð � ódö ò  2 � V ð ò � ù#õrãSü./iò � ý)ò ��üDð ý>ãtõ ó^ù�õD� ã > V B �q¥èÝ<�8ôµãÀòDóh÷ � â#ó � V ð ò�#bë^ìRåiì-#!ætèé
� � â)ãSü!ô�ð ò�ã��;ù#ódþ§ãtö ÷ ð6��Ý*æà� ã > V B �`æçÞM�5ô�ãlòZóh÷ � â#ó � V ð òeì-&)åiébë^êIé0=�ìHæ�åié�

frúdü¬ó�þ3ó � � â#ð ù(� ã �³ôµã±òDó�÷ � â#ó � ó
û�ódð üN��ú�þlû)üDð òDð ù(�«ó
ü!ãSòDð£õrãSù ��W ó^ù�õ`ó�â)údò�û#ð � ódö V �\údüDþ§òlóIçDè�ï�# ,bì-&)í
î³æ�ìHë�ð6� � â)ãR�oú�ö£ö úDô�ð ù(� � ôµúk��údù#õ)ð � ð údù�ò`ó^ü�ãvþ§ã �+ê >hð B�W ð ò»ãtð � â)ãSü � ù#ó^ò�òDð �dù)ãtõÀúdü»û)ü�ã��\ãSü�ò V � ú ã > W(B �>hð£ð B
V ð ò � ù#õrãSü0/iò � ý)ò ��üZð ýPãtõ�údü§û)ü!ã��oãSü�ò W"� úÇúdù)ã�ú��>ü�ãSòDð£õrãSù � ò3ð ù ã > V B �Y,ð ù(/0ë�]�CIEIYbì ð ò � â)ã�û)ü�údý#ö ãtþ ú��
ÿ)ù#õ�ð ù(�Fó3þ3ó � �iâ�ð ù(�3ô�ð � â � â�ã`þ3ð ù#ð£þ � þ ù � þ
ý>ãSü
ú���ý#ö úU�iøYð ù(�3û#ódð ü!ò 

�vì'&(ÚÛÖ�×çí`�bîÃÚÛ8I;��n�Q>�Y,ð ùsë�] [ Y,ó^ò � ãSü*â#ð ò � /0CIEIYbì B ð ò � â)ãIü�ãSò � üDð6� � ð údù ú��qY,ð ù(/0ë�]çCIEIYbì�ò�ú
� â#ó � ð ù�ó"��ð �dãSù�ð ù)ò � ó^ù���ã�� � â)ã`û)ü�ã��\ãSü�ãSù���ãÆö£ð ò � òIú���ódö£ö½â)údò!û#ð � ódö ò«ó^ü!ãÆð£õrãSù � ð6�Sódö6	�<ì-&(ÚïÖ�×ñð`�bîÃÚÛ8I;��n�
ð ò,õdãSÿ)ù)ãtõ òZð£þ3ð£ö£ó^üDö ÷��µù#ódþ§ãtö ÷��lð ù�ó^ù ð ù)ò � ó^ù���ã��lódö£öUâ�údò�û#ð � ódö òÇâ#ó��dã � â)ã<òDódþlã<û)ü�ã��\ãSü�ãSù���ãwö£ð ò � �ló^ù#õ ódö£ö
ü�ãSòDð£õdãSù � ò±â#ó��dã � â�ã»òDódþ§ãlû)ü!ã��oãSü�ãSù���ã`ö£ð ò � 
º�»òº óoÄ�Ä�Î`Áäô�Å�Ð3Ç¦ÆMÅ:ÁtÌõÊ7Ç¦ÆMÅ:ÁtÂ
� ã3òDó�÷ � â#ó � ó^ù.ódö �dúdüDð � â#þ÷ö(ð òÇó^ù W >-ø B /!ó^û)û)ü�ú �>ð£þ3ó � ð údù0ódö �dúdüDð � â#þ ð6��ð � òZó � ð ò�ÿ)ãSò`þ3ó5�Uù�ö@>-ú B�û�ü Ý`ý�>-ú B�þ
ú+�dãSü»ódö£ö�ð ù)ò � ó^ù���ãSò�úÇú��;òDð �SãFø��tô
â)ãSü�ã ü Ý�ý�>-ú B ó^ù#õ*öI>-ú B ó^ü�ã � â)ã�òDð �Sã±ú�� � â)ã�údû � ð£þ3ódö�ó^ù�õ � â)ã�ódö �dúdüZð � â#þ1� ò
ò�ú�ö �(� ð údù��5ü�ãSò�û>ã�� � ð �dãtö ÷�

ÿ ØzÙO�̧���eÛYÜ��»à·¶��̧�eà0µAà!Ú��	�d´�¹�ÞOµAÚ�
 Ü±Û� àAÙ����ç³ ×�� �������� �
2 ù � â#ð ò
ò�ã�� � ð údù��zôµã»ò�â)úDô � â#ó � Y,ð ù(/0ë�] [ Y�âi/0C@EFY�ì ð ò�\I]t/iâ#ó^üDõ(�Yó^ù#õeã��dãSù<â#ó^üDõ � úvó^û)û)ü�ú �>ð£þ�ó � ã�
��� ª ��} ª���� ���� ï�ë�æ`&"!-î³ï�ä!ìHåiì$#béF#Aï̀ &)äAåiæ̀ &)å ¤&% å$%�éDë�é
ìHäq&)ï�î³ïtè'!M&)ï�êIìHæ�è Ú�åiìHêIéF>+� �	� �*�  "� B ?�¡£¢ Ú�æSî�î�ë�ï)(bìHêIæ�åiìRï�&æ�è�íbï�ë^ìHå$%�ê å ï�ëp�<ì-&(ÚïÖ�×Qí`�Rî�Úï8@;��n��L£&)è�éDä!äN×+*-,I×+.
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×-ë�ï ï å .�� ã�ò�â)úDô óp��ó^û�ð ù � ü�úYõ � �Sð ù��3ü�ãtõ � � � ð údù	�\ü�ú�þ ó»ô�ãtö£ö /iø;ù)úDô
ùs\I]t/0��ú�þ§û#ö ã � ã�û)ü�údý#ö ãtþ̈ Yvð ù�ð£þ � þ/ ãSü � ã�� a ú �dãSü�> / a �oúdü
ò!â)údü �+B 
0 � ¯ �  �21 ª43 ��üDó^û)â65e¥ç>87�á:9 B ó^ù#õÀólûPúdòZð � ð �dãÇð ù � ã��dãSü�;7
<G| ª4¯ �����<� 3>= ú³ãSò?5 ��údù � ódð ù ó��dãSü � ã��X��ú �dãSülú��PòDð �Sã«ó � þ§údò � ;A@)>-Sõ�dãSü � ã��k��ú+�dãSü3ð òIó¬ò � ý�ò�ã � 7�BDCE7

ò � �iâ � â�ó � �oúdü�ã��dãSü�÷ÀãtõM�dãGFDHI9p�½ó � ö ãtó^ò � údù)ãlãSù�õrû>ú�ð ù � ú��JF¬ð òIð ù67�B B 
\-úbôG�Yö ã �LKNM ¥ç>85 M á:; M̀ B ý>ãIó^ù ð ù)ò � ó^ù���ã�ú�� / a �³ô
â)ãSü�ã�5 M ¥ç>87 M á:9 M`B ó^ù#õO; M ð ò¬ó±ûPúdòZð � ð �dãeð ù � ã��dãSü = ãSÿ)ù)ãPøx¥à� 7 M � ���ð � â)ú ��� ö ú;ãSò�ò�ú��(�dãSù)ãSüDódö£ð � ÷��zô�ã3þ3ó�÷,ó^ò�ò � þ§ã � â�ó � ; M ßnø��frúdü�ó���údù)ò � ó^ù �Z¤ �>õrãSÿ)ù�ãP ¥RQTS ¢VU �XW ? ¥nø B ó^ù#õYW [ ¥	ø B2Z � 9 M � 
� ã � â)ãSù���údù�ò � ü � � �*� â)ãwð ù)ò � ó^ù���ã K ú��NYvð ù�/0ë�] [ Y�âi/0C@EFY�ì?�oü�ú�þ KNM  á8â)ãFò�ã � ú��µü�ãSòDð£õrãSù � òÆð ò

 �¥\[ ]̂`_a]�b�Üvó^ù#õ � â)ãlò!ã � ú���â)údò�û#ð � ódö òIð òG��¥c7d]�ed]gfk�H�ó��iâvò�ã � ð ò�õdãSÿ)ù)ãtõÀó^òG�\ú�ö£ö úbô
ò ê

[ ¥ ù PNh � [ ßji�ß\; M`þ_ ¥ ù�k h � [ ßji�ß	ø Z ; M`þb hml n ¥ ù�o hml nM l p � [ ß\q�ß\W [ þ ]Kù�o hrl n? l p � [ ß\q�ß\W [ þb ¥ s
tvu l txwzy|{~}X� l hr��n

b hrl n
7 ¥ ùv� h � [ ßji�ßnø þe hml n ¥ ù5ý hml nM l p � [ ß\q�ß\W [ þ ]Kù5ý hrl n? l p � [ ßcqGß\W [ þe ¥ s

tvu l txwzy|{~} � l hr��n
e hrl n

f ¥ ù5ú h � [ ß�i�ß\W ? þ
H�ó��iâÇâ)údò�û#ð � ódö�ð ù�f¢â#ó^ò�óG! � ú � ó�ý>ú � ù#õR� § � [ ���>ó^ù#õ»ú � â)ãSü�â�údò�û#ð � ódö ò-â�ó��dãeóp! � ú � ó�ý>ú � ù#õR� [ � [ ��F\Uú � ã

� â#ó � � [r���k� _��M¥à� 7K�ró^ù#õb� b@�m¥à� er� >�¥ l � 9 M � W [ B ���ð ù���ã�ó^ù;÷�â�údò�û#ð � ódö�ð ù�7�]�eÉâ#ó^ò�ó�! � ú � ó�ý>ú � ù#õR� [ � [ ���
ó^ù;÷�þ�ó � �iâ#ð ù(��ð òÇóeúdù)ã�/ � ú�/iúdù)ã þ3ó � �iâ#ð ù��<ý>ã � ôµãSãSù�  ó^ù#õI7c]Oe��-ó^ù#õFã��dãSü�÷ â)údò�û#ð � ódö-ð ù�f þ � ò � ý>ã
� ù#ó^ò!òDð �dù)ãtõ( 2 ù ��� ð � ð �dãtö ÷��>ãtó�� â þ§ãtþ
ý>ãSü�ú���7è��údü�ü!ãSò�û>údù#õrò � ú`ãtó�� âo�dãSü � ã��wð ù�7 M  2 ����H�7 M ð ò§ò�ãtö ã�� � ãtõ
ð ù ó@�dãSü � ã��x��ú+�dãSüm� � â)ã"��údü�ü�ãSò!ûPúdù�õ)ð ù(�Iâ)údò�û#ð � ódö����4H�7(ð ò�þ�ó � �iâ)ãtõIô�ð � â óeþ§ãtþ
ý>ãSü¬ð ù�[G�;ú � â)ãSü�ô�ð ò�ã������
ð ò�þ3ó � � â)ãtõeô�ð � âNó3þ§ãtþ�ý>ãSü¬ð ù6_��\-ú � ã � â#ó � � �	�M¥nøK� l � 9 M � W [ �aW ? ó^ù#õk�  "�m¥nøR� l � 9 M � W [)� â)ãSù���ã� �	�5�e�  "�m¥ l øR��c�� 9 M � W [ ��W ? ¥ l ø Z c�� 9 M � [ ��>-c�� 9 M �5� [ B ø B ænø [ ��c�ø Bz� [ ��ø B ß u ø Bz� [ �5ô�â#ð6�iâNð ò
û>ú�ö ÷³ù�ú�þ3ð£ódö½ð ùKø�

\-ã�� � �;ôµã"��údù)ò � ü � � � û)ü�ã��\ãSü�ãSù���ã3ö£ð ò � ò �fKð �� [ ò�â)úDô
òºû)ü�ã��\ãSü�ãSù���ã3ö£ð ò � ò
ú��)ü�ãSòDð£õrãSù � ò �³ô
â)ãSü!ãR�6� 7F�6��>Hü�ãSò�û�
�6� fR�6� B õdãSù)ú � ãSòFó � ú � ódö�údüZõrãSüIú��Kãtö ãtþ§ãSù � ò<ð ù�7�>Hü�ãSò�û��f B ð ù�ó^ù�ð ù���ü�ãtó^òDð ù��,údüZõrãSü�ú��±ð ù#õ)ð6��ãSò ç�v�:�:� �
õrãSù)ú � ãSòIó � ú � ódözúdüZõrãSü
ú���ú � â)ãSü�â)údò!û#ð � ódö ò�ð ùNó^ùwó^ü�ý#ð � üDó^ü�÷ÇúdüDõrãSüm

]½ü�ã��oãSü!ãSù���ãvö£ð ò � ò�ú��½â)údò!û#ð � ódö òÇó^ü�ã,ð£õrãSù � ð6�Sódö�ó^ù#õ ó^ü�ã�údý � ódð ù)ãtõx�\ü�ú�þ óFþ�ó^ò � ãSüÇö£ð ò � ��ð �dãSù�ð ù3fKð �� l 
C-ãSü�ã����6� [��6�¬ó^ù#õç�6� _��6�¬ó^ü�ã ó^òeý>ã��oúdü!ã ó � ú � ódöKúdüZõrãSüeú���ódö£ö�â)údò!û#ð � ódö ò<ð ùc[ ó^ù#õj_��Uü�ãSò�û>ã�� � ð �dãtö ÷��±ð ù ó^ù
ð ù���ü�ãtó^òZð ù(�3údüDõrãSü�ú���ð ù#õ)ð6��ãSòmG�6� b¦�6��ð ò�ó � ú � ódö)údüDõrãSü
ú��Z�6� b hrl n �6�b>�>$� h á�� n B H�9 M á�i�æj� B ð ùNó^ù;÷`údüZõrãSü �;ô
â)ãSü!ã

�6� b hrl n �6�Ã¥\o hrl n? l ? o hrl nM l ? o hrl nM l [ �:�:�ao hrl nM l �2� o hrl n? l [ �:�:�ao hml n? l �2�T�
\-úbô � â)ã
ü�ãtõ � � � ð údùvð ò@��ú�þlû#ö ã � ãtõ(Zë#ã��oúdü!ã�ò�â)úDô�ð ù(� � â�ãG��údü�ü�ã�� � ù)ãSò!ò�û)ü!ú³ú��-�rôµã
ô�ð£ö£örò�ãSã±ò�ú�þ§ã
û�ü�údû>ãSü./

� ð ãSò-ú�� � â)ã�ü�ãtõ � ��ãtõ3ð ù�ò � ó^ù���ã�Zfrúdü§óºü�ãSòDð£õrãSù �qW ó^ù#õ3ó�â)údò�û#ð � ódö V ��ð6� V ó^û)û>ãtó^ü�ò � ú � â)ã�üDð �dâ � ú��T�6� fb�6�6/iû#ó^ü �
ú�� W � ò¬ö£ð ò � �zôµã*�Sódö£öt> W á V B ólî�ë�ï̀ %�ìHçbìHåié0=Iî³ætìRë0
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PNh ê �6� 7F�6� �6� fR�6� �:�:� > [ ßji�ß\; M�Bk h ê �6� 7F�6� �6� fR�6� �:�:� > [ ßji�ßnø Z ; M Bo hrl n? l ? ê ý hrl nM l [ � n ý hrl n? l [ �6� fR�6� �:�:� >�>$� h á�� n B HI9 M á�i�æj� Bo hrl nM l ? ê ý hrl nM l ? � h ý hrl n? l ? �6� fR�6� �:�:� >�>$� h á�� n B HI9 M á�i�æj� Bo hrl nM l [ ê ý hrl nM l [ � h ý hrl nM l � �6� fR�6� �:�:� >�>$� h á�� n B HI9 M á�i�æj� B
o hrl nM l �2� ¡Y? ê ý hrl nM l �J� ¡Y? � h ý hrl nM l �2� �6� fR�6� �:�:� >�>$� h á�� n B HI9 M á�i�æj� Bo hrl nM l � � ê ý hrl nM l � � � h ý hrl nM l ? �6� fR�6� �:�:� >�>$� h á�� n B HI9 M á�i�æj� Bo hrl n? l [ ê ý hrl n? l [ � n ý hrl n? l � �6� fR�6� �:�:� >�>$� h á�� n B HI9 M á�i�æj� B
o hrl n? l �2� ¡Y? ê ý hrl n? l �J� ¡Y? � n ý hrl n? l �2� �6� fR�6� �:�:� >�>$� h á�� n B HI9 M á�i�æj� Bo hrl n? l �2� ê ý hrl n? l �J� � n ý hrl n? l ? �6� fR�6� �:�:� >�>$� h á�� n B HI9 M á�i�æj� B

fKð � � ü�ã [ ê ]½ü�ã��\ãSü�ãSù���ã�ö£ð ò � ò±ú���ü!ãSòDð£õrãSù � ò
Y�â ê �6� [Z�6�Ù�6� b¦�6�Ù�6� _��6�

f�ð � � ü�ã l ê Y,ó^ò � ãSü�û�ü�ã��oãSü!ãSù���ã̀ ö£ð ò � ú���â)údò�û�ð � ódö ò

��ª��6�)I� �$��� å æÀêIæ�å$# %�ì'&�í ã #Aï`&)åiæ�ì-&)ä�æ�î�ë�ï�%�ìRçDìRåié·=3î;æ�ìRë % å$%�é+& å$%�é"&(L5ê�çAébë�ï å çDè�ï+#+,bì-&)í§î;æ�ìRë^ä¬ì-& ã
ìHälæ�å�è�é!ætä!å+W ? .
×-ë�ï ï å . � � û)û>údò�ã � â#ó � ó�þ3ó � � â#ð ù(� ã ��údù � ódð ù)ò
óUû)ü�údâ#ð ý#ð � ãtõ�û#ódð ü�> W á V B Zë#÷ � â)ã§õrãSÿ)ù#ð � ð údù�ú��Dû)ü�údâ#ð ý#ð � ãtõ
û#ódð ü�òm� W û�ü�ã��oãSü!ò`ó^ù³÷ â)údò�û#ð � ódötú�Hjf � ú V o�ºù � â)ã�ú � â�ãSü�â#ó^ù�õ(�½ü!ã��Sódö£ö � â#ó � ó^ù³÷ â)údò�û#ð � ódötú�Hjf ð ò
� ù#ó^ò!òDð �dù)ãtõFð ùVó^ù³÷)�\ãtó^òDð ý#ö ã«þ3ó � �iâ#ð ù����¼ó^ù#õ3â)ãSù���ã�� � ù#õrãSü./iò � ý)ò ��üDð ý>ãtõ(��rú���> W áÛú B ð òeó§ý#ö úU�iøYð ù(��û#ódð ü��oúdü
ã��dãSü�÷rú�H̀ fk��)ð ù���ã7� f��M¥cW ? � � â�ãlû)ü�ú;ú��#ð òG��ú�þlû#ö ã � ãtõ(

\-úbôG�Pü!ã��Sódö£ö � â�ó � �\údü§ãtó��iâ ãtõM�dãK>$� h á�� n B H�9 M >$i@æd� B � � â)ãSü�ãÀó^ü�ã � â)ã�ò!ã � ú��½ü�ãSòDð£õrãSù � ò?b hrl n ó^ù�õ � â)ã
ò�ã � ú��5â)údò!û#ð � ódö ò�e hrl n �� ã1�Sódö£ö � â#ð òºû#ódð üºú��5ò�ã � ò»ó�>$� h á�� n B /^íDæ̀ =�íbéDå-�Yó^ù#õ�ô
üDð � ãeð � ó^ò�� hrl n ¥ç>8b hml n á�e hrl n B Zfrúdü
ãtó��iâ���ódõM�dã � � hrl n �½ö ã �F� ò�õrãSÿ)ù�ã � ô�ú`û>ãSü �oã�� � þ�ó � �iâ#ð ù(�dò±ý>ã � ôµãSãSù�b hrl n ó^ù�õge hrl n ó^òG�\ú�ö£ö úbô
ò ê

ã Mhrl n ¥õùO>8o hrl nM l ? áÛý hrl nM l ? B �t>8o hrl nM l [ áÛý hml nM l [ B � �:�:� �t>8o hml nM l p áÛý hrl nM l p B � �:�:� �U>8o hrl nM l �2� ¡Y? áÛý hrl nM l �2� ¡Y? B �Ã>8o hrl nM l �J� áÛý hrl nM l �J� B �Ã>8o hrl n? l ? áÛý hrl n? l [ B �>8o hrl n? l [ áÛý hml n? l � B � �:�:� �U>8o hml n? l p áÛý hml n? l p � ? B � �:�:� �U>8o hrl n? l �J� ¡Y? áÛý hrl n? l �J� B �Ã>8o hrl n? l �J� áÛý hrl n? l ? B�þ
ã ?hrl n ¥õùO>8o hrl nM l ? áÛý hrl n? l ? B �t>8o hrl nM l [ áÛý hml nM l � B � �:�:� �t>8o hml nM l p áÛý hrl nM l p � ? B � �:�:� �t>8o hrl nM l �J� ¡Y? áÛý hrl nM l �J� B �Ã>8o hrl nM l �J� áÛý hrl nM l ? B �t>8o hrl n? l ? áÛý hrl nM l [ B �>8o hrl n? l [ áÛý hml n? l [ B � �:�:� �U>8o hml n? l p áÛý hml n? l p B � �:�:� �t>8o hrl n? l � � ¡Y? áÛý hrl n? l � � ¡Y? B �Ã>8o hrl n? l � � áÛý hrl n? l � � B�þ

fKð ��Ãv�ò�â�úbô
ò ã Mhrl n ó^ù#õ ã ?hrl n údù<û)ü�ã��\ãSü�ãSù���ã�ö£ð ò � ò±ú��2b hml n 
��ª��6�)I� � �  ïtë¬æÀíbæ�=�íbéDå4� hrl n ¥e>8b hrl n á�e hrl n Bz%qã Mhrl n æ`&�= ã ?hrl n æ�ë�é3å$%�é3ï�&)è'!¬î³éDë å é0#DåµêIæ�å$# %�ì-&)íbä�ç!ébå$�8éAé+&b hrl n æ`&(=?e hrl n å$%�æ�åP=�ïo&)ïtå±ì-&(#bè L£=�éÀæ`î�ë�ï̀ %�ìHçbìHåié0=«î³ætìRëv.  L5ë^å$%�ébë^êIï�ë�é % é!æ�#+%Æï å ã Mhrl n æ�&(= ã ?hrl n #!ï�&)åiæ�ì-&)ä
ï`&)è�!«ï̀ &)é`çbè�ï�#+,Dì'&)í»î³æ�ìHëG> W á V B ä0L£#+%<å$%�æ�å W H�b hml n æ`&(= V H�e hrl n .��$8�ébë�é!æ å åiébë % �8é`ä!ìHê±î�è'!ÀäAåiæ�åié�å$%tìRä�æ�ä¬æ� çDè�ï+#+,bì-&)í�î³ætìRë�ç!ébå$�8éAé+&�b hrl n æ`&(=>e hrl n � .¢¡
×-ë�ï ï å . a údù)ò � ü � � � óeý�ð û#ó^ü � ð � ãr�düDó^û)â�5 hrl n ��ô
â)ãSü!ã�ãtó��iân�dãSü � ã��Nò�ã � ð ò`b hml n ó^ù#õYe hrl n �ºó^ù#õ � â)ãSü�ã ð òÀó^ù
ãtõM�dã§ý>ã � ôµãSãSù W >8HIb hrl n B ó^ù#õ V >8H�e hrl n B ð6�#ó^ù#õ�údù#ö ÷vð6��> W á V B ð ò�ù)ú � ó±û)ü!údâ#ð ý#ð � ãtõ�û#ódð ü Z�ºù�ã��Só^ùÀò�ãSã � â#ó �
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¥ §© ¦ ª §« ª «
© ¦ ª §¬ ª «
© ¦ ª §¬ ª 
© ¦ ª §¬ ª ®z¯ ° «
© ¦ ª §¬ ª ® ¯
© ¦ ª §« ª 
© ¦ ª §« ª ®z¯ ° «
© ¦ ª §« ª ® ¯

± ¦ ª §¬ ª 
± ¦ ª §¬ ª 

± ¦ ª §¬ ª ®z¯ ° «

± ¦ ª §« ª ®z¯ ° «

± ¦²ª §« ª 

± ¦ ª §« ª 

± ¦²ª §¬ ª ³
± ¦²ª §¬ ª ® ¯± ¦ ª §¬ ª ® ¯ ± ¦²ª §¬ ª «

± ¦ ª §¬ ª «

± ¦²ª §« ª ³
± ¦²ª §« ª ®x¯± ¦ ª §« ª ® ¯ ± ¦²ª §« ª «

± ¦²ª §« ª «

´
´
´
´
´
´
´
´

µµµ

µµµ
¶�·
¶ ·
¶ ·
¶�·

¶¨̧
¶ ¸
¶ ¸

¶ ¸¹ · º ¸» º »
¹ · º ¸¼ º »
¹ · º ¸¼ º ½
¹ · º ¸¼ º ¾z¿ À »
¹ · º ¸¼ º ¾ ¿
¹ · º ¸» º ½
¹ · º ¸» º ¾z¿ À »
¹ · º ¸» º ¾ ¿

Á · º ¸¼ º ½
Á · º ¸¼ º ½

Á · º ¸¼ º ¾z¿ À »

Á · º ¸» º ¾z¿ À »

Á ·²º ¸» º ½

Á · º ¸» º ½

Á ·²º ¸¼ º Â
Á ·²º ¸¼ º ¾ ¿Á · º ¸¼ º ¾ ¿ Á ·²º ¸¼ º »

Á · º ¸¼ º »

Á ·²º ¸» º Â
Á ·²º ¸» º ¾x¿Á · º ¸» º ¾ ¿ Á ·²º ¸» º »

Á ·²º ¸» º »

f�ð � � ü�ã*v ê Y,ó � �iâ#ð ù��dò ã Mhrl n >hö ã�� �+B ó^ù#õ ã ?hrl n >HüDð �dâ �+B

5 hrl n ð òÇóK��÷¦�Sö ã�ú���ö ãSù(� � âXcÃW [ �CUãSù���ã � â)ãSü�ã<ó^ü�ã3údù�ö ÷ � ô�úvûPãSüm�oã�� � þ3ó � � â#ð ù(�dò�ýPã � ô�ãSãSù�b hrl n ó^ù#õOe hrl n �
ó^ù#õ � â)ãS÷ ó^ü�ã`ó�� ��� ódö£ö ÷ ã Mhrl n ó^ù#õ ã ?hrl n �Seö ò�ú��½ð � ð ò�ãtó^ò�÷ � úb� â)ã��iø � â#ó �pã Mhrl n ��údù � ódð ù)ò�údù�ö ÷`údù)ãlý�ö ú¦� ø>ð ù(�
û#ódð üG>8o hrl n? l ? áÛý hrl nM l [ B �¼ó^ù#õ ã ?hml n ��údù � ódð ù)ò�údù#ö ÷Çúdù)ã»ý#ö úU�iøYð ù(�3û�ódð üG>8o hrl nM l ? áÛý hrl nM l ? B 

� ã«ó^ü�ãlù)úbô�ü�ãtódõr÷ � ú3ò�â)úDô � â)ã���ó^û�
��ª��6�)I� �ÅÄÆ� å KNM ìRä�æ�& � !rébä � ì'&)äAåiæ̀ &(#Aé»ï å�ÇÉÈ % å$%�é+& K %tæ�ä
æeä!ïtè L5åiìHï̀ &��8ìRå$%�æ�åKê�ïtä!å(ø [ �k� 9 M �³çDè�ï�# ,bì-&)íî³æ�ìHë^äz.
×-ë�ï ï å . � � û)û>údò�ã � â�ó � 5 M â#ó^òFó*�dãSü � ã��Q��ú �dãSü3ú��KòDð �Sã ó � þ§údò � ; M  2 �
ð � òeòDð �Sã ð òFö ãSò�ò � â#ó^ù\; M ��ódõ)õ
ó^ü�ý#ð � üZó^ü�÷7�dãSü � ð6��ãSò � úwþ3ó^ødã � â)ã`òDð �Sã`ã��Yó�� � ö ÷^; M �½ô
â�ð6�iâ¥ð ò �½ú��Z��ú � ü�ò�ã��#ò � ð£ö£öµóO�dãSü � ã��3��ú �dãSü xâ)ã �G� â#ð ò
�dãSü � ã��7��ú+�dãSü
ý>ã�7 M B >8C\7 M B �Pó^ù�õÇö ã � 7 M:Ê ¥\7 M�Ë 7 M B Zfrúdüp��údù4�dãSù#ð ãSù���ã��zô�ã � ò�ã�7 M B ó^ù#õÌ7 M:Ê ódö ò�úK�\údü � â)ã
ò�ã � ò±ú�����údü�ü!ãSò�û>údù#õ)ð ù(�eâ)údò!û#ð � ódö ò 

� ãK��údù)ò � ü � � � ó«þ3ó � � â#ð ù(� ã ú�� K ó�����údüDõ�ð ù(� � ú�7 M B GfKð ü�ò � ��þ�ó � �iâ ãtó��iâ ü!ãSòDð£õrãSù � ð ù�[�ô�ð � â,ãtó��iâ
â)údò�û�ð � ódö�ð ù7 M B ÜÆó^ù#õ ãtó�� â�ü!ãSòDð£õrãSù � ð ùE_ ô�ð � â�ãtó��iâ0â)údò�û�ð � ódö�ð ù7 M:Ê �lð ù ó^ù�ó^ü�ý�ð � üDó^ü�÷Vô§ó�÷���)ð ù���ã
� [a]Y_*�m¥à� 7K�m¥nø�� � â)ãSü�ãÇó^ü�ã`ó � þ§údò � ø [ ý#ö ú¦� ø>ð ù��3û#ódð ü�ò
ý>ã � ô�ãSãSùj[a]`_ ó^ù�õ�7G

frúdü<ãtó��iâç��ódõM�dã � � hrl n ¥ >8b hml n á�e hrl n B >�>$� h á�� n B HÍ9 M á�i)æÎ� B �±ôµã � ò�ãÆúdù)ãÆú�� � ô�ú þ3ó � � â#ð ù(�dòNð ù
âzãtþ�þ3ó"v�6v�N�)ð ù���ãO7 M B ð ò�ó��dãSü � ã��X��ú+�dãSüm��ãtð � â�ãSüD� h údüÏ� n ð òIð ù��Sö � õrãtõ<ð ùj7 M B  2 �Ð� h ð òIð ù�7 M B � � ò!ã ã ?hrl n �ú � â)ãSü�ô�ð ò�ã�� � ò!ã ã Mhrl n  2 � ð ò � â)ãSùvãtó^ò�÷ � ú�ò�ãSã � â�ó �F� â)ãSü�ãÇð ò�ù)ú3ý�ö ú¦� ø>ð ù(�̀ û#ódð ü
ý>ã � ôµãSãSù�b hrl n ó^ù#õK� Ë e hml n
údü*  Ë b hrl n ó^ù#õÌe hrl n �Seö ò�ú���ó^ò¬û)ü�ú �dãtõ ð ù3â)ãtþ3þ3óKv�6v�� � â)ãSü�ãvð ò»údù�ö ÷vúdù)ã�ý#ö ú¦� ø>ð ù��Fû#ódð ü»ý>ã � ôµãSãSùdb hml n
ó^ù#õge hml n ð ùFãtð � â)ãSü��Só^ò!ã�

�rú�� � â)ã¬ù � þ�ý>ãSü
ú���ý#ö ú¦� ø>ð ù���û#ódð ü�òeð ò�ó � þ§údò � ø [ ýPã � ô�ãSãSù�[d]�_(ó^ù�õY7��¼ó^ù#õ3ã��>ó�� � ö ÷�� 9 M �Zô�ð � â#ð ù
ãtó��iâ���ódõM�dã � �#ó^ù#õ�â)ãSù���ã�ø [ �e� 9 M �;ð ù � ú � ódö6�)ô
â#ð6�iâk��ú�þ§û#ö ã � ãSò � â)ãlû)ü�ú;ú��'
��ª��6�)I� �ÅÑÆ� å KNM ìHä§æ � &)ï � ì-&)äAåiæ̀ &(#!éeï å6ÇJÈ % å$%�é+&Ææ̀ &Ã!�ä!ïtè L5åiìHï̀ & ï å K %�æ�ä¬æ�å�è�é!ætä!å+W ? çbè�ï�#+,Dì'&�í�î³æ�ìHëAäT.
×-ë�ï ï å . � � û)û>údò�ã � â�ó �gK ódõ)þ�ð � òeó«þ3ó � � â#ð ù(� ã ô�ð � â�ö ãSò�ò � â#ó^ù�W ? ý�ö ú¦� ø>ð ù(�Çû#ódð ü�òmF� ãIò�â�úbô � â#ó ��KNM
â#ó^ò�óN�dãSü � ã��x��ú+�dãSü�ú���òZð �SãG; M 

u
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fKð ü�ò � ú���ódö£ö6�rü�ã��Sódö£ö � â#ó � ó^ù;÷Çþ3ó � � â#ð ù(��þ � ò � ý>ã§ó�údù)ã�/ � ú�/iúdù)ã�þ3ó � �iâ#ð ù��lýPã � ô�ãSãSùR 0ó^ù#õg7`]ÒeGÃSIö ò�ú��
ý;÷7â)ãtþ3þ3ó1v� l �½ð6� ã ��údù � ódð ù�òIó§û�ü�údâ#ð ý#ð � ãtõ�û#ódð üm� � â)ãSü�ã�ó^ü�ãÇó � ö ãtó^ò � W ? ý#ö úU�iøYð ù(�3û#ódð ü!ò �t��údù � üDódõ)ð6� � ð ù(�� â)ãÀó^ò�ò � þlû � ð údù�p�dú�� ã õdú³ãSò§ù)ú � ��údù � ódð ù ó�û)ü�údâ�ð ý#ð � ãtõ3û�ódð ü p�)ð ù���ãx� [d]�_���¥Ó� 7���ó^ù#õvó^ù;÷Fü�ãSòZð£õrãSù �
W HI[�]`_�ð ù��Sö � õrãSò�údù#ö ÷�7 � ú � â)ã�ö ã�� � ú��Z�6� fR�6�6/iû#ó^ü � ð ù � â)ãlû)ü!ã��oãSü�ãSù���ã�ö£ð ò � � ã þ � ò � ð ù��Sö � õrã3ó§û>ãSü �\ã�� �
þ3ó � � â#ð ù(�3ý>ã � ôµãSãSù�[̂ ]�_�ó^ù#õY7G

áKâ�ãSù��t��údù)òDð£õdãSüIó���ódõM�dã � � hrl n ¥e>8b hrl n á�e hml n B ó^ù#õ3údý)ò�ãSü.�dã � â)ã¬û)ü!ã��oãSü�ãSù���ãÇö£ð ò � ò�ú��Jb hrl n P�)ð ù���ãL� h ó^ù#õ� n ó^ü!ã̀ þ3ó � �iâ�ãtõ3ô�ð � âvü�ãSòDð£õrãSù � ò�ð ùj[a]�_��t�\údü ãÙ� ú���údù � ódð ùÆù)ú3û)ü�údâ�ð ý#ð � ãtõIû#ódð ü�òm�½ódö£özü�ãSòZð£õrãSù � òeð ù�b hml n
þ � ò � ý>ã«þ3ó � � â)ãtõ«ô�ð � âÆâ)údò!û#ð � ódö ò`ð ùAe hrl n NS�òlôµã�â�ó��dãeò�ãSãSù ý>ã��\údü�ã�� � â)ãSü�ãFó^ü�ãIúdù#ö ÷ � ôµúÀû>údò�òDð ý#ð£ö£ð � ð ãSò �
ù#ódþ§ãtö ÷�� ã Mhrl n ó^ù#õ ã ?hml n FC-ãSü�ã��5ù)ú � ã � â�ó � ý;÷7â)ãtþ3þ3ó1v�6v��)ãtó��iâ���ódõM�dã � ��ü�ãtó � ãSò�údù)ã»ý�ö ú¦� ø>ð ù(��û#ódð ü �½ó^ù#õ
â)ãSù���ã � â)ãSü�ã�ó^ü�ã7� 9 M �bý#ö úU�iøYð ù(�3û#ódð ü�ò�ð ù � ú � ódö6

� � û)û>údò�ã � â#ó �N� â�ãÀþ�ó � �iâ#ð ù(�Àý>ã � ô�ãSãSùab hrl n ó^ù#õOe hml n ð ò ã Mhrl n 3áKâ�ãSù��Kð6� � â)ãIâ)údò�û�ð � ódöÃ� n ð ò�þ�ó � �iâ)ãtõô�ð � â¥óeü�ãSòZð£õrãSù � ð ù�_�� � â)ãSü�ã,ó^ü!ã�W [ ý#ö úU�iøYð ù(�,û#ódð ü�ò�ýPã � ô�ãSãSùj� n ó^ù#õ�o hrl n? l ? á �:�:� á:o hrl n? l �2�  á8â)ãSù��¼ô�ã`â#ó��dã� 9 M �`��W [ ¥ÓW ? ý#ö úU�iøYð ù(� û#ódð ü!ò �I��údù � üDódõ)ð6� � ð ù�� � â)ãNó^ò!ò � þ§û � ð údù�ç�rú��Ò� n þ � ò � ý>ã þ3ó � �iâ�ãtõ ô�ð � â�ó
ü�ãSòDð£õdãSù � ð ùj[G��ºù � â)ã�ú � â)ãSü±â�ó^ù#õ(��ò � û)û>údò�ã � â�ó �I� â)ã«þ3ó � �iâ�ð ù(�x�oúdüÔ� hrl n ð ò ã ?hrl n  2 � � â�ã�â)údò!û#ð � ódö"� h ð ò
þ3ó � � â)ãtõ�ô�ð � âÆó�ü�ãSòDð£õdãSù � ð ùA_��Pó5��ódð ù � â)ãSü�ãIó^ü�ã�W [ ý#ö úU�iøYð ù(��û�ódð ü�ò �dý>ã � ô�ãSãSùÌ� h ó^ù#õGo hrl nM l ? á �:�:� á:o hrl nM l �J� ��rú��� h þ � ò � ý>ãeþ3ó � �iâ)ãtõeô�ð � â ó�ü�ãSòDð£õrãSù � ð ù�[pZ\�ódþ§ãtö ÷��t�\údü�ãtó��iâ<ãtõM�dã">$� h á�� n B �;ãtð � â)ãSüÕ� h údüÕ� n ð ò�þ�ó � �iâ)ãtõô�ð � âvó�ü�ãSòDð£õrãSù � ð ù�[G�\-ú � ã � â�ó �q� â#ð ò-â�ó^û)û>ãSù)ò��oúdü§ó^ùvó^ü�ý#ð � üDó^ü!÷�ãtõ��dã��C-ãSù���ã�� � â)ãG��ú�ö£ö ã�� � ð údù«ú��¬�dãSü � ð6��ãSò
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ï å çDè�ï+#+,bì-&)íµî³ætìRë^ä�#!ï�&)åiæ�ì-&)ì'&�í»æ�%�ï�äiîPìRåiæ�è
V h ì'&Væ êIæ�å$# %�ì'&�íFï�çbåiætì'&)é·= ç~!Oê�ë4ì"ìÃí4î�ìHä�ò ì å V h ìHä å L5èHèUæ`&(=�q h � å$%�éK&(L5êIç!éDë�ï å ë�éDä!ì-=�é+&)åiä`å$%�æ�ålæ�ë�é
æ�äAä!ìHí+&)é·=Àåiï�%tï�äiî�ìHåiæ�è�ä¬è�ï̀ �8ébë�å$%�æ̀ & V h ¡�ì å V h ìHäNL£&(=�éDë·Ú�ä0L5çbä·#bë^ìRçAé0=).
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áKâ�ã"�oú�ö£ö úDô�ð ù(�,ö ãtþ�þ3óP��ð �dãSòeóO��ü � �Sð£ódö5û)ü!údûPãSü � ÷Çú���ó̂ ù<údû � ð£þ3ódö5ò�ú�ö ��� ð údù<ú��yYvð ù�/0ë�] l Y�âi/0C@EFY�ì�

��ª��6�) Äy� � � å æ`&¥ïSî�åiìRêIæ�è§äAï�è L5åiìHï̀ &¥ï å �<ì-&(ÚïÖ�×Að`�bîÃÚÛ8I;��n� #Aï̀ &)åiæ�ì-&)ä<æ�&¥ì'&)åiéDëAêIé·=�ìRætåié)%�ï�ä î�ìHåiæ�è %
å$%�é &,ætèRèt%tï�äiî�ìHåiæ�è�äp%�ìHí+%tébë¬å$%tæ̀ &ÆìRåµæ�ë�é å L5èHè'.
×-ë�ï ï å . â)ã � qlý>ãeó^ù ð ù � ãSüDþlãtõ)ð£ó � ãlâ)údò�û#ð � ódö6�Yó^ù�õÀö ã � ã-ý>ã3ó^ù � ù#õrãSü./iò � ý)ò ��üDð ý>ãtõlâ�údò�û#ð � ódö � â#ó � ð ò�â#ð �dâ)ãSü
� â#ó^ùq¬�Y3ú �dã ó^ù³÷�ü�ãSòZð£õrãSù � �\ü�ú�þ	q � ú�ã��áKâ)ãSù � â)ã	�oú�ö£ö úDô�ð ù(�wò � ó � ãtþ§ãSù � ò)> [ Bp� â�ü�ú � �dâ�>-c B â)ú�ö£õ ê
> [ B frúdü
ãtó�� âFâ)údò�û�ð � ódö V ö úbôµãSü � â#ó^ù�qlúdü�â�ð �dâ)ãSü � â#ó^ù�ã�� � â�ã�ù � þ�ý>ãSüµú��)ý#ö úU�iøYð ù(�Iû#ódð ü�òp��údù � ódð ù#ð ù(� V ð ò
� ù�� â#ó^ù(�dãtõ(p> l B frúdü§ãtó�� â,â�údò�û#ð � ódö V â#ð �dâ)ãSü � â#ó^ù�qFó^ù�õ<ö úbôµãSü � â#ó^ù�ã�� � â)ã�ù � þ
ý>ãSü�ú��Pý�ö ú¦� ø>ð ù(�Çû#ódð ü�ò
��údù � ódð ù#ð ù(� V õrú;ãSò
ù)ú � ð ù���ü�ãtó^ò�ã�F>�v B áKâ)ãlù � þ�ýPãSü�ú��)ý#ö úU�iøYð ù(�̀ û#ódð ü�òG��údù � ódð ù#ð ù(�AqÇð ò � ù��iâ�ó^ù(�dãtõR>Hù)ú � ã
� â#ó � qIôló^òeódö ü!ãtódõr÷ � ù#õdãSü./iò � ý)òm��üDð ý>ãtõIý>ã��oúdü�ã«þ§úYõ)ð ÿ��Só � ð údù B �>-c B áKâ)ã�ù � þ�ý>ãSü�ú��>ý�ö ú¦� ø>ð ù(�«û#ódð ü!ò���údù(/
� ódð ù#ð ù(�Yã±õrã���ü�ãtó^ò�ãSò�>HòDð ù���ã�ã8ôló^ò � ù�õrãSü./iò � ý�ò ��üDð ý>ãtõ§ý>ã��oúdü!ãeþlú>õ)ð ÿ��Só � ð údù��Yó^ù#õ � â)ã§ù � þ
ý>ãSüµú��zü�ãSòDð£õdãSù � ò
ó^ò�òDð �dù�ãtõ � úÇâ�údò�û#ð � ódö ò�ö úbôµãSü � â#ó^ù�ã�õrã���ü�ãtó^ò�ãSòlý;÷Fúdù)ã B 1fdü�ú�þ > [ B$ó >-c B � � â)ã�ù � þ
ý>ãSü�ú��Yý#ö úU�iøYð ù(�«û#ódð ü�ò
õrã���ü�ãtó^ò!ãSò �t��údù � üDódõ)ð6� � ð ù(� � â)ãlúdû � ð£þ3ódö£ð � ÷�

áKâ�ã"�oú�ö£ö úDô�ð ù(����údü!ú�ö£ö£ó^ü�÷ ð ò�ð£þ3þ§ãtõ�ð£ó � ã*�oü!ú�þèâzãtþ3þ�óPc�6v�

~P�<} � «-«� }ñð�Ä��'ÄÆô &wïJî�åiìHê�ætè-ä!ïtè L5åiìHï̀ & å ï�ë"�<ì-&(ÚïÖ�×eð`�Rî�Úï8@;��k�d#!ï̀ &)åiætì'&)ä�æ�å�êIï�äAå�ï�&)ér%�ï�äiîPìRåiæ�è�å$%�æ�å
ìHä�ì-&)åiéDëAêIé0=tìRæ�åiéV. � å ìHå�#!ï�&)åiæ�ì-&)älæ̀ &Æì'&�åiébë^ê�é·=�ìHæ�åiéO%�ï�ä î�ìRåiætè V h % éAæ̀ #+%r%�ï�ä î�ìHåiæ�èÃ%�ìHí+%tébë»å$%�æ�& V h ìRä å L5èRè % æ`&(=é!æ�#+%r%�ï�ä î�ìRåiætè#è�ï̀ �8ébë�å$%�æ̀ & V h ìRäléDìRå$%tébë å L5èRèYï�ëp#bë^ìRåiì-#!æ�è�.

\-úbôG�Zôµã���údù���ãSù � üDó � ã�údù � â�ã�û)ü!údý#ö ãtþ.ú��rÿ)ù#õ)ð ù�� � â)ãµù � þ�ý>ãSüµó^ò�òZð �dù#þ§ãSù ��� â�ó � û)ü!ú>õ � ��ãSòºó^ùIúdû � ð£þ3ódö
ò�ú�ö �(� ð údù�p� ãeò!ú�ö �dãvð �N� òDð ù(� õr÷;ù#ódþ3ð6��û�ü�ú��düDódþ3þ3ð ù��� 2 ù � â)ãR�oú�ö£ö úDô�ð ù(���½ô�ã<þ3ó�÷Võ�ð ò � � ò�ò � â)ãeù � þ�ý>ãSü
ú���ý#ö úU�iøYð ù(��û#ódð ü!ò��\údü�ù � þ
ý>ãSü�ó^ò!òDð �dù#þ§ãSù � ò�>Hù�ú � �\údü�ó�� ��� ódö�þ3ó � �iâ�ð ù(�dò B  2 ùvò � � âwó"�Só^ò!ã��¼ð � þlãtó^ù)ò � â)ã
ù � þ
ý>ãSü»ú��#ý#ö úU�iøYð ù(�Fû�ódð ü�òÇð ù.ó<þ3ó � �iâ#ð ù��<údý � ódð ù)ãtõX�oü!ú�þ � â)ã3ù � þ�ý>ãSü�ó^ò�òDð �dù#þ§ãSù � ý;÷�ê�ë4ì"ìÃí4î�Kfrúdü
��údù4�dãSù#ð ãSù���ã��zôµãlô
üDð � ã � â)ã-i � â ö úbôµãSò � â)údò�û�ð � ódöYó^ò V ¡ h �;ù#ódþ§ãtö ÷�� V ¡ h ¥ V ç èõç ¡ h � ? �áKâ�ð ò�ù)ú � ó � ð údùNð ò�ódö ò�ú� ò�ãtõR�oúdü
ü!ãSòDð£õrãSù � ò 

Y�ãtó^ù³ô�â#ð£ö ã��)ó^ò�ò � þ§ã � â#ó � ó^ù�údû � ð£þ3ódöDò�ú�ö �(� ð údù<õrú;ãSòKù)ú � ð ù��Sö � õrãló^ùFð ù � ãSüDþlãtõ)ð£ó � ã�â)údò�û#ð � ódö6�>-� ã�ô�ð£ö£ö
ö£ó � ãSüeõ)ð ò � � ò�ò � â)ã»ú � â)ãSü��Só^ò�ã� B frúdü±ãtó�� â�i§ó^ù#õ���ò � � â � â#ó � [ ß�iZß � �	�5ó^ù#õ § ß��1ßA�  "� �5ô�ãr��údù)òDð£õrãSü
� â)ã�ò � ý)û�ü�údý#ö ãtþ ú��Uó^ò�òDð �dù#ð ù�� � â�ãö�vö úDô�ãSò � ü�ãSòDð£õrãSù � ò1> W ¡ n á W ¡ s n ¡Y? y á �:�:� á W ¡Y? B�� ú � â)ãgilö úDô�ãSò � â)údò�û#ð � ódö ò
> V ¡ h á V ¡ s h ¡Y? y á �:�:� á V ¡Y? B �5ò � ýtwRã�� ��� ú � â�ãlü�ãSò � üDð6� � ð údù � â�ó � ãtó��iâvâ)údò�û#ð � ódöYð ò
ãtð � â�ãSüG� � ö£ötúdü���üDð � ð6�Sódö6 = ãSÿ)ù)ãã̀ � i·á��+�8ý>ã � â)ãvê�ì-&)ìHê�L;ê�ù � þ
ý>ãSü�ú��>ý#ö úU�iøYð ù(�«û#ódð ü�ò1>���údù � ódð ù�ð ù(� � â)ãSò�ã�i�â)údò�û#ð � ódö ò B ódþ§údù�� ódö£ö�û>údò�òDð ý�ö ã
ù � þ
ý>ãSü�ó^ò!òDð �dù#þ§ãSù � ò  2 � � â)ãSü�ãÇð ò±ù)ú�ò � �iâvù � þ�ý>ãSü�ó^ò�òDð �dù�þ§ãSù � �Kö ã � ã�� i5á��+�q¥�÷�láKâ)ãSù��5ô�â#ó � ôµã¬ôló^ù �
� úb��ú�þ§û �(� ã`ð òöã̀ �6� �	� á��  "� ��

frúdü���ú�þ§û �(� ð ù��öã̀ � i·á��+���DôµãUò�â)úDô � â)ãF�\ú�ö£ö úbô�ð ù(�±û)ü�údû>ãSü � ÷ ê frúdüºóKÿ(�;ãtõ��4�;ö ã � f ¡ h ¥çù5ú ¡ h áÛú ¡ s h ¡Y? y á �:�:� áÛú ¡Y? þý>ã�ó^ù»údû � ð£þ3ódöSù � þ�ý>ãSü-ó^ò�òDð �dù#þlãSù � ú�� � â)ãÉ�lö úbôµãSò � ü�ãSòDð£õrãSù � ò � ú � â)ãÒi#ö úbôµãSò � â�údò�û#ð � ódö ò V ¡ h á V ¡ s h ¡Y? y á �:�:� á V ¡Y?ò�ú � â�ó � ãtó��iâÆâ)údò!û#ð � ódö½ð ò�ãtð � â)ãSü�� � ö£ö5údü���üDð � ð6�Sódö6NCUãSü!ã�����údû � ð£þ�ódö6�`þ§ãtó^ù�ò � â#ó � ð � ��ü�ãtó � ãSò � â)ã`þ3ð ù�ð£þ � þ
ù � þ
ý>ãSüµú��zý#ö úU�iøYð ù(�eû#ódð ü!ò �áKâ)ãSù��øf ¡

s h ¡Y? y ¥�ù5ú ¡
s h ¡Y? y á �:�:� áÛú ¡Y? þ ð ò¬ó^ùÀúdû � ð£þ3ódö³ù � þ�ý>ãSü»ó^ò�òDð �dù#þ§ãSù � ú��� Z ú ¡ h ü�ãSòDð£õrãSù � ò � ú � â)ãÒi Z [ ö úbôµãSò � â)údò�û#ð � ódö ò�ò�ú � â�ó � ãtó��iâIâ)údò!û#ð � ódötð ò#ãtð � â)ãSü�� � ö£öJúdü���üDð � ð6�Sódö6Zfrúdü �5ð6� � â)ãSü�ã

ð ò¬ó±ý>ã ��� ãSü�ù � þ�ý>ãSü»ó^ò�òDð �dù#þ§ãSù � f �¡ s h ¡Y? y ¥çù5ú � ¡ s h ¡Y? y á �:�:� áÛú � ¡Y? þ � � â)ãSùÌf �¡ h ¥Dù5ú ¡ h áÛú � ¡ s h ¡Y? y á �:�:� áÛú � ¡Y? þ ð òólù � þ�ý>ãSü�ó^ò�òDð �dù#þlãSù � ýPã ��� ãSü � â#ó^ù�f ¡ h P>�\-ú � ã � â�ó � ý;÷ a údü�ú�ö£ö£ó^ü�÷�c� l � � â)ã¬ù � þ�ýPãSü�ú��Pý#ö ú¦� ø>ð ù���û#ódð ü�ò
��údù � ódð ù#ð ù(� V ¡ h ð ò � â)ã»òDódþlã"�oúdü±ýPú � âÀù � þ�ý>ãSü¬ó^ò�òDð �dù#þ§ãSù � òÏf ¡ h ó^ù#õ�f�� ¡ h  B

ë#÷ � â)ã§ó^ýPú �dã�údý�ò�ãSü.�zó � ð údù��&ã`� i·á��+�7> [ ßji�ß � �n� á § ß���ßà�  "� B �Só^ù�ýPã�ð ù#õ � � � ð �dãtö ÷`õdãSÿ)ù)ãtõ»ó^òZ�oú�ö£ö úDô
ò ê
\-ú � ã � â#ó �Z� â)ã§ù � þ
ý>ãSü»ó^ò�òDð �dù#þlãSù � �\údü V ¡ h ð ò�ãtð � â)ãSüG� � ö£ö³údüp��üDð � ð6�Sódö6�5ù#ódþ§ãtö ÷��ÃÞ ¡ h údüZÝ ¡ h  2 � V ¡ h ð òG� � ö£ö6�
� â)ãSü�ã¬ð ò�ù)úlý#ö úU�iøYð ù(�»û#ódð ü@��údù � ódð ù#ð ù�� V ¡ h ��ó^ù�õ�â)ãSù���ã � â)ã¬þ�ð ù#ð£þ � þ0û>údò�òDð ý#ö ã�ù � þ�ýPãSü�ð òÔã�� i Z [ á�� Z Þ ¡ h ����â)ãSù V ¡ h ð òF��üDð � ð6�Sódö6� � â)ãºù � þ�ýPãSüKú���ý#ö ú¦� ø>ð ù���û�ódð ü�òF��údù � ódð ù�ð ù(� V ¡ h ð òÉ� Z Ý ¡ h �zó^ù#õ±â)ãSù���ã � â)ã»þ3ð ù�ð£þ � þû>údò�òDð ý#ö ã8ù � þ�ý>ãSü�ð ò�ã̀ � i Z [ á�� Z Ý ¡ h �ï��� Z Ý ¡ h �CUãSù���ã�� ã̀ � i·á�� ��¥�þ3ð ù�>8ã�� i Z [ á�� Z Þ ¡ h ��á:ã̀ � i Z [ á�� Z Ý ¡ h �ï�Õ� Z Ý ¡ h B 
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�)ð ù���ã�ã̀ � § á § �y¥ § ó^ù#õ�ã̀ � § á�� ��¥\÷ >$��ù¥ § B �äã�� i5á��+���Só^ùvý>ã�õrãSÿ)ù)ãtõÀð ù � â�ã*�oú�ö£ö úDô�ð ù(�b�\údüDþ � ö£ó ê

ã�� i5á��+��¥ § >$i�¥ § á��1¥ § B÷ >$i�¥ § á���ù¥ § B
þ3ð ùÃ>8ã̀ � i Z [ á�� Z Þ ¡ h ��á:ã̀ � i Z [ á�� Z Ý ¡ h �<��� Z Ý ¡ h B > [ ß�i�ß � �n� á § ßj��ßà�  "� B

ã̀ � i·á�� ���Só^ùvýPã"��ú�þlû �(� ãtõeý;÷ � â)ã*�\ú�ö£ö úbô�ð ù(�o]Yü!ú¦��ãtõ � ü�ã [  2 � ódö ò�ú7��ú�þ§û �(� ãSògo£� i·á�� ���)ô�â#ð6�iâFò � údü�ãSò � â)ã
ù � þ
ý>ãSü§ó^ò�òDð �dù#þ§ãSù ��� ú V ¡ h ô
â)ãSùG�lü�ãSòDð£õrãSù � ò§ó^ü!ãIó^ò�òZð �dù)ãtõ � ú V ¡ h ó^ù#õ�ö úDô�ãSü�â)údò!û#ð � ódö ò �tò�ú � â�ó � ôµã��Só^ù
� üDó���ã�ý#ó��iø � úr��ú�þ§û �(� ã � â�ã�ó�� ��� ódö³údû � ð£þ3ódötù � þ
ý>ãSü§ó^ò�òDð �dù#þ§ãSù � 
áKâ�ãG_ � â ö£ð ù)ã�ð ò��\údü � â)ã��Só^ò�ã � â#ó � V ¡ hð òG��üDð � ð6�Sódö�ó^ù#õ � â)ã�g � âwö£ð ù)ã"�\údü V ¡ h ð ò�� � ö£ö6
ú }m�41 ª4® |�} ª � a ú�þ§û ��� ð ù(�Yã̀ � i·á��+�ºó^ù#õ�oi� i·á��+�ûTü ã`� § á § �2ý § � o£� § á § �þý §ÿTü�� �<} �O¥ [ �+� �  "� ® �
�Tü ã`� § á��+�Éý ÷ � oi� § á��+�Jý §
� ü ª � ® � �<}
�Tü�� �<} i�¥ [ ��� � �n� ® �
�Tü � �<} ��¥ § ��� �  "� ® �
� ü � � ��ænÝ ¡ h � � ª ��� ý ÷ ª¬«�¯�ª � ý	ã`� i Z [ á�� Z Ý ¡ h ���s>$� Z Ý ¡ h B
	Tü � � ��æçÞ ¡ h � � ª � k`ý ÷ ª4«�¯�ª kÌý ã`� i Z [ á�� Z Þ ¡ h �

Tü � � k�ß �G� � ª � ã`� i·á��+�Jý k � oi� i·á��+�Jý�Þ ¡ h ª¬«�¯�ª ã`� i·á��+�Jý � � oi� i·á��+�Jý Ý ¡ hû�� ü ª � ® � �<}ûvûTü ª � ® � �<}

]½ü�ú¦��ãtõ � ü�ã [ ��ú�þ§û ��� ãSò-ãtó��iâ7��ãtö£örú�� � ó^ý#ö ãSòÔã̀ � i·á�� ��ó^ù#õ�oi� i·á�� ��> § ßji�ßç��á § ßj�Oßç  B �rãtó��iầ ú��³ô
â#ð6�iâ
ð òUú��³òDð �Sã�G>+� �n�6�  "� B Z��ð ù���ã
ãtó��iâ7��ãtö£ö��Só^ù3ý>ãp��ú�þ§û �(� ãtõ3ð ù � ð£þ§ã�p> [ B � � â)ã�ü � ù)ù�ð ù(� � ð£þ§ã
ú��¦]Yü�úU��ãtõ � ü!ã [
ð ò�G>+� �n�6�  "� B 

-̂òDð ù(��oi� i·á��+��� � â)ã1�oú�ö£ö úDô�ð ù(�b]½ü�ú¦��ãtõ � ü�ã l ��ú�þ§û �(� ãSò � â)ã§ù � þ�ýPãSü»ó^ò�òZð �dù#þ§ãSù � ù5ú ¡ h á �:�:� áÛú ¡Y? þI� ú � â)ãi�ö úDô�ãSò � â)údò�û�ð � ódö ò � â#ó � ü!ãtódö£ð �SãSògã̀ � i·á�� ���áKâ)ãlü � ù)ù#ð ù(� � ð£þ§ã¬ú���]½ü�ú¦��ãtõ � ü�ã l ð ò�G>$i B 
ú }m�41 ª4® |�} ª � ü�ã���ú+�dãSüm>$i·� � BûTü } ª ��|�}m� � � i�ß §ÿTü ú ¡ h ý oi� i·á��+�
�Tü ü�ã���ú �dãSü >$i Z [ � � Z ú ¡ h B
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Circular Stable Matching and 3-way Kidney Transplant

Chien-Chung Huang

Dartmouth College
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Abstract. We consider the following version of the stable matching problem. Suppose that men have preferences
for women, women have preferences for dogs, and dogs havepreferences for men. The goal is to organize them into
family units so that no three of them have incentive to desert their assigned family members to join in a new family.
This problem is called circular stable matching, allegedly originated byKnuth. We also investigate a generalized
version of this problem, in which every participant has preference among all others. The goal is similarly to partition
them into oriented triples so that no three persons have incentive to deviate from the assignment. This problem is
motivated by recent innovations in kidney exchange, and we call it the 3-way kidney transplant problem. We report
complexity, structural and counting results on these two problems.

1 Introduction

Stable matching problems were introduced by Gale and Shapley in their seminal paper [5]. Knuth asked
whether the stable matching problem can be extended to the case of three parties [15], say wehave women,
men and dogs. This fairly general problem allows several formulations. One possibility is that every player
expresses her/his/its preference among thecombinations of the other two parties. In this formulation, Ng and
Hirschberg [16] proved the existence of stable matchings is NP-complete. Similar NP-completeness results
have been shown in [10, 21].

Ng and Hirschberg mentioned that the reviewers of their paper suggested another formulation, and they
attributed it to Knuth, for the 3-party stable matchings—theCIRCULAR STABLE MATCHING problem that
we will consider in this paper: women have preferences for dogs, dogs have preferences for men,and men
have preferences for women. The goal is to organize them into stable family units so that people/dogs have
no incentive to desert their assigned family members to join in a new family. Thisproblem can be seen as
a natural generalization of the well-known 2-partySTABLE MARRIAGE problem and has been investigated
in [2, 4].

A generalized version of theCIRCULAR STABLE MATCHING problem allows each participant to express
preference among all others. The goal is to partition 3n persons into oriented triples so that no three of them
have reasons to deviate from the assignment. Again, this problem can be regarded as a generalization of the
STABLE ROOMMATESproblem [5]. This generalized problem has practical interest in the kidney exchange
that has received much attention recently [1, 3, 7, 12, 17, 19, 18, 20]. The “preference” herecan be interpreted
as degrees of compatibility between recipients and donors. Figure 1 gives a more visual way of seeing the
connection between circular matching and kidney exchange. In this paper, we call this problemthe 3-WAY

KIDNEY TRANSPLANT problem. For ease of presentation, we will refer to all participants in both problems
generically as “players.”

The two problems require a proper definition of stability. In the two-partySTABLE MARRIAGE and
STABLE ROOMMATES, a matching is stable if there is noblocking pair: two persons who strictly prefer each
other to their assigned partners. Naturally, one would extend blocking pairs intoblocking triples to define
the stability of matchings. However, a blocking triple here is more tricky. To seewhy this is so, consider the
following.
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(Compatability)

Fig. 1.An illustration of kidney exchange with compatibility as preference.

– In CIRCULAR STABLE MATCHING, suppose that we have a matching{(m1,w1,d1), (m2,w2,d2),(m3,w3,d3)}.
If m1 prefersw2 to w1, w2 prefersd3 to d2, andd3 prefersm1 to m3, then(m1,w2,d3) is clearly a blocking
triple. But it may also be the case thatw2 prefersd1 to d2. Then(m1,w2,d1) can also be regarded as a
(weaker) blocking triple, since onlym1 andw2 are really better off in such a triple, whiled1 is indifferent.

– In 3-WAY KIDNEY TRANSPLANT, a matching is composed of oriented triples. Here we write such a
triple as(k1,k2,k3

�) to express thatk2,k3,k1 are the successors ofk1,k2,k3, respectively. Moreover, here
k1 represents a couple (often a married couple) consisting of a person needing a new kidney and a
potential kidney donor. Ifk2 follows k1 in a triple, then the donor from the couplek2 will be passing a
kidney to the recipient ofk1. Thus, it isk1’s preference (degree of compatibility) that is at issue. Note that
an oriented couple(k1,k2,k3

�) can be a blocking triple itself(k1,k3,k2
�), if k1 prefersk3 to k2, k3 prefers

k2 to k1, andk2 prefersk1 to k3. Such phenomena may appear somehow surprising for researchers long
familiar with stable matching literature.

We allow players to express their indifferences in the form of ties in the preference lists. Now we say a
blocking triple is of degreei if i players are strictly better off in such a triple than in a given matching, while
the remaining 3− i players are indifferent. Note that the indifference can be either because the involved
player is still matched to the same partner (or still having the same successor in the oriented triple), or
because the involved player has a partner/successor who is tied with her/his/its current assignment. We
define a hierarchy of stabilities (which is similar to the one defined by Irving [11] in the 2-party matching)
as follows.

– Super Stable Matching: a matching not allowing blocking triples of degree 1 or 2 or 3.
– Strong Stable Matching: a matching not allowing blocking triples of degree 2 nor those of degree 3.
– Weak Stable Matching: a matching not allowing blocking triples of degree 3.

Contributions of the Paper

Complexity: We prove the following existence problems are NP-complete: super/strong stable matchings
in CIRCULAR STABLE MATCHING; super/strong/weak stable matchings in 3-WAY KIDNEY TRANSPLANT.
Therefore, it is unlikely that we can design efficient algorithms to solve these problems. The complexity
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of weak stable matchings inCIRCULAR STABLE MATCHING remains open. However, there is empirical
evidence indicating that it probably does not belong to the class of NP-complete problems. We shall discuss
this issue later.
Structural Results: It is well-known that stable matchings in 2-party stable marriage and stable roommates
have rich structures and sophisticated algorithms have been designed to exploit them [8, 15].It turns out that
strong stable matchings inCIRCULAR STABLE MATCHING and 3-WAY KIDNEY TRANSPLANT have parallel
(but even richer) structures. Briefly, we show that the set of strong stable matchings in the former problem
forms a union of distributive lattices and in the latter problem forms a union of meet-semilattices.
Counting Results: We prove that counting strong stable matchings in both problems is #P-complete. More-
over, the number of strong and weak stable matchings in both problems can be exponential.

Notation and Paper Roadmap In the paper, we useM ,W ,D to denote the collections of men and women
and dogs inCIRCULAR STABLE MATCHING. Whatever the problem instance, we will always assume that
they are of the same cardinality. Similarly,K means the set of players in 3-way kidney transplant.P(p)
denotes the preference list of playerp. The notation≻ indicates the preference order in the list. The braces
denote a tie. For example,P(m) = {w1,w2} ≻ w3 means that manm prefers bothw1 andw2 to w3 while he
is indifferent between the former two. In general, we useµ to denote a 3-dimensional matching (consisted
of triples). We will need to consider the induced two-party matching ofµ. For example, we writeµ|M ,W to
denote the induced men-women matching by dropping all dogs from the triples ofµ. Finally, πr(X) denotes
an arbitrary permutation of the members in the setX.

Section 2 presents complexity results; Section 3 reports structural results of stable matching; Section 4
concerns the counting of stable matchings. Finally, Section 5 draws conclusions.

2 NP-completeness of Strong Stable Matchings

The reductions we will present share similar ideas to those used in [10]. The main difference lies in the
design of “guard players” (to be explained below).

2.1 Existence Problem of Super Stable Matchings is NP-complete

To prove that the existence of super stable matchings is NP-complete in circular stablematching, we present
a reduction from 3-DIMENSIONAL MATCHING , one of Karp’s 21 NP-complete problems [14]. The problem
instance is given in the formϒ = (M ,W ,D,T ), whereT ⊆M ×W ×D. The goal is to decide whether
a perfect matchingµ⊆ T exists. This problem remains NP-complete even if every player inM ∪W ∪D
appears exactly 2 or 3 times in the triples ofT [6].

We first explain the intuition behind our reduction. Supposing that manmi appears in three triples
(mi ,wia,dia),(mi ,wib,dib),(mi,wic,dic) in T , we create threedopplegangers, mi1,mi2,mi3 in the derived cir-
cular stable matching instance with tiesϒ

′. We also create four garbage collectors,wg
i1,d

g
i1,w

g
i2,d

g
i2. The aim

of our design is that in the derived instanceϒ
′, in a super stable matching, exactly one doppleganger will be

matched to a woman-dog pair with whommi shares a triple inT , while the other two dopplegangers will
be paired off with garbage collectors. In the case that there are only two triples inT containing manmj , we
create only 2 dopplegangersmj1,mj2 and two garbage collectorswg

j1,d
g
j1. Similarly, the intent is to make

sure that in a super stable matching, exactly one doppleganger will be matched to a woman-dog pair with
whommj shares a triple inT while the other is matched to the garbage collectors.

Now, we will refer to the set of dopplegangers asM1,M2,M3, the set of garbage collectors asW g
1 ,W

g
2 ,D

g
1,D

g
2

and the original set of real women and real dogs asW ,D. Collectively, we refer to them asmajor players
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Σ =M1∪M2∪M3∪W
g
1 ∪W g

2 ∪W ∪Dg
1 ∪D

g
2 ∪D and their preferences are summarized in the left column

of Table 1.
To restrict the possible partners of major players inΣ, we introduce a set of gadgets calledguard players.

They are denoted asm⋆(p),w⋆(p),d⋆(p), for p∈ Σ and their preferences are shown in the right column of
Table 1. Their purpose is to ensure that playerp, sayp= mi1, will never get a partner ranking lower than his
associated guard playerw⋆(mi1) in a super stable matching. How guard players and major players interact
is captured by the following lemma.

Table 1. The preference lists of all players in the derived instanceϒ
′. Recall that{} denotes a tie in the preferences. Note also that real womenW

and real dogsD only list real dogs and dopplegangers, respectively, with whom they share triples inT , at the top of their lists.

Major PlayersPreference Lists Guard Players Preference Lists
mi1 ∈M1 {wg

i1,w
g
i2,wia} ≻ w⋆(mi1) ≻ ·· · m⋆(m†),m† ∈M1∪M2∪M3 w⋆(m†) ≻ ·· ·

mi2 ∈M2 {wg
i1,w

g
i2,wib} ≻ w⋆(mi2) ≻ ·· · w⋆(m†),m† ∈M1∪M2∪M3 d⋆(m†) ≻ ·· ·

mi3 ∈M3 {wg
i1,w

g
i2,wic} ≻ w⋆(mi3) ≻ ·· · d⋆(m†),m† ∈M1∪M2∪M3 {m†

,m⋆(m†)} ≻ ·· ·

w∈W {d|(∗,w,d) ∈ T } ≻ d⋆(w) ≻ ·· · m⋆(w†),w† ∈W g
1 ∪W g

2 ∪W {w†
,w⋆(w†)} ≻ ·· ·

d ∈D {mi j |(mi ,w,d) ∈ T ,w≻mi j w⋆(mi j )} ≻ m⋆(d) ≻ ·· · w⋆(w†),w† ∈W g
1 ∪W g

2 ∪W d⋆(w†) ≻ ·· ·

wg
i1 ∈W

g
1 dg

i1 ≻ d⋆(wg
i1) ≻ ·· · d⋆(w†),w† ∈W

g
1 ∪W

g
2 ∪W m⋆(w†) ≻ ·· ·

wg
i2 ∈W

g
2 dg

i2 ≻ d⋆(wg
i2) ≻ ·· · m⋆(d†),d† ∈Dg

1 ∪D
g
2 ∪D w⋆(d†) ≻ ·· ·

dg
i1 ∈D

g
1 {mi1,mi2,mi3} ≻ m⋆(dg

i1) ≻ ·· · w⋆(d†),d† ∈Dg
1 ∪D

g
2 ∪D {d⋆(d†),d†} ≻ ·· ·

dg
i2 ∈D

g
2 {mi1,mi2,mi3} ≻ m⋆(dg

i2) ≻ ·· · d⋆(d†),d† ∈Dg
1 ∪D

g
2 ∪D m⋆(d†) ≻ ·· ·

Lemma 1. In the derived instanceϒ′, if a super stable matching exists, then in such a matching, (1) all
major players inΣ will be matched to other major players ranking higher than her/his/its associated guard
players, (2) the set of guard players m⋆(p),w⋆(p),d⋆(p), where p∈ Σ are matched to one another, and
(3) the garbage collectors created for a particular man mi will be matched to one another and the two
dopplegangers of mi (or just one if mi only appears twice in the triples of the given 3-dimensional matching
instanceϒ.)

Proof. Without loss of generality, consider the major playerp = mi1. In a super stable matching, ifmi1 is
matched to a woman ranking beloww⋆(mi1), then(mi1,w⋆(mi1),d⋆(mi1)) is a blocking triple of degree at
least 1, a contradiction. Ifmi1 is matched tow⋆(mi1), then(m⋆(mi1),w⋆(mi1),d⋆(mi1)) is a blocking triple of
degree at least 1, again a contradiction.

For the second part, by the above discussion, we know that all major players must be matched to one
another. Hence, if(m⋆(p),w⋆(p),d⋆(p)) is not part of a super stable matching, they form a blocking triple
of degree at least 1.

The third part follows straightforwardly from the previous two. ⊓⊔

Lemma 2. The given instanceϒ = (M ,W ,D,T ) contains a perfect matching if and only if the derived
instanceϒ

′ allows a super stable matching.

Proof. (Sufficiency) If the derived instanceϒ′ allows a super stable matching, then by the third part of
Lemma 1, it is easy to see thatϒ contains a perfect matching.

(Necessity) Suppose thatµ is a perfect matching inϒ. We construct a super stable matchingµ′ for
the derived instanceϒ′ as follows. Assuming that(mi ,wx,dy) ∈ µ, we choose the dopplegangermi j who
rankswx higher than his guard playerw⋆(mi j ) and make(mi j ,wx,dy) a triple in µ′. Further, the other two
dopplegangers ofmi are matched to(wg

i1,d
g
i1) and(wg

i2,d
g
i2) respectively. (If there are only two dopplegangers

of mi, then the other dopplegangermi j ′ 
= mi j is matched towg
i1,d

g
i1). Finally, let the three guard players
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created for a particular major player be matched to one another. By this construction, it can beverified that
we only allow blocking triples of degree 0, which are permissible for a super stable matching. ⊓⊔

Theorem 1. Deciding whether a super stable matching exists in a circular stable matching problem with
ties in the preferences is NP-complete. This is true even if all ties are of size at most3 and they are at the
front of the preference lists.

To prove the existence of strong stable matching is NP-complete, we can use the same reduction as
above with just one alteration: we need a different set of guard players for each major player. Note that in
the proof of Lemma 1, we rely on blocking triples of degree 1; those are not counted as blocking triples
based on the definition of strong stable matching.

The design of guard players for the reduction of strong stable matching is similar tothose used in a
reduction in Section 3, so we omit the details here.1

2.2 Strong/Super Stability in 3-way Kidney Transplant

We now present a reduction from a circular stable matching instanceϒ = (M ,W ,D,L) (with or without
ties in the preferences) to a 3-way kidney transplant instanceϒ

′. Suppose thatm∈M ,w∈W ,d ∈D have
preferencesP(m),P(w),P(d), respectively. Inϒ′, their preferences are transformed into

– P′(m) = P(m) ≻ πr(D) ≻ πr(M −{m})
– P′(w) = P(w) ≻ πr(M ) ≻ πr(W −{w})
– P′(d) = P(d) ≻ πr(W ) ≻ πr(D−{d})

To prove this is a valid reduction, we have to argue that strong/super stable matchings exist in ϒ if and
only if they exist inϒ

′. It is straightforward to show one direction (fromϒ to ϒ
′), but the other direction

takes some argument.

Lemma 3. If a strong/super stable matching µ′ exists inϒ
′, the following holds

– Every oriented triple contains exactly one man, one woman, and one dog.
– Given a triple t∈ µ′, t’s orientation must be t= (m,w,d�).

Proof. For the first part, without loss of generality, assume that a triplet ∈ µ′ contains at least two men.
There are three possible cases and all lead to contradiction.

1. Suppose thatt = (m,m′,m′′�). Then there exist two triplest ′ andt ′′, which contain two women and two
dogs, respectively. As a result, a womanw∈ t ′ and a dogd ∈ t ′′ have as successors a woman, and a dog,
respectively. Similarly, there is a manm∈ t whose successor is another man. Then(m,w,d�) is a blocking
triple of degree 3, violating the stability ofµ′.

2. Suppose thatt = (m,m′,w�). Then there exists a triplet ′ containing two dogs. At least one dogd ∈ t ′ has
another dog as successor. Then(m,w,d�) is a blocking triple of degree 3, blockingµ′.

3. Suppose thatt = (m,m′,d�). Then the argument is analogous to the previous case.

For the second part, ift = (m,d,w�) ∈ µ′, then the reverse triple(m,w,d�) is a blocking triple of degree 3.
⊓⊔

1 However, in our reduction, ties are allowed. We leave it open whether the NP-completeness holds when all preferences are
strictly-ordered.
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By Lemma 3, the following theorem is immediate.

Theorem 2. It is NP-complete to decide whether a strong/super stable matching exists in the 3-way kidney
transplant problem.

3 Weak Stability in 3-way Kidney Transplant

The reduction we are presenting in this section shares similar basic ideas to those we used in Section 2.1:
reduction from a 3-dimensional matching problem instanceϒ = (M ,W ,D,L), creating dopplegangers
M1∪M2∪M3 and garbage collectorsW g

1 ∪W
g
2 ∪D

g
1 ∪D

g
2, and using sets of guard players to restrict the

potential partners (successors in triples) of the major players. The key difference is the design of the guard
players’ preferences.

We introduce the following gadget for each major playerk ∈M1∪M2 ∪M3 ∪W
g
1 ∪W

g
2 ∪D

g
1 ∪D

g
2.

(Note that real womenW and real dogsD do not need them.) Letϒk be a 3-way kidney transplant instance
that has the following three properties: (1) It contains 7 players,k#

i ,1≤ i ≤ 7, (2) it does not allow any weak
stable matching, and (3) if one player,k#

1, is removedfrom ϒk, then the remaining 6 players’ preferences
allow at least one weak stable matching. Such an instanceϒk can be found in [9]. Our plan is to “embed”
instancesϒk into the intended 3-way kidney transplant instanceϒ′.

We now explain in more detail what we mean by embedding ofϒk into ϒ′. For illustration, we first show
the preferences ofmi1 and his six associated guard players inϒ′.

– Pϒ′(mi1) = wg
i2 ≻ wg

i1 ≻ wia ≻ Lϒmi1
(m#

i1,1) ≻ ·· · , wherePϒmi1
(m#

i1,1) is the preference list ofm#
i1,1 in the

instanceϒmi1.
– Pϒ′(m#

i1, j) = Lϒmi1
(m#

i1, j) ≻ ·· · , where 2≤ j ≤ 7 andPϒmi1
(m#

i1, j) is the preference list ofm#
i1, j in the

instanceϒmi1.

In words, ask = mi1, we let mi1 “play the role” of k#
1(= m#

i1,1). His associated six guard players in
ϒk(= ϒmi1) are added intoϒ′ and, in their new preferences, they still put one another on top of their lists. By
this arrangement, ifmi1 can be matched to some woman ranking higher than his associated guard players,
then in this sense,m#

i1,1(= mi1) is removed from the problem instanceϒmi1; on the other hand, if he is not,
thenϒmi1 will engender at least a blocking triple, disrupting the stability of the matching inϒ′.

Lemma 4. In a weak stable matching µ′ in ϒ′, the successor of mi1 ranks at least as high as wia. Moreover,
the six guard players of mi1 must be matched to one another.

Proof. If mi1 is matched to someone ranking lower thanwia, then whatever the oriented triples ofµ′ involving
the six guard partners ofmi1 andmi1 himself, the situation is identical to one where we have a matchingµφ

for the problem instanceϒmi1, which by design, involves at least one blocking triple of degree 3 to block
µφ, and alsoµ′. The second part of the lemma follows from the first part and the way we chose the gadget
ϒk(= ϒmi1). ⊓⊔

The detailed preferences of major players can be found in Table 2. Note that Lemma 4 also applies to
other major players who have associated guard players. Thus, in a weak stable matching,they will get a
successor ranking strictly higher than their guard players.

Theorem 3. Deciding whether a weak stable matching exists in a 3-way kidney transplant problem is NP-
complete.
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Table 2.The preference lists of major players in the derived problem instanceϒ
′.

Players Preference Lists Players Preference Lists

mi1 ∈M1 wg
i2 ≻ wg

i1 ≻ wia ≻ Lϒmi1
(m#

i1,1) ≻ ·· · wg
i1 ∈W

g
1 dg

i1 ≻ Lϒw
g
i1
(wg,#

i1,1) ≻ ·· ·

mi2 ∈M2 wg
i2 ≻ wg

i1 ≻ wib ≻ Lϒmi2
(m#

i2,1) ≻ ·· · wg
i2 ∈W

g
2 dg

i2 ≻ Lϒw
g
i2
(wg,#

i2,1) ≻ ·· ·

mi3 ∈M1 wg
i2 ≻ wg

i1 ≻ wic ≻ Lϒmi3
(m#

i3,1) ≻ ·· · dg
i1 ∈D

g
1 mi1 ≻ mi2 ≻ mi3 ≻ Lϒd

g
i1
(dg,#

i1,1) ≻ ·· ·

w∈W πr({d|(∗,w,d) ∈ T }) ≻ ·· · dg
i2 ∈D

g
2 mi1 ≻ mi2 ≻ mi3 ≻ Lϒd

g
i2
(dg,#

i2,1) ≻ ·· ·

d ∈D πr({mi j |mi j ∈M1∪M2∪M3}) ≻ ·· ·

Proof. By Lemma 4, ifµ′ is a weak stable matching inϒ′, we can throw away triples involving guard players
of ϒ

′, along with the garbage collectors (and the dopplegangers matched to them). Replace the doppleganger
mi j with the real manmi gives the desired perfect matchingµ in ϒ.

For the other direction, we will construct a weak stable matchingµ′ in ϒ
′ based on a perfect matchingµ

in ϒ. Suppose that(mi,wx,dy
�) ∈ µ. In µ′, we insert three triples,(mi j ,wx,dy

�), wheremi j is the doppleganger

of mi who rankswx higher than his guard players, and(mi j ′ ,w
g
i1,d

g
i1
�) and(mi j ′′ ,w

g
i2,d

g
i2
�). (Or we only add

the first two triples, provided thatmi only appears twice in the triples ofT .) It can be observed thatµ′

involves only blocking triples of degree at most 2, which are allowed because of the definition of weak
stable matchings. ⊓⊔

4 Structures of Strong Stable Matchings

We first review the definitions of distributive lattices and meet-semilattices.

Definition 1. Let (E ,�) be a poset. Such a poset is a distributive lattice if it fulfills the following three
properties:

1. Each pair of elements a,b ∈ E has an infinum, called meet, denoted as a∧ b ∈ E , such that a∧ b �
a,a∧b� b, and there is no element c∈ E such that c� a,c� b, and a∧b≻ c.

2. Each pair of elements a,b∈E has a supremum, called join, denoted as a∨b∈E , such that a� a∨b,b�
a∨b, and there is no element c∈ E such that a� c,b� c, and c≻ a∨b.

3. Given any three elements, a,b,c∈ E , the distributive law holds, i.e., a∧ (b∨c) = (a∧b)∨ (a∧c), and
a∨ (b∧c) = (a∨b)∧ (a∨c).

A poset(E ,�) is a meet-semilattice if it only fulfills the first property.

Note that in this section, we assume that all preference lists are strictly ordered.

4.1 Strong Stable Matchings in Circular Stable Matching

Our major finding regarding the structure of strong stable matchings inCIRCULAR STABLE MATCHING is
that they are a collection of distributive lattices. In particular, consider the subsetof strong stable match-
ings in which all players in one group (men,women, or dogs) have the same partners. Such a subset is a
distributive lattice. The following theorem gives a more precise statement.

Theorem 4. Let ϒ = (M ,W ,D,P ) be a circular stable matching instance and the set of strong stable
matchings inϒ be denoted asΩ. Further, given any two-party matching NP ,Q = {(pi1,qi1),(pi2,qi2), · · · ,(pin,qin)}
where pi j 
= pi j ′ ,qi j 
= qi j ′ , pi j ∈ P ,qi j ∈ Q ,P ,Q ∈ {M ,W ,D},P 
= Q . Then, the subset of strong stable
matchingsΩNP ,Q

= {µ|µ∈ Ω,µ|P ,Q = NP ,Q } is a distributive lattice.
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We make two remarks here. First, when we consider a non-empty subsetΩNP ,Q
= ΩNM ,W

of strong stable
matchings. We impose a partial order on the elements based on the welfare of one particular group, which,
in this case, isW . (Note that all menM are doing the same in all strong stable matchings inΩNM ,W

). Thus,
if µ,µ′ ∈ ΩNM ,W

, thenµ≻ µ′ if and only if all women inW are getting dogs inµ ranking at least as high
as those they get inµ′. Second, ifΩNP ,Q

= /0, we are assuming that it is (vacuously) a distributive lattice as
well.

Lemma 5. Let µ and µ′ be two strong stable matchings inΩND,M
and man m and woman w belong to the

same triple in µ but not so in µ′. Then one of them prefers µ while the other prefers µ′.

Proof. Let X ,Y be the sets of men and women preferringµ respectively; analogously, letX ′
,Y ′ be the set

of men and women preferringµ′ respectively.
We claim that ifm∈ X , then his partnerw in µ must be a member ofY ′. If this is not so, then(m,w,d)

blocksµ′, whered is the dog that hasm as a partner in bothµ andµ′. Thus, we have|X | ≤ |Y ′|. By an
analogous argument, every manm in X ′ must have a womanw∈ Y as a partner inµ′, otherwise,(m,w,d)
blocksµ, whered is the dog that hasmas a partner in bothµ andµ′. So we have|X ′| ≤ |Y |

By the fact that in bothµ andµ′, all dogs have the same partners, so the number of men and women
having different partners must be equal:|X |+ |X ′| = |Y |+ |Y ′|. This, combined with the previous two
facts,|X | ≤ |Y ′| and|X ′| ≤ |Y |, implies that|X | = |Y ′|, |X | = |Y ′|. Now if every man inX has a woman
in Y ′ as a partner inµ, then every man inX ′ must have a woman inY in µ. This gives us the lemma. ⊓⊔

Lemma 6. Let µ and µ′ be two strong stable matchings inΩND,M
. If all men are given the better partners in

the two matching µ and µ′, then the resultant matching, denoted as µ∧µ′, is also a strong stable matching
in ΩND,M

.

Proof. We first need to argue thatµ∧µ′ is really a matching. Suppose, for a contradiction, that bothmandm′

are matched tow in µ∧µ′. Without loss of generality, letmandm′ be matched tow in µ andµ′, respectively.
By Lemma 5, sincem prefers matchingµ, thenw must preferµ′. This, combined with the fact thatm′ also
prefersw to his partner inµ, implies that(m′

,w,d′), where dogd′ always hasm′ as a partner inΩND,M
is a

blocking triple of degree 2 inµ, a contradiction.
We now argue the stability ofµ∧µ′. Suppose that(m,w,d) is a blocking triple of degree 3. Without loss

of generality, letm′ be the man who getsw as a partner inµ and he prefers (or is indifferent to)µ. In µ, w
also strictly prefersd to her assigned dog partnerd′, who always hasm′ as a partner inΩND,M

, in µ. It is
easy to see that manm and dogd prefersw andm, respectively, to their assigned partner in bothµ andµ′.
Therefore,(m,w,d) is a blocking triple of degree 3 inµ, a contradiction.

Finally, suppose(m,w,d) is a blocking triple of degree 2 toµ∧µ′. There are three cases to consider and
their arguments are similar. We consider only one case. Supposem is the player who is indifferent. Letµ
be the matching in whichm is matched tow andm prefers (or is indifferent to)µ. Then(m,w,d) is also a
blocking triple of degree 2 inµ, a contradiction. ⊓⊔

The lemma below follows analogous arguments to those in the preceding one.

Lemma 7. Let µ and µ′ be two strong stable matchings inΩND,M
. If all women are given the better partners

in the two matching µ and µ′, then the resultant matching, denoted as µ∨µ′, is a strong stable matching in
ΩND,M

.

Now, armed with Lemma 6 and Lemma 7, we can introduce the lemma that establishes the distributive
law of the lattice.
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Lemma 8. Let µ, µ′ and µ′′ be three strong stable matchings inΩND,M
. Then µ∧(µ′∨µ′′) = (µ∧µ′)∨(µ∧µ′′)

and µ∨ (µ′∧µ′′) = (µ∨µ′)∧ (µ∨µ′′)

Proof. Lemma 6 and Lemma 7 establish that meet and join operations result in a strong stable matching in
ΩND,M

. The distributive law can be easily verified. ⊓⊔

The correctness of Theorem 4 follows from Lemma 6, Lemma 7 and Lemma 8.

4.2 Strong Stable Matchings in 3-way Kidney Transplant

In the context of 3-way kidney transplant, the set of the strong stable matchings forms a union of meet-
semilattices. Consider the subset of strong stable matchings in which each of a fixed set ofn players has the
same successor and they all belong to different triples. Such a subset is equivalent to a meet-semilattice.

Theorem 5. Letϒ = (K ,P ) be a 3-way kidney transplant instance and the set of strong stable matchings in
ϒ be denoted asΩ. Furthermore, let a two-party matching be N= {(ki1,ki2),(ki3,ki4), · · · ,(ki(2n−1),ki(2n))}
where ki j ∈ K ,ki j 
= ki j ′ . Then, the subset of strong stable matchingsΩN = {µ|µ ∈ Ω; if (ki j ,ki( j+1)) ∈

N, then∃t = (ki j ,ki( j+1),k
†�) ∈ µ} is a meet-semilattice.

It takes three lemmas to prove Theorem 5, whose correctness arguments are mostlyextended from Sec-
tion 4.3 in Gusfield and Irving’s book [8].

Lemma 9. Let ΩN be the subset of strong matchings based on a two-party matching N. Given any two
matchings µ,µ′ ∈ ΩN. Suppose ky is kx’s successor in µ but not in µ′; moreover, ky has different successors
in µ and µ′. Then one of them prefers µ while the other prefers µ′.

Proof. Let B ,V ,S ⊂ K be the set of players who are getting better, worse, the same successors inµ.
Consider a triple(kx,ky,kz

�) ∈ µ and suppose thatkx ∈ B andky gets different successors inµ andµ′. Then it
follows thatkz ∈ S . (Recall that exactly one player in(kx,ky,kz) has the same successor in all the matchings

in ΩN.) We claim thatky ∈ V , otherwise,(kx,ky,kz
�) ∈ µ is a blocking triple of degree 2 inµ′. So we have

that|B | ≤ |V |.
Conversely, let(kx,ky,kz

�) ∈ µ′, kx ∈V andky gets different successors inµ andµ′. It follows thatkz∈ S .

Again,ky must be inB , otherwise,(kx,ky,kz
�) is a blocking triple of degree 2 inµ. This gives us|V | ≤ |B |.

Combining the above two facts, we have that|V | = |B |. Moreover, given any triple inµ or in µ′, if a
player and his successor have different successors inµand inµ′, one of them prefersµwhile the other prefers
µ′. ⊓⊔

Lemma 9 is useful in proving the following lemma.

Lemma 10. Let ΩN be the subset of strong matchings. Given any three matchings µ,µ′,µ′′ ∈ ΩN, if every
player ki is given the median choice of his successors in the three matchings, we deriveanother strong stable
matchingµ∈ ΩN.

Proof. We first need to argue thatµ is really a matching. Recall that in all the matchings inΩN, the set of
players(ki1,ki3, · · · ,ki(2n−1)) have fixed successors and belong to different triples. Hence, inµ, they must
still have the same successors(ki2,ki4, · · · ,ki(2n)). Now consider a memberki(2s) from the latter group and
denote his successor inµ ask†. If, among at least two out ofµ,µ′,µ′′ ∈ ΩN, ki(2s) hask† as a successor, then
k† necessarily
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haski(2s−1) as successor, guaranteeing that(ki(2s−1),ki(2s),k
†�) to be an oriented triple inµ. On the other

hand, if in the three matchings{µ,µ′,µ′′}, ki(2s) has all different successors and he prefersµ in µ′ in µ′′, then

by Lemma 9,k† prefersµ′′ in µ′ in µ, again ensuring that(ki(2s−1),ki(2s),k
†�) is really an oriented triple inµ.

Now we argue the strong stability ofµ. Suppose there exists a blocking triple(kφ1,kφ2,kφ3�). If it is of
degree 3, thenkφ1 strictly preferskφ2 to his successor in at least 2 out of the three matchings in{µ,µ′,µ′′}.
Analogous argument applies tokφ2 andkφ3, respectively, implying(kφ1,kφ2,kφ3�) blocks at least one matching
in {µ,µ′,µ′′}.

If, on the other hand,(kφ1,kφ2,kφ3�) is a blocking triple of degree 2. Letkφ1 be the player who is indiffer-
ent. Thenkφ2 must be his successor inµ. Sokφ1 either is indifferent to, or strictly prefers kφ2 in two out of
the three matchings in{µ,µ′,µ′′}. Forkφ2 andkφ3, they strictly preferkφ3 andkφ1 in at least two out the three
matchings in{µ,µ′,µ′′}. So,(kφ1,kφ2,kφ3�) is a blocking triple of degreeat least2 in one of the matchings in
{µ,µ′,µ′′}. This contradiction completes the stability proof. ⊓⊔

Given a strong stable matchingµ∈ ΩN, we define a functionT that mapsµ to a collection of pairs. To
be precise,(k1,k2) ∈ T(µ) if k2 ranks at least as high ask1’s successor in the matchingµ. Moreover, we can
choose an arbitrarypivot matching µ0 ∈ ΩN and define a functionT0 so thatT0(µ) = T(µ)

L

T(µ0). And
then we can use the following lemma establish Theorem 5.

Lemma 11. The sets T0(µ), taken over all strong stable matchings µ∈ ΩN, are closed under intersection,
and so can be regarded as a meet-semilattice in which T0(µ0) is the minimal element, where µ0 ∈ ΩN is the
pivot matching.

Proof. Suppose that we are given two strong stable matchings{µ,µ′} ⊆ ΩN and suppose that the median
matching ofµ,µ′,µ0 (using the operation of Lemma 10) isµ. We will show thatT0(µ)∩T0(µ′) = T0(µ),
thereby establishing that the setsT0(µ), for all µ∈ ΩN are closed under intersection.

Let k be a fixed player. We consider all possible cases.

– If k has the same successor inµ and inµ0, or the same successor inµ′ and inµ0, then there is no pair
(k,k′) in T0(µ)∩T0(µ′); also, there will not be any pair(k,k′) in T0(µ), sincek’s successor inµ will be
the same as the one that he has inµ0.

– If k has the same successor inµ and inµ′, but he has a different successor inµ0, then all the pairs(k,k′)
exist inT0(µ),T0(µ′), andT0(µ). The reason is becausek will have the same successor inµ as inµ andµ′.

– If k has three different successors inµ,µ′,µ0, we then consider further the subcases.
• If k has the same successor inµ andµ0, then there is no pair(k,k′) in T0(µ)∩T0(µ′), nor inT0(µ).
• If k has the same successor inµ andµ, then the pairs(k,k′) in T0(µ)∩T0(µ′) are exactly those in

T0(µ). Moreover, they are also those inT0(µ).
• If k has the same successor inµ andµ′, then the argument is analogous to the preceding case.

By the above case analysis, we establish the closure under intersection. It is obvious thatT0(µ0) is the
minimal element, as it is an empty set. ⊓⊔

By Lemma 11, we prove Theorem 5.

5 #P-completeness of Strong Stable Matchings

In this section, we present a reduction from the 2-partySTABLE MARRIAGE problem to the 3-WAY KID -
NEY TRANSPLANT problem. Counting the number of stable matchings in a stable marriage instance is
#P-complete, a fact established by Irving and Leather [13].
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To build up some intuition, we first show how to “embed” aSTABLE MARRIAGE instanceϒ =(M ,W ,P )
into aCIRCULAR STABLE MATCHING instanceϒ′ = (M ′,W ′,D ′,P ′). For each playerp∈M ∪W , we cre-
ate a playerp′ and add her/him/it into the derived instanceϒ

′. Suppose a manm′
i ∈M

′ is created based on
mi ∈M . We let him have the same preference asmi. Precisely, supposing thatP(mi) = wi1 ≻wi2 ≻ ·· · ≻win,
let P′(m′

i) = w′
i1 ≻ w′

i2 ≻ ·· · ≻ w′
in. Furthermore, for each manm′

i ∈ M′, we create a dogd′
i and add it into

D ′ with preferenceP′(d′
i ) = m′

i ≻ ·· · . For a womanw′
i ∈W

′, her preference is now for dogs, moreover, in
her new preference,the indices are kept the same. To be precise, ifP(wi) = mi1 ≻ mi2 ≻ ·· · ≻ min, we make
P(w′

i) = d′
i1 ≻ d′

i2 ≻ ·· · ≻ d′
in.

By this construction, it is easy to observe that the matchingµ= {(mj1,wj1), (mj2,wj2), · · · , (mjn,w jn)}
is stable inϒ if and only if the matchingµ′ = {(m′

j1,w
′
j1,d

′
j1),(m

′
j2,w

′
j2,d

′
j2), · · · , (m

′
jn,w

′
jn,d

′
jn)} is strongly

stable inϒ
′. A blocking pair(mjk,w jl ) in the former implies a blocking triple(m′

jk,w
′
jl ,d

′
jk) of degree 2 in

the latter. Conversely, there cannot be a blocking triple of degree 3 inµ′ (since every dog is matched to its
top-ranked man). A blocking triple(m′

jk,w
′
jl ,d

′
jk) of degree 2 implies that(mjk,w jl ) blocksµ as well.

From the fact that the number of stable matchings inSTABLE MARRIAGE can be exponential (see
Knuth’s book [15]), the fact that weak stable matchings are a superset of strong stable matchings, and
the reduction given in Section 2.2, we establish:

Theorem 6. The number of weak and strong stable matchings in circular stable matching and 3-way kidney
transplant problems can be exponential.

Unfortunately, the above construction ofϒ
′ is not a reduction, instead, it is merely an embedding. There is no

guarantee that some other strong stable matching (in which dogs are not alwaysmatched to their top-ranked
men) will not arise inϒ′. To prove the #P-completeness, we need one more twist.

We transformϒ
′ into a 3-WAY KIDNEY TRANSPLANT INSTANCE ϒ

′′ = (K ′′,L ′′) as follows. We first
make a copy of every player inM ′∪W ′∪D ′ and add it intoK ′′. For each dogd

′′

i ∈K
′′, we create a set of

guard players to restrict its possible successors in a strong stable matching. Theidea here is similar to the
one we used in the reduction of Section 2.3. We need an instanceϒd

′′
i

= (Kd
′′
i
,Ld

′′
i
) which has the properties:

(1) it has four players,k#
d′′

i , j ,1 ≤ j ≤ 4, and (2) it does not allow strong stable matching itself (see [9] for
such an instance).

We embedϒd
′′
i

into ϒ
′′ by altering the preferences ofd′′

i and its associated three guard players as follows.

– P′′(d′′
i ) = m′′

i ≻ Pϒd′′i
(k#

d′′
i ,1) ≻ ·· · , wherePϒd′′i

(k#
d′′

i ,1) is the preference list ofk#
d′′

i ,1 in the instanceϒd′′
i

– P′′(k#
d′′

i , j) = Pϒd′′i
(k#

d′′
i , j)≻ ·· · , where 2≤ j ≤ 4 andPϒd′′i

(k#
d′′

i , j) is the preference list ofk#
d′′

i , j in the instance

ϒd′′
i
.

The intent here is to try to remove one player,d′′
i (who plays the role ofk#

d′′
i ,1 ) from ϒd′′

i
to prevent a

potential blocking triple inϒd′′
i

from blocking a strong stable matching inϒ
′′.

After adding the 3n guard players intoK ′′, we also have to update the preferences of the men and women
who are the copies of those inM ′∪W ′. Such a player, say,m′′

i , replaces each womanw′
j ∈W

′ with w′′
j in

his list and attaches other players to the end of his list.
It can be checked that in all strong stable matchings inϒ

′′, dogs have their top-ranked men as successors.
Moreover, a matchingµ = {(mj1,w j1),(mj2,wj2), · · · ,(mjn,w jn)} is stable inϒ if and only if a matching

µ′′ = {(m′′
j1,w

′′
j1,d

′′
j1
�), (m′′

j2,w
′′
j2,d

′′
j2
�), · · · , (m′′

jn,w
′′
jn,d

′′
jn
�)} is strongly stable inϒ′′. Therefore, the reduction

from ϒ to ϒ
′′ is correct. Using a similar and slightly more complicated gadget (of guard players), it is also

possible to have a reduction fromϒ to an instance ofCIRCULAR STABLE MATCHING. We omit it here.
We conclude this section with the following theorem.
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Theorem 7. It is #P-complete to count the number of strong stable matchings in both circular stable match-
ing and 3-way kidney transplant problems.

6 Conclusion

We have left a complexity issue unanswered: existence of a weak stable circular matching. Wewere unable
to come up with a reduction, for there is no similar gadget (a small instance allowing no weak stable match-
ings) to the one we used in Section 3. Indeed, the reason may go deeper. Empirical evidence indicates that
the number of weak stable circular matchings grows extraordinarily fast with the problem size. Eriksson,
Sjöstrand and Strimling [4] conjectured that weak stable matchings always exist. This is whywe remarked
previously that finding one is probably not NP-complete. Is there a technique, combinatorial or otherwise,
to prove their perennial existence?
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Abstract

Knuth [14] asked whether the stable matching problem can be generalised to three
dimensions i. e., for families containing a man, a woman and a dog. Subsequently,
several authors considered the three-sided stable matching problem with cyclic pref-
erences, where men care only about women, women only about dogs, and dogs only
about men. In this paper we prove that if the preference lists may be incomplete,
then the problem of deciding whether a stable matching exists, given an instance of
three-sided stable matching problem with cyclic preferences is NP-complete. Consid-
ering an alternative stability criterion, strong stability, we show that the problem is
NP-complete even for complete lists. These problems can be regarded as special types
of stable exchange problems, therefore these results may have relevance in some real
applications, such as kidney exchange programs.

Keywords: stable marriage problem, three-dimensional matching,

cyclic preferences, computational complexity

1 Introduction

An instance of the Stable Marriage problem (SM) comprises a set of n men a1, . . . , an and
a set of n women b1, . . . , bn. Each person has a complete preference list consisting of the
members of the opposite sex. If bj precedes bk on ai’s list then ai is said to prefer bj to bk.
The problem is to find a matching that is stable in the sense that no man and woman both
prefer each other to their current partner in the matching. The Stable Marriage problem
was introduced by Gale and Shapley [9]. They constructed a linear time algorithm that
always finds a stable matching for an SM instance.

Considering the Stable Marriage problem with Incomplete Lists (SMI), the only differ-
ence is that the numbers of men and women are not necessarily equal and each preference
list consist of a subset of the members of the opposite sex, i.e., each person lists his or
her acceptable partners. Here, a matching M is a set of acceptable pairs, and M is stable
if for every pair (ai, bj) /∈ M, either ai prefers his matching partner M(ai) to bj or bj

prefers her matching partner M(bj) to ai. We can model this problem by a bipartite
graph G = (A ∪ B,E), where the sets of vertices, A and B, correspond to the sets of
men and women, respectively, and the set of edges, E represents the acceptable pairs. An
extended version of the Gale–Shapley algorithm always produces a stable matching for
this setting too.

∗This work was supported by EPSRC grant EP/E011993/1.
†Supported by OTKA grant K69027.
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In an instance of the Stable Marriage problem with Ties and Incomplete Lists (SMTI)
it is possible that an agent is indifferent between some acceptable agents from the opposite
set; in such a case, when these agents appear together in a tie in the preference list. Here,
a matching M is stable if there is no blocking pair (ai, bj) /∈ M such that ai is either
unmatched or prefers bj to M(ai), and simultaneously bj is either unmatched or prefers
ai to M(bj). Manlove et al. [15] proved that the problem of finding a stable matching
of maximum cardinality for an instance of SMTI, the so-called MAX SMTI problem, is
NP-hard.

The Three-Dimensional Stable Matching problem (3DSM), also referred to as the Three
Gender Stable Marriage problem, was introduced by Knuth [14]. Here, we have three sets
of agents: men, women and dogs, say, and each agent has preference over all pairs from
the two other sets. A matching is a set of disjoint families i.e., triples of the form (man,
woman, dog). A matching is stable if there exists no blocking family that is preferred by
all its members to their current families in the matching.

Alkan [2] gave the first example of an instance of 3DSM where no stable matching
exists. Ng and Hirschberg [17] proved that the problem of deciding whether a stable
matching exists, given an instance of 3DSM, is NP-complete; later Subramanian [26] gave
an alternative proof for this. Recently, Huang [10] proved that the problem remains NP-
complete even if the preference lists are “consistent”. (A preference list is inconsistent if,
for example, man m ranks (w1, d1) higher than (w2, d1), but he also ranks (w2, d2) higher
than (w1, d2), so he does not consistently prefer woman w1 to woman w2.)

As an open problem, Ng and Hirschberg [17] mentioned the cyclic 3DSM, defined
formally in Section 2, where men only care about women, women only care about dogs
and dogs only care about men. Boros et al. [5] showed that if the number of agents n, is at
most 3 in every set, then a stable matching always exists. Eriksson et al. [8] proved that
this also holds for n = 4 and conjectured that a stable matching exists for every instance
of cyclic 3DSM.

In Section 2, we study the cyclic 3DSM problem with Incomplete Lists (cyclic 3DSMI).
Here, each preference list may consist of a subset of the members of the next gender, i.e.
his, her or its acceptable partners, and the cardinalities of the sets are not necessarily the
same, a matching is a set of acceptable families. Thus cyclic 3DSMI is obtained via a
natural generalisation of cyclic 3DSM in a way analogous to the extension SMI of SM.
First we give an instance of cyclic 3DSMI for n = 6 where no stable matching exists.
Then, by using this instance as a gadget, we show that the problem of deciding whether
a stable matching exists in an instance of cyclic 3DSMI is NP-complete. We reduce from
max smti.

In Section 3, we study the cyclic 3DSM problem under strong stability. A matching
is strongly stable if there exists no weakly blocking family. This is a family not in the
matching that is weakly preferred by all its members (i.e. no member prefers his original
family to the new blocking family). We show that the problem of deciding whether a
strongly stable matching exists in an instance of cyclic 3DSM is NP-complete.

In Section 4, we describe the correspondence between the cyclic 3DSMI problem and
the so-called stable exchange problem with restrictions, defined in Section 4. More pre-
cisely, we show that the 3-way stable 3-way exchange problem for tripartite cyclic graphs
is equivalent to cyclic 3DSMI. Therefore, the complexity result for cyclic 3DSMI applies
also to the 3-way stable 3-way exchange problem, which is an important model for the
kidney exchange problem (this application is described in further detail in Section 4).
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2 Cyclic 3DSMI is NP-complete

Problem definition

We consider three sets of agents: M , W , D (men, women and dogs). Every man has
a strict preference list over the women that are acceptable to him. Analogously, every
woman has a strict preference list over her acceptable dogs, and every dog has a strict
preference list over its acceptable men. The list of an agent x is denoted by P (x). A
matching F is a set of disjoint families, i.e., triples from M × W × D, such that for each
family (m,w, d) ∈ F , w is acceptable to m, d is acceptable to w and m is acceptable to
d. Formally, if (m,w, d) ∈ F , then we say that F(m) = w, F(w) = d and F(d) = m, thus
in a matching, F(x) ∈ P (x) ∪ {x} holds for every agent x, where F(x) = x means that
agent x is unmatched in F . Note that agent x prefers y to being unmatched if y ∈ P (x).

A matching F is said to be stable if there exists no blocking family, that is a triple
(m,w, d) /∈ F such that m prefers w to F(m), w prefers d to F(w) and d prefers m to
F(d).

We define the underlying directed graph DI = (V,A) of an instance I of cyclic 3DSMI
as follows. The vertices of DI correspond to the agents, so V (DI) = M ∪ W ∪ D, and
we have an arc (x, y) in DI if y ∈ P (x). This type of directed graph where A(DI) ⊆
(M ×W )∪ (W ×D)∪ (D×M) is called a tripartite cyclic digraph. Therefore, a matching
of I corresponds to a disjoint packing of directed 3-cycles in DI .

An unsolvable instance of cyclic 3DSMI

We give an instance of cyclic 3DSMI with n = 6, denoted by R6, where no stable matching
exists.

Example 1. The preference lists and underlying graph of R6 are as shown below. Here,

the thickness of arrows correspond to preferences.

m1 : w1, w
′

1
w1 : d1, d

′

1
d1 : m2,m

′

2

m2 : w2, w
′

2
w2 : d2, d

′

2
d2 : m3,m

′

3

m3 : w3, w
′

3
w3 : d3, d

′

3
d3 : m1,m

′

1

m′

1
: w3 w′

1
: d3 d′

1
: m1

m′

2
: w1 w′

2
: d1 d′

2
: m2

m′

3
: w2 w′

3
: d2 d′

3
: m3

w3

m
′

2

d
′

2

m
′

3

w
′

3

d
′

3

m′

1
m1

w1

d1

m2

w2

m3

d3

w
′

1
d
′

1

w
′

2

d2

We refer to the agents {mi, wi, di : 1 ≤ i ≤ 3} = I as the inner agents of R6 and the
agents {m′

i
, w′

i
, d′

i
: 1 ≤ i ≤ 3} = O as the outer agents of R6.

Lemma 1. The instance R6 of cyclic 3DSMI admits no stable matching.

Proof. By inspection of the underlying graph of R6, we can observe that the only accept-
able families are of the form (mi, w

′

i
, di−1), (mi, wi, d

′

i
) and (m′

i
, wi−1, di−1), so that any
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acceptable family contains exactly two inner agents. It is clear that for any matching F , it
must be the case that at least one inner agent is unmatched in F . By the symmetry of the
instance we may suppose without loss of generality that the inner agent m1 is unmatched
in F . Then, the family (m1, w

′
1, d3) is a blocking family for F .

We note that the 9 acceptable families of R6 have a natural cyclic order, the same
order that the directed 9-cycle has which is formed by the 9 inner agents in the underlying
graph, such that if an acceptable family is not in a stable matching F then the successor
family must be in F . For example, if (m1, w1, d

′
1) /∈ F then (m′

2, w1, d1) ∈ F , since
(m1, w1, d

′
1) would be blocking otherwise. This argument gives an alternative proof for

the above Lemma.
The instance created by removing the inner agent m1 from R6, denoted by R6 \ m1,

becomes solvable, since F∗ = {(m′
2, w1, d1), (m2, w2, d

′
2), (m3, w

′
3, d2), (m

′
1, w3, d3)} is a

stable matching for R6 \m1. In fact, F∗ is the unique stable matching for R6 \m1, so we
denote it by FR6\m1

. This is because in R6 \ m1 we have 7 acceptable families in a row
with the property discussed above: if an acceptable family is not in a stable matching F
then the subsequent family must be in F . We state this claim formally below; its proof
follows from the symmetry of the instance.

Lemma 2. Let ai be an inner agent of R6. Then, R6\ai admits a unique stable matching,

denoted by FR6\ai
.

The instance R6 will also be of use to us as a gadget in the NP-completeness proofs
of the subsequent sections.

The NP-completeness proof

In [15], Manlove et al. proved that determining if an instance of SMTI admits a complete
stable matching is NP-complete, even if the ties appear only on the women’s side, and
each woman’s preference list is either strictly ordered or consists entirely of a tie of size
two (these conditions holding simultaneously).

We refer to the MAX SMTI problem under the above restrictions as Restricted SMTI.
The underlying graph G = (A ∪ B,E) of a Restricted SMTI instance is such that the
set A = {a1, a2, . . . , an} consists of men ai, all of whom have strictly ordered preference
lists, while the set B of women can be partitioned into two sets B1 ∪B2 = {b1, . . . , bn1

} ∪
{bT

1 , . . . , bT
n2
} where n1 + n2 = n, each woman bj ∈ B1 has a strictly ordered preference

list, and each woman bT
j ∈ B2 has a preference list consisting solely of a tie of length 2.

We denote a woman who can either be a member of B1 or B2 by b
(T )
i .

In the remainder of this section we describe a polynomial-time reduction from Re-
stricted SMTI to cyclic 3DSMI. Let I be an instance of Restricted SMTI with the under-
lying graph G = (A ∪ B,E). We construct an instance I ′ of cyclic 3DSMI with sets M ,
W , and D of men, women, and dogs as follows.

The sets of men and women of I ′ are created in direct correspondence to the men and
women in I, so let M = {m1, . . . ,mn} and W = W1∪W2 = {w1, . . . , wn1

}∪{wT
1 , . . . , wT

n2
}.

The set of dogs of I ′ consists of two parts D1 ∪ D2 = D, defined by creating a dog dj,i in
D1 if ai ∈ P (bj), and creating a dog dT

j in D2 if bT
j ∈ B2.

Let us now describe the construction of the strictly ordered preference lists of I ′. We
let P (x)[l] denote the lth entry in agent x’s preference list, and a tie in the preference
list of an agent is indicated by parentheses. The preference lists of I ′ are defined by the
following cases:
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1. If P (ai)[l] = b
(T )
j then let P (mi)[l] = w

(T )
j (1 ≤ l ≤ r, where r is the length of ai’s

list).

2. If P (bj)[l] = ai then let P (wj)[l] = dj,i and P (dj,i) = mi (1 ≤ l ≤ r, where r is the
length of bj’s list).

3. If P (bT
j ) = (ap, aq) then let P (wT

j ) = dT
j and P (dT

j ) = mpmq (in arbitrary order).

This is the proper part of the instance. Next we construct the additional part of the
instance by creating n = |M | copies of R6, such that the t-th copy of R6 consists of
inner agents {mti , wti , dti : 1 ≤ i ≤ 3} and outer agents {m′

ti
, w′

ti
, d′ti : 1 ≤ i ≤ 3} with

preference lists as described in Example 1. We add these n copies of R6 to the instance in
the following way. In the t-th added copy of R6, denoted by R6t, replace the inner agent
mt1 in R6t with man mt ∈ M by replacing each occurrence of mt1 in the preference lists
of each agent in R6t with mt. Also, let mt1 ’s acceptable partners in R6t, namely wt1 and
w′

t1
be appended in this order to the end of mt’s list. The final preference list of man mt

along with R6t is shown below. The portion of mt’s preference list consisting of women
from the proper part of the instance is denoted by Pt.

mt : Pt wt1 w′

t1

mt2 : wt2 w′

t2

mt3 : wt3 w′

t3

m′

t1
: wt3

m′

t2
: wt1

m′

t3
: wt2

wt1 : dt1 d′t1
wt2 : dt2 d′t2
wt3 : dt3 d′t3
w′

t1
: dt3

w′

t2
: dt1

w′

t3
: dt2

dt1 : mt2 m′

t2

dt2 : mt3 m′

t3

dt3 : mt m′

t1

d′t1 : mt

d′t2 : mt2

d′t3 : mt3

This ends the reduction, which plainly can be computed in polynomial time. Now, we
prove that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the complete stable matchings in
I and the stable matchings in I ′.

First we show that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the matchings of
I and the matchings in the proper part of I ′. This comes from the natural one-to-one
correspondence between the edges of I and the families in the proper part of I ′. More
precisely, if M is a matching in I, then the corresponding matching Fp in the proper part
of I is created as follows: (ai, bj) ∈ M ⇐⇒ (mi, wj , dj,i) ∈ Fp and (ai, b

T
j ) ∈ M ⇐⇒

(mi, w
T
j , dT

j ) ∈ Fp. To prove this, it is enough to observe that two edges in I are disjoint
if and only if the two corresponding families in I ′ are also disjoint. Next, we show that
stability is preserved by this correspondence.

Lemma 3. A matching M of I is stable if and only if the corresponding matching Fp in

the proper part of I ′ is stable.

Proof. It is enough to show that an edge (ai, bj) is blocking in I if and only if the cor-
responding family (mi, wj , dj,i) is also blocking in I ′; and similarly, an edge (ai, b

T
j ) is

blocking in I if and only if the corresponding family (mi, w
T
j , dT

j ) is also blocking in I ′.
Suppose first that (ai, bj) is blocking in I, which means that ai is either unmatched

or prefers bj to M(ai) and bj is either unmatched or prefers ai to M(bj). This implies
that mi prefers wj to Fp(mi), wj prefers dj,i to M(wj), and dj,i is unmatched in Fp, i.e.
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(mi, wj , dj,i) is blocking in I ′. Similarly, if (ai, b
T
j ) is blocking then ai is either unmatched

or prefers bT
j to M(ai) and bT

j is unmatched in M. This implies that mi prefers wT
j to

Fp(mi), wT
j and dT

j are both unmatched in Fp, and hence (mi, w
T
j , dT

j ) is blocking in I ′.
In the other direction, if (mi, wj , dj,i) is blocking in I ′, then mi prefers wj to Fp(mi),

wj prefers dj,i to Fp(wj), and dj,i is unmatched in Fp. This implies that ai is either
unmatched or prefers bj to M(ai) and bj is either unmatched or prefers ai to M(bj), so
(ai, bj) is blocking in I. Similarly, if (mi, w

T
j , dT

j ) is blocking in I ′, then wT
j and dT

j are both

unmatched in Fp and mi prefers wT
j to Fp(mi). This implies that ai is either unmatched

or prefers bT
j to M(ai) and bT

j is unmatched in M, so (ai, b
T
j ) is blocking in I.

Furthermore, if the matching M is complete, then we can enlarge the corresponding
matching to the additional part of I ′ by matching every R6t \ mt in the unique stable
way, so by adding FR6t\mt

to Fp for every t. This leads to the following one-to-one
correspondence between the complete stable matchings of I and the stable matching of I ′.

Lemma 4. The instance I admits a complete stable matching M if and only if the reduced

instance I ′ admits a stable matching F , where F is the corresponding matching of M.

Proof. The stability of M implies that F is stable in the proper part of I ′ by Lemma 3.
The completeness of M and Lemma 2 implies that F is also stable in the additional part
of I ′.

In the other direction, if F is stable then every man in M must be matched in a proper
family, since otherwise, if a proper man mt does not have a proper partner in F then
R6t would contain a blocking family, by Lemma 1. This implies that the corresponding
matching M, defined in Lemma 3, is complete. The stability of M is a consequence of
Lemma 3. Finally, we note that the additional part has a unique stable matching, since
every R6t \ at must be matched in the unique stable way indicated by Lemma 2, which
implies the one-to-one correspondence.

The following Theorem is a direct consequence of Lemma 4.

Theorem 1. Determining the existence of a stable matching in a given instance of cyclic

3DSMI is NP-complete.

3 Cyclic 3DSM under strong stability is NP-complete

Problem definition

For an instance of cyclic 3DSM, a matching F is strongly stable if there exists no weakly

blocking family, that is a family (m,w, d) /∈ F such that m prefers w to F(m) or w = F(m),
w prefers d to F(w) or d = F(w), and d prefers m to F(d) or m = F(d). We note that in a
weakly blocking family at least two members obtain a better partner, since the preference
lists are strictly ordered.

An unsolvable instance

We firstly show that, by completing the preference lists of R6 in an arbitrary way (i.e. by
appending agents not on the lists in an arbitrary order to the tail of the original lists),
the resulting instance of cyclic 3DSM, denoted by R6, does not admit any strongly stable
matching. The subinstance R6 of R6 is called the suitable part of R6, the original entries
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of an agent x in R6 are the suitable partners of x and the families of R6 are called suitable

families.

Lemma 5. The instance R6 of cyclic 3DSM admits no strongly stable matching.

Proof. Suppose for contradiction that F is a strongly stable matching. As the 9 inner
agents form a 9-cycle in the underlying directed graph, the 9 suitable families have a
natural cyclic order. We show that if a suitable family, say (m1, w1, d

′
1
) is not in F , then

the successor suitable family (m′
2
, w1, d1) must be in F , which would imply a contradiction

given that the number of these suitable families is odd. If (m1, w1, d
′
1
) /∈ F then F(w1) =

d1, since otherwise (m1, w1, d
′
1
) would be weakly blocking. Similarly, (m′

2
, w1, d1) /∈ F

implies F(d1) = m2. But this means that (m2, w1, d1) ∈ F , so (m2, w
′
2
, d1) is weakly

blocking.

Recall that FR6\at
is the unique stable matching for R6 \ at. Let R6 \ at denote the

instance created by removing an inner agent at from R6. We denote by CR6\at
the subset

of agents of R6 \ at that are covered by FR6\at
, and by UR6\at

those who are uncovered
by FR6\at

, respectively.

Lemma 6. Let at be an inner agent of R6. For every matching F∗ ⊇ FR6\at
of R6\at, no

suitable family can be weakly blocking, and therefore no agent from CR6\at
can be involved

in a weakly blocking family. For any other matching, at least one suitable family is weakly

blocking.

Proof. It is straightforward to verify that FR6\at
is a strongly stable matching for R6 \ at,

so no suitable family in R6 \ at can weakly block F∗ ⊇ FR6\at
. Moreover, no agent x

of CR6\at
can be involved in a non-suitable weakly blocking family either, since x has a

suitable partner in F∗.
Suppose that F ′ is a matching of R6 \ at which is not a superset of FR6\at

. As in the
proof of Lemma 5, we use the fact that if a suitable family is not in F ′, then the successor
suitable family is either in F ′ or weakly blocking. Therefore, if we do not include four
from the seven suitable families of R6\at in a matching then one of them would be weakly
blocking.

The NP-completeness proof

The reduction we describe in this section again begins with an instance of Restricted
SMTI, only we assume without loss of generality the role of the men and women of the
instance to be “reversed”. To be precise, we assume a given instance of Restricted SMTI
I that its vertex set ((A1 ∪ A2) ∪ B) consists of a set A1 = {a1, a2, . . . , an1

} of men with
strictly ordered preference lists, and A2 = {aT

1
, aT

2
, . . . , aT

n2
} of men with preference lists

consisting of a single tie of length 2, and n1 +n2 = n. The set B = {b1, b2, . . . , bn} consists
entirely of women with strictly ordered preference lists.

Given an instance I of Restricted SMTI as defined above, we create an instance I ′ of
cyclic 3DSM. First we create a proper instance I ′p of cyclic 3DSMI as a subinstance of I ′

with agents Mp ∪ Wp ∪ Dp in the following way.
First we create a set Wp of n women {w1, w2, . . . , wn} such that the preference list

of woman wj is a single entry, dog dj ∈ Dp. The preference list of dj is such that if
P (bj)[l] = ai, then P (dj)[l] = mi, otherwise if P (bj)[l] = aT

i , then P (dj)[l] = m′
i,j for

1 ≤ l ≤ r, where r is the length of bj’s list. So the preference list of dog dj is essentially
the “same” as that of woman bj, only with men in Mp rather than A.
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For each man ai ∈ A1, create a man mi ∈ Mp, such that if P (ai)[l] = bj , then let
P (mi)[l] = wj for 1 ≤ l ≤ r, where r is the length of ai’s list. So the preference list
of man mi is essentially the “same” as that of man ai. For each man aT

i ∈ A2, with
a preference list consisting of a single tie of length two, say (br, bs), we create five men
mT

i ,m′
i,r,m

′′
i,r,m

′
i,s,m

′′
i,s, four women w′

i,r, w
′′
i,r, w

′
i,s, w

′′
i,s and four dogs d′i,r, d

′′
i,r, d

′
i,s, d

′′
i,s

where the preference list of mT
i contains w′

i,r and w′
i,s in an arbitrary order, and the other

preference lists are as shown below.

m′
i,r : w′

i,r wr

m′′
i,r : w′′

i,r

m′
i,s : w′

i,s ws

m′′
i,s : w′′

i,s

w′
i,r : d′i,r d′′i,r

w′′
i,r : d′′i,r d′i,r

w′
i,s : d′i,s d′′i,s

w′′
i,s : d′′i,s d′i,s

d′i,r : m′′
i,r mT

i

d′′i,r : m′
i,r m′′

i,r

d′i,s : m′′
i,s mT

i

d′′i,s : m′
i,s m′′

i,s

We also add these agents to Mp, Wp and Dp, respectively. Note that in I ′p every set
of agents has the same cardinality: np = |Mp| = |Wp| = |Dp| = n + 4n2. The notions of
proper agent, proper partner and proper family are defined in the obvious way.

The additional part of instance I ′ contains three subinstances. The suitable part of
I ′ is the disjoint union of 3np copies of R6, such that the ith copy of R6, denoted R6i,
incorporates the ith agent of I ′p, as described in the previous reduction in the proof of
Theorem 1 (we omit the full description of this process again). The new agents are
referred to as additional agents.

Let Fs = ∪i∈{1,...3np}FR6i\ai
be the so-called suitable matching of the additional part,

where ai is the proper agent of R6i. We call the set C = ∪i∈{1,...3np}CR6i\ai
covered

additional agents, as these additional agents are covered by Fs, and we call the set U =
∪i∈{1,...3np}UR6i\ai

uncovered additional agents, as these additional agents are not covered
by Fs.

The fitting part of I ′ is constructed on U as follows. Note that U has equal numbers
of men, women and dogs. The fitting part consists of disjoint families that covers U , so
that every agent has exactly one agent in his/her/its list, i.e. the fitting part is a complete
matching of U , denoted by Ff .

Finally, the dummy part is obtained by an arbitrary extension of the preference lists,
so that by putting together the four subinstances, the proper and the three additional
parts, we get the complete instance I ′. The preferences of the agents over the partners
in different parts respect the order in which we defined these parts: the list of a proper
agent contains the proper partners first, then the suitable partners, and finally the dummy
partners; the list of a covered additional agent contains the suitable partners first, then the
dummy partners; the list of an uncovered additional agent contains the suitable partners
first, then the fitting partner, and finally the dummy partners.

First we show that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the complete stable
matchings of I and the complete strongly stable matchings of I ′p. The stability is preserved
via the following one-to-one correspondence between the complete matchings of I and
complete matchings of I ′:

(ai, bj) ∈ M ⇐⇒ (mi, wj , dj) ∈ Fp

(aT
i , bs) ∈ M ⇐⇒ (mT

i , w′
i,s, d

′
i,s), (m

′′
i,s, w

′′
i,s, d

′′
i,s), (m

′
i,s, ws, ds) ∈ Fp

(aT
i , bs) /∈ M ⇐⇒ (m′

i,s, w
′
i,s, d

′′
i,s), (m

′′
i,s, w

′′
i,s, d

′
i,s) ∈ Fp
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Lemma 7. A complete matching M of I is stable if and only if the corresponding complete

matching Fp of I ′p is strongly stable.

Proof. As a man aT
i cannot belong to a blocking pair in I, it may be verified that his

corresponding copy mT
i cannot belong to a weakly blocking family in Ip either. Therefore,

it is enough to show that a pair (ai, bj) is blocking for M if and only if the corresponding
family (mi, wj , dj) is blocking for Fp. But this is obvious, because the preference lists of
ai and mi are essentially the same, and the preference lists of bj and dj are also essentially
the same.

Now, given a matching M of I let us create the corresponding matching F of I ′ by
adding Fs and Ff to Fp, so F = Fp ∪ Fs ∪ Ff .

Lemma 8. The instance I admits a complete stable matching M if and only if the reduced

instance I ′ admits a strongly stable matching F , where F is the corresponding matching

of M.

Proof. Suppose that we have a complete stable matching M of I, and F is the corre-
sponding matching in I ′. Lemma 7 implies that every proper agent has a proper partner
in F and no proper family is weakly blocking. Therefore, no proper agent can be involved
in any weakly blocking family either. By construction of Fs, every covered additional
agent has a suitable partner in F and by Lemma 6, no suitable family is weakly blocking.
Therefore, no such agent can be part of any weakly blocking family. Finally, every un-
covered additional agent has a fitting partner in F , so these agent cannot form a weakly
blocking family either, since an uncovered additional agent prefers only suitable partners
to fitting partners, which cannot be involved in a weakly blocking family. Hence F is
strongly stable.

In the other direction, suppose that F is a strongly stable matching of I ′. Every proper
agent must have a proper partner, since otherwise if at had no proper partner in F , then
R6t would contain a suitable weakly blocking family by Lemma 5. So the corresponding
matching M in I is complete. The stability of M is a consequence of Lemma 7. Finally,
we note that the additional agents must be matched in the unique strongly stable way
in F , namely, the covered additional agents must be covered by matching Fs by Lemma
6, and the uncovered additional agents must be covered by Ff , since otherwise a fitting
family would weakly block F . Therefore, we have a one-to-one correspondence as was
claimed.

Theorem 2. Determining the existence of a strongly stable matching in a given instance

of cyclic 3DSM is NP-complete.

4 Stable exchanges with restrictions

Problem definition

Given a simple digraph D = (V,A), where V is the set of agents, suppose that each
agent has exactly one indivisible good, and (i, j) ∈ A if the good of agent j is suitable
for agent i. An exchange is a permutation π of V such that, for each i ∈ V , i 
= π(i)
implies (i, π(i)) ∈ A. Alternatively, an exchange can be considered as a disjoint packing
of directed cycles in D.

Let each agent have strict preferences over the goods, that are suitable for him. These
orderings can be represented by preference lists. In an exchange π, the agent i receives the
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good of his successor, π(i); therefore the agent i prefers an exchange π to another exchange
σ if he prefers π(i) to σ(i). An exchange π is stable if there is no blocking coalition B,
i.e. a set B of agents and a permutation σ of B where every agent i ∈ B prefers σ to
π. An exchange is strongly stable is there exists no weakly blocking coalition B with a
permutation σ of B where for every agent i ∈ B, either σ(i) = π(i) or i prefers σ to π,
and σ(i) 
= π(i) for at least one agent i ∈ B.

Complexity results about stable exchanges

Shapley and Scarf [25] showed that the stable exchange problem is always solvable and a
stable exchange can be found in polynomial time by the Top Trading Cycle (TTC) algo-
rithm, proposed by Gale. Moreover, Roth and Postlewaite [18] proved that the exchange
obtained by the TTC algorithm is strongly stable and this is the only such solution. We
note that they considered this problem as a so-called houseswapping game, where a core

element corresponds to a stable solution. (For further details about these connections
with Game Theory, see [3].)

In some applications the length of the possible cycles is bounded by some constant l.
In this case we consider an l-way exchange problem. Furthermore, the size of the possible
blocking coalitions can also be restricted. We say that an exchange is b-way stable if
there exists no blocking coalition of size at most b. Because of some applications, the
most relevant problems are for constants 2 and 3. Henceforth we also refer to “2-way” as
“pairwise” in the context of cycle lengths and blocking coalitions sizes.

For l = b = 2, the pairwise stable pairwise exchange problem is in fact, equivalent to
the stable roommates problem. Therefore, a stable solution may not exist [9], but there is
a polynomial-time algorithm that finds a stable solution if one does exist [11] or reports
that none exists. For l = b = 3, the 3-way stable 3-way exchange problem is NP-hard,
even for three-sided directed graphs, as is stated by the following theorem.

Theorem 3. The 3-way stable 3-way exchange problem for tripartite directed graphs is

equivalent to the cyclic 3DSMI problem, and is therefore NP-complete.

Finally, we note that Irving [12] proved recently that the stable pairwise exchange
and the 3-way stable pairwise exchange problems are NP-hard. The pairwise stable 3-
way exchange problem is open. This particular problem can be a relevant regarding the
application of kidney exchanges, next described.

Kidney exchange problem

Living donation is the most effective treatment that is currently known for kidney failure.
However a patient who requires a transplant may have a willing donor who cannot donate
to them for immunological reasons. So these incompatible patient-donor pairs may want
to exchange kidneys with other pairs. Kidney exchange programs have already been
established in several countries such as the Netherlands [13] and the USA [20].

In most of the current programs the goal is to maximise the number of patients that
receive a suitable kidney in the exchange [21, 22, 23, 1] by regarding only the eligibility of
the grafts. Some more sophisticated variants consider also the difference between suitable
kidneys. Sometimes the “total benefit” is maximised [24], whilst other models [19, 6, 7, 4]
require first the stability of the solution under various criteria.

The length of the cycles in the exchanges is bounded in the current programs, because
all operations along a cycle have to be carried out simultaneously. Most programs allow
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only pairwise exchanges. But sometimes 3-way exchanges are also possible, like in the New
England Program [16] and in the National Matching Scheme of the UK [27]. In these kind
of applications, if one considers stability as the first priority of the solution, then we obtain
a 3-way stable 3-way exchange problem, where the incompatible patient-donor pairs are
the agents and their preferences are determined according to the special parameters of the
suitable kidneys.

5 Further questions

For cyclic 3DSMI, the smallest instance that admits no stable matching given here satisfies
n = 6. Is there an even smaller counterexample?

The main questions that remain unsolved are (i) whether there exists an instance of
cyclic 3DSM that admits no stable matching, and (ii) whether there is a polynomial-time
algorithm to find such a matching or report that none exists, given an instance of cyclic
3DSM.
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Approximating Matches Made in Heaven
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Abstract

Motivated by applications in online dating and kidney exchange, we study a stochas-
tic matching problem in which we have a random graph G given by a node set V and
probabilities p(i, j) on all pairs i, j ∈ V representing the probability that edge (i, j)
exists. Additionally, each node has an integer weight t(i) called its patience parame-
ter. Nodes represent agents in a matching market with dichotomous preferences, i.e.,
each agent finds every other agent either acceptable or unacceptable and is indiffer-
ent between all acceptable agents. The goal is to maximize the welfare, or produce a
matching between acceptable agents of maximum size. Preferences must be solicited
based on probabilistic information represented by p(i, j), and agent i can be asked at
most t(i) questions regarding his or her preferences.

A stochastic matching algorithm iteratively probes pairs of nodes i and j with
positive patience parameters. With probability p(i, j), an edge exists and the nodes
are irrevocably matched. With probability 1 − p(i, j), the edge does not exist and the
patience parameters of the nodes are decremented. We give a simple greedy strategy
for selecting probes which produces a matching whose cardinality is, in expectation,
at least a quarter of the size of this optimal algorithm’s matching. We additionally
show that variants of our algorithm (and our analysis) can handle more complicated
constraints, such as a limit on the maximum number of rounds, or the number of pairs
probed in each round.

1 Introduction

Matching is a fundamental primitive of many markets including job markets, commercial
markets, and even dating markets [3, 4, 5, 14, 15, 16]. While matching is a well understood
graph-theoretic concept, its stochastic variants are considerably less well-developed. Yet
stochastic variants are precisely the relevant framework for most markets which incorporate
a degree of uncertainty regarding the preferences of the agents. In this paper we study a
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stochastic variant of matching motivated by applications in the kidney exchange and online
dating markets, or more generally, for matching markets with dichotomous preferences in
which each agent finds every other agent either acceptable or unacceptable and is indifferent
between acceptable agents (see, e.g., [6]). The basic stochastic matching problem, which is
the main focus of this paper, can be stated as follows:

Let G be a random undirected graph given by a node set V (representing agents
in the matching market) and a probability p(i, j) on any pair i, j of nodes, rep-
resenting the probability that an edge exists between that pair of nodes (i.e., the
probability that the corresponding agents find each other acceptable). Whether
or not there is an edge between a pair of nodes is not revealed to us unless
we probe this pair (solicit the preference information from the relevant agents).
Upon probing a pair, if there is an edge between them, they are matched and are
removed from the graph. In other words, when a pair (i, j) is probed, a coin is
flipped with probability p(i, j). Upon heads, the pair is matched and leaves the
system. Also, for every vertex i, we are given a number t(i) called the patience

parameter of i, which specifies the maximum number of failed probes i is willing
to participate in.

The goal is to maximize the welfare, i.e., design a probing strategy to maximize
the expected number of matches.

The above formulation of the problem is similar in nature to the formulation of other
stochastic optimization problems such as stochastic shortest path [10, 7] and stochastic
knapsack [8]. The stochastic matching problem is an exponential-sized Markov Decision
Process (MDP) and hence has an optimal dynamic program, also exponential. Our goal is to
approximate the expected value of this dynamic program in polynomial time. We show that
a simple non-adaptive greedy algorithm that runs in near-linear time is a 4-approximation
(Section 3). The algorithm simply probes edges in order of decreasing probability. Our
algorithm is practical, intuitive, and near-optimal. Interestingly, the algorithm need not
even know the patience parameters, but just which edges are more probable.

It is easy to see that the above greedy algorithm is a good approximation when the
patience parameters are all one or all infinite: when the patience parameters are all one, the
optimal algorithm clearly selects a maximum matching and so the maximal matching selected
by the greedy algorithm is a 2-approximation; when the patience parameters are all infinite,
for any instantiation of the coin flips, the greedy algorithm finds a maximal matching and
hence is a 2-approximation to the (ex-post) maximum matching. To prove that the greedy
algorithm is a constant approximation in general, we can no longer compare our performance
to the expected size of the maximum matching as the gap between the expected size of the
maximum matching and the expected value of the optimum algorithm may be larger than
any constant. Instead, we compare the decision tree of the greedy algorithm to the decision
tree of the optimum algorithm. Using induction on the graph as well as a careful charging
scheme, we are able to see that the greedy algorithm is a 4-approximation for general patience
parameters.
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We also show that our algorithm and analysis can be adapted to handle more complicated
constraints (Section 4). In particular, if probes must be performed in a limited number of
rounds, each round consisting of probing a matching, a natural generalization of the greedy
algorithm gives a 6-approximation in the uniform probability case. We can also generalize
the algorithm to a case where we are given a bound on the maximum number of edges probed
in each round.

1.1 Motivation

In addition to being an innately appealing and natural problem, the stochastic matching
problem has important applications. We outline here two applications to kidney exchange
and online dating.

Kidney Exchange. Currently, there are 98,167 people in need of an organ in the United
States. Of these, 74,047 patients are waiting for a kidney.1 Every healthy person has two
kidneys, and only needs one kidney to survive. Hence it is possible for a living friend or
family of the patient to donate a kidney to the patient. Unfortunately, not all patients have
compatible donors. At the recommendation of the medical community [12, 13], in year 2000
the United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS) began performing kidney exchanges in which
two incompatible patient/donor pairs are identified such that each donor is compatible with
the other pair’s patient. Four simultaneous operations are then performed, exchanging the
kidneys between the pairs in order to have two successful transplants.

To maximize the total number of kidney transplants in the kidney exchange program, it
is important to match the maximum number of pairs. This problem can be phrased as that
of maximum matching on graphs in which the nodes represent incompatible pairs and the
edges represent possible transplants based on medical tests [15, 16]. There are three main
tests which indicate the likelihood of successful transplants. The first two tests, the blood-
type test and the antibody screen, compare the blood of the recipient and donor. The third
test, called crossmatching combines the recipient’s blood serum with some of the donor’s red
blood cells and checks to see if the antibodies in the serum kill the cells. If this happens (the
crossmatch is positive), then the transplant can not be performed. If this doesn’t happen
(the crossmatch is negative), then the transplant may be performed.2

Of course, the feasibility of a transplant can only be determined after the final crossmatch
test. As this test is time-consuming and must be performed close to the surgery date [2, 1],
it is infeasible to perform crossmatch tests on all nodes in the graph. Furthermore, due
to incentives facing doctors, it is important to perform a transplant as soon as a pair with
negative crossmatch tests is identified. Thus the edges are really stochastic; they only reflect
the probability, based on the initial two tests and related factors, that an exchange is possible.

1Data retrieved on November 19th, 2007 from United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS) — The Organ
Procurement and Transplantation Network (OPTN), http://www.optn.org/data.

2Recent advances in medicine actually allow positive crossmatch transplants as well, but these are signif-
icantly more risky.
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Based on this information alone, edges must be selected and, upon a negative crossmatch
test, the surgery performed. Hence the matching problem is actually a stochastic matching
problem. The patience parameters in the stochastic matching problem can be used to model
the unfortunate fact that patients will eventually die without a successful match.

Online Dating. Another relevant marketplace for stochastic matching is the online
dating scene, the second-largest paid-content industry on the web, expected to gross around
$600 million in 2008 [9]. In many online dating sites, most notably eHarmony and Just A
Lunch, users submit profiles to a central server. The server then estimates the compatibility
of a couple and sends plausibly compatible couples on blind dates (and lately, possibly virtual
blind dates). The purported goal of these sites is to create as many happily married couples
as possible.

Again, this problem may be modeled as a stochastic matching problem. Here, the people
participating in the online match-making program are the nodes in the graph. From the
personal characteristics of these individuals, the system deduces for each pair a probability
that they are a good match. Whether or not a pair is actually successful can only be known
if they are sent on a date. In this case, if the pair is a match, they will immediately leave the
program. Also, each person is willing to participate in at most a given number of unsuccessful
dates before he/she runs out of patience and leaves the match-making program. The online
dating problem is to design a schedule for dates to maximize the expected number of matched
couples.

2 Preliminaries

The stochastic matching problem can be represented by a random graph G = (V, E), where
for each pair (α, β) of vertices, there is an undirected edge between α and β with a probability
p(α, β) ∈ [0, 1].3 For the rest of the paper, w.l.o.g. we will assume that E contains exactly the
pairs that have positive probability. These probabilities are all independent. Additionally,
for each vertex γ ∈ V a number t(γ) called the patience parameter of γ is given. The existence
of an edge between a pair of vertices of the graph is only revealed to us after we probe this
pair. When a pair (α, β) is probed, a coin is flipped with probability p(α, β). Upon heads,
the pair is matched and is removed from the graph. Upon tails, the patience parameter of
both α and β are decremented by one. If the patience parameter of a node reaches 0, this
node is removed from the graph. This guarantees that each vertex γ can be probed at most
t(γ) times. The problem is to design (possibly adaptive) strategies to probe pairs of vertices
in the graph such that the expected number of matched pairs is maximized.

An instance of our problem is thus a tuple (G, t). For a given algorithm ALG, let EALG(G, t)
(or EALG(G) for simplicity, when t is clear from the context) be the expected number of pairs

3Note that here we do not impose any constraint that the graph G should be bipartite. In settings such

as heterosexual dating where such a constraint is natural, it can be imposed by setting the probabilities

between vertices on the same side to zero.
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matched by ALG, where the expectation is over the realizations of probes and (possible) coin
tosses of the algorithm itself.

Decision Tree Representation. For any deterministic algorithm ALG and any in-
stance (G, t) of the problem, the entire operation of ALG on (G, t) can be represented
as an (exponential-sized) decision tree TALG. The root of TALG, r, represents the first pair
e = (α, β) ∈ E probed by ALG. The left and the right subtrees of r represent success and
failure for the probe to (α, β), respectively. In general, each node of this tree corresponds to
a probe and the left and the right subtrees correspond to the respective success or failure.

For each node v ∈ TALG, a corresponding sub-instance (Gv, tv) of the problem can be
defined recursively as follows: The root r corresponds to the initial instance (G, t). If a node
v that represents a probe to a pair (α, β) corresponds to (Gv, tv),

• the left child of v corresponds to (Gv \ {α, β}, tv), and

• the right child of v corresponds to (Gv \ {(α, β)}, t′
v
), where Gv \ {(α, β)} denotes the

instance obtained from Gv by setting the probability of the edge (α, β) to zero, and
t′
v
(α) = tv(α) − 1, t′

v
(β) = tv(β) − 1 and t′

v
(γ) = tv(γ) for any other vertex γ.

For each node v ∈ TALG, let Tv be the subtree rooted at v. Let TL(v) and TR(v) be the left
and right subtree of v, respectively. Observe that Tv essentially defines an algorithm ALG

′

on the sub-instance (Gv, tv) corresponding to v. That is, the first pair probed by ALG
′ is the

pair represented by v. If the probe succeeds, ALG
′ goes to TL(v). Otherwise, ALG′ goes to

TR(v). Define EALG(Tv) to be the expected value generated by the algorithm corresponding
to ALG

′, i.e. EALG[Tv] = EALG′(Gv, tv).
The stochastic matching problem can be viewed as the problem of computing the optimal

policy in an exponential-sized Markov Decision Process (for more details on MDPs, see the
textbook by Puterman [11]). The states of this MDP correspond to subgraphs of G that
are already probed, and the outcome of these probes. The actions that can be taken at a
given state correspond to the choice of the next pair to be probed. Given an action, the state
transitions probabilistically to one of two possible states, one corresponding to a success, and
the other corresponding to a failure in the probe. We denote by OPT the optimal algorithm,
i.e., the solution of this MDP. Note that we can assume without loss of generality that OPT is
deterministic, and therefore, a decision tree TOPT representing OPT can be defined as described
above. Observe that by definition, for any node v of this tree, if the probability of reaching v

from the root is non-zero, the algorithm defined by Tv must be the optimal for the instance
(Gv, tv) corresponding to v. To simplify our arguments, we assume without loss of generality
that the algorithm defined by Tv is optimal for (Gv, tv) for every v ∈ TOPT, even for nodes v

that have probability zero of being reached. Note that such nodes can exist in TOPT, since
OPT can probe edges of probability 1, in which case the corresponding right subtree is never
reached.

Note that it is not even clear that the optimal strategy OPT can be described in polynomial
space. Therefore, one might hope to use other benchmarks such as the optimal offline solution
(i.e., the expected size of maximum matching in G) as an upper bound on OPT. However,
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as we show in the full version, the gap between OPT and the optimal offline solution can be
larger than any constant.

3 Greedy Algorithm

We consider the following greedy algorithm.

GREEDY.

1. Sort all edges in E by probabilities, say, p(e1) ≥ p(e2) ≥ · · · ≥ p(em)

(ties are broken arbitrarily)

2. For i = 1, . . . ,m

3. if the two endpoints of ei are available, probe ei

Our main result is as follows.

Theorem 3.1. For any instance graph (G, t), GREEDY is a 4-approximation to the optimal

algorithm, i.e. EOPT(G, t) ≤ 4 · EGREEDY(G, t).

In the rest of this section, we will sketch the proof of Theorem 3.1. The proof is inductive
and is based on carefully charging the value obtained at different nodes of TOPT to TALG. We
will begin by establishing two lemmas that will be useful for the proof.

Lemma 3.1. For any node v ∈ TOPT, EOPT

(

TL(v)

)

≤ EOPT

(

TR(v)

)

≤ 1 + EOPT

(

TL(v)

)

.

Proof. Let the node v in TOPT correspond to probing the edge e = (α, β) ∈ E. Since OPT

reaches TL(v) if the probe to e succeeds and reaches TR(v) if the probe to e fails, TL(v) defines
a valid algorithm on the instance (GR(v), tR(v)) corresponding to R(v). By the optimality of
OPT on every subtree, we have EOPT

(

TL(v)

)

≤ EOPT

(

TR(v)

)

.
On the other hand, since TR(v) is a valid algorithm for the sub-instance (Gv, tv) corre-

sponding to v,

EOPT

(

TR(v)

)

≤ EOPT(Tv) = p(e) ·
(

1 + EOPT

(

TL(v)

))

+ (1 − p(e)) · EOPT

(

TR(v)

)

,

where the equality follows from the problem definition. The above implies that EOPT(TR(v)) ≤
1 + EOPT(TL(v)) as p(e) > 0.

Lemma 3.2. For any node v ∈ TOPT, assume v represents the edge e = (α, β) ∈ E, and let

p = p(α, β) be the probability of e. If we increase the probability of v to p′ > p in TOPT, then

EOPT(TOPT) will not decrease.

Note that the claim does not mean we increase the probability of edge e in graph G. It
only says for a particular probe of e in TOPT, which corresponds to node v in the claim, if the
probability of e is increased, the expected value of OPT will not decrease.
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Figure 1: Greedy tree TGREEDY Figure 2: Optimum tree TOPT

Proof of the Lemma 3.2. By Lemma 3.1 and the assumption that p′ > p,

(p′ − p)EOPT

(

TR(v)

)

≤ (p′ − p)
(

1 + EOPT

(

TL(v)

))

,

which implies that

p ·
(

1 + EOPT

(

TL(v)

))

+ (1 − p) ·EOPT

(

TR(v)

)

≤ p′ + p′ · EOPT

(

TL(v)

)

+ (1 − p′) · EOPT

(

TR(v)

)

.

The proof is complete by noting that the LHS and RHS of the above inequality corresponds
to EOPT (Tv) before and after the probability of v is increased to p′.

These two lemmas provide the key ingredients of our proof. To get an idea of the proof,
imagine that the first probe of the greedy algorithm is to edge (α, β) represented by node r

at the root of TGREEDY as in Figure 1 and suppose that TOPT is as in Figure 2. Let pr be the
probability of success of probe (α, β). Note the algorithm ALG1 defined by subtree A in TOPT

is a valid algorithm for the left subtree of greedy (since the optimum algorithm has already
matched nodes α and β upon reaching subtree A, all probes in subtree A are valid probes
for the left-subtree of TGREEDY). Furthermore, ALG1 achieves the same value, in expectation,
as the optimum algorithm on subtree A. Similarly the algorithm ALG2 defined by subtree
D in TOPT is a valid algorithm for the right subtree of greedy except ALG2 may perform a
probe to (α, β). Thus we define a secondary (randomized) algorithm ALG′

2 which follows
ALG2 but upon reaching a probe to (α, β) simply flips a coin with probability pr to decide
which subtree to follow and does not probe the edge. Hence ALG′

2 is a valid algorithm for
the right subtree of greedy, and gets the same value as the optimum algorithm on subtree D

minus a penalty of pr for the missed probe to (α, β). The value of ALG1 and ALG′

2 on the
left and right subtree of TGREEDY respectively is at most the value of the optimum algorithm
on those subtrees and so, by the inductive hypothesis, at most four times the value of the
greedy algorithm on those subtrees. By Lemma 3.2, we can assume the probes at nodes x, y,
and z in TOPT have probability pr of success. Furthermore, we can use Lemma 3.1 to bound
the value of the optimum algorithm in terms of the left-most subtree A and the right-most
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subtree D. With a slight abuse of notation, we use A to denote the expected value of the
optimum algorithm on subtree A (and similarly, B, C, and D). Summarizing the above
observations, we then get:

EOPT(G, t) ≤ p2

r(A + 2) + pr(1 − pr)(B + 1) + pr(1 − pr)(C + 1) + (1 − pr)
2D

≤ 2pr + p2

rA + pr(1 − pr)(A + 1) + pr(1 − pr)D + (1 − pr)
2D

= 3pr − p2

r + prA + (1 − pr)D

≤ 4pr + prA + (1 − pr)(D − pr)

= 4 ·
(

pr(1 + EALG1
) + (1 − pr)EALG

′

2

)

≤ 4EGREEDY(G, t)

where the first inequality is by Lemma 3.2, the second inequality is by Lemma 3.1, and the
fourth inequality is by the inductive hypothesis.

The above sketch represents the crux of the proof. To formalize the argument, we must
account for generic structures of TOPT. We do this by considering “frontiers” in TOPT repre-
senting initial probes to α and β, and then follow the general accounting scheme suggested
above via slightly more complicated algebraic manipulations. The complete proof is deferred
to the full version.

4 Multiple Rounds Matching

In this section, we consider a generalization of the stochastic matching problem defined in
Section 2. In this generalization, the algorithm proceeds in rounds, and is allowed to probe
a set of edges (which have to be matching) in each round. The additional constraint is a
bound, k, on the maximum number of rounds. We show in the full version of the paper
that finding the optimal strategy in this new model is NP-hard. Note that when k is large
enough, the problem is equivalent to the model discussed in previous sections.

In the rest of this section, we will study approximation algorithms for the problem. By
looking at the probabilities as the weights on edges, we have the following natural general-
ization of the greedy algorithm.

GREEDYk.

1. For each round i = 1, . . . , k

2. compute the maximum weighted matching in the current graph

3. probe all edges in the matching

Let OPTk be the optimal algorithm under this setting. We would like to compare EGREEDYk

against EOPTk
. Unfortunately, as the following example shows, with no restriction on the

instance, GREEDYk can be arbitrarily bad.

Example 4.1. Consider a bipartite graph G = (A, B; E) where A = {α1, . . . , αn} and

B = {β1, . . . , βn}. Let ǫ = 1/n3. Let p(α1, βj) = ǫ and p(αi, β1) = ǫ for i, j = 1, . . . , n,
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and p(αi, βi) = ǫ

n−2
for i = 2, . . . , n. There are no other edges in the graph. Further, define

patience t(α1) = t(β1) = ∞ and t(αi) = t(βi) = 1 for i = 2, . . . , n. Consider any given k ≤
n−1. Now, a maximum matching in this example is {(α1, β2), (α2, β1), (α3, β3), . . . , (αn, βn)}.
The expected value that GREEDYk obtains by probing this matching in the first round is 3ǫ.
After these probes, in the next round, due to patience restriction, in the best case only edge

(α1, β1) will remain. Thus, GREEDYk obtains another ǫ, which implies that the total expected

value is at most 4ǫ. On the other hand, consider another algorithm which probes edges

(α1, βi+1) and (αi+1, β1) for any round i = 1, . . . , k. The revenue generated by the algorithm

is at least 2kǫ− 2
(

n

2

)

ǫ2 = Ω(kǫ). Thus, GREEDYk can be as bad as a factor of Ω(k). Note that

GREEDYk is trivially a factor k approximation algorithm.

However, we can still prove that GREEDYk is a constant-factor approximation algorithm
in two important special cases: when all nodes have infinite patience, and when nodes have
arbitrary patience but all non-zero probability edges of G have the same probability. Fur-
thermore, we observe that the latter result can be used to give a logarithmic approximation
for the general case of the problem. All proofs are deferred to the full version.

Theorem 4.1. For any graph G = (V, E), EOPTk
[G] ≤ 4 · EGREEDYk

[G], when the patience of

all vertices are infinity.

Theorem 4.2. Let (G, t) be an instance such that for all pairs α, β of vertices, p(α, β) is

either 0 or p. Then EOPTk
[G] ≤ 6 · EGREEDYk

[G].

The general case. In this section, we sketch how Theorem 4.2 can be used to obtain an
approximation algorithm for the general case of the multi-round stochastic matching problem
with an approximation factor of O(log n). Given an instance (G, t), denote the maximum
probability of an edge in this instance by pmax. First, we note that EOPT(G, t) ≥ pmax, and
therefore removing all edges that have probability less than pmax/n

2 cannot decrease the
value of EOPT(G, t) by more than a constant factor. Next, we partition the set of edges of
G into O(logn) classes, depending on which of the intervals (pmax/2, pmax], (pmax/4, pmax/2],
. . . , (pmax/22⌈log

2
n⌉, pmax/22⌈log

2
n⌉ − 1], the probability of the edge falls into. Let Ei denote

the i’th class of this partition. We can write the value of OPT as the sum of O(log n) terms,
where the i’th term corresponds to the value that OPT extracts from edges in Ei. One of
these values, say the value corresponding to Ei∗ , should be at least Ω(1/ log n) times the
value of OPT. Now, we define our algorithm as follows: For every i, simulate GREEDYk on
the instance obtained by restricting the edges of G to Ei and changing the probability of all
these edges to pmax/2i; by running these simulations many times and computing the average,
we obtain an estimate of the value of GREEDYk on each of these instances (this follows from
concentration inequalities; details of the argument are omitted here). Pick the i that achieves
the maximum value, and follow GREEDYk on Ei.

A Further Extension. We now briefly consider the following extension of the k-rounds
model. In each round, an algorithm is only allowed to probe a matching of size at most C,
where 1 ≤ C ≤ ⌊|V |/2⌋ is another parameter (V is the set of vertices in the graph). Note
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that till now we have only considered the cases C = 1 and C = ⌊|V |/2⌋. We now very briefly
sketch how the results we have seen in this section so far can be extended to this new model.

Obviously finding an optimal solution in the new model is still NP-hard. The extension of
GREEDYk in this model is also straightforward: in each round probe the maximum weighted
matching (with the constraint that the matching uses at most C edges). Theorems 4.1
and 4.2 also hold in this model. Further, it can be shown that for the arbitrary patience and
probability case, GREEDYk is a Θ(min(k, C))-approximation algorithm.

5 Conclusion

We studied natural greedy algorithms for the stochastic matching problem with patience
parameters and proved that these algorithms are constant factor approximations. A natural
question to ask is if designing the optimal strategy is computationally hard (this is even
unknown for infinite patience parameters). In the full version we show the following two
variants are NP-hard: (i) The algorithm can probe a matching in at most k rounds (the
model we studied in Section 4) and (ii) the order in which the edges need to be probed are
fixed (and the algorithm just needs to decide whether to probe an edge or not). In terms
of positive results, it is well known that the greedy algorithm in Section 3 for the special
cases of (i) all probabilities being 1 and (ii) all patience parameters being infinity is a 2-
approximation. However, we proved that the greedy algorithm is a factor 4-approximation.
We conjecture that the greedy algorithm is in fact a 2-approximation even for the general
stochastic matching problem.

Another interesting variant of the problem is when edges also have weights associated
with them and the objective is to maximize the (expected) total weight of the matched edges.
In the full version, we give an example that shows that the natural greedy algorithm has
an unbounded approximation ratio. The greedy algorithm considered in Section 3 is non-

adaptive, that is, the order of edges to probe are decided before the first probe. A natural
question to ask is if there is a “gap” between the non-adaptive and adaptive optimal values?
In the full version, we show that the adaptive optimal is strictly larger than the non-adaptive
optimal.
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Abstract

We consider one-to-one, one-sided matching (roommate) problems in which agents can either
be matched as pairs or remain single. We introduce a so-called bi-choice graph for each pair
of stable matchings and characterize its structure. Exploiting this structure we obtain as a
corollary the “lonely wolf” theorem and a decomposability result. The latter result together
with transitivity of blocking leads to an elementary proof of the so-called stable median
matching theorem, showing how the often incompatible concepts of stability (represented by
the political economist Adam Smith) and fairness (represented by the political philosopher
John Rawls) can be reconciled for roommate problems. Finally, we extend our results to
two-sided matching problems.

JEL classification: C62, C78.

Keywords: fairness, matching, median, stability.

1 Introduction

Gale and Shapley (1962, Example 3) introduced the so-called roommate problems as follows:
“An even number of boys wish to divide up into pairs of roommates.” A very common extension
is to allow also for odd numbers of agents and to consider the formation of pairs and singletons
(rooms can be occupied either by one or by two agents). Therefore, an outcome for a roommate
problem, a matching, is a partition of agents in pairs (of matched agents) and singletons. The
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class of roommate problems include as special cases the well-known marriage problems (Gale
and Shapley, 1962).1

In a roommate problem, each agent has preferences over being matched with any of the other
agents and remaining unmatched. A key property of a matching is stability: a matching is stable
if it satisfies individual rationality and no pair of agents that are not matched with one another
prefer to be so. Gale and Shapley (1962) exhibited an unsolvable roommate problem, i.e., a
roommate problem in which there is no stable matching. Instead of focusing on necessary and/or
sufficient conditions on the preferences for the existence of a stable matching,2 we directly study
the class of solvable roommate problems. For a solvable roommate problem there are typically
multiple stable matchings. Our quest is to single out particularly appealing stable matchings.
However, before dealing with this selection problem, we introduce for any two stable matchings
a so-called bi-choice graph and characterize its structure (Lemma 1). This graphical tool will
allow us to provide elementary and illustrative proofs of various well-known results.

A first idea to find appealing stable matchings is to select stable matchings that maximize
the number of matched agents. However, Gusfield and Irving (1989) have shown that an agent
who is single at any stable matching is also single at all other stable matchings. Using the bi-
choice graph structure, we provide an elementary graphical proof of this “lonely wolf” theorem
(Theorem 1). The bi-choice graph structure can also be used to derive an elementary proof of
the so-called decomposability lemma (Lemma 2), which turns out to be crucial for later results.

Then, since no selection can be based on the set of matched students, we try to find a stable
matching that will be perceived as fair by the agents. Imagine that we ask each agent to rank
all his matches in the stable matchings according to his preferences. Note that since an agent
might be matched to the same agent in several stable matchings, this ranking is not strict.
Clearly, we cannot always give the best match to every agent, but can we implement fairness by
finding a matching that matches each agent to his l-th ranked match for some natural number
l? We show that this idea of fairness or compromise is feasible if there is an odd number of
stable matchings: the so-called median matching that assigns to each agent his median (ranked)
match is well-defined and stable (Theorem 2). In a similar fashion, fairness is “almost” feasible if
there is an even number of stable matchings (Corollary 1). Hence, stability (represented by the
political economist Adam Smith3) and fairness (represented by the political philosopher John
Rawls4) can be reconciled for solvable roommate problems and “Smith and Rawls (almost) share
a room.” This result was already stated by Sethuraman and Teo (2001). Here we provide an
elementary proof that does not resort to linear programming tools.

In the second part of the paper we turn to two-sided matching problems. A marriage problem
is a roommate problem where the set of agents is exogenously partitioned into two sets such
that each agent can only be matched with an agent of the other set. A further generalization
of marriage problems are college admissions problems (with responsive preferences5), where one

1There is a large literature on the marriage problem; see, for instance, Roth and Sotomayor (1990) and the
two-sided matching bibliography on Al Roth’s game theory, experimental economics, and market design page. In
comparison, relatively few papers and books deal with roommate problems; some of the key references concerning
roommate problems are Gusfield and Irving (1989); Tan (1991); Chung (2000); Diamantoudi et al. (2004).

2See, for instance, Tan (1991) and Chung (2000).
3Adam Smith (1723–1790) propagated the view that individuals even though interested only in their own gains

will still advance public interest (Smith, 1796).
4John Rawls (1921–2002) discussed important aspects of fairness and justice particularly suited for economic

applications (Rawls, 1971).
5By responsiveness (Roth, 1985), a college’s preference relation over sets of students is related to its ranking of
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side of the market has several positions (seats or slots). Unlike roommate problems, marriage
and college admissions problems (with responsive preferences) always allow for stable matchings.

Using linear programming tools, Teo and Sethuraman (1998) and Sethuraman et al. (2006)
established the existence of natural compromise mechanisms for marriage and college admissions
problems, respectively. Specifically, they showed that “generalized median matchings” are well-
defined and stable. More formally, if all agents order again their matches in the, say, k stable
matchings from best to worst, then the map that assigns to each agent of one side of the market
its l-th best match and to each agent of the other side its (k− l + 1)-st best match constitutes a
stable matching. Fleiner (2002) and Klaus and Klijn (2006) independently provided alternative,
short proofs for the above mentioned generalized median result for college admissions problems
based on the so-called lattice structure of the set of stable matchings. A slight adaptation of
our elementary proof of the “Smith and Rawls share a room” theorem immediately leads to the
stronger result of stable generalized median matchings for the (more specific) class of marriage
problems (Theorem 3).6 Essentially the same proof is also valid for college admissions problems
(Theorem 4). Unfortunately, in this case the extended proof can no longer be considered ele-
mentary because the decomposability lemma for college admissions problems (Lemma 3) is not
an elementary result and in addition we have to establish a (non-elementary) “transitivity of
blocking” property for college admissions problems (Lemma 4).

Our paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 contain the results as discussed in detail
above for roommates and two-sided matching problems, respectively. We conclude in Section 4.

2 Roommate Problems

A roommate problem (Gale and Shapley, 1962) is a pair (N, (�i)i∈N ) where N is a finite set of
agents and, for each i ∈ N , �i is a complete, transitive, and strict preference relation over N .
For each i ∈ N , we interpret �i as agent i’s preferences over sharing a room with any of the
agents in N\{i} and having a room by himself (or consuming an outside option such as living
off-campus). Preferences are strict, i.e., k �i j and j �i k if and only if j = k. The indifference
and strict preference relation associated with �i are denoted by ∼i and ≻i, respectively. A
solution to a roommate problem, a matching µ, is a partition of N into pairs and singletons.
Alternatively, we describe a matching by a function µ : N → N of order two, i.e., for all i ∈ N ,
µ(µ(i)) = i. Agent µ(i) is agent i’s match, i.e., the agent with whom he is matched to share a
room (possibly himself). If µ(i) = i then we call i a single.

A marriage problem (Gale and Shapley, 1962) is a roommate problem (N, (�i)i∈N ) such
that N is the union of two disjoint sets M and W (men and women), and each agent in M

(respectively W ) prefers being alone to being matched with any other agent in M (respectively
W ).

A matching µ is blocked by a pair {i, j} ⊆ N (possibly i = j) if j ≻i µ(i) and i ≻j µ(j). If
{i, j} blocks µ, then {i, j} is called a blocking pair for µ. A matching is individually rational

if there is no blocking pair {i, j} with i = j. A matching is stable if there is no blocking pair.
A roommate problem is solvable if the set of stable matchings is non-empty. Gale and Shapley

single students in the following way: the college always prefers to add an acceptable student to any set of students
(provided this does not violate the capacity constraint) and it prefers to replace any student by a better student.

6Cheng (2008) showed that the problem of actually finding certain generalized median stable matchings is
NP-hard.
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(1962) showed that all marriage problems are solvable and provided an unsolvable roommate
problem (Gale and Shapley, 1962, Example 3).

The following is a simplified version of Gale and Shapley’s example with three agents: 2 ≻1

3 ≻1 1, 3 ≻2 1 ≻2 2, and 1 ≻3 2 ≻3 3. Clearly, the matching where all agents are singles is not
stable (any two agents can block). So, assume two agents share a room. Then, the single agent
is the best roommate for one of these two agents and hence a blocking pair can be formed. Tan
(1991) provided a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a stable matching.

Smith and Rawls: Stability and Fairness

The starting point of our analysis is a solvable roommate problem. Typically there are multiple
stable matchings and with choice comes the opportunity to select a particularly appealing stable
matching. Before we explore this choice in order to address fairness in addition to stability, we
introduce a so-called bi-choice graph for each pair of stable matchings and characterize its
structure.

2.1 Bi-Choice Graphs

Let µ and µ′ be stable matchings. We consider the following bi-choice graph G(µ, µ′) = (V,E).
The set of vertices is the set of agents, i.e., V = N . The set E consists of three types of edges.
Let i, j ∈ N . Then,

E1. there is a continuous directed edge from i to j, denoted by i j if j = µ(i) ≻i µ′(i),
i.e., agent i strictly prefers his match j = µ(i) under µ to his match under µ′;

E2. there is a discontinuous directed edge from i to j, denoted by i j if j = µ′(i) ≻i

µ(i), i.e., agent i strictly prefers his match j = µ′(i) under µ′ to his match under µ;

E3. there is a (continuous) undirected edge between i and j, denoted by i j if j =
µ(i) ∼i µ′(i), i.e., agent i is indifferent between his match j = µ(i) under µ and his match
under µ′. Note that for j = i = µ(i) ∼i µ′(i) we allow for an undirected edge from i to
himself; we call such an edge a loop: i .

We make the following observations about the bi-choice graph G(µ, µ′).

O1. An edge i j implies j 	= µ′(i). An edge i j implies j 	= µ(i).

O2. An edge i j implies that µ′(i) = µ(i) = j, and therefore that there is no other
edge adjacent to i or j.

O3. For each agent i, there is either (i) a unique undirected edge to which i is adjacent or (ii)
a unique outgoing directed edge from i.

O4. An edge i j or i j implies that j 	= i.

O5. An edge i j or i j implies that there is no directed edge from j to i.

O6. An edge i j implies j k for some k 	= i, j.
Similarly, an edge i j implies j k for some k 	= i, j.
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O7. Each vertex has at most 1 incoming directed edge.

The following lemma follows immediately from the observations.

Lemma 1 (Bi-choice graph components).
Let µ and µ′ be stable matchings. Let i ∈ N . Then, agent i’s component of G(µ, µ′) either

(a) equals i j for some agent j (i.e., i if j = i), or

(b) is a directed even cycle, i.e., there is a directed path starting from i that induces a closed cy-
cle ci = (i1, i2, i3, . . . , ip) consisting of an even number p ≥ 4 of agents (with i ∈ {i1, . . . , ip}
and ir 	= is for all r 	= s) where continuous and discontinuous edges alternate.

An example of a bi-choice-graph is

1

2 3

4 5

6 7

811

910

12 13

1419

18 15

1617 .

2.2 Lonely Wolves, Medians, and Compromise

We now return to our quest of choosing a particularly appealing stable matching for a solvable
roommate problem with multiple stable matchings. A first idea is to select a stable matching
that maximizes the number of matched pairs. It turns out that no such selection is possible
because an agent who is single at any stable matching is also single at all other stable matchings
(Gusfield and Irving, 1989, Theorem 4.5.2). According to Roth and Sotomayor (1990, p. 50), the
first statement of this theorem for the (sub)class of marriage problems can be found in McVitie
and Wilson (1970) for the case when all men and women are mutually acceptable and in Roth
(1984) for college admissions problems. Here we provide a new and elementary proof based on
the structure of bi-choice graphs.

Theorem 1 (The lonely wolf theorem).
Let µ and µ′ be stable matchings. Then, µ and µ′ have the same set of single agents, i.e., µ(i) = i

if and only if µ′(i) = i.

Proof. Suppose w.l.o.g. µ(i) = i but µ′(i) 	= i. Consider G(µ, µ′). Since preferences are strict
and µ′ is individually rational, µ′(i) ≻i i = µ(i). Let j = µ′(i). Thus, by E2, i j is a
directed edge in G(µ, µ′) and by Lemma 1 (b), agent i is part of a (directed) cycle, where his
predecessor and successor are his two different matches under µ and µ′. In particular, µ(i) 	= i,
contradicting the initial assumption.

Since no selection can be based on the set of matched agents, we next try to find a stable
matching that will be perceived as fair by the agents. Imagine that we ask each agent to rank
all stable matchings according to his preferences. We extend agents’ preferences over the set of
agents to matchings as follows. For any agent i ∈ N and any two (stable) matchings µ and µ′,
µ �i µ′ if and only if µ(i) �i µ′(i). Note that since an agent might be matched to the same
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agent in different matchings, this ranking is not strict. The indifference and strict preference
relation (over matchings) associated with �i are denoted by ∼i and ≻i, respectively.

Clearly, we cannot always give the best match to every agent, but can we implement fairness
by finding a matching that matches each agent with his l-th ranked match for some natural
number l? It is not difficult to show that this idea of fairness or compromise is not always
feasible if there is an even number of stable matchings. Next, we show that for roommate
problems with an odd number of stable matchings a compromise matching where each agent is
matched to a match of the same rank is possible. In fact, we prove that for any odd number
of stable matchings, a stable matching in which each agent is matched to his “median” match
always exists. Thus, for roommate problems with an odd number of stable matchings Adam
Smith (who stands for stability) and John Rawls (who stands for fairness) represent compatible
criteria and hence “can share a room.”

The next lemma, which appeared in Gusfield and Irving (1989, Lemma 4.3.9),7 facilitates
the proof of our main result.

Lemma 2 (Decomposability).
Let µ and µ′ be stable matchings. Let i ∈ N . Suppose µ′(i) 	= µ(i) = j for some j ∈ N . Then,
j, µ′(i) 	= i. Moreover,

(a) µ(i) ≻i µ′(i) implies µ′(j) ≻j µ(j);

(b) µ′(i) ≻i µ(i) implies µ(j) ≻j µ′(j).

Proof. By Theorem 1, j, µ′(i) 	= i. To prove (a), assume j = µ(i) ≻i µ′(i). In terms of
the bi-choice graph G(µ, µ′), i j . By O6, j k where k = µ′(j) 	= i. Hence,
µ′(j) ≻j µ(j). To prove (b), assume µ′(i) ≻i µ(i). In terms of the bi-choice graph G(µ, µ′),
i µ′(i) . By Lemma 1 (b), j is i’s predecessor in G(µ, µ′) and there is a continuous
directed edge from j to i. Hence, µ(j) = i ≻j µ′(j).

Our main result, Theorem 2, extends Theorem 4.3.5 in Gusfield and Irving (1989) from three
to any odd number of stable matchings.

Let µ1, . . . , µ2k+1 be an odd number of (possibly non-distinct) stable matchings. Let each
agent rank these matchings according to his preferences. We define agent i’s median match as
its (k + 1)-st ranked match, and denote it by med{µ1(i), . . . , µ2k+1(i)}.

Theorem 2 (The median matching theorem or Smith and Rawls share a room). Let
µ1, . . . , µ2k+1 be an odd number of (possibly non-distinct) stable matchings. Then, µ∗ : N → N

defined by
µ∗(i) := med{µ1(i), . . . , µ2k+1(i)} for all i ∈ N

is a well-defined stable matching. We call µ∗ the median matching of µ1, . . . , µ2k+1.

In the context of the linear programming approach to so-called bistable matching problems,
Sethuraman and Teo (2001, Theorem 3.2) mentioned this result (without proof) as an interesting
structural property of stable roommate matchings. Here we provide an elementary proof. In the
first part of the proof we use the decomposability result (Lemma 2) to show that the median

7According to Roth and Sotomayor (1990, p. 50), the first statement of this lemma for the (sub)class of
marriage problems can be found in Knuth (1976).
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matching is well-defined. In the second part of the proof we use “transitivity of blocking” to
show that the median matching is stable.

For any agent i ∈ N we define partial preferences over sets of matchings as follows. Let U

and V be two sets of matchings. If for all µU ∈ U and µV ∈ V , µU (i) ≻i µV (i), then U ≻i V .
Furthermore, if for all µU ∈ U and µV ∈ V , µU (i) ∼i µV (i), then U ∼i V .

Proof. First, we show that µ∗ is a well-defined matching, i.e., µ∗ is of order two. Let i ∈ N with
µ∗(i) 	= i. Let j := µ∗(i). We have to prove that µ∗(j) = i. W.l.o.g. µ1(i) �i µ2(i) �i · · · �i

µ2k(i) �i µ2k+1(i). Then, µ∗(i) = µk+1(i) = j and µk+1(j) = i. Let Σ1 := {µ1, . . . , µk} and
Σ2 := {µk+2, . . . , µ2k+1}. Define

SAi := {µ ∈ Σ1 | µ ≻i µk+1} (matchings that are “strictly above” µk+1),
IAi := {µ ∈ Σ1 | µ ∼i µk+1} (matchings that are “indifferent above” µk+1),
SBi := {µ ∈ Σ2 | µ ≺i µk+1} (matchings that are “strictly below” µk+1), and
IBi := {µ ∈ Σ2 | µ ∼i µk+1} (matchings that are “indifferent below” µk+1).

For notational convenience we denote the singleton set {µk+1} by µk+1. Then,

SAi ≻i IAi ∼i µk+1 ∼i IBi ≻i SBi.

Note that
µ ∈ IBi ∪ IAi ⇒ µ(i) = µk+1(i) = j. (1)

By decomposability (Lemma 2, a) and µk+1 ≻i SBi, SBi ≻j µk+1. By decomposability
(Lemma 2, b) and SAi ≻i µk+1, µk+1 ≻j SAi. By (1), IBi ∼j µk+1 ∼j IAi. Summarizing,

SBi ≻j IBi ∼j µk+1 ∼j IAi ≻j SAi.

Since SAi∪IAi = Σ1 and SBi∪IBi = Σ2, we have |SAi∪IAi| = |IBi∪SBi| = k and therefore,
µ∗(j) = µk+1(j) = i. Hence, µ∗ is a well-defined matching.

We now prove that µ∗ is stable. By definition, µ∗ is individually rational. Suppose there is
a blocking pair {i, j} with i 	= j for µ∗, i.e., j ≻i µ∗(i) and i ≻j µ∗(j). Then, i prefers j to his
match under at least k +1 stable matchings in Σ := {µ1, . . . , µ2k+1}. Similarly, j prefers i to his
match under at least k + 1 stable matchings in Σ. Since Σ contains only 2k + 1 matchings, for
at least one matching µ ∈ Σ, both j ≻i µ(i) and i ≻j µ(j) (it is here that we apply transitivity
of blocking8). Hence, {i, j} is a blocking pair for µ. This however contradicts stability of µ (the
set Σ only contains stable matchings). Therefore, there is no blocking pair for µ∗. Hence, µ∗ is
stable.

Note that the “median operator” is not closed, i.e., the resulting median matching need not
be one of the stable matchings that were used to calculate it. Moreover, we can easily extend
the result of Theorem 2 to an even number of stable matchings (Sethuraman and Teo, 2001,
Theorem 3.3).

Corollary 1 (Smith and Rawls (almost) share a room).
Let µ1, . . . , µ2k be an even number of (possibly non-distinct) stable matchings. Then, there exists
a stable matching at which each agent is assigned a match of rank k or k + 1.

8Note that j ≻i µ∗(i) �i . . . �i µ(i) �i . . . and i ≻j µ∗(j) �j . . . �j µ(j) �j . . . together with transitivity
implies j ≻i µ(i) and i ≻j µ(j) (for the pairwise blocking notion we consider here this is immediate, but for more
general blocking notions transitivity of blocking might not hold).
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3 Two-Sided Matching and Generalized Medians

3.1 Marriage Problems

We now turn to the subclass of marriage problems. These two-sided roommate problems exhibit
some additional structure and therefore we can strengthen the median matching theorem. Let
µ1, . . . , µk be k (possibly non-distinct) stable matchings for a marriage problem and assume that
each agent ranks these matchings according to his preferences. Using linear programming tools,
Teo and Sethuraman (1998, Theorem 2) showed that the map that assigns to each man his l-th
(weakly) best match and to each woman her (k − l + 1)-st (weakly) best match determines a
well-defined and stable matching. Klaus and Klijn (2006) introduced and discussed (generalized)
medians as compromise solutions for two-sided matching problems. A slight adaptation of the
(elementary) proof of Theorem 2 yields this stronger result for marriage problems. For this
reason, and in contrast to previous proofs that use the so-called lattice structure of the set of
stable matchings (see Fleiner, 2002, Theorem 5.5, Klaus and Klijn, 2006, Theorem 3.2, and
Yenmez and Schwarz, 2007, Theorem 1)9 our proof is elementary.

Consider a marriage problem (M ∪ W, (�i)i∈M∪W
). Let µ1, . . . , µk be k (possibly non-

distinct) stable matchings. Let each agent rank these matchings according to his preferences as
explained before. Formally, for each i ∈ M ∪ W there is a sequence of matchings (µi

1, . . . , µ
i

k
)

such that {µi
1, . . . , µ

i

k
} = {µ1, . . . , µk} and for any l ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}, µi

l
(i) �i µi

l+1(i). Thus, for
any l ∈ {1, . . . , k}, under µi

l
agent i is assigned to his l-th (weakly) best match (among the k

stable matchings).
For any l ∈ {1, . . . , k}, we define the generalized median matching αl as the function αl :

M ∪ W → M ∪ W such that

αl(i) :=

{

µi

l
(i) if i ∈ M ;

µi

(k−l+1)(i) if i ∈ W .

Theorem 3 (Marriage and compromise – generalized medians).
Let µ1, . . . , µk be k (possibly non-distinct) stable matchings for a marriage problem. Then, for
any l ∈ {1, . . . , k}, αl is a well-defined stable matching.

3.2 College Admissions Problems

Fleiner (2002, Theorem 5.5), Klaus and Klijn (2006, Theorem 3.2), and Sethuraman et al. (2006,
Theorem 9) generalized Theorem 3 to college admissions problems (Gale and Shapley, 1962) with
so-called responsive preferences in which students have to be matched to colleges based on the
students’ and the colleges’ preferences over the other side of the market and colleges’ capacity
constraints. Hence, like the roommate model, the college admissions model is a generalization
of the marriage model. (However, the college admissions model is not a generalization of the
roommate model, nor vice versa.) Next, we show that the proof of Theorem 3 is essentially valid
for the college admissions model. More precisely, we can extend Theorem 3 to college admissions
problems by using the same steps as in the proof of Theorem 3 (or, in fact, Theorem 2).
Unfortunately, the extended proof will no longer be elementary in the sense that in order to be

9Yenmez and Schwarz (2007) extend the analysis of stable median matchings from the class of marriage
problems to two-sided (one-to-one) matching problems with side payments.
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able to apply the key steps we need to resort to well-known but non-trivial results for college
admissions problems.

We first extend the marriage model to the college admissions model by introducing the
following notation. There are two finite and disjoint sets of agents: a set S = {s1, . . . , sm}
of students and a set C = {C1, . . . , Cn} of colleges. We denote a generic student by s and a
generic college by C. For each college C, there is a fixed quota qC that represents the number
of positions it offers.10

Each student has a complete, transitive, and strict preference relation �s over the colleges and
the prospect of being unmatched. Hence, student s’s preferences are defined over the elements
in C ∪ {s}. If C ∈ C such that C ≻s s, then we call C an acceptable college for student s.

A set of students S′ ⊆ S is feasible for college C if |S′| ≤ qC . Each college has a complete and
transitive preference relation �C over feasible sets of students. Hence, college C’s preferences
are defined over the elements in P(S, qC ) := {S′ ⊆ S : |S′| ≤ qC}. We make two assumptions
on the preferences of a college C.11

First, C’s preferences over singleton sets of students, or equivalently over individual students,
are strict. For notational convenience we denote a singleton set {s} by s. The second assumption
describes comparisons of feasible sets of students when a single student is added or replaced. If
s ∈ S is such that s ≻C ∅, then we call s an acceptable student for college C. If s, s′ ∈ S are such
that s ≻C s′, then we call student s a better student than student s′ for college C. We assume
that each college C’s preferences over feasible sets of students are based on preferences over
individual students such that C always prefers to add an acceptable student and it also prefers
to replace any student by a better student. More formally, we assume that C’s preferences are
responsive, i.e., for all S′ ∈ P(S, qC),

• if s 	∈ S′ and |S′| < qC , then (S′ ∪ s) ≻C S′ if and only if s ≻C ∅ and

• if s 	∈ S′ and t ∈ S′, then ((S′\t) ∪ s) ≻C S′ if and only if s ≻C t.

A college admissions problem is a triple (S, C, (�i)i∈S∪C). A matching for college admissions
problem (S, C, (�i)i∈S∪C) is a function µ on the set S ∪ C such that

• each student is either matched to exactly one college or unmatched, i.e., for all s ∈ S,
either µ(s) ∈ C or µ(s) = s,

• each college is matched to a feasible set of students, i.e., for all C ∈ C, µ(C) ∈ P(S, qC),
and

• a student is matched to a college if and only if the college is matched to the student, i.e.,
for all s ∈ S and C ∈ C, µ(s) = C if and only if s ∈ µ(C).

Given matching µ, we call µ(s) student s’s match and µ(C) college C’s match.

Similar to the roommate and marriage model, a key property of matchings in the college
admissions model is stability. First, we impose a voluntary participation condition. A matching
µ is individually rational if neither a student nor a college would be better off by breaking
a current match, i.e., if µ(s) = C, then C ≻s s and µ(C) ≻C (µ(C)\s). By responsiveness

10The marriage model is the special case where for all C ∈ C, qC = 1.
11See Roth and Sotomayor (1989) for a discussion of these assumptions.
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of �C , the latter requirement can be replaced by s ≻C ∅. Thus alternatively, a matching µ

is individually rational if any student and any college that are matched to one another are
mutually acceptable. Second, if a student s and a college C are not matched to one another at
a matching µ but the student would prefer to be matched to the college and the college would
prefer to either add the student or replace another student by student s, then we would expect
this mutually beneficial adjustment to be carried out. Formally, a pair (s,C) blocks (µ(s), µ(C))
if C ≻s µ(s) and

B1. [ |µ(C)| < qC and s ≻C ∅ ] or

B2. [ there exists t ∈ µ(C) such that s ≻C t ].12

A matching µ is stable if it is individually rational and there is no pair (s,C) that blocks
(µ(s), µ(C)).13 Gale and Shapley (1962) proved that each college admissions problem has at
least one stable matching.

Consider a college admissions problem (S, C, (�i)i∈S∪C). Let µ1, . . . , µk be k (possibly non-
distinct) stable matchings. Let each student rank these matchings according to his preferences.
Formally, for each s ∈ S there is a sequence of matchings (µs

1, . . . , µ
s

k
) such that {µs

1, . . . , µ
s

k
} =

{µ1, . . . , µk} and for any l ∈ {1, . . . , k−1}, µs
l
(s) �s µs

l+1
(s). Thus, for any l ∈ {1, . . . , k}, under

µs
l

student s is assigned to his l-th (weakly) best match (among the k stable matchings). For
any l ∈ {1, . . . , k}, define the function αS

l
on the set S such that for all s ∈ S, αS

l
(s) := µs

l
(s).

By Roth and Sotomayor (1989, Theorem 3), each college can proceed similarly.14 For-
mally, for each C ∈ C there is a sequence of matchings (µC

1 , . . . , µC

k
) such that {µC

1 , . . . , µC

k
} =

{µ1, . . . , µk} and for any l ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}, either µC

l
(C) ≻C µC

l+1
(C) or µC

l
(C) = µC

l+1
(C).

Thus, for any l ∈ {1, . . . , k}, under µC
l

college C is assigned to its l-th (weakly) best match
(among the k stable matchings). For any l ∈ {1, . . . , k}, define the function αC

l
on the set C such

that for all C ∈ C, αC
l
(C) := µC

l
(C).

For any l ∈ {1, . . . , k}, we define the generalized median matching αl by

αl(i) :=

{

αS
l
(s) if i ∈ S;

αC
k−l+1

(C) if i ∈ C.

Theorem 4 (College admissions and compromise – generalized medians).
Let µ1, . . . , µk be k (possibly non-distinct) stable matchings for a college admissions problem.
Then, for any l ∈ {1, . . . , k}, αl is a well-defined stable matching.

The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3. It is based on the two properties that were already
key in the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3: (weak) decomposability and transitivity of blocking.
Unfortunately, in this case the extended proof can no longer be considered elementary because
the decomposability lemma for college admissions problems (Lemma 3) is not an elementary
result and in addition we have to establish a (non-elementary) “transitivity of blocking” property
for college admissions problems (Lemma 4).

12Recall that by responsiveness B1 implies (µ(C) ∪ s) ≻C µ(C) and B2 implies ((µ(C)\t) ∪ s) ≻C µ(C).
13Roth and Sotomayor (1989, Proposition 1) showed that this is the “correct” concept of stability in the sense

that there is no blocking coalition if and only if there is no blocking pair. Also note that in the special case
of qC = 1 (for all C ∈ C) the concept coincides with the previously introduced stability concept for marriage
problems.

14Roth and Sotomayor (1989, Theorem 3) stated that for all stable matchings µ and µ′ and all C ∈ C, either
µ(C) ≻C µ′(C), µ′(C) ≻C µ(C), or µ(C) = µ′(C).
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Lemma 3 (Weak decomposability, Roth and Sotomayor, 1990, Theorem 5.33).
Let µ and µ′ be stable matchings. Let C ∈ C, s ∈ S, and s ∈ µ(C) ∪ µ′(C). Then,

(a) µ(C) ≻C µ′(C) implies µ′(s) �s µ(s);

(b) µ(s) ≻s µ′(s) implies µ′(C) �C µ(C).

Note that matchings µ and µ′ play a symmetric role in Lemma 3. Next we extend the transitivity
of blocking property (see Footnote 8) used in the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 to college admissions
problems.

Lemma 4 (Transitivity of blocking for college admissions).
Let µ and µ′ be matchings, C ∈ C, and s ∈ S. Suppose (s,C) blocks (µ(s), µ(C)). Suppose

also that C is assigned groups of students µ(C) and µ′(C) under some stable matchings.15 If

µ(s) �s µ′(s) and µ(C) �C µ′(C), then (s,C) also blocks (µ′(s), µ′(C)).16

4 Conclusion

For three different matching models (roommate, marriage, and college admissions) we have
shown that certain compromise stable matchings exist in the form of so-called (generalized)
median matchings. For roommate problems, we prove the existence and stability of the median
matching of an odd number of stable matchings (Theorem 2). For the two-sided (marriage
and college admissions) matching problems we prove the existence and stability of generalized
median matchings for any number of stable matchings (Theorems 3 and 4). In all proofs we
use a decomposability property to show that (generalized) median matchings are well-defined
and a transitivity of blocking property to show that they are stable. It is not difficult to
construct examples in more general settings (for instance, college admissions with q-separable
and substitutable preferences, Mart́ınez et al., 2000, or network formation, Jackson and Watts,
2002) that demonstrate that our results can break down if decomposability or transitivity of
blocking is violated.
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The Stability of the Roommate Problem Revisited∗
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Abstract

The lack of stability in some matching problems suggests that alternative solution concepts to

the core might be applied to find predictable matchings. We propose absorbing sets as a solution for

the class of roommate problems with strict preferences. This solution, which always exists, either

gives the matchings in the core or predicts other matchings when the core is empty. Furthermore,

it satisfies the interesting property of outer stability. We also determine the matchings in absorbing

sets and find that in the case of multiple absorbing sets a similar structure is shared by all.

KEYWORDS: Roommate problem, core, absorbing sets.

1 Introduction

Matching markets are of great interest in a variety of social and economic environments, ranging from
marriages formation, through admission of students into colleges to matching firms with workers.1

One of the aims pursued by the analysis of these markets is to find stable matchings. There are,
however, some markets for which the set of stable matchings, i.e. the core, is empty. For these cases,
we suggest that instead of using the common approach of restricting the preferences domain to deal
with nonempty core matching markets,2 other solution concepts may be applied to find “predictable”
matchings. We argue that this alternative is a step towards furthering our understanding of matching
market performance.

Our approach consists of associating each matching market with an abstract system (an abstract set
endowed with a binary relation) and then applying one of the existing solution concepts to determine
predictable matchings. The modeling of abstract systems deals with the problem of choosing a subset
from a feasible set of alternatives. Various solution concepts have been proposed for solving abstract
systems, such as the core, von Neumann-Morgenstern stable sets3 (von Neumann-Morgenstern, 1947),
subsolutions (Roth, 1976), admissible sets (Kalai, Pazner and Schmeidler, 1976), and absorbing sets.
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00031.321-HA-7903/2000, project UPV/EHU Grant PIFA010502 and project GIU06/44 and by the Spanish Ministerio
de Educación y Ciencia under project SEJ2006-05455, cofunded by FEDER and project BEC2000-0875. It has also
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1See Roth and Sotomayor (1990) for a comprehensive survey of two-sided matching models.
2See for example, Roth (1985) and Kelso and Crawford (1982).
3Ehlers (2007) studies von Neumann-Morgenstern stable sets in two-sided matching markets.
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The notion of absorbing sets, which is the solution concept selected in our work, was first introduced
by Schwartz (1970) and it coincides with the elementary dynamic solution (Shenoy, 1979).

We focus our attention on one-sided matching markets where each agent is allowed to form at most
one partnership. This kind of problems is known as the roommate problem and is a generalization
of the marriage problem, see Gale and Shapley (1962). In these problems each agent in a set ranks
all others (including herself) according to her preferences. In this seminal paper it is shown that this
problem may not have a stable matching.

The abstract system associated with a roommate problem is the pair formed by the set of all
matchings and a binary domination relation which represents the existence of a blocking pair of
agents allowing transition from one matching to another. Matchings that are not blocked by any pair
of agents are called stable. In this model the set of stable matchings equals the core. Roommate
problems that do not admit any such matchings are called unsolvable. Otherwise they are said to be
solvable.

Core stability for solvable roommate problems has been studied by Gale and Shapley (1962),
Irving (1985), Tan (1991), Abeledo and Isaak (1991), Chung (2000), Diamantoudi, Miyagawa and
Xue (2004) and Klaus and Klijn (2008) among others. With few exceptions, however, unsolvable
roommate problems have not been so thoroughly studied. When there is no core stability, interest
is rekindled in the application of other solution concepts to the class of roommate problems. Such
interest is further enhanced from the empirical perspective in that as Pittel and Irving (1994) observe,
when the number of agents increases, the probability of a roommate problem being solvable decreases
fairly steeply.

Here we propose absorbing sets as a solution for the class of roommate problems with strict
preferences. In this context, an absorbing set is a set of matchings that satisfies the following two
conditions: (i) any two distinct matchings inside the set (directly or indirectly) dominate each other
and (ii) no matching in the set is dominated by a matching outside the set. We believe that the
selection of this solution concept is well justified since for a solvable roommate problem it exactly
provides the matchings in the core, and for an unsolvable roommate problem it gives a nonempty set
of matchings with an interesting property of stability. Thus, the solution of absorbing sets may be
considered as a generalization of the core.

The notion of an absorbing set may perhaps be better understood if it is illustrated with the
following description: Consider matchings derived from an unstable matching by satisfying a blocking
pair of agents. This can be seen as a dynamic process in which unstable matchings are adjusted
when a blocking pair of agents mutually decide to become partners. Either this change gives a stable
matching or a new blocking pair of agents will generate another matching and so on. If some stable
matching exists this dynamic process eventually converges to one4. Otherwise the process will lead
to a set of matchings (an absorbing set) such that via this dynamic process (i) any matching in the
set can be obtained from any other and (ii) it is impossible to abandon the absorbing set5. From this
perspective it is easy to see that an absorbing set satisfies a property of outer stability in the sense
that all matchings not in an absorbing set are (directly or indirectly) dominated by a matching that
does belong to an absorbing set. As a result, matchings outside absorbing sets can be ruled out as
reasonable matchings.

Among the scant literature on unsolvable roommate problems the papers by Tan (1990) and
Abraham, Biró and Manlove (2005) are worthy of mention. The former investigates matchings with
the maximum number of disjoint pairs of agents such that these pairs are “internally” stable and the
latter looks at matchings with the smallest number of blocking pairs. For solvable roommate problems

4For marriage problems Roth and Vande Vate (1990) show that there exists a convergence domination path from any
unstable matching to a stable one. This is also shown for solvable roommate problems by Diamantoudi, Miyagawa and
Xue (2004).

5For unsolvable roommate problems Inarra, Larrea and Molis (2008) show that there is a domination path from any
matching that reaches certain matchings called P -stable matchings.
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both proposals give the matchings in the core, but for unsolvable ones it is easy to check that neither
satisfies the outer stability property.

The contribution of this paper to the analysis of the stability of roommate problems can be
summarized as follows:

First, we find that absorbing sets are determined by stable partitions. This notion, introduced
by Tan (1991) as a structure generalizing the notion of a stable matching, allowed him to establish
a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a stable matching in roommate problems.
By using the relation between absorbing sets and stable partitions we also show that if a roommate
problem is solvable then an absorbing set is a singleton consisting of a stable matching and the union
of all absorbing sets coincides with the core.

Second, we characterize absorbing sets in terms of stable partitions. The characterization provided
allows us to specify the stable partitions determining absorbing sets. A property of these partitions
helps us to identify the matchings in absorbing sets.

Third, we show that all matchings in an absorbing set share some common features. Furthermore,
in the case of a roommate problem with multiple absorbing sets we prove some similarities among their
(corresponding) matchings. Specifically in terms of the dynamic process mentioned above, we find
that any two absorbing sets have the same set of blocking agents responsible for going from matching
to matching within the set, and that the other (nonblocking) agents are paired in a stable way, though
this pairing is different across absorbing sets.

The rest of the paper is organized into the following sections. Section 2 contains the preliminaries.
In Section 3 we study absorbing sets of a roommate problem. Those sets are determined in Section 4.
We study the structure of their matchings in Section 5. Two appendixes conclude the paper.

2 Preliminaries

A roommate problem is a pair (N, (�x)x∈N ) where N is a finite set of agents and for each agent
x ∈ N , �x is a complete, transitive preference relation defined over N . Let ≻x be the strict preference
associated with �x. In this paper we only consider roommate problems with strict preferences, which
we denote by (N, (≻x)x∈N ).

A matching µ is a one to one mapping from N onto itself such that for all x ∈ N µ(µ(x)) = x,
where µ(x) denotes the partner of agent x under the matching µ. If µ(x) = x, then agent x is single
under µ. Given S ⊆ N , S �= ∅, let µ(S) = {µ(x) : x ∈ S}. That is, µ(S) is the set of partners of the
agents in S under µ. Let µ |S be the mapping from S to N which denotes the restriction of µ to S.
If µ(S) = S then µ |S is a matching in (S, (≻x)x∈S).

A pair of agents {x, y} ⊆ N (possibly x = y) is a blocking pair of the matching µ if

y ≻x µ(x) and x ≻y µ(y). [1]

That is, x and y prefer each other to their current partners at µ. If x = y, [1] means that agent x

prefers being alone to being matched with µ(x). An agent x ∈ N blocks a matching µ if that agent
belongs to some blocking pair of µ. A matching is called stable if it is not blocked by any pair {x, y}.
Let {x, y} be a blocking pair of µ. A matching µ′ is obtained from µ by satisfying {x, y} if µ′(x) = y

and for all z ∈ N\{x, y},

µ′(z) =







z if µ(z) ∈ {x, y}

µ(z) otherwise.

That is, once {x, y} is formed, their partners (if any) under µ are alone in µ′, while the remaining
agents are matched as in µ.
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Tan (1991) establishes a necessary and sufficient condition for the solvability of roommate problems
with strict preferences in terms of stable partitions. This notion, which is crucial in the investigation
of this paper, can be formally defined as follows:6

Let A = {a1, ..., ak} ⊆ N be an ordered set of agents. The set A is a ring if k ≥ 3 and for all
i ∈ {1, ..., k}, ai+1 ≻ai

ai−1 ≻ai
ai.(subscript modulo k) The set A is a pair of mutually acceptable

agents if k = 2 and for all i ∈ {1, 2}, ai−1 ≻ai
ai (subscript modulo 2).7 The set A is a singleton if

k = 1.
A stable partition is a partition P of N such that:

(i) For all A ∈ P , the set A is a ring, a mutually acceptable pair of agents or a singleton, and
(ii) For any sets A = {a1, ..., ak} and B = {b1, ..., bl} of P (possibly A = B), the following condition
holds:

if bj ≻ai
ai−1 then bj−1 ≻bj

ai,

for all i ∈ {1, ..., k} and j ∈ {1, ..., l} such that bj �= ai+1. Condition (ii) may be interpreted as a notion
of stability over the partitions satisfying Condition (i).

Note that a stable partition is a generalization of a stable matching. To see this, consider a
matching µ and a partition P formed by pairs of agents and/or singletons. Let A = {a1, a2 = µ(a1)}
and B = {b1, b2 = µ(b1)} of P . If P is a stable partition then Condition (ii) implies that if b1 ≻a1

a2

then b2 ≻b1 a2, which is the usual notion of stability. Hence µ is a stable matching.
The following assertions are proven by Tan (1991).

Remark 1 (i) A roommate problem (N, (≻x)x∈N ) has no stable matchings if and only if there exists a
stable partition with an odd ring. (ii) Any two stable partitions have exactly the same odd rings.8 (iii)
Every even ring in a stable partition can be broken into pairs of mutually acceptable agents preserving
stability.

Throughout the paper we only consider stable partitions which do not contain even rings. By
Remark 1 (iii) this does not imply a loss of generality.

Using the notion of a stable partition Inarra et al. (2008) introduce some specific matchings, called
P -stable matchings, defined as follows:

Definition 1 Let P be a stable partition. A P -stable matching is a matching µ such that for each
A = {a1, ..., ak} ∈ P , µ(ai) ∈ {ai+1, ai−1} for all i ∈ {1, ..., k} except for a unique j where µ(aj) = aj

if A is odd.

3 Absorbing sets for the roommate problem

In this section we introduce the absorbing sets for the class of roommate problems with strict prefer-
ences. First, we find that absorbing sets are strongly related to stable partitions so that the notion of
stable partition is converted into a useful tool for analyzing absorbing sets. To be specific, we show
that each of these sets is determined by some stable partition. Second, by using this relation, we show
that if a roommate problem is solvable then each absorbing set contains only one matching which is
stable. Furthermore, the union of all of them coincides with the core. Thus, absorbing sets may be
considered as a generalization of this solution concept in this framework.

An abstract system is a pair (X,R) where X is a finite set of alternatives and R is a binary
relation on X. Two of the solution concepts put forward to solve an abstract system are the core
and absorbing sets. In what follows, we associate a roommate problem with strict preferences with
an abstract system and define these two solution concepts in this particular setting. Let M denote

6See Biró et al. (2007) for a clarifying interpretation of this notion.
7Hereafter we omit subscript modulo k.
8A ring is odd (even) if its cardinality is odd (even).
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the set of all matchings. Set X = M and define a binary relation R on M as follows: Given two
matchings µ, µ′ ∈ M, µ′Rµ if and only if µ′ is obtained from µ by satisfying a blocking pair of µ. We
say that µ′ directly dominates µ if µ′Rµ. Hereafter the system associated with the roommate problem
(N, (≻x)x∈N ) is the pair (M, R). Let RT denote the transitive closure of R. Then µ′RT µ if and only
if there exists a finite sequence of matchings µ = µ0, µ1, ..., µm = µ′ such that, for all i ∈ {1, ...,m},
µiRµi−1. We say that µ′ dominates µ if µ′RT µ.

As mentioned in the introduction, the conventional solution considered in matching problems is
the core, which coincides with the set of stable matchings. In roommate problems, however, the core
may be empty and absorbing sets stand out as a good candidate for an alternative solution concept.
For these problems an absorbing set can be formally defined as follows:

Definition 2 A nonempty subset A of M is an absorbing set of (M, R) if the following conditions
hold:
(i) For any two distinct µ, µ′ ∈ A, µ′RT µ.
(ii) For any µ ∈ A there is no µ′ /∈ A such that µ′Rµ.

Condition (i) means that matchings of A are symmetrically connected by the relation RT . That
is, every matching in an absorbing set is dominated by any other matching in the same set. Condition
(ii) means that the set A is R-closed. That is, no matching in an absorbing set is directly dominated
by a matching outside the set.

A nice property of this solution is that it always exists, although, in general, it may be not unique.
Theorem 1 in Kalai et al. (1977) states that if X is finite then the admissible set (the union of
absorbing sets) is nonempty (see also Theorem 2.5 in Shenoy (1979)). Thus either of these two results
allows us to conclude that any (M, R) has at least one absorbing set. Absorbing sets also satisfy
the property of outer stability, which says that every matching not belonging to an absorbing set is
dominated by a matching that does belong to an absorbing set.9

Our first theorem establishes that stable partitions may be considered as structures generating the
matchings in absorbing sets. Let P be a stable partition. We denote by AP the set formed by all
the P -stable matchings and those matchings that dominate them. The following result states that an
absorbing set is one of these sets AP .

Theorem 1 Let (N, (≻x)x∈N ) be a roommate problem. If A is an absorbing set then A = AP for
some stable partition P .

Proof. First, we prove that there exists a P -stable matching µ such that µ ∈ A. Let µ be an arbitrary
matching of A. If µ is a P -stable matching for some stable partition P then µ = µ and we are done.
Otherwise, by Theorem 1 in Inarra et al. (2008), there exists a P -stable matching µ such that µRT µ
and by Condition (ii) of Definition 2 we have µ ∈ A.

Now, we prove that A = AP . By Lemma 2, we have AP = {µ} ∪{µ ∈ M:µRT µ}.
(⊆): Let µ ∈ A. We must show that µ ∈ AP . If µ = µ and given that µ ∈ AP we are done. Assume
that µ �= µ. Since µ ∈ A, by Condition (i) of Definition 2, we have µRT µ. Hence µ ∈ AP as desired.
(⊇): Let µ ∈ AP . We must show that µ ∈ A. If µ = µ since µ ∈ A we are done. If µ �= µ then µRT µ.
As µ ∈ A, by Condition (ii) of Definition 2 it follows that µ ∈ A.

This result is used in proving the relation between absorbing sets and stable matchings as shown
in our second theorem.

Theorem 2 If the roommate problem (N, (≻x)x∈N ) is solvable then A is an absorbing set if and only
if A = {µ} for some stable matching µ.

9This is shown in Kalai et al. (1976).
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Proof. If A is an absorbing set then, by Theorem 1, A = AP for some stable partition P . Now, as the
roommate problem is solvable, by Remark 1 (i) the stable partition P contains no odd rings. Hence
there exists a unique P -stable matching µ which is stable by the stability of P . Then AP = {µ} and
therefore A = {µ}. Conversely, if A = {µ} for some stable matching µ, then A satisfies Conditions
(i) and (ii) of Definition 2. Hence A is an absorbing set.

As a result of this theorem we have that the union of all absorbing sets coincides with the core.
To clarify the notion of absorbing sets we consider the following example, which is also used

elsewhere in the paper to illustrate other results.

EXAMPLE 1 Consider the following 10-agent roommate problem:

2 ≻1 3 ≻1 4 ≻1 5 ≻1 6 ≻1 7 ≻1 8 ≻1 9 ≻1 1 ≻1 10

3 ≻2 1 ≻2 4 ≻2 5 ≻2 6 ≻2 7 ≻2 8 ≻2 9 ≻2 10 ≻2 2

1 ≻3 2 ≻3 4 ≻3 5 ≻3 6 ≻3 7 ≻3 8 ≻3 9 ≻3 3 ≻3 10

7 ≻4 8 ≻4 9 ≻4 5 ≻4 6 ≻4 1 ≻4 2 ≻4 3 ≻4 4 ≻4 10

8 ≻5 9 ≻5 7 ≻5 4 ≻5 6 ≻5 5 ≻5 1 ≻5 2 ≻5 3 ≻5 10

9 ≻6 7 ≻6 8 ≻6 4 ≻6 5 ≻6 6 ≻6 1 ≻6 2 ≻6 3 ≻6 10

5 ≻7 6 ≻7 1 ≻7 4 ≻7 9 ≻7 8 ≻7 7 ≻7 2 ≻7 3 ≻7 10

6 ≻8 4 ≻8 5 ≻8 7 ≻8 9 ≻8 8 ≻8 1 ≻8 2 ≻8 3 ≻8 10

4 ≻9 5 ≻9 6 ≻9 7 ≻9 8 ≻9 9 ≻9 1 ≻9 2 ≻9 3 ≻9 10

2 ≻10 10 ≻10 1 ≻10 ..............................................

There are three stable partitions: P1 ={{1, 2, 3},{4, 7},{5, 8},{6, 9},{10}}, P2 ={{1, 2, 3},{4, 8},{5, 9},
{6, 7},{10}} and P3 = {{1, 2, 3},{4, 9},{5, 7},{6, 8},{10}}. Consider the stable partition P2. The asso-
ciated P2-stable matchings are: µ1 =[{1},{2, 3},{4, 8},{5, 9},{6, 7},{10}], µ2 =[{2},{1, 3},{4, 8},{5, 9},
{6, 7},{10}] and µ3=[{3},{1, 2},{4, 8},{5, 9},{6, 7},{10}] and the set AP2

= {µ1, µ2, µ3, µ4}, where
µ4 = [{1, 3}, {2, 10}, {4, 8}, {5, 9}, {6, 7}]. Notice that any of these matchings dominates any other but
they are not directly dominated by any matching outside AP2

. Therefore AP2
is an absorbing set. In

addition, matching µ1 = [{1},{2, 3},{4, 8},{5, 9},{6, 7},{10}] can be derived from the P1-stable match-
ing µ = [{1},{2, 3},{4, 7},{5, 8},{6, 9},{10}] by satisfying the following sequence of blocking pairs:
{1, 7}, {4, 8}, {5, 9}, {6, 7}. Hence µ1 belongs to AP1

. It is easy to verify, however, that µ does not
dominate µ1. Thus AP1

is not an absorbing set since it does not satisfy Condition (i) of Definition 2.

4 Matchings in the absorbing sets

In the previous section we have shown the existence of a link between absorbing sets and stable
partitions. This link is straightforward when the roommate problem is solvable, since each stable
partition induces an absorbing set10. But this result is not maintained when the roommate problem
is unsolvable. In this case from Theorem 1 we know that absorbing sets are determined by stable
partitions but, as it is shown in Example 2, stable partitions with odd rings may not yield absorbing
sets. These results suggest that we should investigate what the stable partitions determining the
absorbing set are. Thus, in this section, we start by characterizing the absorbing sets in terms of
stable partitions.

For the characterization pursued we define two types of agents for each stable partition P (hence,
the set AP is defined): “Dissatisfied” agents who move from one matching to another over the match-
ings in AP without finding a permanent partner, and “satisfied” ones, agents who lack any incentive
to change their current partner over these matchings. As we shall see, satisfied agents play a crucial

10Tan (1991) establishes the relation between stable matchings and stable partitions.
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role in this characterization since the stable partitions determining the absorbing sets are those with
the greatest number of them.

The investigation conducted proves to be useful in identifying matchings in absorbing sets. Notice
that if P is the stable partition giving rise to the absorbing set AP then, by Theorem 1, this set is
formed by the set of P -stable matchings and by the matchings that dominate them. The results of
this section are illustrated using Example 1.

Our first theorem gives a characterization for absorbing sets in terms of stable partitions. To
obtain it, some additional definitions are introduced.

Given a stable partition P , let DP denote the set of dissatisfied agents that block some matching
in AP , and let SP = N\DP be the set of satisfied ones. In Appendix 1 we give an iterative process for
calculating these two sets. From Remark 3 of this appendix we learn that for any set A of the stable
partition P , either A ⊆ DP or A ⊆ SP .

Let P |SP
= {A ∈ P : A ⊆ SP } denote the stable partition P restricted to the set of satisfied agents

SP . Given that the elements in P |SP
are pairs and/or singletons matched in a stable manner, (see

again the iterative process in Appendix 1) it is immediate that P |SP
is also a stable partition for the

roommate problem (SP (≻x)x∈Sp). Thus, P |SP
may be interpreted as a ”partial” matching for the

roommate problem (N ,(≻x)x∈N ).
We denote by P = {P |SP

: P is a stable partition} the set of all partial matchings for a roommate
problem (N, (≻x)x∈N ). We say that P |SP

is maximal in P if there is not a stable partition P ′ such
that P |SP

⊂ P ′ |S
P ′

.

Theorem 3 Let (N, (≻x)x∈N ) be a roommate problem. A is an absorbing set if and only if A = AP

for some stable partition P such that P |SP
is maximal in P.

Proof. (=⇒): Let A be an absorbing set. Then, by Theorem 1, A = AP for some stable partition P .
We prove that P |SP

is maximal in P. Assume that P |SP
is not maximal, i.e., there exists a stable

partition P ′ such that P |SP
⊂ P ′ |S

P ′
. Let µ and µ′ be a P -stable matching and a P ′-stable matching

respectively. Thus, by Lemma 5, µ′RTµ. Now, since µ ∈ AP and A = AP we have µ ∈ A. Hence, by
Condition (ii) of Definition 2 µ′ ∈ A. But then, by Condition (i), µRTµ′ and therefore, by Lemma 5,
P ′ |S

P ′
⊆ P |SP

, contradicting that P |SP
⊂ P ′ |S

P ′
.

(⇐=): Let P be a stable partition such that P |SP
is maximal in P. We prove that AP is an absorbing

set, i.e., AP satisfies Conditions (i) and (ii) of Definition 2. By Lemma 2, AP = {µ}∪
{

µ ∈ M : µRT µ
}

where µ is a P -stable matching. Let µ ∈ AP . If there exists µ′ ∈ M such that µ′Rµ then µ′RT µ.
Hence µ′ ∈ AP and Condition (ii) follows.
Now we show that AP satisfies Condition (i). It suffices to prove that µRT µ for all µ ∈ AP such that
µ �= µ. If µ is not a P ′-stable matching for any stable partition P ′, by Theorem 1 in Inarra et al.

(2007), there exists a P ′-stable matching µ′ such that µ′RT µ. Since µRT µ we have µ′RT µ (if µ is a
P ′-stable matching for some stable partition P ′ then µ′ = µ can be considered.) Thus, by Lemma 5,
P |SP

⊆ P ′ |S
P ′

and since P |SP
is maximal in P, it follows that P |SP

= P ′ |S
P ′

. But then µRT µ′ and
since µ′RTµ we conclude that µRT µ as desired.

As an immediate consequence of the above theorem and Lemma 6, the number of absorbing sets
in a roommate problem can be determined straightforwardly.

Corollary 4 Let (N, (≻x)x∈N ) be a roommate problem. The number of absorbing sets is equal to the

number of distinct maximal partitions of P.

The following theorem specifies a property verified by some partial matchings for the roommate
problem (N ,(≻x)x∈N ). Specifically, it proves that any two stable partitions that determine two ab-
sorbing sets, have the same set of satisfied agents.
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Theorem 5 Let (N, (≻x)x∈N ) be a roommate problem. If P and P ′ are two stable partitions such

that P |SP
and P ′ |SP ′

are maximal in P then SP = SP ′.

Proof. Suppose, by contradiction, that SP �= SP ′. Then SP ∩DP ′ �= ∅ or SP ′ ∩DP �= ∅. We assume,
without loss of generality, that SP ∩DP ′ �= ∅ (otherwise, the argument will be identical except for the
roles of P and P ′, which are interchanged). By Lemma 7, for each A ∈ P either A ⊆ DP ′ or A ⊆ SP ′.
Let P ∗ = {A ∈ P : A ⊆ DP ′} ∪ {A′ ∈ P ′ : A′ ⊆ SP ′} be a partition of N . It is easy to verify that P ∗

is stable. Now we prove that DP ∗ ⊆ DP ∩ DP ′ . By the iterative process described in Appendix 1,
there exists a finite sequence of sets 〈D∗

t 〉
r∗

t=0 such that:
(i) D∗

0 is the union of all odd rings of P ∗.
(ii) For t ≥ 1, D∗

t = D∗

t−1 ∪D∗

t where B∗

t = {b∗1(t), ..., b
∗

l∗t
(t)} ∈ P ∗ (l∗t = 1 or 2), B∗

t � D∗

t−1, for which

there is a set A∗

t = {a∗1(t), ..., a
∗

k∗

t
(t)} ∈ P ∗, A∗

t ⊆ D∗

t−1 and

b∗j (t) ≻a∗

i (t) a∗i (t) and a∗i (t) ≻b∗j (t) b∗j−1(t), [2]

for some i ∈ {1, ..., k∗

t } and j ∈ {1, ..., l∗t }.
Then, the process, DP ∗ = D∗

r∗ . We prove by induction on t that, for each t = 0, ..., r∗, D∗

t ⊆ DP ∩DP ′ .
If t = 0, this is trivial. Assume that t ≥ 1. It is suffices to prove that B∗

t ⊆ DP ∩ DP ′ . By Lemma
7, we only need to show that b∗j(t) ∈ DP ∩ DP ′ . Since A∗

t ⊆ D∗

t−1, by the inductive hypothesis,
a∗i (t) ∈ DP ∩DP ′. Clearly b∗j (t) ∈ DP ′ (otherwise, B∗

t ∈ P ′ and since a∗i (t) ∈ DP ′ , by [2], b∗j(t) ∈ DP ′).
So B∗

t ∈ P and since a∗i (t) ∈ DP , from [2] it follows that b∗j (t) ∈ DP , as desired.
Finally, since DP ∗ ⊆ DP ∩ DP ′ we have SP ′ ∪ (SP ∩ DP ′) ⊆ SP ∗ and therefore P ′ |SP ′

⊂ P ∗ |SP∗
,

contradicting the maximality of P ′ |SP ′
.

The following remark, which follows immediately from Theorem 3 and Theorem 5, states that
absorbing sets are determined by those stable partitions with the maximum number of satisfied agents.

Remark 2 Let (N, (≻x)x∈N ) be a roommate problem. A is an absorbing set if and only if A = AP

for some stable partition P , such that |SP | ≥ |SP ′ | for every stable partition P ′.

Therefore, if P is the stable partition yielding the absorbing set AP , then by Theorem 1 we know
that this set is formed by the P -stable matchings and those matchings that dominate them, and from
this remark we also know that the set of satisfied agents of these matchings has greater or equal
cardinality than the matchings in AP ′.

To conclude this section, let us illustrate the above results with the roommate problem from
Example 1.

Applying the iterative process in Appendix 1 to the stable partitions of this problem gives the
following information: For the stable partition P1, we have that the sets of dissatisfied and sat-
isfied agents are DP1

= {1, 2...., 10} and SP1
= ∅ respectively. For the stable partitions P2 and

P3 we have DP2
= DP3

= {1, 2, 3, 10} and SP2
= SP3

= {4, ..., 9}. Hence, the partial matchings
of P are P1 |SP1

= ∅, P2 |SP2
= {{4, 8}, {5, 9}, {6, 7}} and P3 |SP3

= {{4, 9}, {5, 7}, {6, 8}}. Notice
that P2 |SP2

and P3 |SP3
are the maximal partitions of P with the greatest set of satisfied agents.

Therefore, by Theorem 3 and Corollary 4, this roommate problem has exactly two absorbing sets
A and A′ where A = AP2

contains the following matchings: µ1=[{1},{2, 3},{4, 8},{5, 9},{6, 7},{10}],
µ2=[{2},{1, 3},{4, 8},{5, 9},{6, 7},{10}], µ3=[{3},{1, 2},{4, 8},{5, 9},{6, 7},{10}] and µ4=[{1, 3},{2, 10},
{4, 8},{5, 9},{6, 7}] and A′ = AP3

containing the P3-stable matchings which are: µ′

1 = [{1}, {2, 3},{4, 9},
{5, 7},{6, 8},{10}], µ′

2 = [{2}, {1, 3},{4, 9},{5, 7},{6, 8},{10}], µ′

3= [{3},{1, 2},{4, 9},{5, 7},{6, 8},{10}]
and µ′

4=[{1, 3},{2, 10},{4, 9},{5, 7},{6, 8}].
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5 Structure of matchings in absorbing sets

In this section we investigate the structure of the matchings of absorbing sets. First, we show that all
matchings in an absorbing set share certain common features. Furthermore, in the case of a roommate
problem with multiple absorbing sets we also find similarities among their matchings.

Let AP be an absorbing set associated with the stable partition P and set AP = A. Then, as in
the previous section, the sets DA and SA will denote respectively the sets of dissatisfied and satisfied
agents for the absorbing set A.

The following theorem, easily derived from Theorem 3 and Lemma 4, proves that all matchings in
an absorbing set A have some identical pairings formed by the satisfied agents which, in addition, are
a stable matching for the roommate problem (SA, (≻x)x∈SA

).

Theorem 6 Let (N, (≻x)x∈N ) be a roommate problem. For any absorbing set A such that SA �= ∅
the following conditions hold:
(i) For any µ ∈ A, µ(SA) = SA and µ |SA

is stable for (SA, (≻x)x∈SA
).

(ii) For any µ, µ′ ∈ A, µ |SA
= µ′ |SA

.

For an illustration of the result above see Example 1 at the end of Section 4.
Next, we investigate the structure of absorbing sets in case of multiplicity. For this purpose, some

additional definitions are required. Given an absorbing set A such that DA �= ∅, let A |DA
= {µ |DA

:
µ ∈ A} denote the set of “partial” matchings of the absorbing set A restricted to the set of dissatisfied
agents DA. Analogously, if SA �= ∅, let A |SA

= {µ |SA
: µ ∈ A}. The following theorem shows that

there are similarities among matchings belonging to different absorbing sets.

Theorem 7 Let (N, (≻x)x∈N ) be a roommate problem. For any two absorbing sets A and A′, the
following conditions hold:
(i) DA = DA′ and SA = SA′ .
(ii) A |D

A
= A′ |D

A′
.

(iii) A |S
A

and A′ |S
A′

are singletons consisting of a stable matching in (SA, (≻x)x∈SA
), where S =

SA = SA′ .

Proof. Let A and A′ be two absorbing sets. Then, by Theorem 3, there are stable partitions P and
P ′ such that A = AP , A′ = AP ′ where P |SP

and P ′ |S
P ′ are maximal in P.

(i) Since SA = SP and SA′ = SP ′ and, by Theorem 5, SP = SP ′, then SA = SA′ . Therefore
DA = DA′ .
(ii) It is very easy to verify that A |DA

and A′ |D
A′

are absorbing sets in (D, (≻x)x∈D) where D =
DA = DA′ such that A |DA

= AP |DP

and A′ |D
A′

= AP ′|D
P ′

. Since SP |DP

= SP ′|
D

P ′

= ∅, from Lemma

6, we conclude that A |DA
= A′ |DA′ .

(iii) This follows directly from Theorem 6.
Thus, for a roommate problem (N, (≻x)x∈N ), all its absorbing sets have the following coincidences:

(i) The set of dissatisfied agents is the same for all matchings across all absorbing sets and so is the set
of satisfied agents. (ii) The roommate problem of the dissatisfied agents (D, (≻x)x∈D) has a unique
absorbing set. (iii) Satisfied agents form stable matchings for the roommate problem (S, (≻x)x∈S).
Hence, the two absorbing sets A and A′ only differ in how the satisfied agents are matched.

The three conditions above provide all absorbing sets of a roommate problem with strict preferences
with a similar structure, as illustrated in Figure 1.
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•

•

•

•

◦

◦

◦

◦

A
µ1 = [{1}, {2, 3}, ...]

µ2 = [{1, 3}, {2}, ...]µ3 = [{1, 2}, {3}, ...]

µ4 = [{1, 3}, {2, 10}, ...]

•

•

•

•

◦

◦

◦

A′

µ′
1 = [{1}, {2, 3}, ...]

µ′
2 = [{1, 3}, {2}, ...]µ′

3 = [{1, 2}, {3}, ...]

µ′
4 = [{1, 3}, {2, 10}, ...]

Figure 1.- The two absorbing sets of the roommate problem in Example 1.

To explain this last result, consider the two absorbing sets from Example 1: A = AP2
and A′ = AP3

.
Since DA = DA′ = {1, 2, 3, 10} we have A = {µ1, µ2, µ3, µ4} and A′ = {µ′

1, µ
′
2, µ

′
3, µ

′
4} where µ1, µ2, µ3

are the P2-stable matchings and µ′
1, µ

′
2, µ

′
3 are the P3-stable matchings (see Figure 1). Addition-

ally, A |DA
= {µ1 |DA

, µ2 |DA
, µ3 |DA

, µ4 |DA
} and A′ |DA′=

{

µ′
1 |DA′ , µ

′
2 |DA′ , µ

′
3 |DA′ , µ

′
4 |DA′

}

where
µ1 |DA

= µ′
1 |D

A′
= [{1} , {2, 3}], µ2 |DA

= µ′
2 |D

A′
= [{1, 3} , {2}], µ3 |DA

= µ′
3 |D

A′
= [{1, 2} , {3}] and

µ4 |DA
= µ′

4 |D
A′

= [{1, 3} , {2, 10}]. Furthermore, A |SA
and A′ |S

A′
are respectively singletons con-

sisting of the stable matchings µ = [{4, 8},{5, 9},{6, 7}] and µ′ = [{4, 9}, {5, 7}, {6, 8}] in (S, (≻x)x∈S)
where S = {4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}.

Appendix 1

An iterative process to determine the sets of dissatisfied and satisfied agents

Given a stable partition P (hence the set AP is immediately defined) the process determines the set
DP , which is formed by those dissatisfied agents that block some matching in AP and the set SP

formed by those satisfied agents that do not block any matching in AP .
The set DP can be determined by an iterative process in a finite number of steps. To that end,

we define inductively a sequence of sets 〈Dt〉
∞
t=0 as follows:

(i) for t = 0, D0 is the union of all odd rings of P .
(ii) for t ≥ 1, Dt = Dt−1 ∪ Bt where Bt = {b1(t), ..., blt(t)} ∈ P (lt = 1 or 2), Bt � Dt−1,
and there is a set At = {a1(t), ..., akt

(t)} ∈ P such that At ⊆ Dt−1 and

bj(t) ≻ai(t) ai(t) and ai(t) ≻bj(t) bj−1(t), [3]

for some i ∈ {1, ..., kt} and j ∈ {1, ..., lt}.
11

11
If no such set exists then Dt = Dt−1.
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Given that P contains a finite number of sets, then Dt = Dt−1 for some t. Let r be the minimum
number such that Dr+1 = Dr. Then Dr = DP

12.
From this iterative process the following remark easily follows.

Remark 3 For any set A ∈ P , either A ⊆ DP or A ⊆ SP .

To illustrate the iterative process above, consider the stable partition P1 = {{1, 2, 3},{4, 7},{5, 8},
{6, 9},{10}} of Example 1. Note that P1 contains a unique odd ring. Then D0 = {1, 2, 3}. Let
B1 = {10} and A1 = {1, 2, 3}. Since 10 ≻2 2 and 2 ≻10 10, then D1 = D0 ∪ B1 = {1, 2, 3, 10}. Let
B2 = {4, 7} and A2 = {1, 2, 3}. Since 7 ≻1 1 and 1 ≻7 4, then D2 = D1 ∪ B2 = {1, 2, 3, 10, 4, 7}.
Consider now the sets B3 = {5, 8} and A3 = {4, 7}. As 8 ≻4 4 and 4 ≻8 5, then D3 = D2 ∪ B3 =
{1, 2, 3, 10, 4, 7, 5, 8}. Finally, let B4 = {6, 9} and A4 = {5, 8}. Since 9 ≻5 5 and 5 ≻9 6, then
D4 = D3 ∪ B4 = {1, 2, 3, 10, 4, 7, 5, 8, 6, 9} and the process is completed. Hence DP1

= D4. Repeating
the process for P2 = {{1, 2, 3},{4, 8},{5, 9},{6, 7},{10}} and P3 = {{1, 2, 3}, {4, 9},{5, 7},{6, 8},{10}}
we have DP2

= DP3
= {1, 2, 3, 10}. Therefore the sets of satisfied agents are SP1 = ∅ and SP2

= SP3
=

{4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}

Appendix 213

Lemma 1 Given a stable partition P . For any two distinct P -stable matchings µ and µ ′, µ′RT µ.

Lemma 2 Let P be a stable partition and µ be a P -stable matching. Then, AP = {µ}∪
{

µ ∈ M : µRTµ
}

.

Lemma 3 Let P be a stable partition. Then, there exists µ∗ ∈ AP such that

µ∗(x) =







x if x ∈ DP \D0

µ(x) otherwise,

where µ is a P -stable matching.

Lemma 4 Let P be a stable partition such that SP �= ∅. The following conditions hold:
(i) For any µ ∈ AP , µ(SP ) = SP and µ |SP

is stable for (SP , (≻x)x∈SP
).

(ii) For any µ, µ′ ∈ AP , µ |SP
= µ′ |SP

.

Lemma 5 Let P and P ′ be two distinct stable partitions and let µ and µ′ be a P -stable matching and
a P ′-stable matching respectively. Then, µ′RTµ if and only if P |SP

⊆ P ′ |S
P ′

.

Lemma 6 Let P and P ′ be two stable partitions. AP = AP ′ if and only if P |SP
= P ′ |S

P ′
.

Lemma 7 Let P and P ′ be two stable partitions. Then for each A ∈ P either A ⊆ DP ′ or A ⊆ SP ′.
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An algorithm for a super-stable roommates problem
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Abstract

In this paper we describe an efficient algorithm that decides if a stable
matching exists for a generalized stable roommates problem, where, instead of
linear preferences, agents have partial preference orders on potential partners.
Furthermore, we may forbid certain partnerships, that is, we are looking for
a matching such that none of the matched pairs is forbidden, and yet, no
blocking pair (forbidden or not) exists.

To solve the above problem, we generalize the first algorithm for the ordi-
nary stable roommates problem.

1 Introduction

The study of stable matching problems were initiated by Gale and Shapley [3] who
introduced the stable marriage problem. In this problem each of n men and n women
have a linear preference order on the members of the opposite gender. We ask if
there exists a marriage scheme in which no man and woman mutually prefer one
another to their eventual partners. The authors prove that the so called deferred
acceptance algorithm always finds a stable marriage scheme.

It is natural to ask the same question for a more general, nonbipartite (some-
times called: one sided) model, in which we have n agents with preference orders
on all other agents. This is the so called stable roommates problem, and we are
looking for a matching (i.e. a pairing of the agents) such that no two agents prefer
one another to their eventual partners. Such a matching is called a stable match-

ing. A significant difference between the stable marriage and the stable roommates
problems is that for the latter, it might happen that no stable matching exists. The
stable roommates problem was solved by Irving [4], with an efficient algorithm that
either finds a stable matching or concludes that no stable matching exists for the
particular problem. Later, Tan [8] used this algorithm to give a good characteriza-
tion, that is, he proved that for any stable roommates problem, there always exists
a so called stable partition (that can be regarded as a half integral, fractional stable
matching) with the property that either it is a stable matching, or it is a compact
proof for the nonexistence of a stable matching.
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In both the stable marriage and the stable roommates problems strict preferences
of the participating agents play a crucial role. However, in many practical situations,
we have to deal with indifferences in the preference orders. Our model for this is
that preference orders are partial (rather than linear) orders. We can extend the
notion of a stable matching to this model in at least three different ways. One
possibility is that a matching is weakly stable if no pair of agents a, b exists such
that they mutually strictly prefer one another to their eventual partner. Ronn
proved that deciding the existence of a weakly stable matching is NP-complete [6].
A more restrictive notion is that a matching is strongly stable if there are no agents
a and b such that a strictly prefers b to his eventual partner and b does not prefer his
eventual partner to a. Scott gave an algorithm that finds a strongly stable matching
or reports if none exists in O(m2) time [7]. The most restrictive notion is that of
super-stability. A matching is super-stable if there exist no two agents a and b such
that neither of them prefers his eventual situation to being a partner of the other.
In other words, a matching is super-stable, if it is stable for any linear extensions
of the preference orders of the agents. For the case where indifference is transitive,
Irving and Manlove gave an O(m) algorithm to find a super-stable matching, if
exists [5]. Interestingly, the algorithm has in two phases, just like Irving’s [4], but
its second phase is completely different. It is also noted there that the algorithm
works without modification for the more general poset case.

The motivation of our present work is to give a direct algorithm to this kind
of stable matching problem by generalizing Irving’s original algorithm. This latter
algorithm works in such a way that it keeps on deleting edges of the underlying
graph until a (stable) matching is left. It turnes out that deleting an edge is too
harsh a transformation, we need a finer one as well. For this reason, we extend our
model and we also allow forbidden edges. And, instead of deleting, we will also
forbid certain edges during the algorithm. Although a stable matching problem
with forbidden edges is a special case of the poset problem (for each forbidden
edge add a parallel copy and declare them equal in the preference orders), it is an
interesting problem in itself. Dias et al. gave an O(m) algorithm to the stable
marriage problem with forbidden pairs [1].

Our present problem, the super-stable matching problem with forbidden edges
is known to be polynomial-time solvable. Fleiner et al. exhibited a reduction of
this problem to 2-SAT [2]. However, this reduction does not give much information
about the structure of super-stable matchings. In particular, it is not obvious if
there exists a “short proof” for the nonexistence of a super-stable matching, just
like Tan’s stable partition [8] works for the ordinary stable roommates problem.
Our direct approach may be useful to find such a certificate.

To formalize our problem, we define a preference model as a triple (G, F,O),
where G = (V, E) is a graph, the set F of forbidden edges is a subset of the edge
set E of G, and O = {<v: v ∈ V }, where <v is a partial order on the star E(v)
of v (that is, the set of those edges of G that are incident with vertex v). It is
convenient to think that we deal with a market situation: vertices of G are the
acting agents and edges of G represent possible partnerships between them. Partial
order <v is the preference order of agent v on his possible partnerships. Parallel
edges are allowed in G: the same two agents may form different partnerships, that
may yield different profits for them. A subset M of E is a matching if edges of M

do not share a vertex, that is, each agent participates in at most one partnership.
Matching M is stable (we omit the super prefix for convenience), if M ⊆ E \ F (in
other words, no edge of M is forbidden, that is, all edges of M are free), and if each
edge e of E is dominated by M , that is, if e ∈ M or there is an edge m ∈ M and a
vertex v ∈ V such that m <v e. If M is a matching and e is not dominated by M

then e is a blocking edge of M . The stable roommates problem with partial orders

and forbidden pairs is the decision problem on an input preference model whether
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it has a stable matching or not.
Note that in the standard terminology, agents have preferences on possible part-

ners, rather than on partnerships. It is easy to see that in our approach, this
corresponds to the case where graph G in the preference model is simple. We also
have a slightly different way of defining stability via dominance. Traditionally, we
first define the notion of blocking and then we say that a stable matching is a
matching that has no blocking edge. Also note that the stable roommates problem
is the special case where G is simple, F = ∅, and each order <v is linear.

2 The generalized algorithm

Let us fix a preference model (G0, F0,O0), as the input of our algorithm. We should
find a stable matching, if it exists. The algorithm works step by step. In each step,
it transforms the actual model (Gi, Fi,Oi) to a simpler model (Gi+1, Fi+1,Oi+1) in
such a way that the answer to the latter problem is a valid answer to the former
one, as well. That is, after the transformation no new stable matching can emerge
and if there was a stable matching in the former model, then there should also be
one in the new model. We use three kind of transformations: we forbid edges, we
delete forbidden edges and we restrict the model.

If e is a free edge of Gi, then forbidding e means that Gi+1 := Gi, Fi+1 := Fi∪{e}
and Oi+1 := Oi. The algorithm may forbid e if either no stable matching contains
e or if e is not contained in all stable matchings. After such a forbidding, there is
a stable matching in (Gi, Fi,Oi) if and only if there is one in (Gi+1, Fi+1,Oi+1),
and any stable matching of (Gi+1, Fi+1,Oi+1) is a stable matching of (Gi, Fi,Oi).
Forbidding a subset E′ of E means that we simultaneously forbid all edges of E′.

If e is a forbidden edge of Gi then deleting e means that we delete e from Gi

to get Gi+1, Fi+1 := Fi \ {e}, and the partial orders in Oi+1 are the restrictions
of the corresponding partial orders of Oi, to the corresponding stars of Gi+1. The
algorithm may delete e if there exists no matching in (Gi, Fi,Oi) that is blocked
only by e. This implies that the set of stable matchings in (Gi, Fi,Oi) and in
(Gi+1, Fi+1,Oi+1) is the same.

If U is a proper subset of the vertex set of Gi then restriction to U means
that Gi+1 is the graph we get from Gi after deleting all vertices outside U , Fi+1

is the subset of Fi that is spanned by Gi+1, and the partial orders of Oi+1 are the
restricted partial orders of Oi to the corresponding stars of Gi+1.

We shall use different kinds of steps throughout the algorithm. There is a certain
hierarchy of them: the next step of the algorithm always has the highest priority
among those steps that can be executed. To describe these step types, we say that
edge e = Ei(v) of Gi (forbidden or not) is a first choice edge of v, if there is no edge
f ∈ Ei(v) \ Fi with f <v e (i.e., if no free edge can dominate e at vertex v). Note
that there can be more than one 1st choices of v present.

0th priority (proposal) step If e = vw is a 1st choice of v then orient e from
v to w, and (Gi, Fi,Oi) = (Gi+1, Fi+1,Oi+1).

Clearly, the set of stable matchings does not change by a proposal step. We
shall call the 1st choice arcs we create by the proposal steps 1-arcs. Note that it is
possible that a 1-arc is bioriented.

After the algorithm have found all 1-arcs, it looks for a
1st priority (mild rejection) step If 1-arc e of Gi points to v and Ei(v) ∋

f �<v e (that is, f is not better than e according to v in Gi) then forbid f .
Obviously, if f is in some matching M then e �∈ M , and hence e (being a first

choice at its other end) blocks M . So f cannot be in a stable matching, we can
forbid it. Eventually, we have to delete edges and the algorithm does this only the
following way.
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2nd priority (firm rejection) step If some free 1-arc e of Gi points to v and
e <v f ∈ Ei(v) (e is better than f according to v in Gi) then we delete f .

Note that the above f is already forbidden by a 1st priority step. Assume that
f blocks matching M , hence, in particular, e �∈ M . But e is a first choice of its
other endvertex, thus e is also blocking M . So deleting f does not change the set
of stable matchings of the preference model.

Note that the so called 1st phase steps in Irving’s algorithm [4] for the stable
roommates problem are the special cases of our proposal and firm rejection steps.
It is true for the stable roommates problem that as soon as no more 1st phase steps
can be executed, the preference model has the so called first-last property: if some
edge e = uv is a first choice of u, then e is the last choice of v. A generalization
of this property holds in our setting. Assume that the algorithm cannot execute a
0th, 1st or 2nd priority step for (Gi, Fi,Oi). Let V0 denote the set of those vertices
of Gi that are not incident with any free edges, V1 stand for the set of those vertices
of Gi that are incicent with a bioriented free 1-arc and V2 refer to the set of the
remaining vertices of Gi. The following properties are true.

Theorem 1. Assume that no proposal or rejection step can be made in Gi, and let
V0, V1 and V2 be defined as above.

If v ∈ V1 ∪ V2 then there is a unique 1-arc entering v and there is a unique
1-arc leaving v, and all these 1-arcs are free. There is no edge of Gi leaving V0.
Bioriented free 1-arcs form a matching M1 that covers V1, and no more edges are
incident with V1 in Gi.

M is a stable matching of (Gi, Fi,Oi) if and only if the following properties hold:
(1) each vertex of V0 is isolated and (2) M1 ⊆ M and
(3) M \ M1 is a stable matching of the model restricted to V2.

Proof. Let v ∈ V1 ∪ V2. By definition, there is at least one free edge incident with
v, hence there is at least one free 1-arc leaving v. On the other hand, no proposal
or rejection step (mild or firm) can be made in Gi, hence at most one free 1-arc
enters v. By definition, no free 1-arc enter vertices of V0, and this means that 1-arcs
leaving vertices of V1 ∪ V2 enter this very same vertex set. Consequently, there is
a unique free 1-arc leaving and entering each vertex of V1 ∪ V2. Can there be a
forbidden 1-arc e incident with a vertex v of V1 ∪ V2? The answer is no: such an
arc cannot enter v, as otherwise v would be able to reject. So e = uv is a 1-arc
from V1 ∪ V2 to V0. But v is not incident with any free arcs by definition, thus vu

is a 1-arc that enters vertex u of V1 ∪ V2, contradiction. Hence all 1-arcs that are
incident with V1 ∪ V2 are free.

Let u ∈ V0 and e = uv be an edge of Gi. Clearly e is a 1-arc and e is forbidden
by the definition of V0, so v ∈ V0 holds. This means that all edges incident with a
vertex of V0 are completely inside V0.

If v is in V1 then there is a unique 1-arc a that leaves v, so a must bioriented
by the definition of V1. If e = uv is an edge of Gi then either e = a or e is not a
first choice of v, hence a ≺v e holds. But in this case v should delete e in a firm
rejection step as a is a 1-arc entering v. This argument shows that edges of Gi that
are incident with V1 are all bioriented and form a matching M1 covering V1.

Assume now that M is a stable matching of Gi. No edge of Gi incident with
a vertex of V0 can block M , hence V0 consists of isolated vertices. As M is not
blocked by an edge of M1, edges of M1 all belong to M . As there is no edge of Gi

that leaves V2, edges of M in V2 form a stable matching of the restricted model to
V2.

Let now M2 be a stable matching of the model restricted to V2 and assume that
V0 consists of isolated vertices. Let M := M2 ∪ M1. Clearly M is a matching.
If some edge e blocks M then e cannot be incident with V0, as these vertices are
isolated, and e cannot have a vertex in V1 either, as vertices of V1 are only incident
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with edges of M1. Hence e is an edge within V2, contradicting to the fact that M2

is a matching.

If some vertex of V0 is not isolated then the algorithm stops and concludes that
no stable matching exists. If this is not the case, then another possibility is that
V2 = ∅. This case the algorithm stops, and reports that there is a stable matching.
To construct one, the algotithm takes M1 and completes it to a stable matching
of the original preference model with the previously listed other matchings of type
M1. Theorem 1 justifies both these terminations. If none of the above cases hold
then V2 �= ∅ and we make a

3rd priority (restriction) step: if V0 ∪ V1 �= ∅ then we restrict the model to
V2. By Theorem 1, it is enough to find a stable matching for the restricted Gi+1: if
there is such a matching M ′, then M ′ ∪M1 is a stable matching of Gi. If no stable
matching exists after the restriction, then there was no stable matching even before
it.

Assume that in (Gi, Fi,Oi), the algorithm can execute no 0th, 1st or 2nd or 3rd
priority step. An edge e ∈ Ei(v) is a second choice of v if e >v f �∈ F implies that
f is the 1st choice of v. In other words, e is a second choice, if the only free edge
that dominates e at v is the unique 1-arc leaving v. Note that every vertex v of Gi

is incident with at least one free second choice edge: in the “worst case” it is the
unique 1-arc pointing to v.

4th priority step If e = vw is a second choice of v then (counterintuitively)
orient e from w to v. Arcs created at this step are called 2-arcs. As we do not
modify the preference model (Gi+1 = Gi, Fi+1 = Fi and Oi+1 = Oi), the set of
stable matchings does not change by a 4th priority step.

What is the meaning of a 2-arc? Let, vv′ and uu′ be 1-arcs and u′v be a 2-arc.
As vv′ is the only free edge dominating u′v at v, we get that if uu′ is present in
a stable matching M then uu′ does not dominate uv′, hence vv′ ∈ M follows. In
other words, 2-arcs represent implications on 1-arcs. This allows us to build an
implication structure on the set of 1-arcs.

In this structure, two 1-arcs e and f are called sm-equivalent, if there is a directed
cycle D formed by 1-arcs and 2-arcs in an alternating manner such that D contains
both e and f . (Note that D may use the same vertex more than once.) Sm-
equivalence is clearly an equivalence relation and if C is an sm-class and M is a
stable matching then either C is disjoint from M or C is contained in M .

Beyond determining sm-equivalence classes, 2-arcs yield further implications be-
tween sm-classes: if uu′ is a 1-arc of sm-class C and vv′ is a 1-arc of sm-class C′ and
u′v is a 2-arc, then sm-class C “implies” sm-class C′ in such a way that if C is not
disjoint from stable matching M then M contains both classes C and C′. Assume
that sm-class C is on the top of this implication structure, i.e. C is not implied by
any other sm-class (but C may imply certain other classes). Formally, we have that

if vv′ is a 1-arc of C and w′v is a 2-arc (1)

then (the unique) 1-arc ww′ is sm-equivalent to vv′.

To find a top sm-class C, introduce an auxiliary digraph on the vertices of Gi,
such that if uu′ is a 1-arc and u′v is a 2-arc, then we introduce an arc uv of the
auxiliary graph. It is well known that by depth first search, we can find a source
strong component of the auxiliary graph in linear time. If it contains vertices
u1, u2, . . . , uk then it determines a top sm-class C = {u1u

′

1, u2u
′

2, . . . , uku′

k} formed
by 1-arcs. Note that it is possible here that ui = u′

j for different i and j.
5th priority step If for 1-arcs uiu

′

i, uju
′

j ∈ C there are 2-arcs vui and vuj with
vui �<v vuj then forbid vui.

To justify this step, assume that vui ∈ M for some stable matching M of Gi. As
vui does not dominate vuj , vuj has to be dominated at uj by uju

′

j ∈ M . As uiu
′

i
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and uju
′

j are sm-equivalent, this means that uju
′

j also belongs to M , a contradiction.
So vui does not belong to any stable matching and after forbidding it, the set of
stable matchings does not change. Note that after we take a 5th priority step, new
2-arcs may be created so we might continue with a 4th priority step.

6th priority step Forbid all edges of C in (Gi, Fi,Oi).
To justify this kind of step, we check two cases. Case 1 is that C is not a

matching, that is, ui = u′

j for some i �= j. As a subset of a matching is a matching,
no matching (hence no stable matching) can contain C. So by sm-equivalence, C is
disjoint from any stable matching of Gi, and forbidding C is not changing the set
of stable matchings.

Case 2 is that C is a matching. Each ui is adjacent to at least two free edges:
the incoming and the outgoing 1-arcs. So each ui receives at least one free 2-arc.
This free 2-arc must come from some u′

j by property (1). Let C′ denote the set of
free 2-arcs of the form u′

jui. As we have seen, each ui receives at least one arc of C′,
hence |C′| ≥ k. As we cannot execute any more 5th priority steps in (Gi, Fi,Oi),
from each u′

j there is at most one arc of C′ leaving, implying |C′| ≤ k. This means
that |C′| = k and each ui receives exactly one arc of C′ and each u′

i sends exactly
one arc of C′. As sets {u1, u2, . . . , uk} and {u′

1, u
′

2, . . . , u
′

k} are disjoint, this means
that set C′ forms a perfect matching on vertices u1, u

′

1, u2, u
′

2, . . . , uk, u′

k.
Let M be a stable matcing of (Gi, Fi,Oi). If M is disjoint from C then M is

stable in (Gi+1, Fi+1,Oi+1) as well. Otherwise, by sm-equivalence, M contains all
edges of C and disjoint from C′. We claim that M ′ := M \C ∪C′ is another stable
matching of (Gi, Fi,Oi) and hence it is a stable matching of (Gi+1, Fi+1,Oi+1), as
well.

Indeed: M ′ is a matching, as C and C′ cover the same set of vertices. Each
edge uiu

′

i is dominated at u′

i by M ′ by Theorem 1. Each forbidden 2-arc of type
u′

jui is dominated at u′

j by the 5th priority step. For the remaining edges, if some
edge e does not have a vertex ui then e is dominated the same way in M ′ as in M .
Otherwise, if ui is a vertex of e then e is neither a first nor a second choice of ui as
we have already checked these edges. This means that the free 2-arc pointing to ui

is dominating e, so C′ and thus M ′ also dominates e at ui.
Clearly, this 6th priority step corresponds to the so called rotation elimination

of Irving’s algorithm [4], where C ∪ C′ is the generalization of a rotation.
If the algorithm does not stop after some 2nd priority step with the conclusion

that no stable matching exists then it keeps on forbidding and deleting edges. Sooner
or later it cannot do this any more, so no further step can be made. Pick a vertex
v of the actual Gi. As no 3rd priority step is possible, there is a free edge adjacent
to v. So v sends a free 1-arc, and it also receives a free 1-arc. Again by the 3rd
priority step, these arcs are different, hence there is a 2-arc pointing to v. This
implies that a 5th or a 6th priority step can be executed, a contradiction. So the
algorithm always terminates before a 3rd priority step either by concluding that no
stable matching exists or by constructing a stable matching.

To convince ourselves about the polynomial time complexity of the algorithm
let us calculate the cost of deleting or forbidding an edge. Clearly, the most time
consuming is the 6th priority deletion step. For this we check every edge for the
1st and 2nd priority steps in O(m) time (where m is the number of edges of G0),
and we check all vertices in O(n) time for the 3rd priority step. (n is the number
of vertices of G0.) To check the possible 4th priority steps takes O(m) time, and
finding top sm-class C is a depth first search, that can be done in O(n + m) time.
Checking the 5th priority steps takes O(m) time, and after this we can forbid C.
So forbidding or deleting an edge takes altogether O(n + m) time. We can delete
or forbid at most 2m times altogether, so the total complexity of our algorithm is
O(m(n+m)). (Note that this is a pretty rough estimate. Probably, by streamlining
the algorithm, one can get a much better estimate.)
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Abstract

We consider a high-multiplicity generalization of the classical stable matching problem known
as the stable allocation problem, introduced by Baiou and Balinski in 2002. By leveraging new
structural properties and sophisticated data structures, we show how to solve this problem in
O(m log n) time on a bipartite instance with n vertices and m edges, improving the best known
running time of O(mn). Our approach simplifies the algorithmic landscape for this problem
by providing a common generalization of two different approaches from the literature — the
classical Gale-Shapley algorithm, and a recent algorithm of Baiou and Balinski. Building on this
algorithm, we provide an O(m log n) algorithm for the non-bipartite stable allocation problem.
Finally, we give a polynomial-time algorithm for solving the “optimal” variant of the bipartite
stable allocation problem, as well as a 2-approximation algorithm for the NP-hard “optimal”
variant of the non-bipartite stable allocation problem.

1 Introduction

The classical stable matching (marriage) problem has been extensively studied since its introduction
by Gale and Shapley in 1962 [5]. Given n men and n women, each of whom submits an ordered
preference list over all members of the opposite sex, we seek a matching between the men and
women that is stable — having no man-woman pair (m,w) (known as a blocking pair or a rogue

couple) where both m and w would both be happier if they were matched with each-other instead
of their current partners. Gale and Shapley showed how to solve the problem optimally in O(n2)
time using a simple and natural “propose and reject” algorithm, and over the years we have come
to understand a great deal about the rich mathematical and algorithmic structure of this problem
and its many variants (e.g., see [6, 8]).

In this paper we study a high-multiplicity variant of the stable matching problem known as the
stable allocation problem, introduced by Baiou and Balinski in 2002 [2]. This problem follows in a
long line of “many-to-many” generalizations of the classical stable matching problem. The many-
to-one stable admission problem [9] has been used since the 1950s in a centralized national program
in the USA known as the National Residency Matching Program (NRMP) to assign medical school
graduates to residencies at hospitals; here, we have a bipartite instance with unit-sized elements
(residents) on one side and capacitated non-unit-sized elements (hospitals) on the other. In 2000,
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Baiou and Balinski [1] studied what one could call the stable bipartite b-matching problem, where
both sides of our bipartite graph contain elements of non-unit size, and each element i has a
specified quota b(i) governing the number of elements on the other side of the graph to which it
should be matched. The stable allocation problem is a further generalization of this problem where
the amount of assignment between two elements i and j is no longer zero or one, but a nonnegative
real number (we will give a precise definition of the problem in a moment). The stable allocation
problem is also known as the ordinal transportation problem since it can be viewed as a variant
of the classical transportation problem where the quality of an assignment is specified in terms of
ranked preference lists and stability instead of absolute numeric costs. This can be a useful model
in practice since in many applications, ranked preference lists are often easy to obtain while there
may not be any reasonable way to specify exact numeric assignment costs; for example, it may be
obvious that it is preferable to process a certain job on machine A rather than machine B, even
though there is no natural way to assign specific numeric costs to each of these alternatives.

In the literature, there are two prominent algorithms for solving the stable allocation problem. The
first is a natural generalization of the Gale-Shapley (GS) algorithm that issues “batch” proposals
and rejections. Although this algorithm tends to run quite fast in practice, often even in sublinear
time, its worst-case running time is exponential [4]. Baiou and Balinksi (BB) propose what one
could view as an “end-to-end” variant of the GS algorithm (we will describe both algorithms in
detail in a moment), with worst-case running time Θ(mn) on a bipartite instance with n vertices and
m edges. In this paper we develop an algorithm that generalizes both the GS and BB approaches
and uses additional structural properties as well as dynamic tree data structures to achieve a worst-
case running time of O(m log n), which is only a factor of O(log n) worse than the optimal linear
running time we can achieve for the much simpler unit stable matching problem. Note that since
the fastest known algorithms for solving high-multiplicity “flow-based” assignment problems run
in Ω(mn) worst-case time, our new results now provide a significant algorithmic incentive to model
assignment problems as stable allocation problems rather than flow problems.

Building on our new algorithm, we also provide an O(m log n) algorithm for the non-bipartite stable
allocation problem, a natural generalization of the non-bipartite unit stable matching problem
(commonly called the stable roommates problem). In the book of Gusfield and Irving on the stable
marriage problem [6], one of the open questions posed by the authors is whether or not there
exists a convenient transformation from the non-bipartite stable roommates problem to the simpler
bipartite stable matching problem. We show that a transformation of this flavor does indeed exist,
and that it simplifies the construction of algorithms not only for stable roommates but also for
the non-bipartite stable allocation problem. It also provides a simple proof of the well-known fact
that although an integer-valued solution may not always exist for the stable roommates problem,
a half-integral solution does always exist.

The Gale-Shapley algorithm for the unit stable matching problem finds a stable solution that is
“man-optimal, woman-pessimal”, where each man ends up paired with the best partner he could
possibly have in any stable matching, and each woman ends up with the worst partner she could
possibly have in any stable assignment (by symmetry, we obtain a “woman-optimal, man-pessimal”
matching if the women propose instead of the men). In order to rectify this asymmetry, Gusfield et
al. [7] developed a polynomial-time algorithm for the optimal stable matching problem, where we
associate a cost with each (man, woman) pairing and ask for a stable matching of minimum total
cost (costs are typically designed so that the resulting solution tends to be “fair” to both sexes).
Bansal et al. [3] extended this approach to the optimal stable bipartite b-matching problem, and we
show how to extend it further to solve the optimal stable allocation problem in polynomial time.
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As a consequence, we also obtain a 2-approximation algorithm for the NP-hard “optimal” variant
of the non-bipartite stable allocation problem by generalizing a similar 2-approximation algorithm
for the optimal stable roommates problem.

2 Preliminaries

In order to eliminate any awkwardness associated with multiple-partner matchings involving men
and women, let us assume we are matching I jobs indexed by [I] = {1, . . . , I} to J machines indexed
by [J ] = {1, . . . , J}. Each job i has an associated processing time p(i), and each machine j has a
capacity c(j). The jobs and machines comprise the left and right sides of a bipartite graph with
n = I + J vertices and m edges. Let N(i) denote the set of machines to which job i is adjacent
in this graph, and similarly let N(j) denote the set of jobs that are neighbors of machine j. For
each edge (i, j) we associate an upper capacity u(i, j) ≤ min(p(i), c(j)) governing the maximum
amount of job i that can be assigned to machine j. Later on, we will also associate a cost c(i, j)
with edge (i, j). Problem data is not assumed to be integral (see [4] for further notes on the issue
of integrality in stable allocation problems).

Each job i submits a ranked preference list over machines in N(i), and each machine j submits a
ranked preference list over jobs in N(j). If job i prefers machine j ∈ N(i) to machine j′ ∈ N(i) or
if j ∈ N(i) and j′ /∈ N(i), then we we write j >i j′; similarly, we say i >j i′ if machine j prefers
job i to job i′. Preference lists are strict, containing no ties. Letting x(i, j) denote the amount of
job i assigned to machine j, we say the entire assignment x ∈ R

m is feasible if it satisfies

x(i, [J ]) = p(i) ∀i ∈ [I]
x([I], j) = c(j) ∀j ∈ [J ]
0 ≤ x(i, j) ≤ u(i, j) ∀ edges (i, j),

where we denote by x(S, T ) the sum of x(i, j) over all i ∈ S and j ∈ T . In order to ensure that a
feasible solution always exists, we assume job 1 and machine 1 are both “dummy” elements with
very large respective processing times and capacities, which we set so that p(1) = c([J ]− {1}) and
p([I]) = c([J ]). The preference list of job 1 should contain all machines in arbitrary order, ending
with machine 1, and the preference list of machine 1 should contain all jobs in an arbitrary order,
ending with job 1. We can regard a job or machine that ends up being assigned to a dummy as
being unassigned in our original instance.

An edge (i, j) is said to be a blocking pair for assignment x if x(i, j) < u(i, j), there exists a machine
j′ <i j for which x(i, j′) > 0, and there exists a job i′ <j i for which x(i′, j) > 0. Informally, (i, j) is
a blocking pair if x(i, j) has room to increase, and both i and j can be made happier by increasing
x(i, j) in exchange for decreasing some of their current lesser-preferred allocations. An assignment
x is said to be stable if it is feasible and admits no blocking pairs. Note that the dummy job can
never be part of a blocking pair, and neither can the dummy machine.

One can show that a stable assignment exists for any problem instance. Moreover, there always
exists a unique stable assignment that is job-optimal, where an assignment is job-optimal if the
vector describing the allocation of each job i (ordered by i’s preference list) is lexicographically
maximal over all possible stable assignments. By symmetry, a unique machine-optimal assignment
always exists as well. As it turns out, a job-optimal assignment is always machine-pessimal and
vice-versa. It is also a well-known fact that the dummy allocations x(1, j) and x(i, 1) are the same
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Advance-q(i): Advance-r(j):
While x(i, j) = u(i, j) or qi not accepting of i: While x(rj , j) = 0:

Step qi downward in i’s preference list. Step rj upward in j’s preference list.
Advance-q(rj)

in every stable assignment.

Given any assignment x, we define rj to be the job i ∈ N(j) with x(i, j) > 0 that is least preferred
by j. Job rj is the job that j would logically choose to reject first if it were offered an allocation
from a more highly-preferred job. If i >j rj , then we say machine j is accepting for job i, since j

would be willing to accept some additional allocation from i in exchange for rejecting some of its
current allocation from rj . For each job i, we let qi be the machine j most preferred by i such that
x(i, j) < u(i, j) and j is accepting for i. If i wishes to increase its allocation, qi is the first machine
it should logically ask.

The Gale-Shapely (GS) Algorithm. The GS algorithm for the stable allocation problem is a
natural generalization of the well-studied GS “propose and reject” algorithm for the unit stable
matching problem. The analysis of this algorithm will help us to analyze the correctness and
running time of our new algorithm to follow.

Although the GS algorithm typically starts with an empty assignment, we start with an assignment
x where every machine j is fully assigned to the dummy job (x(1, j) = c(j)), and the remaining
jobs are unassigned — this simplifies matters somewhat since every machine except the dummy
henceforth remains fully assigned. In each iteration of the algorithm, we select a arbitrary job i

that is not yet fully assigned; let T = p(i) − x(i, [J ]) be the amount of i’s processing time that is
currently unassigned. Job i “proposes” T ′ = min(T, u(i, j) − x(i, j)) units of processing time to
machine j = qi, which accepts. However, if j is any machine except the dummy, then it is now
overfilled by T ′ units beyond its capacity, so it proceeds to reject T ′ units, starting with job rj .
During the process, x(rj , j) may decrease to zero, in which case rj becomes a new job higher on
j’s preference list and rejection continues until j is once again assigned exactly c(j) units. The
algorithm terminates when all jobs are fully assigned, and successful termination is ensured by the
fact that each job can send all of its processing time to the dummy machine as a last resort.

Consider briefly the behavior of the qi’s and rj ’s during the GS algorithm. We regard qi as a
pointer into job i’s preference list that starts out pointing at i’s first choice and over time scans
monotonically down i’s preference list according to the Advance-q procedure above, which is
automatically called any time an edge (i, qi) becomes saturated (x(i, j) = u(i, j)). Similarly, rj is a
pointer into machine j’s preference list that starts at job 1 (the dummy, which is the least-preferred
job on j’s list), and over time advances up the list according to the Advance-r procedure, which
is automatically called any time an edge (rj , j) becomes empty. Note that all of this “pointer
management” takes only O(m) total time over the entire GS algorithm. We use exactly the same
pointer management infrastructure in our new algorithm.

Lemma 1. Irrespective of proposal order, the GS algorithm for the stable allocation problem always
terminates in finite time (even with irrational problem data), and it does so with a stable assignment
that is job-optimal and machine-pessimal.

Proof. It is well-known (see, e.g., [6]) that for the classical unit stable matching problem, the
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GS algorithm always terminates with a man-optimal (job-optimal) stable assignment. This result
easily extends to the stable allocation problem if we have integral problem data and no upper edge
capacities, since in this case the GS algorithm can be viewed as a “batch” version of the classical
GS algorithm executed on the unit instance we obtain when we split each job i into p(i) unit jobs
and each machine j into c(j) unit machines. However, this reduction no longer applies if we have
irrational problem data or upper edge capacities. In this case, finite termination is shown in [4].
To show that our final assignment is stable, suppose at termination that (i, j) is a blocking pair.
Since qi <i j, we know j must have rejected i at some point; however, this implies that rj ≤j i,
contradicting our assumption that j has any allocation it prefers less than i. To show that our
assignment is job-optimal, suppose it is not. At some point during execution, there must have been a
rejection from some machine j to some job i that resulted in an assignment x with x(i, j) < x∗(i, j),
where x∗ is a stable assignment satisfying x(i, j′) ≥ x∗(i, j′) for all j′ >i j. Consider the first point
in time when such a rejection occurs, and let x denote our assignment right after this rejection.
Since x(i, j) < x∗(i, j) and since j is fully assigned in both x and x∗, there must be some i′ for
which x(i′, j) > x∗(i′, j). Note that i′ >j i, since otherwise j would have rejected i′ fully before
rejecting i. Since x(i′, j) > x∗(i′, j) and x(i′, [J ]) ≤ x∗(i′, [J ]), there must be some machine j′ such
that x(i′, j′) < x∗(i′, j′); let j′ be the first such machine in the preference list of i′. We know j >i′ j′

since otherwise i′ would have already been rejected by j′, contradicting the fact that (i, j) is the
earliest instance of a rejection of the type considered above. Since x∗(i′, j) < u(i′, j), this implies
that (i′, j) is a blocking pair in x∗, contradicting our assumption that x∗ was stable. The argument
showing that our final assignment is machine-pessimal is analogous and completely symmetric to
this job-optimality argument.

Lemma 2. For each edge (i, j), as the GS algorithm executes, x(i, j) will never increase again

after it experiences a decrease.

Proof. This is also shown in [4], and it follows easily as a consequence of the monotonic behavior of
the qi and rj pointers: x(i, j) increases as long as qi = j, stopping when qi advances past j, which
happens either when (i, j) becomes saturated, or when rj advances to i. From this point on, x(i, j)
decreases until rj advances past i, after which x(i, j) = 0 forever.

Corollary 3. During the execution of the GS algorithm, each edge (i, j) becomes saturated at most

once, and it also becomes empty at most once.

In practice, the GS algorithm often runs quite fast; for example, in the common case where all
jobs get one of their top choices, the algorithm usually runs in sublinear time. Unfortunately, the
worst-case running time can be exponential even on relatively simple problem instances [4].

3 An Improved “Augmenting Path” Algorithm

In this section, we describe our O(m log n) algorithm for the stable allocation problem and show how
it generalizes and improves upon the GS algorithm and the algorithm of Baiou and Balinski (BB),
which we describe shortly. Just like the GS algorithm, our algorithm starts with an assignment
x in which every job but the dummy is unassigned, and every machine is fully assigned to the
dummy job. As the algorithm progresses, the machines remain fully assigned and the jobs become
progressively more assigned. The algorithm terminates when every job is fully assigned.
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At any given point in time during the execution of the GS algorithm (say, where we have built up
some partial assignment x), we define G(x) to be a bipartite graph on the same set of vertices as
our original instance, having edges (i, qi) for all i ∈ [I] and (rj , j) for all j ∈ [J ] − {1}. Initially
G(x) is a tree, containing n vertices, n − 1 edges, and no cycles; we regard the dummy machine
(the only machine j without an incident (rj , j) edge) as the root of this tree.

Lemma 4. For every assignment x we obtain during the course of the GS algorithm, G(x) consists
of a collection of disjoint components, the one containing the root vertex (the dummy machine)
being a tree and each of the others containing one unique cycle.

Proof. Consider any connected component C of G(x) spanning job set I ′ and machine set J ′. If
1 ∈ J ′ (i.e., if C contains the root), then C has |I ′| + |J ′| − 1 edges and must therefore be a tree.
Otherwise, C has |I ′|+ |J ′| edges, so it consists of a tree plus one additional cycle-forming edge.

We say a component in G(x) is fully assigned if x(i, [J ]) = p(i) for each job i in the component.
As we run our algorithm, we maintain the structure of the tree and cycle components in G(x)
along with a list of jobs in each component that are not yet fully assigned. In each iteration of our
algorithm, we select an arbitrary component C of G(x) that is not fully assigned and perform an
augmentation within C. We terminate when every component is fully assigned.

An augmentation consists of a simultaneously-enacted series of proposals and rejections along a
path or cycle that can be viewed as the “end to end” execution of a series of GS operations. In the
tree component, an augmentation starts from any job i that is not yet fully assigned, and follows
the unique path from i to the root (i.e.., i proposes to j = qi, which rejects i′ = rj , which proposes
to j′ = pi′ , and so on, just as the GS algorithm would operate, until we reach machine 1, which
is the only machine that accepts a proposal without issuing a subsequent rejection). Along our
augmenting path from i to the root, we increase the assignment of each (i, qi) edge and decrease
the assignment of each (rj , j) edge by the same amount. For a cycle component, we augment along
the unique cycle within the component, increasing the assignment on (i, qi) edges and decreasing
the assignment on (rj , j) edges by the same amount.

We define the residual capacity of an edge (i, j) in G(x) as r(i, j) = u(i, j)−x(i, j) for an (i, qi) edge,
and r(i, j) = x(i, j) for an (rj , j) edge. The residual capacity r(π) of an augmenting path/cycle π is
defined as r(π) = min{r(i, j) : (i, j) ∈ π}. When we augment along an augmenting path π starting
from job i, we push exactly min(r(π), p(i)− x(i, [J ])) units of assignment along π, since this is just
enough to either make i fully assigned, or to saturate or make empty one of the edges along π.
When we augment along a cycle π, we push exactly r(π) units of assignment, since this suffices to
saturate or empty out some edge along π, thereby “breaking” the cycle π. When one or more edges
along π become saturated or empty, this triggers any appropriate calls to our pointer management
infrastructure above, resulting in a change to the structure of G(x) because one or more of the qi or
rj pointers advances. In general, any time one of these pointers advances, one edge leaves G(x) and
another enters: if some pointer qi advances to q′i, then (i, qi) leaves G and (i, q′i) enters, and if rj

advances to r′j then (rj , j) leaves and (r′j , j) enters. The net impact of each of these modifications
is either (i) the tree component splits into a tree and a cycle component, (ii) the tree component
and some cycle component merge into a tree component, (iii) one cycle component splits into two
cycle components, or (iv) two cycle components merge into one cycle component.

In order to augment efficiently, we store each component of G(x) in a dynamic tree data structure
(see [10, 11]). For cycle components, we store a dynamic tree plus one arbitrary edge along the cycle.
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This allows us to find the residual capacity along an augmenting path/cycle as well as augment on
the path/cycle in O(log n) time (amortized time is also fine), in much the same way dynamic trees
are used push flow along augmenting paths when solving maximum flow problems. Since dynamic
trees can handle split and join operations in O(log n) time, we can also efficiently maintain the
structure of the components of G(x) as edges are removed and added. In total, we spend O(log n)
time for each edge removal (split) and edge addition (join), and since edges are removed at most
once (when saturated or emptied) and added at most once, this contributes O(m log n) to our total
running time. Each augmentation takes O(log n) time and either saturates an edge, empties out an
edge, or fully assigns some job, all three of which can only happen once per edge/job. We therefore
perform at most 2m + n = O(m) augmentations, for a total running time of O(m log n). Since
we are performing in an aggregate fashion a set of proposals and rejections that the original GS
algorithm could have performed, Lemma 1 tells us that our algorithm must terminate with a stable
assignment that is job-optimal and machine-pessimal.

One might wish to think of our algorithm as either an “end to end” variant of the GS algorithm, or
as a more sophisticated implementation of the algorithm of Baiou and Balinski [2], which performs
augmentations in a similar but much slower fashion (O(n) time per augmentation, leading to a
worst-case running time of Ω(mn), as shown in Appendix A). The key to our approach is the use of
dynamic trees to augment quickly, owing to our new structural insight involving the decomposition
of the G(x) graph. In addition to unifying the algorithmic landscape for the stable allocation
problem, our approach also exposes a remarkable similarity between state-of-the-art approaches
based on dynamic trees for solving our problem and the related maximum flow problem.

4 The Optimal Stable Allocation Problem

Once our algorithm from the previous section terminates with a stable, job-optimal assignment x,
the graph G(x) may still contain cycle components. The augmenting cycles in these components
are known in the unit stable matching literature as rotations, and they generalize readily to the
case of stable allocation. Rotations lie at the heart of a rich mathematical structure underlying the
stable allocation problem, and they give us a means of describing and moving between all different
stable assignments for an instance.

Lemma 5. Let x be a stable assignment with a cycle component C in G(x), where πC is the unique
augmenting cycle in C. We obtain another stable assignment when we augment any amount in the
range [0, r(πC)] around πC .

Lemma 6. If x is a stable assignment, then x is the machine-optimal (and job-pessimal) assignment
if and only if G(x) has no cycles (i.e., G(x) consists of a single tree component).

For space considerations, we leave the (fairly mechanical) proofs of these lemmas for the full version
of this paper. If we augment r(πC) units around the rotation πC , we say that we eliminate πC ,
since this causes one of the edges along πC to saturate or become empty, thereby eliminating πC

permanently from G(x). The resulting structural change to G(x) might expose new rotations that
were not initially present in G(x). Note that the structure of G(x) only changes when we eliminate
(fully apply) πC , and not when we push less than r(πC) units around πC .

Suppose we start with the job-optimal assignment and continue running the same algorithm from
the previous section to eliminate all rotations we encounter, in some arbitrary order, until we finally
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Figure 1: An example bipartite instance and its rotations. No dummy job
or machine is shown, since once we reach the job-optimal assignment neither
of these takes part in any further augmenting cycles (rotations). The initial
job-optimal assignment is shown in the bipartite region, and rotations A . . . D

and their associated multiplicities are shown in the DAG on the right. The net
effect of each rotation on our assignment is shown with a set of arrows over the
preference lists.

reach the machine-optimal assignment (the only stable assignment with no further exposed rota-
tions). We call this a rotation elimination ordering. Somewhat surprisingly, as with the unit case,
one can show that irrespective of the order in which we eliminate rotations, we always encounter
exactly the same set of rotations along the way.

Lemma 7. Let π be a rotation with initial residual capacity r encountered in some rotation elimi-

nation ordering. Then π appears with initial residual capacity r in every elimination ordering.

Since each elimination saturates or empties an edge, we conclude that there are at most 2m

combinatorially-distinct rotations that can ever appear in G(x), where each such rotation π has a
well-defined initial residual capacity r(π) (we will also call this the multiplicity of π). Let Π denote
the set of these rotations. For any πi, πj ∈ Π, we say πi ≺ πj if πj cannot be exposed unless πi

is fully applied at an earlier point in time; that is, πi ≺ πj if πi precedes πj in every rotation
elimination ordering. For example, if πi and πj share any job or machine in common, then since
simultaneously-exposed rotations are vertex disjoint it must be the case that πi ≺ πj or πj ≺ πi;
otherwise, we could find a rotation elimination ordering in which πi and πj are both exposed at
some point in time. We can extend this argument to show that for any job i (machine j) we must
have π1 ≺ π2 ≺ . . . ≺ πk, where π1 . . . πk are the rotations containing job i (machine j), appropri-
ately ordered. Clearly, Π also contains no cycle π1 ≺ π2 ≺ . . . ≺ πk ≺ π1, since otherwise none of
the rotations π1 . . . πk could ever be exposed. Let us therefore construct a directed acyclic graph
D = (Π, E) where (πi, πj) ∈ E if πi ≺ πj . An example of this rotation DAG is shown in Figure 1.

For our purposes, it will be sufficient to compute a “reduced” rotation DAG D′ = (Π, E′) with
E′ ⊆ E whose transitive closure is D. To do this, we run our algorithm from Section 3 to obtain a
job-optimal assignment, then we continue running it until we have generated the set of all rotations
Π. This takes O(m log n) time, although O(mn) time is needed if we actually wish to write down
the structure of each rotation along the way. We then use the observation above to generate the
O(mn) edges in E′ in O(mn) time as follows: for each job i (machine j), compute the set of
rotations π1 . . . πk containing i (j), ordered according to the order in which they were eliminated.
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We then add the k − 1 edges (π1, π2) . . . (πk−1, πk) to E′.

The (reduced) rotation DAG has been instrumental in the unit case (see, e.g., [6]) in characterizing
the set of all stable matchings for an instance. Conveniently, we can generalize this to the stable
allocation problem. Let us call the vector y ∈ R

|Π| D-closed if y(π) ∈ [0, r(π)] for each rotation
π ∈ Π, and y(πi) = r(πi) if there is an edge (πi, πj) ∈ E with y(πj) > 0. The vector y tells us the
extent to which we should apply each rotation in an elimination ordering that follows a topological
ordering of D. The D-closed property ensures that we fully apply any rotation πi upon which
another rotation πj depends. Note that D′-closed means the same thing as D-closed, since D and
D′ share the same transitive closure (we will give a more detailed discussion of this fact in the full
version of this paper).

Lemma 8. For any instance of the stable allocation problem, there is a one-to-one correspondence
between all stable assignments x and all D-closed (D′-closed) vectors y.

Consider now the optimal stable allocation problem: given a cost c(i, j) on each edge (i, j) in our
original instance, we wish to find a stable assignment x minimizing

∑
ij x(i, j)c(i, j). Using Lemma

8, we can solve this problem in polynomial time the same way we can solve the optimal variant of
the unit stable matching problem. Note that an optimal stable assignment corresponds to a subset
of fully-applied rotations — that is, a D′-closed vector y with y(π) ∈ {0, r(π)} for each π ∈ Π. By
assigning each rotation π ∈ Π cost indicating the net cost of fully applying π, we can transform the
optimal stable allocation problem into an equivalent minimum-cost closure problem on the DAG
D′; for further details, see [7].

5 The Non-Bipartite Stable Allocation Problem

In the non-bipartite stable allocation problem, we are given an n-vertex, m-edge graph G = (V,E)
where every vertex v ∈ V has an associated size b(v) and a ranked preference list over its neighbors,
and every edge e ∈ E has an associated upper capacity u(e). Letting I(v) denote the set of edges
incident to v, our goal is to compute an assignment x ∈ R

m with
∑

e∈I(v) x(e) = b(v) for all v ∈ V

that is stable in that it admits no blocking pair. Here, a blocking pair is an edge e = uv ∈ E such
that x(e) < u(e) and both u and v would prefer to increase x(e) while decreasing some of their
other allocations.

In the unit case (with b(v) = 1 for all v ∈ V ), with the added restriction that x must be integer-
valued, this is known as the stable roommates problem, and it can be solved in O(m) time. As a
consequence of the integrality restriction, one can construct instances that have no stable integer-
valued solution for the roommates problem. However, no such difficulties arise with the non-
bipartite stable allocation problem since it is inherently a “real-valued” problem; we also ensure a
solution always exists by adding uncapacitated self-loops to all vertices, and by placing each vertex
last on its own preference list. Just as with the dummy job and machine in the bipartite case,
we can regard a vertex assigned to itself as actually being unassigned in the original instance, and
one can show that the extent to which each vertex is unassigned must be the same in every stable
assignment.

In response to an open question posed by Gusfield and Irving [6] on whether or not there exists
a convenient transformation from the stable roommates problem to the simpler stable matching
problem, we show that a transformation of this flavor does indeed exist, and that it simplifies
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Figure 2: Transforming a non-bipartite instance (a) into a symmetric bipar-
tite instance (b) with rotation DAG (c). Rotations in the resulting bipartite
instance are shown overlaid on the non-bipartite instance. A symmetric stable
assignment for the bipartite instance is obtained by eliminating A, B, and half
of C.

the construction of algorithms not only for stable roommates but also for the non-bipartite stable
allocation problem. Suppose we construct a symmetric bipartite instance by replicating a non-
bipartite instance, as shown in Figure 2. If we can find a symmetric stable assignment x for
this symmetric instance (with x(u, v) = x(v, u) for each edge e = uv), then by setting x(e) =
x(u, v) = x(v, u) we will obtain a stable solution to the non-bipartite instance (since if there was
a blocking pair in the non-bipartite solution, this would imply an analogous blocking pair in the
bipartite solution). Hence, to solve the non-bipartite problem, we need only consider how to find
a symmetric solution to a symmetric instance of the bipartite problem. One can always do this
by carefully choosing the right combination of rotations to apply, starting from the job-optimal
assignment.

Due to symmetry, rotations in our bipartite instance now tend to come in pairs. In the example
shown in Figure 2(a) we have taken the left-hand-side and right-hand-side effect of each rotation
and overlaid these on the original non-bipartite instance. From this, we can see that rotations
A and D are mirror images, or duals, of each-other, as are rotations B and E. More precisely,
rotations π and π′ are duals if π is the symmetric analog of π′ when we reverse the roles of the
left-hand and right-hand sides of our bipartite instance. Note that r(π) = r(π′) if π and π′ are
duals. The rotation C is its own dual, so we call it a self-dual rotation.

Lemma 9. Consider any symmetric bipartite instance. There is a one-to-one correspondence
between symmetric stable assignments x and D-closed (D′-closed) vectors y where y(π) + y(π′) =
r(π) for every dual pair of rotations (π, π′) and y(π) = r(π)/2 for every self-dual rotation.

This lemma gives another simple proof of the (previously-known) fact that a 1/2-integral solution
always exists for the stable roommates problem, and it also leads us to an O(m log n) algorithm
for the non-bipartite stable allocation problem: transform into a symmetric bipartite instance,
compute the job-optimal stable assignment, then eliminate rotations starting from the job-optimal
assignment, taking care not to eliminate the dual of any rotation previously eliminated (there are
several ways to accomplish this; for example, we can store a hash of each eliminated rotation).
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Finally, eliminate half of the remaining self-dual rotations, leaving a symmetric stable assignment.
Complete implementation details will appear in the full version of this paper.

The “optimal” (i.e., minimum-cost) version of the non-bipartite stable allocation problem is NP-
hard since it generalizes the NP-hard optimal stable roommates problem. The only difference
between the two lies in the self-dual rotations. For the stable roommates problem, the existence
of a self-dual rotation is precisely what prevents the existence of an integral stable solution, so
we must assume there are no self-dual rotations in our instance. For the non-bipartite stable
allocation problem, we are forced to take half of each self-dual rotation, thereby removing them
from consideration as well. The remaining problem now looks the same in both cases: find an
optimal D-closed set of rotations containing one of each dual pair. For this NP-hard problem, a
2-approximation algorithm can be obtained via a reduction to a weighted 2SAT problem [6], so the
same technique also gives us a 2-approximation for the optimal bipartite stable allocation problem.
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A A Hard Instance for the BB Algorithm

We describe here an n-vertex bipartite instance that causes the BB algorithm to run in Ω(n3)
time. Suppose we have n/2 jobs, each of whose processing time is an integer chosen independently
at random from {n + 1, . . . , 2n} except for job 1 (the dummy), with p(1) = n2/2. We also have
n/2 machines, each with capacity n except machine 1 (the dummy), whose capacity is set so that
p([n/2]) = c([n/2]). Each job ranks the machines in order n/2, n/2 − 1, . . . , 1, and each machine
ranks the jobs in order n/2, n/2−1, . . . , 1. There are no upper capacities u(i, j). When applying the
BB algorithm to this instance, we repeatedly augment starting from job 2 until it is fully assigned,
then from job 3, and so on (recall that every machine starts out assigned to the dummy job 1).

Due to the order of the preference lists and the order in which we augment, the structure of
every intermediate assignment x generated during the execution of the BB algorithm is as follows:
a contiguous range of jobs 1 . . . i0 − 1 will be fully assigned, with job i0 (the job from which
augmentations are currently issued) partially assigned. These jobs will be assigned to a suffix of
the machines j0 . . . n/2. The graph G(x) will be a tree, and the path through G(x) from i0 to the
root (machine 1) visits every job from i0 down to 1 in sequence. Intuitively, each augmentation
starting from i0 causes the entire assignment to “shift up” from the perspective of the machines.

Let us focus on execution of the BB algorithm from i0 = n/4 + 1 onward. In this regime, there are
at least n2/4 units of processing time still to assign, and each augmentation takes Ω(n) time since
each augmenting path has length Ω(n).

Lemma 10. For the instance described above, with i0 > n/4, each augmenting path π satisfies

E[r(π)] ≤ 5.

Suppose we perform n2/20 augmentations (starting from i0 = n/4 + 1). Letting X denote the
number of units of processing time assigned during this process, we have E[X] ≤ n2/4. Since
Pr[X ≤ n2/4] > 0, the probabilistic method tells us that there must be some instance for which
X ≤ n2/4. For this instance, the BB algorithm performs at least n2/20 = Ω(n2) augmentations,
each taking Ω(n) time.

Proof of Lemma 10. Consider a particular augmenting path π with i0 > n/4, where x denotes
the assignment immediately before augmentation on π. Consider any job i ∈ [n/4]. Note job i is
assigned in x to a contiguous range of machines ji . . . j

′

i, and that augmenting on π will increase
x(i, ji) while decreasing x(i, j′i). Since we can decrease x(i, j′i) to no less than zero, r(π) ≤ x(i, j′i),
and moreover r(π) ≤ Z where Z = min{x(i, j′i) : i ∈ [n/4]}.

Due to the uniform machine capacities and the fact that jobs i+1 . . . i0 are assigned to a contiguous
suffix of the machines, we can write x(i, j′i) = n − ((p({i + 1, . . . , i0 − 1}) + x(i0, [n/2])) mod n),
which we rearrange to obtain n−x(i, j′i) ≡ p(i+1)+K (mod n), where K = p({i+2, . . . , i0−1})+
x(i0, [n/2]). Irrespective of K, we see that p(i+1) mod n is uniform in {0, . . . , n−1}, so x(i, j′i) is a
uniform random number in [n]. Moreover, since each p(i) is chosen independently, the x(i, j′i)’s are
also independent. Using this fact, we see that Z is the minimum of a set of independent random
variables each uniformly chosen from [n]. Hence,

E[r(π)] ≤ E[Z] =

∞
∑

k=1

Pr[Z ≥ k] =
n−1
∑

k=0

(

1 −
k

n

)n/4

≤
n−1
∑

k=0

e−k/4 ≤ 5.
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A note on existence and uniqueness of vNM stable sets

in marriage games ∗

Jun Wako †

June 10, 2008

Abstract

We prove that for any marriage game with strict preferences, there exists a unique von

Neumann-Morgenstern stable set, which is also a unique subsolution of the game.

1. Introduction

We consider von Neumann-Morgenstern stable sets (vNM set, briefly) of two-sided one-to-one

matching games with strict preferences, the so-called marriage games.

Gale and Shapley (1962) proved any marriage game has a nonempty core. The core is

internally stable, since no core matchings dominate each other. However, it is not always

externally stable, since there may exist non-core matchings that are not dominated by any core

matchings. A vNM set is an internally and externally stable set of matchings. Ehlers (2007)

proved that if a vNM set exists in a marriage game, it is a maximal distributive lattice including

the core as a subset. In general, even if the core of a game is nonempty, a vNM set may not

exist in the game. Thus, the existence of vNM sets in marriage games was unknown.

In this note, we show that there exists a unique vNM set for any marriage game. The proof

is constructive:

(0) Initially, let C0 be the core of a given marriage game G and set n := 0.

(1) Let UD
n be the set of matchings that are not dominated by any matchings in Cn. (Cn ⊆

UD
n by Proposition 4.7, Definition 4.3.)

(2) If Cn � UD
n, find the core Cn+1 defined within UD

n. (Cn � Cn+1 by Lemma 5.1.)

Return to (1) with n := n + 1. If Cn = UD
n, then Cn gives the unique vNM set of G.

(Theorems 5.1, 5.2.)

Moreover, the vNM set of a marriage game is a unique subsolution, which was defined by Roth

(1976), of the game (Theorem 5.3).

We then reconsider stability of matchings in the vNM set. From the lattice property proved

by Ehlers (2007), the vNM set of a marriage game has two polar matchings, each being optimal

∗The author thanks for the very helpful comments from Lars Ehlers, Shigeo Muto, Alvin Roth, and an

anonymous reviewer of ICALP 2008 workshop “Matching Under Preferences”. Any errors are of course mine.
†Department of Economics, Gakushuin University, 1-5-1 Mejiro, Toshima-ku,Tokyo 171-8588, JAPAN. e-mail:

jun.wako@gakushuin.ac.jp
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for one side. They are immune to a sequence of myopic dominations, since a player in the

advantageous side cannot end up being paired with more preferred partner. However, we argue

that taking a more farsighted viewpoint, players in the disadvantageous side might breach

matches unilaterally, and then the two sides could resume negotiations of which matching

should be agreed on. To avoid such indeterminacy, all participants need to make a commitment

to follow a matching prescribed by their agreed market clearing procedure.

2. Marriage games

Let N be the set of nonempty finite sets. For a given S ∈ N , a strict preference ordering ≻

over the choice set S is a complete transitive antisymmetric binary relation over S. We mean

by h ≻ j that h is preferable to j. Since ≻ is antisymmetric, let h � j indicate that h ≻ j or

h = j holds. The set of strict preference orderings over S is denoted by P(S).

A marriage game is played by two disjoint sets of players, a set M ∈ N of men and a

set W ∈ N of women. Each men wants to be paired with a woman, and vice versa. Each

player can also stay unmatched rather than being paired with an unacceptable partner. We

formulate this game as follows. Let N := M ∪ W . For each i ∈ N , let Yi be the set of

player i’s potential partners, i.e., Yi = M if i ∈ W , or Yi = W if i ∈ M . Each player

i ∈ N has a strict preference ordering ≻i∈ P(Yi ∪ {i}), where choosing him/herself i means

“unmatched”. Let ≻ denote the preference profile (≻i)i∈N . The end result of the game is a

matching, which is a bijection µ : N → N such that for each i ∈ N , if µ(i) = j 	= i then

j ∈ Yi and µ(j) = i. We mean by µ(i) = i that i is unmatched, while µ(i) = j 	= i means

that i and j belong to distinct sets and are matched.1 The game thus formulated is referred

to as marriage game G = (M, W,≻). We consider the following class G of marriage games:

G = {(M, W,≻) | M ∈ N , W ∈ N , ≻i∈ P(Yi ∪ {i}) ∀i ∈ N}.

3. Core, vNM stable set, and subsolution

Let G = (M, W,≻) be a marriage game of class G. The set of matchings in G is denoted by

M. Given µ, ν ∈ M, we say “ µ dominates ν regarding ≻ ” and write this as µ dom[≻] ν if

(i) ∃(i, j) ∈ M × W with µ(i, j) = (j, i), j ≻i ν(i), and i ≻j ν(j); or

(ii) ∃i ∈ N with µ(i) = i and i ≻i ν(i).

When (i) is the case, we write it as “µdom[≻] ν via (i, j).” We also say “ ν is blocked by (i, j).”

The fact that µ does not dominate ν regarding ≻ is denoted by µ¬dom[≻] ν. We omit symbol

[≻] when no confusion may arise.

Let IR[≻] := {µ ∈ M | ∀i ∈ N, µ(i) �i i}, which is the set of individually rational

matchings.2 The core C of G is the set of matchings that are not dominated by any matching:

C := {µ ∈ M | ∄ν ∈ M : ν domµ}.

1Since µ(i) = j ∈ Yi ⇔ µ(j) = i ∈ Yj , we also use notation µ(i, j) = (j, i).
2
IR[≻] is simply denoted by IR when no confusion may arise.
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The core of G can also be defined as the set of individually rational matchings that are not

blocked by any (i, j) ∈ M ×W . We call a matching in the core a core matching.3 For studying

von Neumann-Morgenstern stable sets of marriage games, we give a more general definition of

a core. For any nonempty subsets X and S of M and µ ∈ M, we define

D(µ, X,≻) := {ν ∈ X | µdom[≻] ν}, D(S, X,≻) := ∪µ∈SD(µ, X,≻), and

UD(S, X,≻) := X \ D(S, X,≻).

We refer to UD(X, X,≻) as the core in X regarding ≻. The core C of G is the set UD(M,M,≻).

A von Neumann-Morgenstern stable set in IR (a vNM set, briefly) of G is defined to be any

nonempty set K ⊆ IR satisfying two stability conditions:

Internal stability: ∀µ, ν ∈ K, µ¬dom ν and ν ¬domµ,

External stability: ∀ν ∈ IR \ K, ∃µ ∈ K: µdom ν.

The internal and external stability conditions can be represented as K ⊆ UD(K, IR,≻) and

K ⊇ UD(K, IR,≻), respectively. A vNM set of G is thus a set K ⊆ IR with

K = UD(K, IR,≻),

which shows that a vNM set is a fixed point of set-to-set mapping UD(·, IR,≻). Since multiple

vNM sets may exist in G, let vNM(G) be the set of vNM sets of G.

A subsolution in IR (a subsolution, briefly) of G is defined to be any set S ⊆ IR satisfying

the internal stability above and

Self-protecting: S = UD2(S, IR,≻) := UD(UD(S, IR,≻), IR,≻)

The subsolution was defined by Roth (1976). It exists for any abstract game consisting of an

outcome set X and a domination relation over X. Let SB(G) be the set of subsolutions of G.

Unlike the core, vNM sets and subsolutions, if they are defined in M by replacing each

IR above with M, can include not-individually-rational matchings. We thus need the whole

preferences of all players to find a vNM set and a subsolution in M. However, it is often

the case with real-world matching environments that players only announce the individually

rational part of their preferences.4 Thus, we consider vNM sets and subsolutions in IR.

4. Basic properties

Let G = (M, W,≻) be any marriage game in G. Symbols M, IR, and C respectively denote the

sets of matchings, individually rational matchings, and core matchings of G. For any µ ∈ M,

define the set of unmatched players in µ to be the set Un(µ) := {i ∈ N | µ(i) = i}. Marriage

game G has the following properties.

Proposition 4.1 (Gale and Shapley 1962). C = UD(IR, IR,≻) 	= ∅.

Proposition 4.2 (Roth 1975,1976). SB(G) 	= ∅, and C ⊆ S for any S ∈ SB(G).

Proposition 4.3. If vNM(G) 	= ∅, then C ⊆ K for any K ∈ vNM(G).

3In the marriage game literature, a core matching is usually called a stable matching.
4In Japan, for example, we directly apply the Deferred Acceptance Algorithm by Gale and Shapley (1962)

to the medical resident matching. There, the rank order lists submitted by the participants are treated as the

individually rational part of their preference orderings.
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Proposition 4.4. For any µ, ν ∈ M,

(i) if µ¬dom ν and ν ¬dom µ, then Un(µ) = Un(ν);

(ii) if µ, ν ∈ C, then Un(µ) = Un(ν). (Un(C) := Un(µ).)

(iii) if µ ∈ C and Un(ν) 	= Un(C), then µdom ν.

(iv) if µ ∈ C and µ¬dom ν, then Un(ν) = Un(C);

Proposition 4.4.(i) means that if two matchings do not dominate each other, then the set of

unmatched players are the same. Since any two core matchings do not dominate each other, we

have property (ii): The sets of unmatched players are the same throughout the core matchings.

This is a very well-known property of cores in marriage games. From this property, we define

Un(C) := Un(µ) by picking any µ ∈ C.

We call Un(C) the set of core-unmatched players. The set N \ Un(C) gives the set of core-

matched players. Property (iii) means that each core matching dominates any matching whose

set of unmatched players does not coincide with the set of core-unmatched players. Property

(iv) is the contraposition of (iii), which implies

Un(µ) = Un(C) for each µ ∈ UD(C, IR,≻).

Define IR0[≻] := {µ ∈ IR | Un(µ) = Un(C)}. we then have Proposition 4.5 below, since

C ⊆ UD(C, IR,≻) by the definition of C. Since vNM sets are internally stable set including

the core, Proposition 4.4.(ii) is extended to Proposition 4.6.

Proposition 4.5. C ⊆ UD(C, IR,≻) ⊆ IR0[≻].

Proposition 4.6 (Ehlers 2007). For any K ∈ vNM(G) and µ ∈ K, Un(µ) = Un(C).

Pick any X ⊆ M and i ∈ N , where X may be empty. Define A(i, X) to be the set of

i’s accessible partners in X, i.e. A(i, X) := {j ∈ Yi | ∃µ ∈ X : µ(i) = j}. For i’s preference

ordering ≻i, we define a modified ordering as follows:

Definition 4.1. For any given X ⊆ M, player i’s modified preference ordering ≻[X]i is the

preference ordering in P(Yi ∪ {i}) such that

(i) for any h, k ∈ A(i, X) ∪ {i}, h ≻[X]i k ⇔ h ≻i k,

(ii) for any h, k ∈ Yi \ A(i, X), h ≻[X]i k ⇔ h ≻i k,

(iii) for any h ∈ A(i, X) ∪ {i} and any k ∈ Yi \ A(i, X), h ≻[X]i k.

From condition (i), ≻[X]i keeps the same ordering as ≻i over A(i, X)∪{i}. From condition

(iii), ≻[X]i treats each of i’s unaccessible partner in X as unacceptable ones.5 We note that

j ∈ A(i, X) ⇔ i ∈ A(j, X). Using this modified preference ordering, we consider a marriage

game that has a larger core than the original game.

Definition 4.2. Let C be the core of G. The core extension of G is game Ĝ = (M, W, ≻̂) ∈ G

with preference profile ≻̂ defined by ≻̂i := ≻ [UD(C, IR,≻)]i for each i ∈ N .

5The ordering among unaccessible partners defined by (ii) can be actually arbitrary in this note.
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From Proposition 4.5, the set IR[≻̂] in Ĝ is given as below:

IR[≻̂] =

{
µ ∈ IR[≻]

∣∣∣∣∣
∀i ∈ Un(C), µ(i) = i;

∀i ∈ N \ Un(C), µ(i) �i i and µ(i) ∈ {i} ∪ A(i,UD(C, IR[≻],≻) )

}
.

The core Ĉ of Ĝ is defined by Ĉ := UD(IR[≻̂], IR[≻̂], ≻̂). The set IR0[≻̂] is defined by IR0[≻̂] :=

{µ ∈ IR[≻̂] | Un(µ) = Un(Ĉ)}. In the following, set UD(C, IR[≻],≻) \ C plays an important

role. Let R := UD(C, IR[≻],≻) \ C and ∆C := UD(R, R,≻).

Proposition 4.7. Marriage game G and its core extension Ĝ have the following relations.

(i) For any ν ∈ M and any µ ∈ UD(C, IR[≻],≻), if ν dom[≻̂] µ, then there exists η ∈

UD(C, IR[≻],≻) with η dom[≻]µ.

(ii) Ĉ is equivalent to the core in UD(C, IR[≻],≻) regarding ≻.

(iii) C ⊆ Ĉ ⊆ UD(Ĉ, IR[≻̂], ≻̂) ⊆ UD(C, IR[≻],≻). (cf. Claim 7.2 for the proof)

(iv) C ∪ ∆C = Ĉ. (cf. Claim 7.7 for the proof)

(v) If vNM(Ĝ) 	= ∅, then Ĉ ⊆ K ⊆ UD(Ĉ, IR[≻̂], ≻̂) for any K ∈ vNM(Ĝ).

(vi) vNM(Ĝ) = vNM(G).

We consider a sequence of marriage games iteratively defined by core-extension.

Definition 4.3. (i) A sequence of marriage games starting with G is sequence {Gn} with

G0 = G and Gn+1 being the core-extension Ĝn of Gn for each n = 0, 1, . . ..

(ii) Let ≻n and Cn denote the preference profile and core of Gn.

(iii) Let UDn denote the set UD(Cn, IR[≻n],≻n).

(iv) Let ∆Cn denote the set UD(Rn, Rn,≻n), where Rn := UD(Cn, IR[≻n],≻n) \ Cn.

Applying Proposition 4.7 to each pair of games (G0, G1), (G1, G2),..., we have a non-

decreasing sequence {Cn} and a non-increasing sequence {UDn} such that

C0 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Cn ⊆ · · · ⊆ UDn ⊆ · · · ⊆ UD0 ⊆ IR[≻0].

Since IR[≻0] is a finite set, if {Cn} is a strictly increasing sequence, we have

C0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ck = UD(Ck, IR[≻k],≻k) ⊆ · · · ⊆ UD0.

at some finite number k. The set Ck is a vNM set of Gk, where Ck = C0 ∪ ∆C0 ∪ · · · ∪ ∆Ck−1

and Gk = (M, W,≻k) with ≻k
i = ≻[UD(Ck, IR[≻],≻)]i for each i ∈ N . By Proposition 4.7.(v)

and (vi), Ck is the unique vNM set of the original game G.

5. Unique existence and equivalence of vNM set and subsolution

Let G = (M, W,≻) be any marriage game in G with the core C. For any matchings µ, ν ∈ M,

we define two mappings µ ∧ ν and µ ∨ ν from N to N as follows:

For each i ∈ M , if µ(i) �i ν(i), then µ ∧ ν(i) := ν(i) and µ ∨ ν(i) := µ(i),

if ν(i) ≻i µ(i), then µ ∧ ν(i) := µ(i) and µ ∨ ν(i) := ν(i).

For each j ∈ W , if µ(j) �j ν(j), then µ ∧ ν(j) := µ(j) and µ ∨ ν(j) := ν(j),

if ν(j) ≻j µ(j), then µ ∧ ν(j) := ν(j) and µ ∨ ν(j) := µ(j).
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Proposition 5.1. For any core matchings µ, ν ∈ C,

Conflict of interests (Knuth 1976): [µ(i) �i ν(i) ∀i ∈ M ] ⇔ [ν(j) �j µ(j) ∀j ∈ W ],

Lattice property (Conway): {µ ∧ ν, µ ∨ ν} ⊆ C.

Knuth (1976) gave an algorithm to find every core matching in a marriage game. Let X

be any nonempty subset of IR[≻] in G. The core in X regarding ≻ is the set UD(X, X,≻).

Suppose µ ∈ UD(X, X,≻). If some matched players in µ can get rematched as described in the

lemma below, then another core matching is obtained.6

Proposition 5.2. Pick any µ ∈ UD(X, X,≻), and suppose there exists an ordered set S =

{(i1, j0), . . . , (ik, jk−1)} of k pairs formed in µ such that

(i) |M | ≥ k ≥ 2,

(ii) jt−1 ≻it jt ≻it it, and ∄j ∈ A(it, X) with jt−1 ≻it j ≻it jt for t = 1, . . . , k,

(iii) it ≻jt
it+1 for t = 0, 1, . . . , k − 1,

where jk and i0 are treated as j0 and ik, respectively. Define matching ν by

ν(h) := µ(h) for each h ∈ N \ S,

ν(it, jt) := (jt, it) for each {it, jt} ⊂ S with t = 1, . . . , k.

If ν ∈ X, then ν ∈ UD(X, X,≻).

The condition (ii) means that jt is ranked lower next to jt−1 by it in X, while each jt

prefers it to it+1 from (iii). If they form pairs (i1, j1), . . . , (ik−1, jk−1), (ik, j0), we have a new

core matching ν as far as ν is in X. This property proves Lemma 5.1 (see Section 7).

Lemma 5.1. Let Ĝ be the core extension of G and Ĉ be the core of Ĝ. Suppose R =

UD(C, IR[≻],≻) \ C 	= ∅. Then we have C � C ∪ ∆C = Ĉ.

Existence and uniqueness of a vNM set is easily derived from Propositions 4.7, Lemma 5.1,

and the discussion associated with Definition 4.3.

Theorem 5.1. For each marriage game G ∈ G, a unique vNM set (in IR) exists.

In general, the existence of an individually rational vNM set does not imply the existence

of a vNM set in the set of all outcomes. In marriage games, the former implies the latter.

Theorem 5.2. For each marriage game G ∈ G, a unique vNM set in M exists.

Proof. For any given G = (M, W,≻) ∈ G, let G♯ be the game (M, W,≻♯) in which each i ∈ N

has preference ordering ≻♯
i such that (i) for any h ∈ Yi, h ≻♯

i i, and (ii) for any h, k ∈ Yi,

h ≻♯
i k ⇔ h ≻i k. The set M of all matchings in G is then represented as IR[≻♯] in G♯. In

addition, each ≻♯
i has the same ordering over Yi as ≻i. As Ehlers (2007) showed, we have that

K is a vNM set in M of G if and only if K is a vNM set in IR[≻♯] of G♯. Since G♯ ∈ G, it

has a unique vNM set in IR[≻♯] from Theorem 5.1. Thus, G has a unique vNM set in M. �

We can also prove the equivalence of vNM sets and subsolutions. For any marriage game,

its unique vNM set (in IR or M) is also the unique subsolution (in IR or M), respectively.

6Proposition 5.2 is the property discussed as the elimination of a rotation by Lemma 2.5.2 of Gusfield and

Irving (1989), and also as the cyclic matching by Proposition 3.14 of Roth and Sotomayor (1990).
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Theorem 5.3. For each marriage game G ∈ G, SB(G) = {S} = vNM(G).

Proof. In this proof, we simply write UD( · , IR,≻) and D( · , IR,≻) as U( · ) and D( · ). From

Theorems 5.1, 5.2, and the discussion associated with Definition 4.3, game G ∈ G with the core

C0 has a unique vNM stable set K of the following form:

(i) K = C0, or (ii) K = C0 ∪ ∆C0 ∪ ∆C1 ∪ · · · ∪ ∆Ck−1 (k ≥ 1) such that

• ∆C0 is the core in R0 := U(C0) \ C0,

∆Ct is the core in Rt := U(Ct) \ Ct for t = 1, . . . , k,

where Ct := C0 ∪ ∆C0 ∪ · · · ∪ ∆Ct−1, Rk = ∅, and ∆Ck = ∅;

• IR[≻] = D(C0) ∪ C0 ∪ R0,

IR[≻] = D(C0) ∪ D(∆C0) ∪ · · · ∪ D(∆Ct−1) ∪ Ct ∪ Rt

for t = 1, . . . , k.

We will give a proof for Case (ii) above, from which the proof for Case (i) is obtained easily.

Since SB(G) 	= ∅ by Proposition 4.2, let S be any subsolution of G. We then have C0 ⊆ S.

From the internal stability of S, we have S ∩ D(C0) = ∅. This implies S ⊆ U(C0). The fact

that C0 ⊆ S also means D(C0) ⊆ D(S), and thus U(S) ∩ D(C0) = ∅.

Next assume that ∃µ ∈ ∆C0 with µ 	∈ S. Since ∆C0 is the core in R0 = U(C0) \ C0, there

is no ν ∈ R0 with ν domµ. By the definition of U(C0), there is no ν ∈ C0 with ν domµ. Thus

we have ν domµ only if ν ∈ D(C0). However, since U(S) ∩ D(C0) = ∅, we have µ 	∈ D(U(S)),

meaning µ ∈ U2(S). However, this contradicts µ 	∈ S, since S = U2(S). Thus ∆C0 ⊆ S.

Now that ∆C0 ⊆ S and C0 ⊆ S, the internal stability of S implies

C0 ∪ ∆C0 ⊆ S ⊆ U(C0) ∩ U(∆C0) = U(C0 ∪ ∆C0). (1)

U(S) ∩ D(C0 ∪ ∆C0) = ∅. (2)

Assume that ∃µ ∈ ∆C1 with µ 	∈ S. Since ∆C1 is the core in R1 = U(C1) \ C1 (recall

C1 := C0 ∪ ∆C0), there is no ν ∈ R1 with ν domµ. By the definition of U(C1), there is no

ν ∈ C1 with ν domµ. Thus we have ν domµ only if ν ∈ D(C1). From (2), however, µ ∈ U2(S).

This contradicts µ 	∈ S. Thus ∆C1 ⊆ S. Repeating the same argument, we have

C0 ∪ ∆C0 ∪ ∆C1 ∪ · · · ∪ ∆Ck−1 ⊆ S ⊆ U(C0 ∪ ∆C0 ∪ ∆C1 ∪ · · · ∪ ∆Ck−1).

Since K = C0 ∪∆C0 ∪∆C1 ∪ · · · ∪∆Ck−1 and K = U(K), subsolution S is exactly the unique

vNM stable set of G. Since S is any subsolution of G, its uniqueness is also proved. �

Remark. We have proved the existence of vNM sets in marriage games. However,the algorithm

used in the proof is only guaranteed to end in finite steps. It is still an open question whether

we can construct a polynomial-time algorithm to find a vNM set.

6. Reconsideration on stability of matchings in vNM stable sets

The internal and external stability conditions for a vNM set are not conditions that require

each individual matching in the vNM set a certain kind of stability. However, if a particular

matching in the vNM set is implemented by a centralized market clearing procedure, we should

evaluate how robust the matching is by taking into account that more compounded domination
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behaviors may happen among players. We here consider two possible types of compounded

domination: a sequential myopic domination and a farsighted breach of matches.

Let G be any marriage game in G and {Gn} be a sequence of games starting with G0 = G

(cf. Definition 4.3). Let C be the core of G. Suppose that the vNM set K of G was found at

the kth game Gk as a fixed point Ck such that Ck = UD(Ck, IR[≻k],≻k). As Ehlers (2007)

proved, since this vNM set K can be regarded as the core Ck of Gk, it has the lattice property

as shown in Proposition 5.1. Let us consider the case that C � K and the M -optimal matching

µ∗ in K is in the outside of C, i.e. µ∗ := ∨µ∈K µ 	∈ C.

6.1. Immunity to a sequential myopic domination

Since Cn = Cn−1 ∪ ∆Cn−1 for each n and C0 = C (cf. Definition 4.3), vNM set K is given as

K = C ∪ ∆C0 ∪ ∆C1 ∪ · · · ∪ ∆Ck−1 (= Ck).

Since µ∗ ∈ K \ C ⊂ IR[≻], there exist ν1 ∈ IR[≻] \ K and (i1, j1) ∈ M × W such that

ν1 dom[≻] µ∗, ν1(i1) = j1 ≻i1 µ∗(i1), and ν1(j1) = i1 ≻j1 µ∗(j1).

From the external stability of K, µ1 dom[≻] ν1 for some µ1 ∈ K. If µ1 ∈ C then µ1 cannot be

dominated by any matching. Let us suppose µ1 	∈ C. In addition, assume µ1 ∈ ∆C0 to make

explanation concise. Here, it should be recalled that

C ∪ ∆C0(= C1) is the core in UD(C, IR[≻],≻) regarding ≻,

D(C, IR[≻],≻) ∪ UD(C, IR[≻],≻) = IR[≻],

D(C, IR[≻],≻) ∩ UD(C, IR[≻],≻) = ∅.

Since µ1 is dominated by some matching, we have ν2 dom[≻]µ1 for some ν2 ∈ D(C, IR[≻],≻).

After all, the sequence of dominations ends up with a core matching µ2 ∈ C with µ2 dom[≻] ν2.

Let µ+ := ∨µ∈C µ be the M -optimal matching in C. Then we have

ν1(i1) ≻i1 µ∗(i1) �i1 µ+(i1) �i1 µ2(i1).

This show that player i1 would not end up being paired with a better partner even if it might

have been likely at the first domination. Thus, at least the M (or W )-optimal matching in a

vNM set is immune to such a sequential myopic domination as above.

6.2. Indeterminacy from a breach of matches

If we take a more farsighted viewpoint, we see that each matching in a vNM set can be vulnerable

to a unilateral breach of matches by players of the unsatisfied side. Those players may try to

be matched with more suitable partners for them by becoming single temporarily.

Let µ be any matching in the vNM set K of G. Suppose a set Sw of matched women in µ

breached their matches and become single. Let Sm := µ(Sw). By Sw’s breach of matches, µ is

changed to matching µ− such that µ−(i) = i for each i ∈ Sw ∪ Sm; and µ−(i) = µ(i) for each

i ∈ N \(Sw∪Sm). Since K is obtained as the core Ck of Gk = (M, W,≻k), we have µ− ∈ IR[≻k]

and Un(µ−) 	= Un(Ck). From Proposition 4.4.(iii) and the definition of ≻k,

ν dom[≻]µ− for each ν ∈ K.

Since Proposition 5.1.(Conflict of interests) also holds for the vNM set K, the fact that µ−

is dominated by each matching in K suggests that Sw’s breaching matches could promote

resumption of the whole negotiations on which matching the two sides should result in.
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A breach of matches is most likely to occur when the M or W -optimal matching in K is

implemented. In the case that the M -optimal matching µ∗ ∈ K is implemented, if players in

W breached matches, then it could make the W -players at least as well off as in µ∗. We should

note however that a breach of matches can occur even when µ ∈ C (⊆ K) is implemented. To

avoid such indeterminacy, all participants need to make a commitment to follow a matching

prescribed by their agreed market clearing procedure.

7. Proof of Lemma 5.1

Lemma 5.1 plays a central role in deriving the main theorem 5.1. The other propositions are

very well-known and/or can be proved easily.

Let G = (M, W,≻) ∈ G be a marriage game with the core C = UD(IR[≻], IR[≻],≻). Let

Ĝ = (M, W, ≻̂) be G’s core extension (Definition 4.2) with the core Ĉ = UD(IR[≻̂], IR[≻̂], ≻̂).

Let R := UD(C, IR[≻],≻) \ C and ∆C := UD(R, R,≻).

Claim 7.1. If R = ∅, then C = UD(C, IR[≻],≻), which is the unique vNM set of G.

Proof. Since UD(C, IR[≻],≻) ⊇ C 	= ∅, if R = ∅ then C = UD(C, IR[≻],≻), meaning

C ∈ vNM(G). If ∃K ∈ vNM(G) with K 	= C, then C � K by Proposition 4.3. Thus

∃µ ∈ K \ C. From the external stability of C, ∃ν ∈ C � K with ν domµ. This contradicts the

internal stability of K. Thus vNM(G) = {C}. �

By Claim 7.1, we assume R 	= ∅ in the following. This assumption excludes the inactive

marriage games having the core C = {µ0} with µ0(i) = i for each i. For those inactive games,

UD(C, IR[≻],≻) = {µ0} by Proposition 4.4.(iii). We have R = ∅, and Claim 7.1 holds.

Claim 7.2. C ⊆ Ĉ ⊆ UD(Ĉ, IR[≻̂], ≻̂) ⊆ UD(C, IR[≻],≻). (cf. Proposition 4.7.(iii))

Proof. Pick any µ ∈ C. Since µ ∈ UD(C, IR[≻], ≻), we have µ ∈ IR[≻̂]. Assume µ 	∈ Ĉ, i.e.

∃ν ∈ IR[≻̂] with ν dom[≻̂] µ. By the definition of ≻̂, this means ν dom[≻] µ, which contradicts

µ ∈ C. Then µ ∈ Ĉ, and thus C ⊆ Ĉ. By definition, Ĉ ⊆ UD(Ĉ, IR[≻̂], ≻̂).

Pick any µ ∈ UD(Ĉ, IR[≻̂], ≻̂). Since µ ∈ IR[≻̂] ⊆ IR[≻], if µ 	∈ UD(C, IR[≻],≻), then

∃ν ∈ C with ν dom[≻] µ. Since ν ∈ UD(C, IR[≻],≻), ν dom[≻̂] µ. This is impossible, since

µ ∈ UD(Ĉ, IR[≻̂], ≻̂) and ν ∈ C ⊆ Ĉ. Thus µ ∈ UD(C, IR[≻],≻). �

Claim 7.3. If A(i, R) ⊆ A(i, C) for each i ∈ N , then (i) R = ∆C, and thus C � C ∪∆C; and

(ii) C ∪ ∆C = Ĉ.

Proof. (i) Suppose ∃{µ, ν} ⊆ R with ν domµ. Since µ, ν ∈ IR[≻], ∃(i, j) ∈ M × W such that

ν(i, j) = (j, i), ν(i) ≻i µ(i), and ν(j) ≻j µ(j). Since A(i, R) ⊆ A(i, C) for each i ∈ N , ∃η ∈ C

with η(i, j) = ν(i, j) = (j, i) and η domµ. This contradicts µ ∈ R ⊂ UD(C, IR[≻],≻). Thus

ν ¬domµ for any µ, ν ∈ R, i.e. R = ∆C. Since R 	= ∅, we have C � C ∪ ∆C. Claim 7.3.(ii) is

proved under a more general setting in Claim 7.7. �

Lemma 5.1 will be proved by considering the case that ∃i ∈ N with A(i, R)\A(i, C) 	= ∅. For

unmatched player i ∈ Un(C), we have A(i, R) \ A(i, C) = ∅. Thus, letting N1 := N \ Un(C),7

7
N1 �= ∅, since we have assumed R �= ∅, which excludes the inactive cases with Un(C) = N ,
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we assume in the following that ∃i ∈ N1 with A(i, R) \ A(i, C) 	= ∅.

Claim 7.4. There exist i ∈ N1, h ∈ A(i, C), and j ∈ A(i, R) \ A(i, C) such that h ≻i j.

Proof. Assume on the contrary that

∀i ∈ N1 ∀h ∈ A(i, C) ∀j ∈ A(i, R) \ A(i, C), j ≻i h. (1)

Since ∃i ∈ N1 with A(i, R) \ A(i, C) 	= ∅, pick any i0 ∈ N1 and j0 ∈ A(i0, R) \ A(i0, C). Then

j0 ≻i0 h for any h ∈ A(i0, C). We note i0 ∈ A(j0, R) \ A(j0, C). From (1), i0 ≻j0 h for any

h ∈ A(j0, C). Thus, j0 ≻i0 µ(i0) and i0 ≻j0 µ(j0) for any given µ ∈ C. Let ν be any matching

with ν(i0, j0) = (j0, i0). Then ν domµ via (i0, j0). This contradiction deduces Claim 7.4. �

Let us write UD(C, IR[≻],≻) as UD when no confusion arises. Note UD = C ∪ R. From

Claim 7.4, we may assume there are i1 ∈ M , j0 ∈ A(i1, C), and j1 ∈ A(i1, R) \ A(i1, C) with

j0 ≻i1 j1, (2)

∄j ∈ A(i1, UD) with j0 ≻i1 j ≻i1 j1. (3)

Applying the lattice property of C (Proposition 5.1), define core matching µ0 ∈ C by

µ0 := ∧{µ ∈ C | µ(i1) �i1 j0}.
8 We have µ0(i1, j0) = (j0, i1), since j0 ∈ A(i1, C).

Since j1 ∈ A(i1, R)\A(i1, C), pick any ν1 ∈ R with ν1(i1, j1) = (j1, i1). Since µ0 and ν1 are

bijections over finite set N (= M ∪ W ), there exists a set S = {i1, . . . , ik, j0, . . . , jk−1} of 2k

players (including i1, j0, and j1) such that

|M | ≥ k ≥ 2, {i1, . . . , ik} ⊆ M , {j0, . . . , jk−1} ⊆ W , (4)

µ0(it, jt−1) = (jt−1, it) for t = 1, . . . , k, (5)

ν1(it, jt) = (jt, it) for t = 1, . . . , k − 1; and ν1(ik, j0) = (j0, ik). (6)

Claim 7.5. For t = 1, . . . , k, µ0(it) ≻it ν1(it). For t = 0, . . . , k − 1, ν1(jt) ≻jt
µ0(jt).

Proof. First we have µ0(i1) = j0 ≻i1 ν1(i1) = j1 [i.e., µ0(it) ≻it ν1(it) for t = 1].

If µ0(j0) = i1 ≻j0 ν0(j0) = ik, then µ0 dom ν1 via (i1, j0). This contradicts ν1 ∈ R ⊂ UD.

Thus, ν1(j0) = ik ≻j0 µ0(j0) = i1 [i.e., ν1(jt) ≻jt
µ0(jt) for t = 0].

If ν1(ik) = j0 ≻ik µ0(ik) = jk−1, then ν1 domµ0 via (ik, j0). This contradicts µ0 ∈ C. Thus,

µ0(ik) = jk−1 ≻ik ν1(ik) = j0 [i.e., µ0(it) ≻it ν1(it) for t = k].

If µ0(jk−1) = ik ≻jk−1
ν1(jk−1) = ik−1, then µ0 dom ν1 via (ik, jk−1). This contradicts

ν1 ∈ UD. Thus, ν1(jk−1) = ik−1 ≻jk−1
µ0(jk−1) = ik [i.e., ν1(jt) ≻jt

µ0(jt) for t = k − 1].

Claim 7.5 is proved by repeating the same argument. �

From Claim 7.5 together with (4)and (5), we have j1 ∈ A(i2, C), j2 ∈ A(i2, R), and j1 ≻i2 j2.

However, j2 may not be ranked lower next to j1 by i2 in UD. We then carry out the Cycle search

procedure given below by setting counter t := 1.

Cycle search procedure:

(i) Replace the indices of i1, j0, i2, and j1 as follows: i∗t ← i1, j∗t−1
← j0, i1 ← i2, j0 ← j1.

(ii) (Under the replaced indices,) let j1 ∈ A(i1, UD) be the element that is ranked lower next

to j0 by i1 in UD.

8For any finite set of matchings S = {µ1, . . . , µt}, symbol ∧S denotes µ1 ∧ · · · ∧ µt.
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(iii) Since j1 ∈ A(i1, UD), pick any νt+1 ∈ UD with νt+1(i1, j1) = (j1, i1).

(iv) If j1 ∈ {j∗0 , . . . , j∗t−1}, then set i∗t+1 ← i1, j∗t ← j0, and quit the procedure.

(v) Let S = {i1, . . . , ik, j0, . . . , jk−1} be the set including i1, j0, and j1 with properties

(4)–(6) [where ν1 is replaced with νt+1]. Return to (i) with t := t + 1.

Since player set N1 is finite, the Cycle search procedure will end in finite steps. We will

then obtain a set S∗ = {i∗t1 , . . . , i
∗

tq
, j∗t0 , . . . , j

∗

tq−1
} such that

|M | ≥ q ≥ 2, {i∗t1 , . . . , i
∗

tq
} ⊆ M , {j∗t0 , . . . , j

∗

tq−1
} ⊆ W , (7)

µ0(i∗th , j∗th−1
) = (j∗th−1

, i∗th) for h = 1, . . . , q, (8)

νth(i∗th , j∗th) = (j∗th , i∗th) for h = 1, . . . , q − 1; and νtq(i∗tq , j
∗

t0
) = (j∗t0 , i

∗

tq
). (9)

Since each νth ∈ UD for h = 1, ..., q, Claim 7.5 holds for µ0 and each νth and set S constructed

at Step (v) of each round. Furthermore, by Step (ii), the elements of S∗ satisfies

j∗th is ranked lower next to j∗th−1
by i∗th in UD for h = 1, . . . , q − 1, (10)

j∗t0 is ranked lower next to j∗tq−1
by i∗tq in UD (for h = q), (11)

i∗th ≻j∗th
i∗th+1

for h = 1, . . . , q − 1; and i∗tq ≻j∗t0
i∗t1 . (12)

Define µ∗ to be the matching such that

µ∗(i) := µ0(i) for each i ∈ N \ S∗,

µ∗(i∗th , j∗th) := νth(i∗th , j∗th) = (j∗th , i∗th) for {i∗th , j∗th} ⊂ S∗ with h = 1, . . . , q − 1,

µ∗(i∗tq , j
∗

t0
) := νtk(i∗tk , j∗t0) = (j∗t0 , i

∗

tq
) for {i∗tq , j

∗

t0
} ⊂ S∗.

This matching turns out to be a core matching in Ĝ.

Claim 7.6. µ∗ is a core matching in UD regarding ≻, and µ∗ ∈ Ĉ = UD(IR[≻̂], IR[≻̂], ≻̂).

Proof. First, we will show µ∗ ∈ UD (= UD(C, IR[≻],≻)). The pairs formed by µ∗ are those

formed by µ0 ∈ C and {νt1 , . . . , νtq} ⊂ UD. Thus µ∗ ∈ IR[≻]. Assume on the contrary that

∃ν ∈ C with ν domµ∗ via some pair (i, j) ∈ M × W with ν(i, j) = (j, i). If {i, j} ⊂ N \ S∗, it

means that ν dominates µ0 ∈ C, which is a contradiction. If i ∈ N \ S∗ and j = j∗th ∈ S∗ ∪ W ,

then ν(i) ≻i µ∗(i) = µ0(i) and ν(j∗th) ≻j∗th
µ∗(j∗th) = i∗th ≻j∗th

i∗th+1
= µ0(j∗th). This also

contradicts µ0 ∈ C. Next suppose i = i∗tr ∈ S∗ ∩ M and j = j∗th ∈ S∗ ∩ W . Since µ∗(i∗tr) = j∗tr
is ranked lower next to j∗tr−1

= µ0(i∗tr) in UD, if ν(i∗tr) ≻i∗tr
µ∗(i∗tr), then ν(i∗tr) ≻i∗tr

µ0(i∗tr) ≻i∗tr

µ∗(i∗tr). As for j∗th , we have ν(j∗th) ≻j∗th
µ∗(j∗th) = i∗th ≻j∗th

i∗th+1
= µ0(j∗th). We can also deduce a

contradiction when i = i∗th ∈ S∗ ∩ M and j ∈ N \ S∗. We have a contradiction for all possible

cases. Thus, ∄ν ∈ C with ν domµ∗, i.e. µ∗ ∈ UD.

Since we have (10)–(12), it follows from Proposition 5.2 that µ∗ is a core matching in UD

regarding ≻. From the definition of ≻̂, we have µ∗ ∈ Ĉ (cf. Proposition 4.7.(ii)). �

Claim 7.7. C ∪ ∆C = Ĉ. (cf. Proposition 4.7.(iv))

Proof. Assume that ∃µ ∈ Ĉ \ (C ∪ ∆C). Since µ ∈ IR[≻̂] ⊆ IR, we have µ ∈ D(C, IR,≻) or

µ ∈ UD (= UD(C, IR,≻)). If µ ∈ D(C, IR,≻), then ∃ν ∈ C with ν dom[≻] µ via some (i, j).

Since C ⊆ UD and ν ∈ IR, we have ν ∈ IR[≻̂]. This contradicts µ ∈ Ĉ. If µ ∈ UD, the
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assumption that µ 	∈ C ∪∆C means µ ∈ R \∆C. Thus ∃ν ∈ R with ν dom[≻] µ via some (i, j).

Since R ⊂ UD and ν ∈ IR, we have ν ∈ IR[≻̂]. This contradicts µ ∈ Ĉ. A contradiction arises

for each possible case. Thus Ĉ ⊆ C ∪ ∆C.

Assume ∃µ ∈ (C ∪ ∆C) \ Ĉ. Since µ ∈ C ∪ ∆C, we have µ ∈ IR[≻̂]. Thus, ∃ν ∈ IR[≻̂]

with ν dom[≻̂] µ via some (i, j) with ν(i, j) = (j, i). This implies that ∃ν′ ∈ UD with ν ′(i, j) =

ν(i, j) = (j, i) and ν ′ dom[≻]µ via (i, j). Note C ⊆ UD(UD, IR,≻). If µ ∈ C, then ν ′ ¬dom[≻]µ

for any ν ′ ∈ UD. This means µ 	∈ C, and thus µ ∈ ∆C. Since ∆C ⊂ R ⊂ UD, we have ν ′ ∈ R.

However, we cannot have ν ′ dom[≻] µ, since µ ∈ ∆C = UD(R, R,≻). Hence, C ∪ ∆C ⊆ Ĉ. �

We finally prove that the core C of G is a strict subset of the core Ĉ of Ĝ. This completes

the proof of Lemma 5.1.

Claim 7.8. µ∗ ∈ ∆C = UD(R, R,≻), and thus C � C ∪ ∆C = Ĉ.

Proof. Suppose {i∗
1
, j∗

1
} ⊂ S∗. This pair, reindexed by the Cycle search procedure, has the

property that j∗
1
∈ A(i∗

1
, R) \A(i∗

1
, C). Thus, there is no core matching in C that contains pair

(i∗
1
, j∗

1
). However, µ∗ ∈ Ĉ from Claim 7.6. Thus we have µ∗ ∈ ∆C from Claim 7.7.

If {i∗
1
, j∗

1
} 	⊂ S∗, then {i∗

1
, j∗

0
} ∩ S∗ = ∅ from the definition of S∗. (Recall that i∗

1
and j∗

0
was

indexed as i1 and j0 when they were first picked up.) From (7)–(12) and the definition of µ∗,

µ0(i∗
1
) = j∗

0
= µ∗(i∗

1
) (13)

µ0(i) �i µ∗(i) for each i ∈ M , (14)

µ0(i) ≻i µ∗(i) for each i ∈ S∗ ∩ M . (15)

If µ∗ ∈ C, then µ∗ ∈ {µ ∈ C | µ(i∗
1
) �i

∗

1
j∗
0
} from (13). From the definition of µ0, we then have

µ∗(i) �i µ0(i) for each i ∈ M , which contradicts (15). However, µ∗ ∈ Ĉ from Claim 7.6. Thus

µ∗ ∈ ∆C from Claim 7.7. The proof of Claim 7.8 is completed. �
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